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MAIL WH TODAY WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO., Inc. 
38 VESEY ST. L2¡? - NEW YORK, N. Y. 

ßush copy of your new 1932 Jubilee Tenth Annirenary catalog, en,olut lv free. 

Name 

lddreSs 

Town state 

MEND et =MO r 

The new 1932 WHOLESALE RADIO 10th 
Anniversary Catalog is NOW READY! 
The finest, most complete radio catalog ever 
published in the United States. EVERY- 
THING in radio -sets, tubes, speakers, re- 
placement parts, accessories, etc. -at lowest 
wholesale prices. - Brand new, guaranteed 
merchandise at the lowest prices in our his- 
tory. Send for this jubilee catalog -it's ab- 
solutely free -and see the finest assortment 
of radio merchandise ever listed. 

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
HEADQUARTERS 

WHOLESALE RADIO is "Replacement 
Parts" Headquarters. We maintain a huge 
stock of Replacement Parts for all model 
sets. Prices are the lowest in the field. 
.411 merchandise guaranteed. Prompt, effi- 
cient service. You can buy replacement parts 
with perfect confidence from the largest in- 
stitution of its kind in the country. Radio 
Dealers and Service Men will find the Re- 
placement Part Section of our new catalog 
particularly interesting and helpful. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 
Write for the Wholesale Jubilee 10th An- 
niversary Catalog. In it you will find com- 
plete descriptions and prices of the items 
described on this page, together with other 
typical Wholesale Values. Mail coupon 
TODAY I 

WHOLESALE RADIO 
SERVICE CO.3:la.:1O R- 

PECI AL EXPORT 
DEPARTMENT 

1--,,reign Radin Dealers, Distributors and 
Service Men are invited to communicate 
side our Export Department. We do a 
huge business all over the world. and are 
,quipped to give service and cooperation 
far above the averac. it will pay you to 
do business with WHOLESALE. Address 
all inquiries to Export Department, Whole- 
sale Radio Service Co.. 38 Vesey Street. 
New York, U. S. A. Cable Address 
"Scree." 
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Important and far- reach- 
ing developments in 
Radio create sudden 
demand for specially 
equipped and spe- 
cially trained Radio 
Service Men. 

9his excellent 
set analyzer 
and trouble 
shooter included 
with our courre 
of trainin 111 

MANY skilled Radio Service Men are needed now to service 
all- electric sets. By becoming a certified R. T. A. Service 
Man, you can make big money, full time or spare time, and 

fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers. 
We will quickly give you the training you need to qualify as a 
Radio service man ... certify you ... furnish you with a marvelous 
Radio Set Analyzer. This wonder instrument, together with our train- 
ing, will enable you to compete successfully with experts who have 
been in the radio business for years. With its help you can quickly 
diagnose any ailing Radio set. The training we give you will enable 
you to make necessary analysis and repairs. 
Serving as a "radio doctor" with this Radio Set Analyzer is but one 
of the many easy ways by which we help you make money out of 
Radio. Wiring rooms for Radio, installing and servicing sets for 
dealers, building and installing automobile Radio sets, constructing 
and installing short wave receivers ... those are a few of the other 
ways in which our members are cashing in on Radio. 
As a member of the Radio Training Association, you receive personal 
instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. Upon completion of the 
training, they will advise you personally on any problems which arise 
in your work. The Association will help you make money in your 
spare time, increase your pay, or start you in business. The easiest, 
quickest, best -paying way for you to- get into Radio is by joining the 
Radio Training Association. 

This amazing Radio Set Analyzer plus the 
instructions given you by the Association 
will transform you into an expert quickly. 
With it, you can locate troubles in all types 
of sets, test circuits, measure resistance 
and condenser capacities, detect defective 
tubes. Knowing how to make repairs is 
easy ; knowing what the trouble is requires 
expert knowledge and a Radio Set Analyzer. 
With this Radio Set Analyzer, you will be 
able to give expert service and make big 
money. Possessing this set analyzer and 
knowing how to use it will be but one of 
the benefits that will be yours as a member 
of the R. T. A. 

Write for No -Cost Membership Plan 
We have worked out a plan whereby a membership enrollment need 
not cost you a cent. Our thorough training and the valuable Radio 
set analyzer can he yours. Write at once and find out how easily 
both of these can be earned. 
Now is the time to prepare to be a Radio Service Man. Greater 
opportunities are opening up right along. For the sake of extra 
money in your spare time, bigger pay, a business of your own. a 
position with a future, get in touch with the Radio Training Associa- 
tion of America now. 
Send for this No -Cost Membership Plan and Free Radio Handbook 
that will open your eyes as to what Radio has in store for the ambi- 
tious man. Don't wait. Do it now. 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

Dept. RNA -I I 4513 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, Ill. 

r 
Fill Out and Mail Today! 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RNA-I I 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III. 

Gentlemen : Send me details of your No -Cost 
Membership Enrollment Plan and information on 
how to learn to make real money in radio quick. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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WIN FAMEan [ORTUN E 

RAADKV 
Scores of jobs are open to the Trained Man -jobs as 
Designer, Inspector and Tester -as Radio Salesman and 
in Service and Installation work -as Operator, Mechan- 
ic or Manager of a Broadcasting station -as Wireless 
Operator on a Ship or Airplane -jobs with Talking Pic- 
ture Theatres and Manufacturers of Sound Equipment 
-with Television Laboratories and Studios- fascinat- 
ing jobs, offering unlimited opportunities to the Trained Man. 

TenWeeks of Shop Training 
Come to Coyne in Chicago and 
prepare for these jobs the 
QUICK and PRACTICAL way 
-BY ACTUAL SHOP WORK 
ON ACTUAL RADIO EQUIP- 
MENT. Some students finish 
the entire course in 8 weeks. 
The average time is only 10 
weeks. But you can stay as 
long as you please, at no extra 
cost to you. No previous ex- 
perience necessary. 

TELEVISION and 
Talking Pictures 
In addition to the most modern Ra- 
dio equipment, we have installed in 
our shops a complete model Broad- 
casting Station, with sound -proof 

Studio and modernTransmitterwith 
1, 000 watt tubes -the Jenkins Tele- 
vision Transmitter with dozens of 
home -type Television receiving sets 
-and a complete Talking Picture 
installation for both "sound on film" 
and "sound on disk." IWe have 
spared no expense in our effort to 
make your training as COMPLETE 
and PRACTICAL as possible. 

Free Employment 
Service to Students 

After you have finished the course, 
we will do all we can to help you find 
the job you want. We employ 
three men on a full time basis 
whose sole job is to help our 
students in finding positions. 
And should you be a little short 
of funds, we'll gladly help you 
in finding part -time work 

II. C. Lewis, Pres. Radio Division Founded 1899 

Coyne Electrical School 
S00 S. Paulin& Street Dept. 81-8C, Chicago, Illinois 

while at school. Some of our stn- 
dents pay a large part of their liv- 
ing expenses in this way. 

Coyne Is 32 Years Old 
Coyne has been located right here 
in Chicago since 1899. Coyne 
Training is tested - proven by 
hundreds of successful graduates. 
You can get all the facts -FREE.' 
JUST MAIL THE COUPON FOR 
A FREE COPY OF OUR BIG RA- 
DIO AND TELEVISION BOOK, 
telling all about jobs ... salaries 
... opportunities. This does not ob- 
ligate you. Just mail the coupon. 

1-H. C. LEWIS, President 
1 Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
1 500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 81 -8C, Chicago, III. 

Send me your Big Free Radio, Television 
and Talking Picture Book. This does not 
obligate me in any way. 

Name 

Address ... . 

City State 
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Broadcasting Stations offer fascinating 
jobs paying from $1,200 to $5,000 a year. 

Police Departments are finding Radio a great aid in their work. Many good jobs 
have been made in this new field. 

s 
Spare time set servicing is paying N. R. I. 
men $_On to $1.000 a year. Full time 
men are making as much as $65, $75, $100 

a week. 

Talking Movies -am invention made pos- 
sible only by radii -offers many tine jobs 
tu trained radio men. paying $75 to $200 

a week. 

i 
Television - the coining field of many 
great opportunities - is covered by my 

course 

Tale your pick of these 
fine'Bi Pay Radiolobs 

YOU have seen how the men and young men who got into the automo- 
bile, motion picture and other industries when they were started had 
the first chance at the key jobs -are now the $5,000, $10,000 and 

$15,000 a year men. Radio offers you the same chance that made men rich in 
those businesses. Its growth has already made men independent and will make 
many more wealthy in the future. Its amazing growth can put you ahead, too. 
Don't pass up this opportunity for a good job and future financial independence. 

Many Good, $50 to $100 a Week 
Jobs Opening Every Year 

Radio needs more trained men 
badly. Why slave your life away for 
$25 to $40 a week in a no- future job 
when you can get ready in a short 
time for Radio where the good jobs 
pay $50, $60, $75 and $100 a week? 
And many of these jobs can quickly 
lead to $150 to $200 a week. Many 
fine jobs are opening every year for 
men with the right training -the 
kind of training I'll give you. 

I am Doubling and Tripling 
Salaries 

Where you find big growth you 
always find many big opportunities. 
I am doubling and tripling the sal- 
aries of many men every year. After 
training with me only a short time 
they are able to make $1,000 to 
$3.000 a year more than they were 
getting before. Figure out for your- 
self what an increase like this would 
mean to you -the many things that 
mean so much in happiness and com- 
fort that you could buy with an addi- 
tional $1,000 to $3,000 a year. 

$400 a Month 

"I spent fifteen years as 
traveling salesman and was 
staking good money but 
could see the opportunities in 
Radio. Believe me I am not 
sorry for I have made more 
money than ever before. I 
have made more than $400 
each month and it really was 
your course that brought me 
to this. 1 cant say too much 
for your school." J. G. Dahl - 
stead, Radio Station RYA, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Many Make $10 to $25 a Week 
Extra Almost at Once 

The day you start I'll show you 
how to do twenty -eight jobs common 
in most every neighborhood that you 
can do in your spare time. I'll show 
you how to repair and service all 
makes of sets and do many other jobs 
all through my course. I'll give you 
the plans and ideas that are making 
$200 to $1,000 for my students while 
they are taking my course. G. W. 
Page, 133 Pine Street, McKenzie, 
Tenn., writes: "I made $935 in my 
spare time while taking your course." 

You Have Many Jobs 
to Choose From 

Broadcasting stations use engineer 
operators, station managers. Radio manu- 
facturers continually need testers, inspec- 
tors, foremen, engineers, service men, 
buyers and managers. Shipping compa- 
nies, Police departments, commercial land 
stations, aircraft companies, offer good 
operators jobs from time to time. There 
are hundreds of opportunities for you to 
have a spare time or full time Radio 
business of your own. I'll show you how 
to start one with practically no capital. 
My book tells you of other opportunities. 
Be sure to get it at once. 

$800 In Spare Tinte 

"Money could not pay for 
what I got out of your course. 
I did not know a single thing 
about Radio before I enrolled 
hut I have made $800 in mY 
spare time although my work 
keeps me away from home 
from 0:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 
Every word I ever read about 
your course I have found 
true." Milton I. Leiby, Jr., 
Topton, Pennsylvania. 

Seldom Under $100 a Week 

"My earnings in Radio are 
many times greater than I 
ever expected them to he. In 
November I made $577, De- 
cember $645, January $464. 
My earnings seldom fall 
under 5100 a week. Tll say 
the N. R. I. course is thor- 
ough and complete. You give 
a man more for his money 
than anybody else." E. W. 
Winborne, 1207 W. 48th St., 
Norfolk, Va. 
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Twill train you AT HOME 
free book dives facts and proof 

I Will Train You at Home 
In Your Spare Time 

Hold your job. There is no need 
for you to leave home. I will train 
you quickly and inexpensively dur- 
ing your spare time. You don't have 
to be a high school graduate. My 
course is written in a clear, inter- 
esting style that most anyone can 
grasp. I'll give you practical ex- 
perience under my 50 -50 method of 
training - one -half from lesson 
books and one -half from practical 
experiments. When you graduate 
you won't have to take any kind 
of a job to get experience -you 
will be trained and experienced 
ready to take a responsible job in 
the radio field of your choice. 

Television and Talking 
Pictures Included 

My course not only gives you a 
thorough training in Radio - all 
you need to know to get and hold 
a good job -but also your choice, 
without extra charge, of any one of 
my special advanced courses: (1) 
Television. (2) Aircraft Radio, 
(3) Broadcasting, Commercial and 
Ship Radio Stations, (4) Sound 
Pictures and Public Address Sys- 
tems, (5) Advanced Radio Servic- 
ing and Merchandising. You 
won't be a "one job" man when 
you finish my course. You'll know 
how to handle a job in any one of 
Radio's 20 different branches of 
opportunity. 

Lifetime Employment 
Service to All Graduates 

When you finish my course you 
won't be turned loose to shift for 
yourself. Then is when I will step 
in to help you find a job through 
my Employment Department. This 
Employment Service is free of ex- 
tra charge both to you and the 
employer. 

Your Money Back If Not 
Satisfied 

You do not risk a penny when 
you enroll with me. I will give you 
an agreement in writing, legal and 
binding upon the institute, to re- 
fund every penny of your money 
if, upon completing my course you 
are not satisfied with my Lessons 
and Instruction Service. The re- 
sources of the N. R. L, Pioneer 
and Largest Home -Study Radio 
training organization, stands back 
of this agreement. 

Find Out What Radio Offers 
You -Get My Book at Once 

One copy of my valuable book, 
"Rich Rewards in Radio," is free 
to anyone interested in making 
more money. It tells you where the 
good jobs are, what they pay, how 
you can quickly and easily fit your- 
self to get one. The coupon below 
will bring you a copy. Send it at 
once. Your request does not obli- 
gate you in any way. Act NOW. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

Dept. 1 M R WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Salary Three Times Larger 

"Before I completed your 
course I went to work for a 
Radio dealer. Now I am 
Assistant Service Manager of 
the Sparks- Withington Com- 
pany. My salary is three 
times what it was before 
'taking your course. I could 
not have obtained this posi- 
tion without it. I owe my 
success to N. R. I. training." 
H. A. Wïlmoth, Sparks -With- 
ington Company. 

Igj°' 8Big Outfits 
of Radio parts for 

¿rfensive Practical experimenk 

Seven tube screen 
grid tuned radio 
frequency receiver. 

You can build over 100 circuits with the outfits I give 
you. You learn from actual experience about A. C., 

Screen Grid Circuits, push -pull amplification and the 
other features in modern sets. Shown here are two of 
the outfits you build. You work out with your hands the 
principles, diagrams 
and circuits you learn 
from my lesson books. 
You get as much prac- 
tical experience under 
this unequaled method 
of home training, in a 
few months, as the av- 
erage fellow gets in two 
to four years in the field. 

Public Address Audio System 

Clip and NOWfor 
FREE INFORMATION 

J. E. Smith, President, 

National Radio Institute, Dept. 1 MR 

16th and U Sts., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Smith : Send me "Rich Rewards in Radio." 
Tell me more about Radio's opportunities for good jobs 
and quick promotion ; also about your practical method 
of Home Training. I understand this request does not 
obligate nne and that no agent will call on me. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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The Editor 
THE scientists promised us, about a 

year ago, greatly improved radio re- 
ceiving conditions for this year, and 
here we are in the midst of the best re- 
ceiving season we have had for a long 
time. The prediction. therefore. comes 
true. This forecast was based upon the 
eleven -year sun -spot cycle which has 
just ended and which promises better 
radio for years to come. 

* * * 

THE year 1931, it seems. is a banner 
year in the communications industry. 
Not only is it the twelfth anniversary 
of our own magazine. but it marks the 
one -hundredth anniversary of the most 
fruitful period in the life of the world's 
greatest electrical experimenter-Mi - 
chael Faraday. Both in Europe and in 
America, Faraday's genius is being cele- 
brated for the long series of electrical 
studies underlying the electrical phe- 
nomena which is the basis of our pres- 
ent -day electrical progress. 

* * * 

AT the same time we are celebrating, 
in the United States. the seventieth an- 
niversary of the trans -continental tele- 
graph service, which sounded the death 
knell of the pony express and was the 
direct forerunner of radio in the field 
of communication. 

* * * 

THERE appeared in our September 
issue an article on the proposed experi- 
ments of the Wilkins submarine polar 
expedition in which was pointed out by 
Frederick Siemens the pioneer scientific 
nature of this expedition. The author, 
however, also called attention to some 
of the problems and hazards that might 
be expected. He stated. "No one can 
deny the venturesome voyage of the 
new Nautilus involves terrific dangers 
that few stay -at -home individuals would 
be prepared to face. Possibly some day 
some amateur at his key and headphones 
will catch a feeble, interrupted mes- 
sage . tragedy. . Everyone will 
hope this may be avoided by the skill 
and careful planning of Sir Hubert and 
his crew." 

* * * 

DURING the last few months hard 
luck and trouble galore seem to have 
followed Sir Hubert across the Atlantic, 
first as both engines broke down and 
second as part of the superstructure 
was washed away in stormy weather. 
Engines went out of commission again 
on the way to Bergen and after leaving 
Tromsoe. By working with almost su- 
perhuman energy, repairs were made 
and the expedition was at last ready in 
August and the Nautilus then set out 
for Spitzbergen. After leaving there, 
in meeting the ice pack around 80° 
north, the machinery still continued to 
give trouble. While heading through 
broken ice for a chance to get under the 
ice pack edge. it was discovered that 
both diving rudders had been lost. 

* * * 

To go on in the face of all this took 
plenty of nerve on the part of the com- 
mander and crew. However, in spite 

to Yore 
of all, Sir Hubert actually slid dive his 
craft underneath the Arctic ice pack 
and both he and the crew got out alive, 
although depending upon a recalcitrant 
power plant and worn accessories which 
had repeatedly failed. 

* * * 

SIR HUBERT has done something 
which no plan has ever done before. He 
has saved a forlorn expedition from 
complete failure and has actually slid 
the vessel along the bottom of the ice 
floes and re- emerged again to safety. 
And he has again proved the worth of 
short -wave radio for any kind of ex- 
ploration work. The radio apparatus 
seemed to be one of the few scientific 
devices on the expedition that worked 
consistently and well. It kept him in 
communication with his bases during 
the whole trip, except for a three -day 
period -probably while the daring ex- 
plorers were underneath the pack. 

* * * 

ANNOUNCEMENT of the postponement 
of the tenth annual Chicago Radio Elec- 
trical Show, scheduled for this month, 
was made today by Clayton Irwin, Jr., 
General Manager. The show is to be 
held some time after the middle of 
January. 1932. The announcement 
states the change was made at the re- 
quest of leaders in the industry. Today 
everyone is placing his pennies where 
they will do the most good and maybe, 
reading between the lines, these leaders 
did not feel it advisable to support two 
radio shows corning so close together. 
Maybe that is also the reason why our 
business office reports that the copy of 
RADIO NEWS you are now holding in 
your hands contains an advance in ad- 
vertising lineage of more than 50 per 
cent. over previous issues! RADIO 
NEWS is read by all radio men. 

* * * 

WILL we have music via the tele- 
phone? 

* * 

THIS is at least a possibility in the 
New York metropolitan area if "Wired 
Music." a corporation formed to mer- 
chandise the transmission of musical 
programs to hotels, restaurants and 
businesses. keeps going ahead with the 
project. The plan came to light re- 
cently when Wired Music complained 
to the Public Service Commission that 
the Telephone Company had declined 
to supply telephone lines for this ser- 
vice. The Commission, it is reported, 
decided that the Telephone Company 
must lease its wires for transmission of 
entertainment programs. But whether 
subscribers will be willing to listen to 
music from the telephone- rather than 
a modern radio receiving apparatus -is 
still another question. 

* * * 

IN this issue of RADIO NEWS. S. Gor- 
don Taylor tells of some mighty inter- 
esting experiments on long and short- 
wave reception the RADIO NEWS tech- 
nicians have been making from the 
towering height of the Empire State 
Building in New York. He tells of re- 

sults obtained and problems encoun- 
tered. 

* * * 

ENGLISHMEN get more electricity for 
their money. Germans get the least! 
Read what Thomas Elway has to say 
about the many and various kinds of 
arbitrary watts, ohms and volts still ex- 
isting in the world today in spite of 
scientific progress. and how the scien- 
tists are working to prepare an accurate 
single standard for engineers the world 
over. 

* * * 

CAN the engineer "cure" deafness? 
* * * 

READ what Dr. Saxl suggests for help- 
ing persons afflicted with deafness and 
how, by the aid of electro- acoustical 
devices. many thousands of people are 
hearing normally again. If you have 
friends who are so afflicted, let them 
read the article. Servicemen, here is 
another chance for you to step in and 
show your worth. You can help others 
and at the same time increase your 
business. 

* * * 

WHAT is a decibel? 
* * * 

SOUNDS almost as silly as the time- 
worn query-Why is a cow? But it's 
serious! Read John Borst's definition, 
derivation and application of this new 
unit of measurement. It is the first 
complete treatise on the subject the 
Editor has run across. 

* * * 

SERVICEMEN. engineers and experi- 
menters will find a full quota of their 
own particular and favorite variety of 
information in the regular departmental 
articles. Don't miss the departments! 

* * * 

THIs month we announce, as prom- 
ised. a new department NEWS AND COM- 
MENTS OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY. This 
is a column devoted to important 
events. patent situations, trade hap- 
penings, personal notes. changes in or- 
ganization, etc.. that should be wel- 
comed heartily by our readers and 
friends in the trade. It is conducted 
under the able direction of Ray Kelly; 
he of the seven- league ears and the 
mile -a- minute typewriter. 

* * * 

Now is the time for all lovers of radio 
to get their receiving apparatus in A -1 
condition to enjoy the wonderful pro- 
grams promised for the 1931 -1932 sea- 
son. Have a reliable local serviceman 
check all your tubes. your antenna in- 
stallation and go over your receiver. If 
it is an old one, you may ask his advice 
as to a new set or a new loudspeaker 
that will immeasurably increase the 
grade of service you are now getting 
from your old one. Fine radio receiv- 
ers. tubes and loudspeakers were never 
offered at such low prices as obtainable 
today. 
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Why he satisfiedwilk less that 

Round the World 
Reception ? 

Read What Scott All -Wave Owners Say About This Great Receiver 
England on an indoor aerial... 
"London,England,comcs in with 
great volume on an indoor aerial, 
which I have to use on account 
of static. Can get all the volume 
I want with the volume control 
turned up most of the time only 
one -quarter." 
-W. J. McD., Intercale, N. H. 

'Round the world .. . 
"Have heard 'Big Ben' strike 
midnight in London; Grand 
Opera from Rome; the 'Mar - 
seillaise' played in France and at 
8:30 a. m. have heard the laugh- 
ing Jack -ass from VK2ME at 
Sydney. Australia." 

-C. L. B., Chicago, Illinois 

China, too . . 
"Static conditions have been 
extremely bad this Summer. 

However, we have been getting 
regular reception on GSSW at 
Chelmsford, Enggland, 12R0 at 
Rome, Italy, F3IC;D, Indo- China, 
and VK3ME at Melbourne, 
Australia. " -S. F. S., Lock, Utah. 
'Paris for 3 hours .. . 
"Yesterday I tuned in station 
FYA at Paris and received them 
for three hours with consider- 
ably more volume than Rome; 
El Prado. Ecuador, comes in very 
clear and loud every Thursday 
evening." 

-S. O. K., Tuskegee, Alabama 
'Records Australia . . . 
"Last Saturday night I received 
VK2ME, Sydney, Australia, loud 
enough to make a recording on 
my home recorder. It certainly 
gave me a great thrill to hear the 
announcer say, 'The time is now 

20 minutes to 4, Sunday after- 
noon' when it was 20 minutes 
to 12 Saturday night here." 

-J. R. C., Highland, Mass. 

Germany to Australia .. . 
"I hear England, France, Italy, 
daily while Ecuador, Colombia 
Honduras and Germany and 
Manila come in quite often. 
VK2ME at Sydney. Australia, 
comes in very well." 
-1. M. B., Wierton, West Virginia 
°Austria .. . 
"I have tuned in VK3ME at 
Melbourne with enough volume 
to be heard across the street. I 
listened last evening to France. 
Italy, Austria, as well as G5SW 
in England and several other 
European stations. The SCOTT 
is all you claim and then some." 

-R. N. B., Fullerton, Penna. 

E. H.-SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES. INC., 4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. N -O, Chicago 
(Formerly Stott Transformer C'o., 

The SCOT 
ALL -WAVE 

15 te 550 METER SUPERHETERODYNE 

There is a new thrill in Radio -the 
thrill of actually tuning in the other 
side of the world - Japan, Indo- 
China, France, England, Australia, 
Germany and South America. Not 
code, but voice, music and song, loud 
and clear -often so perfect that its 
quality matches the finest nearby 
domestic stations. Such is the daily 
service being given by Scott All - 
Wave Receivers located in all parts 
of the country and operating under 
all sorts of conditions. And the tone 
of the Scott All -Wave is naturalness 
itself. Think of it! England and 
Japan, thousands of miles away from 
each other, yet only a quarter inch 
apart on the dial of the Scott All - 
Wave. A fractional turn of the tuning 
control and either is yours to listen 
to with an abundance of loud speaker 
volume. Unbelievable? Read the let- 
ters reproduced below. They are but 
a few of the hundreds received! 

The truly amazing performance of 
which the Scott All -Wave is capable is the 
natural result of combining advanced design 
and precision engineering. The system of 
amplification employed in this receiver is far in 
advance of any other -and the Scott All -Wave 
is built in the laboratory, by laboratory experts 
to laboratory standards so that its advanced 
design is taken fullest advantage of. Each 
receiver is tested, before shipment, on recep- 
tion from either 12R0, Rome, 5SGW, Chelms- 
ford, England, or VK3ME, Melbourne, Australia. 

Why be satisfied with less than a Scott 
All -Wave can give you? The price of this 
receiver is remarkably low. Mail the coupon 
for full particulars. 

Clip 
L. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 

(Formerly Scott Tratmformer Co.) 

4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. Y -li, Chicago, 1H. 

Send me full particulars of the Scott All-Wave. 

Name 

Street 

Town State__ 
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Push -Pull Pentode Power Output Tubes 
-Multi -Mu Screen -Grid Tubes -Real 
Automatic Volume Control -All the Lat- 
est Improvements That Give Amazing New 
Clarity, Perfect Tone, Split -Hair Selectivity and 
Sensitivity Never Before Heard Of! 

COMPLETELY 
ASSEMBLED 

RADIO FANS! Just what you've been looking for! A powerful new I I -tube radio 
at an unbelievably low price. And what a radio! Two Push -pull pentode power 
output tubes with twice the power and four times the sensitivity of ordinary 45's- 
and Multi -Mu tubes, together with a -24 first detector, gives you SIX SCREEN 
GRIDS. These six screen grids, together with the -27 oscillator, second detector 
first A.F., and automatic volume control -the -80 tubes -gives a total of ELEVEN 
TUBES, with reception equal to fifteen ordinary tubes -in a perfectly balanced, 
non -oscillating, non -radiating, super- heterodyne TEN -TUNED circuit with mil 
.4 utomatic Volume Control that holds those powerful locals down to the same volume 
as the distant stations and counteracts that annoying fading on weak stations. 
The use of a band -pass or pre -selector stage, together with Multi -Mu full range 
tubes, makes this radio actually surpass 10 K.C. 
selectivity. Absolutely eliminates those noisy singing 
"birdies" and annoying cross talks. You'll be positively 
amazed and delighted when you see this sensational 
new set, hear the (beautiful mellow, cathedral tone - 
know what it means to have that pin -dot selectivity 
and unequaled sensitivity. 
Be convinced -TRY IT 30 DAYS BEFORE YOU 
BUY. Don't send a penny. Mail coupon right now for 
amazing FREE trial offer and complete details. You'll 
be surprised. 

TERMS 
AS LOW AS 

x5.00 
DOWN 

R,usn THIS COUPON FOR 
AMAZING FREE TRIAL OFFER 
AND BIG BEAIITIF11L CATALOG 

Mid -West Radio Corp. 
Dept. 15 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
'Without obligation on my part send me 
your new 1932 catalog, and complete 
details of your liberal 30-day free trial offer. 

USER AGENTS 
We pay you BIG MONEY 
just for showing your radio 
to friends and neighbors. 
Easy EXTRA MONEY! 
Check coupon for details. 

This is NOT an order. 

Name 

Address 

Town State ......... .... R. R. No. 
3 Send me SPECIAL USER AGENTS PROPOSITION. 

With Specially 
Matched Large 
DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

Deal Direct with 
Factory -Save 50', f 

DAYS 
FREE 
TRIAL 

Never before in the history of rndio hni enrh n powerful eeCheen offered nt ?IID -WEST'S anta.inaly low pike. 
Deal thrent with the hie MID -WEST factory. a the iuhl'e profit. Your outfit will reach on splendidly 
parked. rigidly ',led with everything in rho, ready 

,cr 
to pit's . No mblu,e1 Entertain v ll for 

MI days oluulolelr FItI E -then do,;de. 1 re nut obligated to hate. a Saver,, to 
hS Ìdcer 

cent i tr bn.-iu[ 
direct from awtor- insure tifn, lion -de-,l direst with thew Id's veteran nt- '1111 -WrsT. 
And don't furent -every kIID -WEST outfit le backed by as ubeolute emrailtce of eutielaction. You take 
uu risk. 

Hundreds of 
Delighted Users! 

Radio fans from all parts of the country have 
purchased Mid-west super -heterodynes and 
many have sent in enthusiastic letters of 
praise. Here are just a few: 

"DELIGHTED" 
To say that I am delighted is platting it 
mildly. The sensitivity and selectivity of 
the new Mid -west set leaves little to be 
desired. 
Your advertising has not exaggerated one 
word as to the merits of the set. 

Cordially yours, 
(Rev.) Wells H. Fitch. Riverhead, L. I., N.Y. 

New Zealand User Hears New York 
and Other Stations Eight Thousand 

Miles Distant! 
I would stack my Mid -west up against any 
other make of set on the market. I have a 
log of 141 stations. "Mid -west gets 'on all 
over the world." 36 stations in New Zealand. 
34 Australian, 10 in Japan, 1 in China, 2 in 
India, 1 in Czechoslovakia and Bratislava. 
2 in Honolulu. auxl o total of 56 stations in 
the U. S. 4., including New York, Cin- 
cinnati and Los Angeles. 
I bave received WTIC on two different fre- 
quencies. Slant "Radio Bankok.'' 
This is a log which would be hard to eclipse 
by any other set of any fatter. 

Yours very sincerely. 
Fred. W. Morley, I lawke's Bay, New Zealand 

Complete Line of 
Consoles 

Rush the coupon for big. beautifu) 
catalog that illustrates the complete 
line of 511U -WE51' console cabinets. 
All new, all different. all priced to 
save you .30% to 5(1%. You'll gasp 
with admiration when you sec the 
vast selection of beauty. style and 
grace that is crafted into every MID- 
WEST Console. The catalog is FREE -it doesn't cost you a penny! Rush 
the coupon -NOW I 

MID-WEST RADIO CORP. 

Dept. 15 CINCINNATI OHIO 
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Keeping Abreast with Radio 

The popular conception of technical opportunities in the broadcasting field is 
that broadcast activities involve knowledge of how and why a transmitter func- 
tions. Thai was relatively true in radio's pioneer days when an engineer was a 
Jack-of-all-trades. It then did involve all radio knowledge, but now it is a special - 
ized field. The best licensed man today might be a lot worse in studio activities 
than a not- licensed man who understands that phase of work. Technical men ara 
now divided into specialized groups. Transmitter engineers must have knowledge 
of theory and operation of broadcast and high frequency transmitters and must 
be licensed. Master control engineers need no license but they must have thorough 
knowledge of undistorted amplification and long -line telephone practice. Studio 
engineers must have knowledge of undistorted amplification, acoustics, music ap- 
preciation and showmanship. Field engineers require knowledge of all types of 
audio amplifiers, telephone transmission practices, code, musical appreciation and 
showmanship and they must be able to size up emergency situations quickly. 
Television engineers must have knowledge of undistorted amplification over wide 
frequency ranges, photo- electric cells, motors, optics and showmanship. 

Constant readers of RADIO NEWS keep themselves accurately abreast of all 
activities in this broadly specialized field. 

Technical Director, 
Columbia Broadcasting System 
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Radio's Lofty Aspirations 

IF the Eiffel Tower were moved bodily and placed beside the Empire State Building in 
New York City, this is the view that would be obtained by a person looking upward from 

its tip. Actually, the photograph was taken looking up from the 86th floor of the Empire 
State Building and showing the famous mooring mast which extends up two hundred and 
fifty feet, making a total elevation of one thousand, two hundred and fifty feet above the 

street. It was here that Rio NEWS erected the antenna shown, to determit its effective- 
ness in long- distance receiving 

mrnr,14imri-sitr.ar.rr.nvs.r.rr.rr.r.nir.ñircs.r.nu.-rtrñumyr. ri.rî.titi.irrnrrlai.ir'isiVièil;mrSCri.ri.m 
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Exp crimen Ial Reception 
On The World's 

TALLEST STRUCTURE 
In a series of reception tests carried on in and around New York City, 
an antenna was erected twelve hundred feet above the street level, 

with results as described in this article 

THERE are probably many 
radio enthusiasts who, seeing 
the stately Empire State 
Tower rearing its tremendous shaft skyward, have won- 

dered what sort of reception results could be obtained from an 
aerial erected at its tip. 

Out in the suburbs -and in the city, too -many have 
erected antenna masts, some of them quite intricate, in order 
to gain a few extra feet of altitude for their "sky wires." If 
this was worth while, what could be expected from a made -to- 
order mast reaching up 1250 feet above the street level? 

It was to determine the answer to this question that RADIO 
News arranged, through the kind cooperation of ex- Governor 
Smith, now president and executive head of the Empire State 
Company, to conduct a series of reception tests in the tower. 

Before going into a de- 
scription of the tests and 
the results obtained, a de- 
scription of the building 
itself might be in order, to 
give readers a better idea 
of the conditions under 
which the tests took place. 

The building proper is a 
massive structure covering 
an entire block -front on 
Fifth Avenue. It extends 
eighty -six stories skyward 
in a series of set -backs, or 
steps, which brings the 
elevation to 1000 feet at 
the 86th floor. This floor 
constitutes the main ob- 
servatory where souvenir. 
luncheon and lounge 
rooms are provided for 
sightseers. Two of these 
rooms are glass -inclosed, 
on three sides, to permit 
an unobstructed view of 
the magnificent panorama 
during cold or inclement 
weather. They also open 
out onto tiled outdoor ter- 
races for the use of visitors during fair weather conditions. 

Arising from the center of this floor is the famous tower. 
This is really a gigantic all -metal cylinder. as shown on the 
opposite page. which extends up 250 feet further "into the 
blue," bringing its top to an elevation of 1250 feet above street 
level. The topmost floor in this tower is the 103rd, and it was 
this floor that was assigned for the RADIO NEws tests. The 
floor below serves as an auxiliary observatory and is connected 
with the eighty -sixth floor by an elevator. 

The 103rd floor consists of a fair -sized room completely en- 
circled by an outdoor gallery. It is to this gallery that the 
aerial gangplanks will be run if the tower is ever used as an 

By S. Gordon Taylor anchorage for dirigible air liners. 
Strange as it may seem, the "roof" 

of this monstrous building is a tiny 
area only about four feet in diameter. This is really the flat- 
tened top of the dome, which serves as the ceiling of the room 
in which the tests were made, and is the very tip of the tower, 
unless one counts the fifteen -foot steel -pipe mast mounted on 
this roof to support the weather vane and wind gauge. Inci- 
dentally, these instruments register on dials at various loca- 
tions in the building. One pair may be seen in the wall just 
over the radio set in one of the photos accompanying this 
article. 

The first consideration in preparing for the tests concerned 
the location for the antenna. The steel -pipe mast was highly 
inaccessible and for that reason was discarded as a possible 

anchorage. A few feet 
more or less becomes un- 
important at an altitude of 
1250 feet, so it was de- 
cided to use the balus- 
trade on the gallery just 
outside the test room as a 
support for the upper end 
of the wire, and the roof 
of the 86th floor observa- 
tory as the bottom anchor- 
age. This provided a span 
of wire close to 250 feet 
in length. It was broken 
by an insulator to provide 
two separate antennas, one 
terminating at the 103rd 
floor test room and the 
other at the 86th floor, 
thus permitting tests to 
be made in either location. 

The receiver selected 
for the tests was a stock 
model of the Scott All - 
IN' a v e Superheterodyne, 
which was described in the 
June and July issues. This 
receiver had the advantage 
that tests on both broad- 

cast and short waves could be made without duplication of 
equipment. Furthermore. this receiver had been used in a 
number of other reception tests during previous months and its 
performance was therefore a known factor. 

In addition to this receiver. an adapter box was made up to 
permit headphones to be used when for any reason it was un- 
desirable to use the loudspeaker. This adapter consisted of a 
simple circuit arrangement, as shown in the diagram in the 
present article. Two wafer -type tube adapters were slipped 
under the output tubes. and leads from the plate terminals of 
these were carried to the input of the headphone box. Inside 
the box, these terminals were connected across a 25,000 -ohm 

TI -IE "LISTENING POST" 
IN THE EMPIRE STATE TOWER 

Most of the tests were carried on in this room on the 103rd floor. It 
was here that European stations were brought in at loudspeaker 
volume on a nine -foot antenna -and this tiny antenna was partially 

shielded within the all -metal tower! 
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"RADIO HATH CHARMS" 

The early tests were carried on in the public observatory on the 86th floor, but "local inter- 
ference," in the form of questions from the three thousand sightseers who visit the tower daily, 
made it necessary to shift the scene of operations to a private room. This photo was taken at 

an early -morning hour when the tide of visitors was at low ebb 

potentiometer, through blocking condensers. A group of six 
jacks were then connected in series -parallel between one end 
of the potentiometer and the sliding arm so that headphone 
volume could be varied by adjusting the potentiometer. The 
jacks used were of the double- circuit type with 2000 -ohm re- 
sistors connected in such a manner that when headphones were 
withdrawn the resistors would automatically be cut in, thus 
maintaining constant volume in the other headphones. Also, 
due to the high impedance of the potentiometer, which is in 
parallel with the loudspeaker transformer input, the overall 
impedance of the headphone- adapter unit did not affect the 
total load -impedance enough to cause noticeable change in the 
loudspeaker volume or quality when both loudspeaker and 
headphones were used at the same time, as when using the 
loudspeaker at a remote location, for instance. A switch con- 
nected in one of the voice -coil leads of the loudspeaker per- 
mitted this unit to be cut in or out when 
desired. 

The headphone adapter is described in 
detail here for the benefit of many fans 
who like to fish for DX, and perhaps let 
their friends do so, after the family has 
retired for the night. Provision can, of 
course, be made for more or fewer head- 
phones if desired. 

The Reception Tests 
The tests were started with the re- 

ceiver set up on the 86th floor. The wis- 
dom of providing for headphone opera- 
tion became immediately apparent be- 
cause, with the loudspeaker in operation, 
the test set -up became the center of at- 
traction for crowds (about 3000 persons 
visit the observatory daily) wanting to 
know what station they were hearing, how 
did we know the Italian program was 
from Rome, and so on. The only way 
we could keep the crowd from "snowing 
us under" was by using headphones. 
Even then the fact that we were conduct- 
ing tests of transatlantic reception drew 
the crowd like flies to sugar. Perhaps 
the rabid radio enthusiasm of old is a 
thing of the past, but there was no evi- 
dence of its passing during these tests. 

The first daylight reception was on the 
broadcast wavelengths, when all the local 
stations and a number within a 250 -mile 

radius were tuned in. For the 
most part these were relative- 
ly free from background noise, 
the exceptions being out -of- 
town stations which required a 
highly sensitive adjustment of 
the receiver. But this freedom 
from "man- made" static seemed 
to be about the only advantage 
offered by the great elevation of 
the antenna. Evidently the verti- 
cal isolation from other build- 
ings, with their numerous 
sources of electrical noise, was 
effective in largely eliminating 
the high local noise -levels en- 
countered in most down -town 
New York locations. 

Broadcast reception at night 
showed substantially the same 
results but with increased dis- 
tance range which allowed fair 
reception up to a thousand 
miles. 

As far as greater pick -up was 
concerned, the location had 
little to offer- somewhat of a 
surprise! Results obtained with 
the same receiver in other down- 
town locations and using antennas 
of moderate height appeared to 
be just as good as those obtained 

on the Empire State, except for the lower noise -level which 
made the out -of -town programs more understandable. 

The quality of reception was such that several of the execu- 
tives of the building, on hearing the set in operation, stated 
their intention of arranging for a permanent installation, em- 
ploying a duplicate of our equipment, but with several addi- 
tional loudspeakers to distribute programs to all parts of the 
observatory. 

Reception on the short waves, particularly from European 
stations, was a distinct disappointment and showed no advan- 
tages whatsoever over reception in other locations in the city. 
True, the local noise -level, for a given volume control setting, 
was somewhat lower than at some other down -town locations, 
but actually stronger reception had been obtained in other lo- 
cations using an antenna erected only a few feet off the roofs of 
much lower buildings. The ratio of (Continued on page 416) 

GIVING NEW YORK THE ONCE -OVER 
This view of New York offers a good idea of the tremendous height at which the 
antenna was erected -and this was taken from the lower end of the 250 -foot span 

of wire 
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Tracking Storms by Radio 
New British technique ira making meteorological 
surveys of the path of thunderstorms is considered 

important to the future of aviation 

By William C. Dorf 

"The winds may come and the winds may kro, 

But where they go to I don't know" 

THE truth of the statement in this time -worn couplet might have 
been apparent. until recently. but radio engineers in two new re- 
search stations. one in England and another in Scotland, contest it 
now, and rightly so. For with a special form of short -wave appa- 

ratus they now are able to "follow" a storm along its path and predict, 
quite accurately, where it will hit -and when! They are also able to 
measure and predict its intensity long before its arrival. They know where 
the winds come from and where they are going. 

The two storm- locating stations are situated one at Slough, in England, 
and the other at Leuchars. in Scotland. The method evolved is bound to be 
important as an aid to meteorolo- 
gists and invaluable in speedily 
mapping storm arcas for aviation 
services. 

At each of the stations there is 
set up an installation comprising a 
special short -wave directional re- 
ceiver which may be operated in 
the field, as well as a complicated 
recording device that makes a rec- 
ord of the intensity of the storm on 
moving -picture film. 

Electric Disturbances Give 
Direction Clue 

Static, that erstwhile enemy to 
radio reception the world over, is 
the unwitting stool- pigeon of the 
radio engineers who are conducting 
these important experiments. For 
static is the tell -tale that enables the 
operators to locate and keep a con- 
tinuous check on the storms pass- 

MAPPING A STORM -PATH 
This diagram shows how the indi- 
vidual "directions" from the two sta- 
tions are plotted on a map at definite 
time internals. .4 line drawn through 
the plotted points shows the storm's path 

TAKING STATIC'S PHOTOGRAPH 
Scene inside the station where the engineer surveys the record- 
ing apparatus. 9t right is the cathode -ray tube avlric /t traces 
the static disturbances on a screen. .4t left is the film recorder 
that takes a continuous picture of the screen carrying the 

static "image" 

GETTING A LINE ON STATIC 
Ilere is the equipment set up out -of -doors as the 
operator adjusts the revolving antenna to the 
proper direction. The station is seen in the 

background 

ing by. The radio direction finders at these sta- 
tions are tuned in by the operators to the static 
disturbances which accompany the storms that 
may be headed toward the area. An accurate 
bearing of the line of direction is thus taken. 
The two "directions" of the static centers of 
the storm area are then plotted on a large map 
of the area. By triangulation, the exact loca- 
tion of the storm center is recorded. The exact 
time of each reading is also noted. By taking 
bearings at 10- minute intervals or longer. a 
succession of storm location "dots" may thus 
he plotted on the map. A line connected 
through these dots gives the direction in which 
the storm is traveling. By a study of the map 
and the time each record point is made, the 

operators quickly can gauge the speed of the storm and thus 
obtain accurate data for predicting the arrival of the storm at 
any point along its path. 

How the Determination Is Made 
The map, in Figure 1. indicates the method used in plotting 

the course of the disturbance. One of the photographic illus- 
trations shows an operator in the field, adjusting the short- 
wave receiving antenna to determine the direction from which 
the static is emanating, having previously tuned in the static 
signals on the two dials on the face of the cabinet. The sec- 
ond illustration shows the apparatus, in the station. for record- 
ing the intensity of the static signals. At the right is a cath- 
ode -ray oscillograph with its associated apparatus, including 
the deflection coils which are connected to a second short -wave 
receiver which picks up the static signals. A tiny pencil of 
light traces, on the end of the cathode -ray tube, the shape and 
intensity of the electrical impulses transmitted by the static. 
At the left is a motor- driven motion -picture -film apparatus, 
trained, through a lens system, on the static image pictured by 
the cathode -ray tube. This apparatus, which is timed synchro- 
nously with the direction- finding apparatus, gives a written pic- 
ture of the storm's intensity and denotes whether it is increas- 
ing or decreasing in its fury. 

Although this is probably the (Continued on page 427) 
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RIVERHEAD, L. I. 
The antennas at the River /read end of the experimental sys- 
tem are duplicates of those at Rocky Point, shown. on the 

opposite page 

SEVEN years ago the value of short -wave channels for 
international communication was first discovered. To- 
day engineers in laboratories are seeking even higher fre- 
quencies, and have succeeded in transmitting speech and 

music on waves so short that they appear to have the same 
characteristics as light. 

Signals transmitted on these new ultra -high frequencies 
which have been styled "quasi- optical" waves, because of their 
similarity to light beams, may be focused between two points 
when both are above the horizon, but apparently do not extend 
beyond the range of vision, although under rare circumstances 
they have been known to bend around the curvature of the 
earth for several miles. 

The scene of the most recent American 
experiments with ultra -high frequencies is 
the short -wave laboratories of the R. C. A. 
Communications, Inc., at both Rocky 
Point and Riverhead, L. I. 

Under the direction of Dr. N. E. Linden - 
blad, a former associate of Dr. E. F. W. 
Alexanderson, apparatus for the transmis- 
sion of signals on waves of sixty -eight cen- 
timeters has been experimented with. So 
short are these waves that the antenna used 
to radiate them is small enough to be put 
in a box less than a foot square. No in- 
ductances and capacitators, such as usually 
go with the short -wave transmitter and re- 
ceiver, are to be found, but rather connec- 
tions between the various component parts 
are made by what appears to be a direct 
short- circuit between the parts. 

Work on the transmission of these high 
frequencies is said to have been in progress 
for more than two years, and engineers are 
beginning just now to solve the many prob- 
lems involved. Standard apparatus, such 
as is used in the usual short -wave trans- The tuning unit is at the right. Adjustments are made by turning the cranks. The mitter and receiver, has been found to be adjacent panel contains the voltage controls, and in tuning it is necessary to readjust 
inadequate for use on such high frequen- the voltage values. The next panel is the intermediate amplifier. The other cabinets 
cies. Accordingly, entirely new principles contain audio amplifiers 
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Fra ctional 
RIVERHEAD 

This article reveals what one American 
ment of the quasi- optical wave as a means 
ether. Articles on foreign developments 

By Everett 

have been evolved and applied and new apparatus has been 
developed. 

Work on the development of these ultra -high frequencies 
is a logical transition of short -wave progress. When engineers 
first discovered the possibilities of short waves for interna- 
tional channels their experiments led to the findings that cer- 
tain frequencies were more reliable than others. Some chan- 
nels could be used for transatlantic communication in the day- 
time with reasonably small amounts of power, while others 
were more desirable for night -time communication to all parts 
of the world. 

Experiments followed, one after the other, until transmis- 
sions were effected on waves as short as ten meters. It was 
at this point in the development that phenomenal effects began 
to hamper transmissions. Engineers found their standard ap- 
paratus was not adaptable. 

Hertz -First S.W. Experimenter 
Their development carried them further. They knew that 

Professor Hertz, long before the invention of radio, had gen- 
erated waves which now are known to science as "Hertzian 
waves," and that many of the principles evolved by the famous 
scientist applied to short -wave transmission. Accordingly they 
set out on a new field of research. Entirely new conditions 
presented themselves and they had to start practically from 
scratch. 

Through Professor Hertz's experiments it was established 
that radio and light waves travel at approximately the same 
speed; that is, 186,284 miles per second. The relation between 
radio waves and light waves is shown on the electromagnetic 
wavelength scale. In this spectrum radio waves are found at 
the high end. At the top of this group are the long -wave com- 
mercial telegraph transmitters, below which are marine tele- 
graph frequencies, then broadcasting and short waves. Below 

A SIXTY -EIGHT CENTIMETER SUPERHETERODYNE 
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Wave Tests 
J RQCz- POINT 

laboratory is experiencing in the develop - 
to opening additional channel space in the 
appeared in the August and October issues 

M. Walker 

the short waves in the spectrum are a small group of waves 
designated as Hertzian waves. It is within this latter group 
that Dr. Lindenblad and his assistants are conducting their ex- 
periments. 

We may establish the relationship of these waves to light 
waves by further analyzing the scale. Immediately below the 
Hertzian waves are the infra -red rays which are not visible 
but are immediately adjacent to visible light waves. The 
light wave group includes colors we are able to see with the 
human eye. Below the small visual group are ultra -violet rays. 
then X and gamma rays, and finally the much discussed cosmic 
radiations which Dr. R. A. Millikan, the physicist, investigated 
several years ago. 

Feasible application for the radio waves which may be meas- 
ured with a yard stick has not yet been found, although it is 
possible that an entirely new communication system may ulti- 
mately result. 

Barkhausen Effect Employed 
It is possible that they might hold some application for 

broadcasting. In Berlin. Germany. and Paris. France, much in- 
terest has been shown in the application of these ultra -short 
waves. German engineers recently conducted a series of ex- 
periments in broadcasting programs on five and six meters, 
which is considerably higher than the sixty -eight centimeter 
waves used in the Rocky Point -Riverhead tests. The recent 
transmissions from Dover to Calais were on a shorter wave of 
18 centimeters. 

The German tests revealed that the signals traveled about 
forty kilometers from the broadcasting station. German au- 
thorities came to the conclusion that ultra- short -wave broad- 
casting is possible and that it possesses many advantages over 
long -wave broadcasting. Before long an ultra -short -wave 
broadcasting service may be opened there. The test trans- 
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ROCKY POINT, L. I. 
The actual antennas for transmitting (below) and receiving 
(above) are each thirty -four centimeters long and are sur- 
rounded by doublet reflectors, and backed by a copper plate 

missions were intended chiefly to obtain an exact survey of 
field distribution in Berlin and the strength of signals to be ex- 
pected, and especially to obtain information on the absorption 
caused by metal structures such as buildings and bridges. 

The chief difficulty of the work of the R. C. A. laboratory 
was experienced in the vacuum tubes used. Under ordinary 
conditions it was found impractical to operate standard tubes 
on wavelengths below 2.1 meters. The normal electron flow 
in the standard vacuum tube is entirely too slow to obtain effi- 
cient oscillations. Something had to be done to speed up this 
operation, and accordingly new principles were evolved. 

Also, it was found that standard vacuum tubes which would 
ordinarily function well as oscillators on 
wavelengths as low as five or six meters 
were impractical for sixty -eight centimeter 
operation because of the high inter -elec- 
trode capacity. 

Dr. Lindenblad consequently sought new 
principles in the design of apparatus for 
generating these high frequencies, with the 
result that the system devised by Dr. Hein- 
rich Barkhausen, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering at Dresden Technical School 
( Germany) has been used in the experi- 
mental apparatus at Rocky Point and 
Riverhead. This is the same principle 
used in the Calais transmissions. 

In the Barkhausen oscillator the plate, or 
anode. of the tube is at negative potential 
and the grid at positive potential. This 
arrangement gives higher speed to the elec- 
tron flow in the tube. 

New System Predicted 
While the Barkhausen oscillators have 

been used up to the present time, further 
experiments with different types of appa- 
ratus are contemplated. It is expected 
that eventually a crystal controlled oscil- 
lator will be used. and by means of a sys- 
tem of frequency doublers, the wavelength 

CLOSE -UP VIEW OF THE ROCKY POINT TRANSMITTER 
The panel in the immediate foreground contains the modulating equipment. The 
transmitting panel is in the center, and the poncer supply panel is at the left. The 
cranks protruding from the oscillator panel control transmitter tuning. Other knobs 

adjust the tube voltages 
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MEASURING THE SIXTY -EIGHT CENTIMETER WAVE 
Dr. Lindenblad measuring the sixty -eight centimeter wave with 
a small wavemeter. The length of the wire is equal to one - 

half of the wavelength 

brought down to 2.1 meters. From this point, it is necessary 
to employ the Barkhausen principle in order to operate the 
apparatus on the frequencies as low as 450,000,000 cycles. 

Duplicate transmitting and receiving apparatus has been in- 
stalled at Riverhead and Rocky Point, and it is reported that 
engineers have been flashing the light -like beam signals back 
and forth for two years. The antennas have to be located at 
a reasonably good height in order to clear the surrounding 
objects. Engineers have found that while the waves appear 
to follow the curvature of the earth to some extent, the radia- 
tion is materially affected by opaque objects such as trees and 
buildings. 

The antenna systems at both the Long Island stations are 
mounted about thirty feet above the ground, and are designed 
to have marked directional characteristics. Directional re- 
flector systems, not unlike those employed for transoceanic 
communications, are used. 

Antennas atop the masts are connected with the Barkhausen 
oscillators by means of feeder wires. The radiating portion of 
the antenna is mounted on a board six feet square and backed 
with a copper plate. The antenna itself is surrounded by re- 
flector doublets which concentrate the beam signals between 
the two stations. 

While no special effort has been made to sharply focus the 
beam signals on the receiving antenna, the field of reflection 
is now well confined within a scope of about thirty degrees. 
If parabolic reflectors were utilized the signals could be focused 
within a narrow beam much like the ray of a searchlight, as in 
the Calais tests. 

Elaborate Equipment Employed 
The main equipment, with which most of the development 

work is done, is located at Rocky Point. More elaborate appa- 
ratus is used at this station than at Riverhead for this reason. 
Both transmitting and receiving sets are contained in a metal 
shielded room, the transmitting apparatus being situated on one 
side and the receiving set on the other side. Despite the fact 
that both stations are operated on the same frequency 
(450,000,000 cycles), there is no interference experienced. 

Transmitting apparatus consists of the oscillator and 
power supply, and modulating equipment for the transmission 
of voice. Outside the metal room is an experimental frequency 
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doubler which is used to amplify the third harmonic of the 
oscillator. Standard tubes of the 852 type are used for this 
purpose. 

Tuning circuits in the transmitter consist of copper tubing 
which may be increased in length by sliding one tube within 
the other much in the same manner as the pitch of a trom- 
bone is varied by sliding. It is curious to note that by touch- 
ing any of the wires in the radio frequency portion of this 
circuit, while the wires are at room temperature, a sensation 
of heat is felt. The harder the wires are gripped, the greater 
the apparent heat. This phenomena is the same as that ob- 
tained with apparatus used to give diathermia treatments 
which are now being employed in some hospitals to induce 
artificial fever in the human system. 

Receivers used for the reception of the signals employ the 
superheterodyne principle, but instead of the usual oscillator, 
special Barkhausen tubes are used in this portion of the 
circuit. 

Cranks Control Tuning 
Tuning is accomplished by means of small cranks which 

slide small contacts along parallel wires, thereby short- circuit- 
ing a portion of the wires. The tube also is movable by means 
of one of these cranks. Adjustments have to be made in all 
portions of this circuit every time the slightest change is made 
in the transmitting apparatus. Voltages have to be accurately 
adjusted. It is necessary to compensate voltages every time a 
change is made in tuning, and of course, vice versa. 

While most of the experiments are conducted at Rocky Point 
and Riverhead, portable apparatus has been installed in a 
motor car, and engineers have made field- strength measure- 
ments on the reception of signals from both transmitters. For 
the mobile apparatus, a much smaller receiving set and an- 
tenna system is employed. At the time the writer visited the 
scene of the experiments this mobile equipment was used tem- 
porarily at the Riverhead station. The antenna for portable 
use is thirty -four centimeters long, and is arranged in the 
form of a 90- degree "V" with the center connected to the re- 
ceiver. Each leg of the antenna is one -quarter of a wave in 
length. 

These tests revealed the close relationship between the 
sixty -eight centimenter waves and (Continued on page 420) 

COPPER PLATE AS AN "INSULATOR" 
Pointing to the unique all -metal "insulator" which isolates the 
antenna feeder -wire current from the ground, although one end 

of this plate is connected to the earth 
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What Goes On In 

YOUR VACUUM TUBES 
In the September and October issues the author described the working of the 
more simple types of vacuum tubes, starting with the two -element tube 
and continuing with three -element tubes used as amplifiers and oscillators. 

Now he discusses the more complex special -purpose tubes 

THE amplifying properties of 
the vacuum tube have long 
been used to extend the sensi- 
tivity and application of elec- 

trical measuring instruments. A spe- 
cially designed tube, recently developed, can 
measure a current of a magnitude so infinitesi- 
mal that it is beyond the human mind to con- 
ceive. This particular wonder -worker mea- 
sures currents as small as a hundredth of a 

millionth of a billionth of an ampere! Ex- 
pressed in figures, this would be 0.000.000,000,- 
000,000.01 ampere. With all the inhabitants of 
the earth, counting day and night, at the high- 
est possible speed, it has been estimated that 
it would take two years for them to count the 
number of electrons which pass through an 
ordinary electric light bulb in one second. The 
supersensitive vacuum tube described above 
measures the flow of as little as sixty -three 
electrons per second! 

A vacuum tube in which a beam of electrons draws 
pictures on a screen is another practical device used in 
many laboratories. With this tube, periodic alternations 
of voltage or current are made visible on a fluorescent 
screen which forms one end of the bulb. In the Braun, 
or cathode -ray tube, a stream of high -velocity electrons 
in the form of a beam is directed toward a viewing 
screen at the other end of the tube. This viewing 
screen, which is part of the glass of the tube, is coated 
with a material which emits a tiny scintillation of light 
wherever an electron strikes it. A beam of 
electrons focused on this screen will produce 
a steady spot of light at the point where the 
electron stream strikes the screen. 

As we remember, electrons are easily in- 
fluenced by electrical charges, so an element 
somewhat similar in purpose to the grid of 
a vacuum tube is placed near the path of the 

By Emil Reisman 
Part Three 

WAVE -FORM ON CATHODE - 
RAY TUBE 

The engineer can analyze the wave- 
form of any electric current applied 
to the tube. In a more complicated 
cathode -ray device television images 

may be viewed 

electron beam in order to deflect it. 
Several of these deflecting elements 
are used so that the electron beam 
can be deflected in any direction, de- 
pending on the relative electrical 

charges applied. When the voltage on the de- 
flecting elements is periodically altered, as 
when an alternating voltage is impressed, the 
beam of electrons is deflected according to the 
variations in the voltage. The spot of light 
on the screen, therefore, traces a pattern cor- 
responding to the form of the electrical wave 
on the deflecting elements. As the electron 
beam has no appreciable inertia, the oscillo- 
graph can show the form of electrical waves 
alternating millions of times per second. By 
means of this instrument the electrical oscilla- 
tions which produce radio waves can actually 
be traced. Perhaps the future of television 
lies in a tube of this type. 

We have just read of a vacuum tube in which elec- 
trons are hurled against a glass screen to picture the 
form of electric waves. Now we have a vacuum tube 
in which the electrons are so speeded up that they are 
hurled clear through the glass of the tube and into the 
air for a distance of about one inch! The stream of 
electrons, in order to have sufficient energy to penetrate 
the glass wall of the tube and enter the atmosphere, is 
speeded up to as much as 125,000 miles per second. 
Certain minerals, such as the diamond, fluoresce when 
placed in the path of this electron bombardment. Salt 

turns yellow. Milk and butter become ran- 
cid. Living cells, bacteria, and small insects 
are quickly destroyed by the terrific bom- 
bardment by electrons. 

In this article we have seen how the vac- 
uum tube, the modern version of Aladdin's 
lamp, has proven of value in practically 
every field of (Continued on page 447) 

CATHODE -RAY TUBE 

The elements are mounted in 
the narrow stem, while the large 
end provides the fluorescent 
plate or screen on which the 
moving beam of electrons is 

played 

E 
- SPOT OF LIGHT 

,a1,umm 
B 

BEAM OF ELECTRONS 

S-SCREEN 

ANODE 
P, 

C 
CATHODE 

;l 
DEFLECTING 

VANES 

HOW THE CATHODE -RAY TUBE WORKS 

Electrons given off by the cathode, C, shoot through a small aperture, P, which directs 
them towards the screen, S, in the form of a constant beam, B, terminating he a spot 

of light, E. This beam, passing. between the vanes is deflected by a variation in the 
voltages applied to these vanes, with the result that the beam visibly traces on the 

screen, S, the electrical wave -form of the impressed voltage 
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THE INTERNATIONAL SIX COMPLETE 
The chassis measures 15 inches by 10% inches by 7% inches and includes three stages of tuned r.f., a 
power detector, a direct- coupled poorer stage, and the complete power supply which makes use of a 

mercury vapor rectifier and a unique voltage -divider arrangement 

The International. Six 
An Unusual Receiver for Home Construction 

A receiver which is inexpensive to build, although it probably includes the most 
advanced features of any design offered to home constructors. Among these are 
a direct- coupled amplifier, advanced variable -mit r.f. design and perfect voltage 

regulation 

FOR over a year the direct - 
coupled audio amplifier has 
fired the imagination of all 
radio enthusiasts who have 

experimented with it. The unusual 
purity of tone, the ease with which large volume can be han- 
dled with perfect quality, the high efficiency of the circuit, all 
combine to produce a quality amplifier. 

The only drawback has been the difficulty of combining the 
system with radio- frequency amplification. But in the Inter- 
national Six receiver, described here, this drawback has been 
completely overcome. Three very high gain radio- frequency 
stages using the new variable -mu tubes feed into a power 
detector, which is direct coupled to a type -45 output tube. 
The gain is so great that the receiver easily reaches the static 
limit at all points on the dial. Four tuned circuits permit a 
high degree of selectivity without sideband cutting, yet retain 
that ease of tuning so 
often lost in a multi- 
stage receiver. A spe- 
cial voltage divider pre- 
vents the occurrence of 
any distortion in the 
radio frequency stages. 
while the mercury - 
vapor rectifier tube em- 
ployed provides the 450 
volts required for the 
direct -coupled audio 
channel. More of this 
later, but now for the 
good news. A com- 
plete kit of parts for 
this receiver, exclusive 
of speaker and tubes, 
can be purchased from 
one of the large mail 
order houses for thirty - 
five dollars. This is 
the lowest price at 

By Allan C. Bernstein 
Part One 

BLOC 

which parts for a complete receiver 
of this calibre have ever been avail- 
able to set builders. Understand, the 
International Six performs better in 
many respects than commercial sets 

selling above the hundred dollar mark, and can more than hold 
its own with the best of commercial receivers as far as tonal 
quality is concerned. 

The receiver is a real "wow" for distance getting. A gain 
control, located under the chassis, may be adjusted so that the 
receiver will just whistle when the volume control is fully 
advanced, allowing very weak stations to be tuned in by their 
carrier waves, at the same time utilizing the maximum possible 
gain. With a good aerial and ground. the only limitation seems 
to be the amount of static tolerable. Pacific coast reception 
has been obtained numerous times on the laboratory model. 

The selectivity. while not permitting perfect reception 10 
kilocycles from nearby 
high power stations, 
does permit interfer- 
ence -free results 20 or 
30 kilocycles away from 
the most powerful lo- 
cals. This is the great- 
est selectivity consist- 
ent with the high de- 
gree of quality we have 
striven so hard to at- 
tain. 

Now let us analyze 
the fine points of this 
receiver one by one. 
The direct -coupled 
audio amplifier needs 
no introduction to the 
experimenter and radio 
fan, for its advantages 
are well known. Its 
only fault is the high 
voltage required. At 

KING CONDENSER 

E PRIMARY) 

R.F. COUPLING COIL DESIGN 
Figure 1. A combination of impedance and inductive coupling is used, for 
the purpose of obtaining uniform amplification throughout the broadcast band 

In Figure 2, (a) represents inductive coupling effect; (b) the impedance 
coupling effect. The combined effect is a relatively flat overall gain, as 

represented by (c) 
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least 400 volts are necessary, any skimping 
resulting in inferior quality and lower output 
volume. Any increase naturally improves re- 
sults. By supplying 450 volts to the system 
we can secure even greater output and better 
quality than a standard direct coupled ampli- 
fier, if that is possible. 

Special R. F. Design 
Now for the heart of the set, the radio - 

frequency coils. They consist of a choke 
placed inside a secondary coil, and a small 
blocking condenser, as shown in Figure 1 

These interstage couplers combine transformer 
and impedance coupling. Consider the choke 
and r.f. coil as the primary and secondary of 
a transformer. The natural period of the 
choke, tuned by its distributed capacity, is 
just below the broadcast band in frequency. 
The gain, if there were no impedance action, 
would be something as shown in Figure 2a, 
the highest gain occurring at low frequency 
because the primary is tuned. Now let us 
forget the mutual inductance between primary 
and secondary and consider only the im- 
pedance coupling action through the small 
condenser. The gain would then be more 
nearly as shown in Figure 2b, being greatest 
in the high frequency end. 

Since both actions occur simultaneously the 
overall gain will be that due to a combination 
of both, roughly as shown in Figure 2c. 

Next let us examine the voltage divider. With the new vari- 
able-mu tubes the gain of each stage may be controlled by vary- 
ing the control grid bias. Since the grid is at ground or zero po- 
tential, the cathode voltage is varied by the potentiometer R2 
(see Figure 4). The plate and screen voltages should be held con- 
stant with respect to the cathode, not with respect to ground. 

Effective voltages in heater type tubes are measured from 
the cathode. Thus, when the cathode voltage is 3 the applied 
plate voltage should be 183 with respect to ground, and when 
the cathode is SO the plate should be 230 with respect to ground. 
A careful study of Figure 3 will show how these voltages are 
distributed so as to maintain a constant plate voltage with max- 
imum and minimum settings of the volume control, R2. The 
same reasoning applies to the screen voltages, as shown. 

The actual mathematical derivation for a voltage divider 
which will maintain constant, effective plate and screen grid 
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THE UNDER SIDE OF THE CHASSIS 
¡Vixen completely assembled and wired, the chassis looks like this. Next month other views of the partially assembled and wired chassis will. be shown in con- nection with an article decribing the construction of the set 

voltages, requires the solution of twelve simultaneous equations 
with twelve unknowns. Without attempting to show the solu- 
tion, the final values arrived at are shown in Figure 4. The 
voltage distribution for the cases of minimum grid bias of 3 
volts and for maximum bias of 50 volts are shown. In the 
former case the plates and screens of the 3 variable -mu tubes 
are drawing their maximum current; in the latter case they are 
drawing no current at all. The changing voltage drop in the 
various resistors, due to the change in current through them, is 
just enough to keep all voltages at the desired level, as shown. It being desirable to use resistors of the nearest standard 
size to the actual calculated values, the exact voltages wanted 
are not obtained. but the variation is less than five per cent. 
since in commercial practice neither tubes nor resistors are 
manufactured as accurately as this. the slight deviation is 
harmless. In this voltage divider we have developed some- 
thing not yet, to our knowledge, (Continued on page 422) 
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THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE RECEIVER 
A mumber of novel design features are shown here, as described in detail in this article 
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CLEARING UP 

Underwood and l ndeln ood 

AMONG WORLD'S GREATEST STANDARDIZERS 

Tite late Professor Albert A. Michelson, of the University of 

Chicago, devoted his lifetime to the accurate determination of 

the speed of light, a value which scientists consider the most 

fundamental constant of the universe and which Promises to be 

the basis of all future units, including electric ones 

FNGLISHMEN get the most electricity per watt, the 

Germans the least. The American product is between 
these two. This is not because supplies or prices vary, 
it is because watts vary. Three dif- 

ferent kinds of watts are in use in the three 
countries and to make things still more corn - 

plicated the scientists add three or four more 
varieties. to say nothing of an assortment of 

different volts. amperes, ohms, electrostatic 
units, electromagnetic units and others. 

Fortunately, most of the differences be- 
tween these varying sets of electrical units 
are too small to be important in practical 
electrical engineering. Yet the discrepancies 
are not negligible, especially since the develop- 
ment of the enormous electric magnifications 
now made possible by radio technique. 
Knowledge that the British, German and 
American watts all are different is one result, 
in fact, of steps taken recently to end these 
uncertainties and variations in the funda- 
mental units of electricity and to get down, 
in accurate science as in approximate electri- 
cal engineering, to one standard volt, one 
standard ampere, one standard ohm and one 
standard watt for the whole world. 

A year or two ago the experts of the United 
States Bureau of Standards perfected new 
types of standard resistance units measured in 

ohms. These new devices were better than 
the old ones chiefly because they could 
travel. It was possible, if great care were 

in Electrical 
Watts, ohms, volts and amperes are just 
like feet or yards. Small discrepancies 
present international standards. This 

are using 

By Thomas 

taken, to move them from Washington to Berlin or London 

and back again. Meanwhile their electrical resistance did not 

change, as that of the older standards did. 
Immediately, the authorities on weights and measures in the 

three countries began exchanging these standard ohms. At the 

same time, scientists took delicate electrolytic cells serving as 

standards of electromotive force and literally carried these by 

hand between the same three laboratories. The result is the 

first direct, precise comparison of the volts, ohms, amperes and 

watts standard in the three countries, a comparison announced 

recently in this country by the Bureau of Standards. 

How the Present Standards Vary 

The British standard ohm, used for calibrating electric 

meters throughout England and the British dominions, turns 
out, the Bureau reports, to be 2 parts in 100,000 larger than 

the American standard ohm. The German standard ohm is 

about midway between the other two. The British standard 
volt also is 2 parts in 100,000 larger than the standard 
American one, while the German standard volt turns out to be 

6 parts in 100,000 less than the American value. In measure- 

ments of wattage these discrepancies increase because of the 

multiplication required by the nature of the unit. The Ger- 

man standard watt is found to be 13 parts in 100,000 smaller 

than the American unit and 15 parts in 100,000 below the 

British standard. 
These comparisons and discrepancies apply to what are 

called the "international" watt, volt, ohm and ampere, adopted 

in October, 1903, by the International Conference on Electrical 
Units and Standards held that month in London. It is these 

international units that commonly are used in practical work 

although scientists sometimes set greater store by the so- called 

"absolute" units, of which more presently. 

New York Electrical Society 

WILL THIS BE THE FUTURE STANDARD? 

This instrument, the Geiger Counter, counts atoms that enter the instrument's 

electrical chamber from the bit of radioactive metal held by the operator. If 
enough were known about atoms, electrons and instruments to count and measure 

them, it might be possible to construct systems of weights, measures and elec- 

trical units which would depend on these fundamental natural values, instead of 

being arbitrary and variable 
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DISCREPANCIES 
Measuring Units 
as arbitrary as other units of measure, 
have been found, furthermore, in the 
article tells you just which units you 
and why 

Elway 

Of all possible electrical units, only two are really funda- 
mental and need independent definition. These are the ampere 
and the ohm. The London conference defined the international 
ampere as the unvarying electrical current which, passed through 
a solution of nitrate of silver in water in accordance with cer- 
tain definite instructions, deposits metallic silver at a definite 
rate, equalling .00111800 gram per second. The international 
ohm was defined at the same time as the resistance offered to 
an unvarying electric current by a thin cylinder of mercury, 
like a liquid wire, weighing 14.4521 grams and with a length 
of 106.300 centimeters, at a temperature of zero degrees centi- 
grade. The international volt and international watt then were 
defined, by Ohm's law and the usual power relationship, in 
terms of this definite ampere and ohm. 

Neither the international ampere or the international ohm 
has back of it anything more fundamental than these purely 
arbitrary definitions in terms of mercury and silver. There 
have been minor errors also. it now turns out, in setting up and 
testing these ohms and amperes. That is the reason for the 
three -country differences which the recent comparisons by the 
Bureau of Standards experts have disclosed. 

Chemical and Temperature Differences 
Such practical difficulties were inherent in the definitions. 

Very slight differences of temperature, for example, affect both 
of the units. Very slight, unnoticed chemical differences in 
the silver solution may alter the measurement of the inter- 
national ampere. It is extremely difficult to make a cylinder 
of mercury of exactly uniform cross section in order to repro- 
duce the international ohm. For practical purposes, therefore, 
it has become customary to depend, not on the ohm and ampere 
as thus defined, but on other standards of the international ohm 
and the international volt. 

373 

Bureau of Standards 

ALL AMERICAN MEASURES ARE BASED ON THESE 
In the vaults of the Bureau of Standards in Washington are kept 
the fundamental American standards of weight and measure. 
On the bottom shelf is the standard meter bar. The middle shelf 
holds the standard metal weights for the kilogram and the pound. 
On the top shelf is the standard for units of volume, like the 

liter and the stallon 

For the ohm standards definite lengths of metallic wire of 
reasonably definite character, like wires of the alloy called 
manganin, are used. For the international volt it is customary 

to use some kind of constant -voltage electro- 
chemical battery, such as the familiar Weston 
"standard cell" one terminal of which is mer- 
cury while the other terminal is an amalgam 
of mercury and metallic cadmium. The 
manganin resistance standards are measured 
individually in terms of the defined mercury 
ohm or of some other standard. According to 
the best existing measurements the Weston 
standard cell, very carefully made and used in 
accordance with a detailed set of specifica- 
tions. produce an electromotive force of 1.0183 
international volts. 

The ordinary electric units thus are dis- 
closed as utterly arbitrary. Were all of the 
existing resistances and standard cells de- 
stroyed by some catastrophe, as the standards 
of the British pound and yard once were 
ruined by fire in the Houses of Parliament, it 
would be difficult, if not impossible, to re- 
construct them. Thus modern electricity en- 
counters the ancient problem of how mankind 
best may establish fundamental units of 
measurement ; a problem which has been 
bothering scientific men ever since the days 
of the priest- scientists of Babylonia and 
Egypt. 

Essentially. scientists alternate between two 
ideas; the idea of arbitrary standards set up 

Brown Brothers 

COUNTRY'S PRESENT ELECTRICAL STANDARDS 
At the left is a standard cell, as used by the Bureau of Standards to determine 
electromotive force and the value of the volt. Center -A standard resistance, 
containing a coil as nearly inalterable as possible, the resistance of wines is 
determined in terms of the international ohm. Right -A silver voltameter, to 
determine the weight of silver deposited by a given quantity of current, to fix 

the standard ampere 
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Brown Brothers 

LIGHT WAVES MAKE THE MOST DELICATE MEASURING RODS 
The weight of a finger bends the stiff steel bar a trifle, too little to be measured in 
any ordinary quay. Yet the apparatus above the bar measures this tiny bending 
in terms of the (wavelength of light, using the interference of one (wave 'witle 
another. Light rays now are proposed as the ultimate standard of length, to 

replace the arbitrary meter 

by man himself and the idea of 
units which depend on constants of 
nature. In the light of the Egyptian 
and Babylonian beginnings. the two 
ideas might be called the idea of the 
King's Forearm and that of the 
Earth's Waistline. 

The earliest unit of length con- 
cerning which information has been 
recovered from Egyptian and Baby- 
lonian records is the cubit, probably 
originally intended as the length of the human forearm from 
the elbow to the fingertips. Once this may have been the 
king's forearm; becoming a purely arbitrary standard made 
suitable only by virtue of general acceptance. That seems to 
have been man's first idea of how to start a set of weights and 
measures, although there has come down to us from the dim be- 
ginnings of science at least one suggestion that the alternative 
idea of units based on constants of Nature originated almost 
as soon. It exists in the length of the cubit used to build the 
Great Pyramid of Egypt. 

By correlation of many Greek and Egyptian records plus 
study of surviving gauges used in ancient Egypt to measure the 
height of the Nile and of the dimensions of buildings like the 
Great Pyramid, modern experts on mensuration have re- 
covered the lengths of two Egyptian cubits, apparently in use 
for centuries side by side as we today use alternative length 
units like the meter and the yard. One of these cubits equalled 
approximately 20.62 modern inches. The other apparently 
was shorter, equalling 18.24 inches. It is interesting inci- 
dentally, as has been pointed out by Colonel N. T. Belaiew of 
London, that these two cubits seem to be related mathemati- 
cally. A square formed by the small cubit has an area almost 
exactly equal to that of a circle with the large cubit for its 
diameter. A still more interesting relationship appears when 
the large cubit, which was the one used in constructing the 
Great Pyramid, is compared with the circumference of the 
earth. 
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tists and engineers who constructed the Great 
Pyramid and who fixed the 20.62 -inch cubit 
used at the time knew that the earth was a 
round ball approximately 8000 modern miles 
in diameter and designed both the Pyramid 
and the cubit to represent even fractions of 
this circumference. 

This, if true, is the first indication in hu- 
man history of an effort to fix standards of 
measurement with relation to fundamental 
natural constants. Two similar efforts have 
been recorded since; one by the founders of 
the metric system, the other one beginning at 
the present time. 

A Metric Standard Error 
The story of the metric system is familiar. 

When the scientists of Paris were commis- 
sioned, after the French Revolution, to de- 
vise a whole new system of weights and 
measures their fundamental unit of length, the 
meter, was designed on what may have been 
the basis. millennia before, of the Egyptian 
cubit. It was planned as a definite part, one 
ten -millionth, of the quarter of the earth's 
meridian passing through Paris between the 
Equator and the North Pole. Unfortunately, 
a slight mistake was made in calculating the 
length of this quadrant. It now is known, 
also, that the relative positions of the North 
Pole and the equator vary slightly from time 
to time and that the circumference of the 

earth also is slightly variable. 

VALUES OF THE INTERNATIONAL BRITISH 
AND GERMAN UNITS IN TERMS OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL AMERICAN ONES. 

BRITISH GERMAN 

AMPERE I 1.00000 .99993 

OHM I f.00002 1.00001 

VOLT 100002 .99994 

WATT 1.00002 .99981 

Was the Pyramid a Standard? 
Each side of the Great Pyramid seems to have been designed 

to measure a definite number of cubits. All four sides of the 
pyramid added together equal, it recently has been pointed out 
by Sir Richard Glazebrook, distinguished British expert on 
mensuration, almost exactly one one -hundred -and -twentieth 
part of the length of a degree on a meridian around the earth. 
Either this is a most remarkable coincidence or else the scien- 

By these discoveries the metric 
system has been divorced from its 
intended dependence on a constant 
of nature and now rests. like the 
others, upon a purely arbitrary basis. 
The present international meter is de- 
fined only as the distance between 
two tiny scratches made on a bar 
of platinum- iridium alloy preserved 
in the International Bureau of 
Weights and Measures, near Paris. 
The gram and kilogram, mass units 

of the metric system, are similarly arbitrary, since another mis- 
take was made in deriving the original kilogram from the origi- 
nal meter plus the density of water. (Continued on page 434) 

Bureau of Standards 

SCIENCE NEEDS A STANDARD SECOND ALSO 
In this room at the Bureau of Standards clocks and watches are 
"rated "; that is, compared with standard timepieces which 
have been found to keep perfect time or to gain or lose in regu- 
lar grays. Ultimately, the standard of time is determined by 

astronomers from the rotation of the earth. 
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Television Progress 
New York Forges Ahead 

Television enthusiasts in and around 
New York City are especially favored 
in the number of television and com- 
bination sight and sound programs reg- 
ularly available to them. The author 
tells here what the New York stations 
are doing in this field- particularly the 

National and Columbia chains 

By Samuel Kaufman 

NEW YORKERS are looking -in as well as lis- 
tening-in. The key city of broadcasting is 
rapidly becoming the key city of television. 
Five transmitters are already in operation on 

regular program schedules and present indications are 
that more will follow as soon as the Federal Radio 
Commission approves new applications. 

The newest transmitter in New York is W2XAB, the first 
television project of the Columbia Broadcasting System. The 
National Brodcasting Company maintains W2XBS. Two trans- 
mitters, W2XCR and W2XCD, are operated by the Jenkins 
Television Corporation. Radio Pictures, Inc., controls the 
fifth metropolitan television station. W2XR. 

Elaborate ceremonies marked the inauguration recently of 
the Columbia Broadcasting System television station atop the 
chain's headquarters at Madison Avenue and Fifty- second 
Street. Before a distinguished assemblage of invited guests, 
Mayor James J. Walker pulled aside a curtain covering the 
photo- electric cells and the network's pioneer vision trans- 
mitter was officially on the air for the first time. 

Unusual public interest was attached to the event because it 
marked the first occasion of an American network to inaugu- 
rate a regular schedule of combination sound and sight pro- 
grams. 

The sound portion of the inaugural program was presented 
over WABC and the entire Columbia chain on account of the 

INAUGURATING THE C. B. S. TELEVISION STATION 
Mayor Walker put the station "on the air" with the able assistance of 

Helen Gilligan, Broadway star and radio luminary 

unusual array of talent. Subsequent programs were presented 
over W2XE, the chain's New York short -wave station. The 
large interest in the combination sound -and -sight programs 
shown by listeners not equipped with short -wave receivers later 
caused the CBS to alternate between WABC and W2XE as 
the conveyor of the audible portions of the programs. 

Guests at the inaugural broadcast were seated in a studio 
on the twenty -first floor of the Columbia building. Two 
flights above, the first program was going on the air. Here, 
before the photo -electric cells and a microphone, Mayor 
James J. Walker launched the initial television transmitter of 
the network. Edwin K. Cohan, technical director of the chain, 
who supervised the erection of the station, appeared and spoke 
of the possibilities of television. Dr. Walter Schaffer, chief 
engineer of the Reichs Rundfunk Gesellschaft, German broad- 
casting monopoly, also was seen and heard on the first pro- 
gram. Prominent entertainers appearing on the inaugural pe- 
riod included Natalie Towers, Kate Smith, Henry Burbig, 
Helen Nugent, the Boswell Sisters and others. Edward B. 
(Ted) Husing, announcer, acted as master -of- ceremonies. 

While the program was being presented on the 
twenty -third floor, the guests below filed past five re- 
ceivers and viewed the performers. The sound por- 
tions of the presentations were audible over loudspeak- 
ers and the effect was similar to talking movies. 
Standard Jenkins and Shortwave & Television receivers 
were utilized for the reception. The persons perform- 
ing before the photo -electric cells were easily recog- 
nized at the lenses of the television receivers, but at 
times the images were a bit distorted. At moments, a 
fairly good image would suddenly spread like melted 
tallow and resemble the grotesque images usually at- 
tached to trick mirrors at amusement parks. Black 
hollows would appear instead of eyes and some clean - 
shaven persons would suddenly grow mustaches and 
whiskers. But these distortions were quickly elimi- 
nated by men at the control knobs. 

The Studio Equipment 
As soon as the program ended, the visitors were es- 

corted to the television studios and transmitting equip- 
ment above. Here we found four rooms devoted to 
television. The transmitter, of American manufacture, 
utilizes, like all the other New York sight transmitters, 
sixty -line scanning at twenty frames per second. A 
miniature piano is used for CBS programs. It is 

THE CONTROL ROOM OF W2XAB 
E. K. Cohan, Technical Director of the Columbia Broadcasting System, 

at the transmitter controls 
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WATCHING FOR THE BIRDIE 
Harold E. Kennedy, manager of the television equipment at the 
N. B. C.'s Times Square studio, shown (left) instructing Laddie Seaman, 

boy actor, how to sit before the television eye 

mounted on a movable platform so that it can be moved in 
and out of the picture at will. A bank of eight photo -electric 
cells and a microphone are the only technical instruments 
visible in the studio. Adjoining the studio is the scanning 
room, and beyond this are the control and transmitter rooms. 
The transmitter utilizes 500 watts of power. 

Still an Experiment 
Since its inception W2XAB has been on the air seven hours 

each day. The regular schedule for sound -and -sight programs is 
2 to 6 p.m. and 8 to 11 p.m. 

William A. Schudt, Jr., formerly a member of the Columbia 
publicity staff, was named Acting Television Director. He 
supervised the production of original television programs and, 
together with Mr. Cohan, earned much praise for the manner 
in which the limited methods of present television equipment 
were applied in the production of the Columbia programs. 

Mr. Cohan. on the opening night of the 
television station. emphasized that the 
CBS television venture was purely experi- 
mental. He compared television of today 
with the phonograph of 1910 and the 
moving picture of 1905, and added that 
"upon this pioneering must rest the solid 
foundation of future progress." He ex- 
plained that his words were not intended 
to sound a note of pessimism but rather 
of conservatism. 

"Television." he said, "will advance 
from now on just as surely as sound 
broadcasting has. and I believe at no 
slower a pace. It will progressively bring 
to you the individual and small groups, 
the larger groups and complete symphonic 
and stage presentations, the outdoor 
sporting events. the spot news events. It 
will eventually bring these things to you 
in natural color. 

In the future there will be television 
networks similar to our sound networks 
of today and functioning much in the 
same manner. To accomplish this, con- 
siderable progress will have to be made. 
particularly with regard to the width of 
the transmission band. In addition, pick- 
up flexibility and future program de- 
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mands call for a suitable method of scanning whose 
illumination limitations are no greater than those of 
the present moving -picture camera. 

"We have but one purpose in opening Television 
Station W2XAB; our interest being solely that of a 
progressive broadcasting organization intent upon car- 
rying on television experiments of its own to deter- 
mine the scope and limitations of this new art and to 
build a well co- ordinated and efficient organization in 
advance of the day when television no longer remains 
the crude marvel that it now is." 

Several weeks after the Columbia vision transmitter 
was launched we again inspected the equipment and in- 
terviewed Mr. Cohan. He said that results were better 
than anticipated, that despite the location of the trans- 
mitter in the midst of steel -skeletoned buildings, the 
signals were being well received at a number of test 
receiving points in the New York area. Fan mail, he 
said, was comparatively smaller than that of the early 
days of broadcasting, but the enthusiasm of the audi- 
ence's responses and the long distances from which re- 
ports were sent proved the fruitfulness of the tests. 

Ultimate Television Waveband Unknown 
"Short waves," he told the writer, "are not necessar- 

ily the best waves for television. However, they are the 
only waves available for the purpose and it is up to 
engineers to obtain the best possible results in image 
transmission through them. Perhaps the best television 
frequencies are already used for other purposes. The 
ultra -short waves are the only ones now available and 
it is possible that, through experimentation, they will 
prove very efficient. 

"At some future date it is possible that television 
signals will be transmitted on the broadcast band to- 

gether with synchronized sound. The vision and sound signals 
might be scrambled in the transmitter and be broadcast on a 

single channel. Receivers, in that case, will be equipped with 
an unscramblng device and the image and synchronized sound 
will then be efficiently seen and heard." 

Pending further data on the New York television project, the 
CBS plans extending its television activities to other parts of 
the country. 

Although in the experimental television field earlier than 
Columbia, the National Broadcasting Company has maintained 
a discreet silence on the subject. In the Summer of 1930 the 
NBC inaugurated Station W2XBS from a site in the Times 
Square network studios atop the New Amsterdam Theatre. 
This transmitter was formerly operated by the Radio Cor- 
poration of America from another site. There was no ballyhoo 
or ceremony attached to the first NBC television transmission. 
It was a purely experimental affair (Continued on page 436) 

A = TRANSMITTER ROOM AND ANTENNA. 
B - CONTROL. ROOM . 

C - STUDIO. 
D- SCANNING UNIT. 

B C D 

PICTORIAL LAYOUT OF STATION W2XAB 
From studio to antenna the television station resembles a regular broadcasting station, 

except for the addition of the scanning equipment 
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The Army's Nerv 
Portable Radio 
Combination 
A short -wave transmitter and receiver, both 
operating with a loop, combined in one set, 
which, with generator and other equipment, 

weighs only 65 pounds 

By Carter W. Clarke` 

SIGNAL CORPS engineers, working in the Signal Corps 
Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, N. J., have finally solved 
one of the most difficult combat communication problems 
that has confronted the Signal Corps since the World 

War. This problem was the design and construction of a light- 
weight portable radio set which will insure uninterrupted radio 
communication between front line battalions and their regi- 
mental headquarters. 

This new radio set. which is known to Signal Corps officers 
as the SCR -131. is a continuous wave loop telegraph receiving 
and transmitting set having a frequency band of 3960 to 4360 
kilocycles. This set will furnish reliable communication over a 

114 Lieutenant, Signal (:',rI.. l'. S. Army. 
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TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING 
Close -up of the set, showing key and tuning controls 

distance of about five miles. Since there are forty -five ground 
radio sets operating in the area of a single infantry division, 
it is obvious that any overlapping of waves or the use of more 
than the minimum power will result in considerable interfer- 
ence and confusion. 

The SCR -131 weighs only about sixty -five pounds completely 
equipped and is designed so as to be readily carried by two 
soldiers. It can be quickly and easily set up for operation and 
its small size permits of ready concealment from the enemy. 
This last feature is a vital consideration in the design of radio 
equipment which will be used by front -line troops. 

The radio receiver and transmitter with associated equipment 
are mounted in two wooden boxes which are permanently hinged 
together and held closed for transportation by two hooks on 
either side. The apparatus box is swung back on the hinge so 
as to rest on the projecting portion of the lower box. A metal 
panel is mounted on a hinge in the front of the apparatus box, 
and upon this panel is mounted the receiving equipment and the 
loop tuning condenser used for both receiver and transmitter. 

The loop antenna consists of four lengths of square brass 
tubing. two pairs being permanently hinged together. Each 
half of the loop then plugs into sockets on the back of the 
set box and the two halves snap together in a knife switch 
contact at the top of the loop. The loop area is square with 
one corner pointing upward. The top of the loop stands 57y 
inches above the ground. 

All transmitting equipment is mounted inside the apparatus 
box, and spring contacts between the panel and box complete 
the circuit when the panel is closed. Both the transmitter and 
receiver tubes are supported on flexible mountings so as to 
prevent damage and reduce microphonic noise. When the front 
panel is closed the receiver is completely surrounded by metal 
walls with all edges in contact. This provides the necessary 
shielding for the receiver. (Continued on page 418) 

CIRCUITS EMPLOYED IN THE "PORTABLE" 
The circuit diagram of the combination receiver and transmitter. 
For simplicity the second audio stage has been omitted here. 
1 pparatus legend: .4- ammeter; l :1 fixed condenser, 300 mmf.; 
C:2 bridge condenser, 50 mmf.; C3 variable condenser, air, 85 
mmf. max.; Cf fixed condenser, 1,000 mmf.; CS variable con- 
denser, air, 150 mmf. max.; C6 compensating condenser, 20 -35 
mmf.; CT fixed condenser, 2,500 mmf.; CS fixed condenser, 
10,000 mmf.; C9 fixed condenser, 25 mmf.; J lack type JK -3; 
LI grid inductance; L2 plate inductance; L3 transmitting re- 
actor; R1 filament rheostat; R2 resistance, 6,00 ohms; R3 re- 
sistance, type RS -3, 2 megohms; RL break -in relay; S 3 pt. 

socket; T transformer type C -65; U lamp, type L:11 4 
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Talring Movies for Schools 
The use of sound films in educational work involves certain problems, prin- 
cipally psychological, not encountered in films of the entertainment type. 
These problems are discussed here, as are also the sources of educational 

sound films 

A 
N OTHER important consideration 

in connection with the educa- 
tional use of sound motion pic- 
tures has to do with the films 

available which are suitable for that pur- 
pose. The final determination as to the Part 
extent and effectiveness of this product of 
radio engineering principles as a means 
of education in the schools will be based upon the showing as 
it emanates from the loudspeaker and the screen. The picture 
is the thing. With the installation and operation of the sound 
projection equipment the circle is only half complete. It must 
necessarily follow that effective sound films are available. A 
sort of vicious circle has existed in the past relating to the use 
of sound pictures in educational institutions. Producers of 
sound pictures received the answer "No" from the schoolmas- 
ter, he adding that there is no suitable school equipment for 
sound picture projection. Likewise, the salesmen of the sound 
projection equipment companies were turned away without a 
sale by school committees with the statement that educational 
sound films were not available. The one is dependent upon 
the other. 

Reading, 'Riting, 'Rithmetic -and Radio 
The extent of the influence of these modern radio engineering 

devices on the educational thinking and philosophy of our times 
is reflected in the changed conception of some early and 
deeply established educational maxims. To the three R's has 
been added a fourth, so that now we have Reading, 'Riting, 
'Rithmetic and Radio. A prominent educator a few years ago 
said that for the three R's there have now been substituted in 
school practice three M's, i.e., Muscles, Minds and Morals. To 
these must likewise be added a fourth, Movies. However, this 
is incomplete until movies become movie -tones. The extent to 
which movie -tones become an integral part of classroom teach- 
ing procedure will depend in a large measure on the produc- 
tion of sound films directly and vitally applicable to education. 

The analysis of the values to be derived from motion pic- 
tures shows the inherent superiority of the sound over the silent 
film. Every motion picture consists of two kinds of content-- 

By C. A. Johnson' 
and C. C. Clark' 

*School of Commerce, New York University. 

Three 

concrete and abstract. Freeman and 
Wood, in an extensive investigation of the 
value of silent motion pictures in school 
work, concluded that the purpose of such 
pictures was to supply a portion of the 
concrete experience which lies at the basis 
of abstract thinking. They say. "The im- 
mediate function of the silent film is to 

present clear -cut, concrete notions of the physical aspect of 
the world, but pictures cannot supplant language as an instru- 
ment of abstract thought." So, by adding language in the 
presentation of concrete ideas the talking picture becomes at 
once vastly superior to silent films. 

The silent film attempts to supplement the photographic 
representation of the concrete by adding captions or subtitles 
to organize these concrete impressions into some sort of unified 
meaning or concept. The incongruity of having the picture life 
interrupted with a printed subtitle and then the action resumed 
as though there had been no break was noted generally when 
motion pictures first appeared. However, until the advent 
of the talking pictures, people had become so accustomed to 
this as to be unconscious of this artificiality. The sound pic- 
ture has eliminated this, and at the same time provided the 
possibility of educational films not only furnishing concrete 
illustrative material but also serving as an instrument in de- 
veloping abstract thinking. 

Educational Advantages of Sound Movies 
Sound motion pictures can bring to the classroom faithful 

representation of objects which are too large, too expensive, 
too rare, too dangerous or otherwise inconvenient. They pro- 
vide an effective method of portraying vividly and accurately 
the personalities of the modern leaders in thought and action. 
By seeing and hearing George Bernard Shaw, for example, in 
the lifelike talking picture. one is brought into intimate touch 
with the man and his personality, and thus has a keener insight 
into his amiable character than by knowing him only through 
his plays and books. The sound picture lecture, "Cosmic 
Rays," by R. A. Millikan, gives the student an insight into 
this scientific phenomenon which he could get only with great 
difficulty from the printed page, and at the same time a per- 
sonal contact with the force and (Continued on page 427) 
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Electro -A'co us/ic Studies 

Offer Aid for the 
HARD-of- H EARING 

MEASURING AND DIAGNOSING DEAFNESS 
The audiometer provides a means for accurately measuring the degree of hearing loss at different sound frequencies, thus per - 

mitting deaf persons to select hearing devices which best meet their individual needs 

This article probably constitutes the most comprehensive study of the elec- 
tric hearing aid field ever published. It discusses practical requirements and 
design considerations and points out profit- making possibilities for radio 

dealers and servicemen 

CAREFUL estimates obtained from 
authoritative sources indicate that 
about 20 million people in the 
United States have hearing which is impaired to some 

extent. Of this number, approximately 3,000.000 are school 
children. Perhaps 25!; of the total are afflicted with nervous 
defects which in most cases cannot be materially helped by 
hearing devices. Somewhere between 25Ç and 504- of the to- 
tal represent minor impairment which does not require the use 
of hearing aids. The balance represents several millions of 
people in the United States who really need hearing aids. All 
told only about half a million hearing devices have been sold 
thus far, and it is therefore evident that a tremendous market 
exists for individual hearing aids and likewise for group 
equipment in churches. theatres, halls. schools, etc. In addi- 
tion, devices which can be plugged into the average radio set 
or electric phonograph reproducer add a further field for 
the expansion of the electro- acoustic industries. 

What do we have to consider in helping the hard of hearing? 
First of all, distinction should be made between those who are 
totally deaf and those who are partially deaf. For the 
totally deaf there is usually no help that can be offered, al- 
though experiments with bone conduction have indicated that 
through the use of powerful amplifiers some of these cases 
can be materially aided. In such cases, a headphone or similar 
unit is placed against the bony structure of the head rather 

By Irving J. Saxl than the ear and the sound vibrations 
are carried through the bone to the inner 
ear, making the sounds audible if this 

portion of the ear is still in proper working condition. It fre- 
quently happens that the physical defect which causes deafness 
does not involve the inner ear. 

For those whose hearing is not completely gone, the hearing 
devices now on the market offer a tremendous opportunity. 
There are numerous cases where this does not hold true, of 
course, but the great majority of persons thus afflicted can be 
materially aided by present -day devices and many of them 
can, through this means. attain substantially normal hearing. 
But how is this amplification of sound to be obtained and 
what laws do we have to respect to bring again to the deafened 
person the beauty of a bird song, the laughter of a child, the 
voice of his beloved or of his teacher? 

There are two types of practical hearing aids. One of them 
is the well -known "trumpet." This is a small horn which col, 
lects sound and concentrates it at the ear. In general, this 
type is helpful when used close to the source of sound but has 
the disadvantage of clumsiness and generally requires the use 
of one hand to hold it in position. Roughly, we can con- 
sider that sound diminishes with the square of the distance 
and therefore, at more than a few feet, the trumpet picks 
up such a small amount of sound energy that it has little 
value. 
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AN ACTUAL AUDIOGRAM 
Figure 1. A chart like this, based on audiometer measurements of one case 
of impaired hearing, shows an average hearing loss of approximately 50 
per cent. and indicates that a suitable hearing device must provide a high 
degree of amplification, particularly at frequencies below 200 and above 

2000 cycles per second 

The development of the 
electro- acoustic science 
has given to the partly 
deafened persons a num- 
ber of electrical hearing 
aids that are compact, 
not too conspicuous and 
can be attached to the 
person of the user, thus 
leaving his hands free. 
At least this is true so 
far as cases of moderate 
hearing impairment are 
concerned. For those 
whose hearing is greatly 
impaired more powerful 
electrical devices, some 
of them making use of 
vacuum tubes, like those 
employed in radio sets, 
are required. Naturally, 
equipment of this type is not as compact 
as the more simple electrical devices but 
nevertheless it provides the means for 
bringing severely impaired hearing back 
to an approach to normal. 

For the maximum correction of hear- 
ing impairment, we have to know exactly 
where the deficiency lies. For testing 
this, the Bell Telephone Laboratories 
have developed devices, among which is 
the audiometer, with which individual deafness 
can be measured, not only to determine the over- 
all degree of impairment but also the impair- 
ment at different frequencies. Measurement at 
different frequencies is essential, because almost 
always impairment is greater at certain frequen- 
cies than at others. As a matter of actual fact, 
many subjects who have been tested show prac- 
tically normal hearing at certain sound frequen- 
cies with decided deficiencies at others. 

The Audiometer Diagnosis 

The audiometer consists of a sound generator 
capable of producing several different frequencies. 
usually 64, 128, 256 and so on up to 4096 cycles 
per second. A calibrated volume control or attenu- 
ator is also included to vary the intensity of the 
sound by definite degrees. The output of this 
device is fed into a headphone which is placed at 
the ear of the subject under test as shown in an 
accompanying illustration. The audiometer is set 
to produce each of the different frequencies, one 
after the other, and at each frequency the vol- 
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ume control is varied until the sound is just 
barely audible to the subject. The position of 
the volume control on its calibrated scale is then 
read, directly giving the degree of sensitivity for 
each individual frequency. These readings are 
noted on charts provided for this purpose. The 
result is a so- called "audiogram" giving a complete 
picture of the subject's hearing as shown in Figure 
1. Both ears of the subject are, of course, tested 
in this manner because cases are rare indeed where 
both ears of a deafened person respond alike. 

The normal human ear is much more sensitive 
to certain sound frequencies than to others and 
therefore even a small impairment at certain fre- 
quencies may represent almost total deafness for 
these particular frequencies. This is indicated in 
Figure 1 by the dotted line, which indicates total 
loss of serviceable hearing. It will be noted here 
that a loss of 10 sensation units at 24 cycles per 
second represents a total loss, whereas at 1024 
cycles a loss of 10 units would be slight. 

From the audiometer measurements we learn 
one important thing. Straight -line amplification 
in hearing aids will not give the desired results. If 
the hearing device is equally sensitive for all 

frequencies, those at 
which the subject's hear- 
ing approaches normal 

New Field for Radio Profits 
RADIO servicemen, custom set -builders and public address system 

specialists might consider the potential market for amplifier equip- 
ment for use by the hard -of- hearing; not only the easily portable, indi- 
vidual equipment, but the more elaborate equipment for home or office, 
employing built -in microphones, vacuum -tube amplifiers and wiring sys- 
tems enabling the user to plug -in at a number of conveniently located 
outlets. Then, too, group equipment for churches, theatres and other 
assembly places offer possibilities for good profits. 

To aid its readers in developing these almost virgin fields, RADIO NEWS 
will present constructional and other data from time to time. Just now, 
for instance, the laboratory is finishing the development work on a com- 
pact portable unit which constitutes a powerful hearing aid, which can 
be stepped up from a whisper to a point which will correct the hearing 
loss of even advanced cases of deafness and enable persons so afflicted 
to take part once more in conversation, business conferences and find 
new enjoyment in the theatre or church. Effort is being made to pub- 
lish this in the form of a constructional article in the December issue. 

-The Editors. 

will be amplified to the 
same extent as frequen- 
cies where he requires 
g r e a ter amplification. 
The result will be a 
sense of loudness which 
constitutes a decided 
strain not only on the 
defective organ but on 
the brain and nerves as 
well. 

The Ideal Aid 
For bringing a person 

whose hearing is defec- 
tive only in the lowest 
notes and in the highest 
ones back to nearly nor- 
mal hearing sensitivity. 
we should use a hearing 

aid which increases the lower and higher 
notes more than the medium ones to 
which the patient is sensitive. In the use 
of hearing devices there are several ways 
of attaining the desired effect. The sim- 
plest one is to place the sound receiver 
(the microphone or transmitter) in a 
resonating container -for instance, a 
wooden box -the natural frequency of 
which is within the range of the low fre- 
quencies the patient is lacking. In addi- 
tion to this, directly over the transmitter 

THE HEADPHONE OF ONE HEARING DEVICE 
Figure 4. Above is shown the headphone used in one electric hearing aid. 
Below is a disassembled view which gives some idea of the careful design 

and workmanship going into these units 
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diaphragm can be provided a smaller air space 
which resonates at a higher frequency. thus 
giving extra amplification of the highest and 
lowest notes. 

An even better way is to employ proper elec- 
trical filter arrangements. Having an audio - 
gram, it is possible to design electric filters 
which will cause the hearing device to exactly 
supply the deficiencies in any individual's hear- 
ing. Equipment of this nature is rather bulky 
and expensive and, so far as is known. has not 
as yet been placed on the market. In addition 
to the filter system, it usually requires the use 
of one or more vacuum tubes, with their at- 
tendant equipment, in order to provide the de- 
sired degree of amplification. 

The deafened person, naturally enough. 
wishes to have a small instrument that he can 
conveniently carry around and use unobtru- 
sively. Although, as far as the appearance is 
concerned. the American public is learning 
more and more that earphones for the deaf are 
nothing to be ashamed of. that defective hear- 
ing is much more common than is usually 
known and that from the increasing numbers 
coming into use, year after year, it may be 
predicted with certainty that the hearing device 
is going to become more common as time 
goes on. 

On the other hand, a unit is desired which will make the 
hearing as nearly normal as possible. This means that a rela- 
tively high degree of amplification is required in order to make 
weak sounds clearly audible. Obviously. where 
the hearing is decidedly impaired. it is unreason- 
able to expect tremendous amplification and at 
the same time keep the instrument down to 
pocket size. The size and convenience of the 
device must therefore vary with the degree of 
hearing impairment. In the majority of cases the 
pocket -type earphone. with the high degree of 
development that has been attained in its design. 
will serve adequately. In cases where the hear- 
ing loss is in the neighborhood of 50c0 or more, 
this type of device will not be satisfactory. A 
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A MODERN HEARING AID 
Electric hearing aids are lending new interest in life to the hard -of- hearing who 
now find themselves able to take the places in business and social life which,, 

without these modern devices, would be denied them 

number of manufacturers have, therefore, produced models in 
which they include two or three microphones, thus providing 
added sensitivity. Another method. for which manufacturers 

have not as yet gone in extensively, is the use of 
a single microphone feeding into a one or two - 
stage vacuum -tube amplifier. This latter repre- 
sents probably the highest type of hearing device 
that can be made. It has the drawback that, in 
size, it approximates an ordinary box camera. and 
the weight is considerably increased by the ne- 
cessity for plate and filament batteries. In spite 
of these drawbacks, it is easily portable and is 
just as easy to use as the smaller types. 

(This is the type of device now being devel- 
oped in the RADIO NEWS Laboratory, to be 
described in the next issue or the one following, 
for the benefit of those who may desire to con- 

struct their Own. -THE EDITORS.) 

Electrical Hearing Aid Design 
Portable hearing devices, both those employing vacuum tubes 

and those of the pocket type that consist only of a microphone, 
headphone and battery (as shown in Figure 2), require ex- 
tremely careful design of both microphone and headphone. 
Vast strides in this direction have been made by engineers 
during the past few years. The modern microphones consist 
usually of a carbon membrane or diaphragm under which car- 
bon particles are placed in a carbon block. All of these carbon 
parts are highly compressed and polished so as to reduce fric- 
tion to a minimum. These, of course, function on the princi- 
ple of the ordinary carbon microphone in which the electrical 
resistance varies with variations of the pressure resulting from 
the action of sound waves on the diaphragm. This variation 
in resistance varies the battery current and thus results in the 
reproduction of sounds in the headphone. Practically all of 
the factors in both microphone and headphone affect the fre- 
quency characteristics of the combination and in no case is a 
straight -line characteristic obtained nor would such a charac- 
teristic be desirable. for reasons already mentioned. The size 
and shape of the carbon particles, the resonating air spaces 
within the microphone, the thickness and tension of the dia- 
phragm and the size and shape of the enclosure within which 
the microphone is placed. all have their effect on the character- 
istics of reproduction. 

In some of the microphones employed in hearing devices 
other features are incorporated. There is one type, for in- 
stance. in which the electrical current passes from one of the 
terminals. through the carbon balls to the diaphragm, through 
a portion of the diaphragm and back through another group 
of carbon balls into another cup which forms the other ter- 
minal of the microphone. But in general. the design of sensi- 
tive microphones follows that (Continued on page 437) 

D 
A MIDGET TYPE HEADPHONE 

Figure 5. The unit shown above measures less than an inch in 

diameter and is inserted in the ear, carrying the sound directly 
to the ear canal. To make it highly efficient, in spite of its 

small size, offered great complications. Lower photo shows parts 
before assembly. In the center is the shell with its unique ar- 
rangement of four U- shaped magnets. At the lower right is the 

coil winding which slips over the central legs of the magnets. 

In the center, above. is a plate which concentrates the magnetic 
flux. At the left are the spacing rings and, below, the dia- 

phragm, which is further illustrated in Figure 3 
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A 24 Pound Laboratory 
As radio progresses the diagnosis of trouble in receivers becomes more and 
more complicated. The portable set analyzer has therefore become indis- 
pensable to the service man. The author gives some idea of the amazing 

variety of tests possible with a modern analyzer 

THE serviceman who attempts to 
remedy faults in a radio receiver 
by haphazard methods immediately 
places himself in a disadvantageous position. Set owners 

have been educated to expect the radio trouble shooter to fol- 
low a systematic, definite procedure. They look with sus- 
picion on the serviceman who answers a trouble call without 
adequate testing equipment. Moreover, they are correct in 
questioning the competence of the man who, in all cases, insists 
that the set must be taken back to the shop in order to locate 
and remedy trouble. 

It is obvious that the radio serviceman should provide 
himself with complete portable testing equipment. This means 
a comprehensive set analyzer, capable of performing every re- 
quired test and of locating troubles without removing the radio 
set from the home of the owner. A miscellaneous assortment 
of meters and leads does not constitute suitable test equipment. 

Without question, an all- around analyzer enables the service- 
man to perform more work 
and to complete each job more 
satisfactorily than would be 
possible in any other way. 
Using a set analyzer of correct 
design, he can deliver worth- 
while results rapidly, instead 
of having to offer flimsy alibis 
and excuses. 

Using a Set Analyzer 
The carefully designed, up- 

to -the- minute radio set ana- 
lyzer is a marvel of human in- 
genuity, comparable in its pre- 
cision to the finest watch. The 
analogy between the analyzer 
and the watch can be carried 
still further. Although the 
"works" of the watch are quite 
intricate, the user tells the 
time at a glance, without a 
thought of the operating mech- 
anism. Beneath the panel of 
the analyzer there is a compli- 
cated system of switches and 
wiring connections, but here 
also the user does not have to 
worry about how the device 
functions. He merely follows 
a few simple directions, ob- 
tained with the analyzer, and 
he is then able to locate 
troubles and to make all sorts of radio tests almost as readily 
as he tells the time with his watch. 

As an illustration of the importance of radio set analyzers, 
the manager of a large radio service organization recently made 
the statement that the comparatively inexperienced serviceman 
equipped with a modern analyzer was able to do better work 
than the technically trained man without such an instrument. 
While it is true that no mere instrument can ever take the 
place of a technical training, it is equally true that for radio 
trouble finding no amount of training can take the place of an 
up -to -date set analyzer. 

Using a set analyzer, the location of trouble in a defective 
receiver is systematized and reduced to a simple routine. A 
compact instruction pamphlet tells exactly how each test is 
made and test data on all important radio receivers is available. 

By Harry Georges After using an analyzer once or twice, the 
routine is readily memorized and there- 
after it is no longer necessary to depend 

on the instruction booklet for reference purposes. 
The new Supreme AAA! Diagnometer is a splendid example 

of a testing instrument of practically universal application. 
Although the Diagnometer is only 6% by 11/ by 18 inches 
and weighs less than twenty -four pounds, it is an amazingly 
complete portable laboratory, capable of testing the newest as 
well as the oldest types of radio receivers. In fact, it is 
designed to meet radio service requirements on all radio sets, 
whether operated from direct current, alternating current, 
socket power devices or batteries. Careful design, following 
upon extensive research, has made it possible to incorporate 

within a single analyzer all the 
essentials of set and tube test- 
ing which hitherto required a 
multiplicity of servicing instru- 
ments. 

This test device combines 
the functions of five distinct 
service instruments, namely: 
analyzer, tube tester, shielded 
oscillator, ohmmeter-megohm- 
meter, and capacity tester. 
Just how is it possible for a 
single portable unit to accom- 
plish so many different tests? 
A description of the apparatus 
incorporated within the Diag- 
nometer will serve to explain 
this. Since meters constitute 
the "heart" of an analyzer, this 
equipment will be described 
first. 

THE NEW SE 
hardwood carrying case 

cover and convenient carrying h 
are provided for actes 

ET ANALYZER 
is provided with a slip -hinge 
andle. Adequate compartments 
¡oriel and small tools 

The Meters 
Two panel type meters are 

used -one a universal a c.- 
d.c. meter of the precision 
copper -oxide rectifier type 
with a tandem scale selector 
switch. The other meter is a 
d.c. milliammeter, which is al- 
ways connected in the plate 
circuit. This latter arrange- 
ment provides plate current 
readings of circuits and tubes 
under analysis, without the 
manipulation of any current 
switches while testing the vari- 

ous potentials of other circuits terminating at the tube sockets. 
The universal a.c. -d.c. meter. known as a multi- meter, is 

probably the most unique as well as useful feature of the Diag- 
nometer. It possesses voltage ranges of 2.5, 10, 25, 100, 250 
and 1000 volts and is available in all circuits through the 
analyzer plug. Both a.c. and d.c. voltages are measured at 
1000 ohms per volt sensitivity. 

Direct -current ranges of 0 to 40 and 0 to 200 volts 
are available at 2500 ohms per volt. for external use. These 
are especially desirable in connection with the servicing of 
automobile and aeroplane radio receivers. An a.c. and d.c. 
voltage range of 0 to 2500 volts is available externally for 
servicing public address systems, talking motion picture ampli- 
fiers and amateur transmitter installations. 

The following a.c. and d.c. milliampere ranges are available 
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for analytical or external use: 0 to 2.5, 0 to 10, 0 to 25, 0 to 
100, and 0 to 250 milliamperes. In addition, this universal 
meter has an external a.c. and d.c. current range of 0 to 2.5 

amperes. 
All a.c. and d.c. voltage and current ranges of the multi - 

meter arc controlled by a single tandem "scale selector" 
switch, located near the center of thQ 

instrument panel. The two major cur- 
rent and potential measuring ranges of 25 

and 100 are decimally associated with the 
scale selector. With this arrangement. all 
indications are either directly read or are 
multiplied or divided by 10. thereby 
greatly simplifying the practical use of 
the meter. 

The above description of the wide di- 
versity of uses and ranges of the uni- 
versal multi- meter. while fairly complete, 
does not give a really adequate concep- 
tion of the servicing possibilities of this 
instrument. Even a superficial study of 
the almost infinite applications of this 
meter makes it obvious that there is small 
likelihood of any developments in the ra- 
dio industry which will ever call for any 
important change in the Diagnometer. 

Push -Button Safeguards Meter 
The multi -meter is not in any analytical 

or tube checker circuit until a push-button is pressed for the 
desired reading. As a result, maximum protection is given to 
the meter at all times. Actual tests have shown that this in- 
strument will stand a 3000 per cent. overload. All a.c. and d.c. 
voltage ranges. in addition to being obtainable through the 
analyzing plug, are also available for external use. through 
bakelite- protected pin jacks. A special feature of the multi - 
meter is the fact that the meter glass may be replaced without 
removing the meter. Incidentally. provision is made for the 
use of the multi -meter as an output meter, for "synchronizing," 
"peaking," etc. 

The second meter. as mentioned above, is a d.c. milliam- 
meter. This has two ranges 
for plate current analytical 
readings and tube testing -0 to 
8 ma. and 0 to 80 ma. Danger- 
ous current surges. which 
often accompany the breaking 
of high -voltage circuits, are 
entirely eliminated by keeping 
the d.c. milliammeter always 
connected in the plate circuit 
under analysis. 

In the Diagnometer the an- 
alyzer circuits are designed to 
meet all radio service needs on 
all types of receivers and tubes, 
including the new power pen- 
tode, variable -mu. automobile 
radio and two -volt tubes. Pro- 
visions are also made for ade- 
quate tests of the older type 
battery- operated radio sets and 
also of power supplies using 
Raytheon rectifier tubes. This 
instrument may also be used 
for analytical a.c. voltage (1000 
ohms per volt) test up to 1000 
volts on each side of center - 
tapped plate supply transform- 
ers. through the rectifier tube 
socket. A.C. line voltage may 
be read through the line supply 
cable by merely pressing a 
push- button. External connections are unnecessary for this 
purpose. All of the circuit analyses of the circuit under test 
may be made during the actual operation of the radio receiver, 
using the regular power normally supplied, without disturbing 
any permanent connection of the set under test. 

The analyzer plug is of noteworthy design, being equipped 
with a special snap -catch arrangement for engaging the 
adapter. This prevents the adapter from becoming sepa- 
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rated from the plug when used in tube sockets having tight- 
fitting contacts. The analyzer plug has a UY base, as the 
majority of sockets in the new type radio receivers are of the 
five -prong type. A four -prong adapted is provided for analyses 
of rectifier and power tube circuits and for sets of the older 
type having CX sockets. The control grid lug is fastened to 

the analyzer plug by a flexible lead, which 
enables the operator to complete the con- 
trol grid connections of screen -grid tubes, 
regardless of the type of radio set under 
test. For the r.f. pentode tubes. a circuit 
is provided which terminates with the 
necessary terminal of the analyzer plug. 
so that this terminal may be connected to 
a suitable adapter for these tubes. 

Among the numerous analytical tests 
which can be made merely by inserting 
the analyzer plug in the radio set socket 
and with the tube in the analyzer load 
socket are: d.c. or a.c. filament voltage, 
plate voltage. "C" bias voltage, screen - 
grid voltage, screen -grid current, cathode 
voltage. control -grid voltage, plate cur- 
rent and also grid current (other than 
screen -grid tubes). 

Tube Test Provisions 
In iddition to the sockets provided for 

analyzing purposes, there are five tube 
testing sockets. with the necessary switches for connecting the 
proper potentials to these sockets for tube tests. Alternating 
current power -supply potentials ranging from 100 to 240 volts 
may be employed for these tests, a suitable selector switch be- 
ing included for selecting the power potential. As a result of 
this convenient arrangement. elaborate tube testing tables are 
not required. Test readings of the various type of tubes are 
furnished with the instrument. All potentials employed in the 
tube tester circuits are also available at external connections 
for any such tests, as desired. A "filameter- heater" selector 
switch is provided for all tubes having filament ratings of from 
1/ to 7/ volts. 

The grid potentials of the tube checker circuits are provided 
by the voltage drop across a biasing (Continued on page 442) 

BRACKETS FOR 
WALL MOUNTING 

By means of three iron brackets the 
instrument can be readily installed 
as a permanent test panel, either on 

the wall or on the test bench 

CLOSE -UPS OF TEST PANEL 

All controls are clearly marked by permanent engraving on the 
bakelite panel. The panel measures 17% inches by 10% inches 
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The DECIBEL 
Its Definition, Derivation and Application 

The decibel is becoming an indispensable unit in the radio field. Yet too 
few, even among those who use the term, know exactly what it is all about. 

To these this explanation will be helpful 

A 
Sradio progresses, one finds that By John 

increasing use is made of 
the "decibel" in technical litera- 
ture. An understanding of its meaning and facility in 

its use are essential to engineers, broadcast station employees, 
experimenters and servicemen. 

There seems to be some difficulty encountered by the aver- 
age man when studying the subject. Yet it is really simple. 
The "decibel," which is the same thing as the old "transmis- 
sion unit," is a unit for measuring the efficiency of telephone 
or associated electric circuits. 

We all know that efficiency is usually measured in percent- 
ages. A steam engine with an efficiency of 15% delivers at 
the crankshaft 15% of the heat energy supplied to it by the 
fire under the boiler. The ratio of output power to input power 
is then .15. 

Telephone engineers in past decades used as a unit the ef- 
ficiency of one mile of standard cable with certain standard 
resistance and capacity assumed. The cable, however, had a 
different impedance (and therefore a different efficiency) at 
different frequencies, so that another measurement scale had 
to be devised, and this was at that time called the "transmission 
unit." Later, by international agreement, this name was 
changed to "decibel," meaning one -tenth of a 'bel." The 
"bel" was so called in honor of Alexander Graham Bell, the 
inventor of the telephone. 

Since the definition of the decibel involves some mathematics 
and logarithms, many readers seem to think that it must neces- 
sarily be very unreal and abstract. 

The decibel is a natural unit, based approximately on the 
way our ears react to differences in sound power. When we 
desire to express the efficiency of a piece of telephone appa- 
ratus in per cent. we give the ratio between the output and 
the input power in watts, ergs or other units. But our ears do 
not react to sound in the proportion that a wattmeter does; 
they react to sound proportionally to the logarithm of the 
power in watts. 

The response of our ears is approximately as follows: Let us 
suppose that a certain amplifier has an output of 1000 milli - 
watts. Now we insert a network between the output terminals 
and the loudspeaker and suppose this network has just the 
right impedance to reduce the volume by so small an amount 
that the ear can just notice the difference. When we now 
measure the power at the output terminals of the network it 
is found to be 794 milliwatts. The efficiency of this network 
is, then, 794/1000 = .794 or 79.4%. 

To the ear it is, however, but "one step down," for, as we 
said, this is the least difference we can notice. 

We now insert, between the output of this network and the 

M. Borst loudspeaker, another network of the 
same impedance. It goes without say- 
ing that the power is again going to be 

reduced, this time to 79.4% of 794 milliwatts, or to .794' of 
the original power. To the ear, however, this is only "two 
steps down." 

We see, then, that every time the power is decreased a cer- 
tain ratio the sound level, as our ears hear it, is diminished one 
unit. When we then try to express this by a mathematical 
equation, the unit is defined by the exponential relation 

Po 
r" = - 

Pt 
where r = the ratio corresponding to the least difference in 

volume our ears can detect 
n = the number of our new units 
P = the output power 
Pi = the input power 

Taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation and solving 
for n: 

P" 
n log r = log - 

Pt 
if we can use a base of logarithms equal to r, then log r = 1 

and the formula becomes: 
Po 

n = log, - 
Pi 

the effect of using another base than r will result in a unit dif- 
ferent in size from the minimum difference the ear can detect. 

There are two bases for logarithms in common use: The 
number e = 2.71828, giving rise to the Naperian (natural log- 
arithms) and the base 10 giving the Briggs (common) log- 
arithms. 

When the Naperian logarithms are used we get a unit called 
the "neper." Using the common logarithms gives n in "bels" 
and the decibel (db.) is therefore one -tenth of a bel, so that 

Po 
n = 10 - decibels 

Pi 
The decibel, it will be seen, corresponds approximately to 

the least difference the ear can detect. Very often the differnce 
in ratio of output to input is known in terms of a voltage ratio 
or a current ratio. Since the power is proportional to the 
square of the current or the voltage -if the impedance remains 
the same -we have to multiply the logarithm of the voltage or 
current ratios by twenty instead of by ten, in order to obtain 
the efficiency in decibels. 

DECIBELS 
40 20 30 40 50 60 l0 80 90 400 IMMIrwMNIrMI 

POWER RATIO 
40 100 103 404 105 106 10 408 409 1010 

IMIIIIIMM1111li=MIIIIMMENNIIIIIMM1111MMINIM1111IMMN1111M1111MOME1111MM111111 
CURRENT-VOLTAGE RATIO 

5 10 100 1000 10,000 100,000 
I I limit lllt 1 1 1 i 111l I 1 I l I I I I i 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I till' 

A DECIBEL CHART FOR READY REFERENCE 

Figure 1. The chart shows relationship between gain in decibels, poncer ratio and current -voltage ratio. The power -ratio scale 
may be used both for electrical and sound power. The air -pressure (millibar) ratio may be read on the current-voltage ratio scale 
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Therefore 

and 

E 
n = 20 log,, - decibels 

EI 
I 

n = 20 log,,, - decibels 
II 

Examples: 
1. What is the efficiency. in deci- 

bels. of a circuit which gives an out- 
put of 398 milliwatts with a 1000 - 
milliwatts input? 

Answer: The ratio of output to 
input power is 398,' 1000. Taking 
the logarithm of this ratio, we have 
log 398/1000 = log 398 - log 1000 
= 2.5999 - 3 = - 0.4001. There- 
fore the efficiency in db. is ten times 
-0.4001 or -4 db. This is called a 
4 db. "loss" or 4 db. "down." 

2. An amplifier has a gain of 23 
db. If the input is 15 milliwatts, 
how much is the output? 

Answer: The logarithm of the 
power ratio is 1 10 of 23 or 2.3. 
looking in the logarithm table, we 
find that .3 is the mantissa of the logarithm of 2. The charac- 
teristic of the logarithm shows us that the antilogarithm is be- 
tween 100 and 1000. Therefore the power ratio is 200. Thus 
the output is found to be 200 X 15 = 3000 milliwatts. 

3. In a telephone circuit the power is reduced by 34 db. 
What is the input if the output is 4 milliwatts? 

Answer: The logarithm of the power ratio is 1/10 of -34 
or -3.4. To look this up in the logarithm table we have to 
make a slight transformation. The mantissa given in the log- 
arithm table is positive; only the characteristics may be nega- 
tive. Therefore we write - 3.4 = .6 -4 and .6 is the posi- 
tive mantissa which we may find in the logarithm table. The 
antilogarithm of .6 is 4. Therefore the power ratio is .0004, 
according to the rules of logarithm. 

There is another way of arriving at the same figure. Let us 
suppose that it was plus 34 db.; then the log of the power 
ratio would be 3.4 and the ratio is found to be 2500. Then if 
we reverse this. we find the ratio corresponding to -34 db. is 
1 '2500 = .0004. The two methods 
should not be confused. 

4. The voltage gain of an amplifier is 
100. What is the gain in db? 

Answer: The gain in db. is 20 X log. 
100 = 20 X 2 = 40 db. 

Since we have mentioned the existence 
of another unit, the "neper," the reader 
may be curious to know just what it is 
and how many decibels there are in a 
" neper" and why. 

The number of nepers gain or loss .7 - 
equals the natural logarithm of the ratio 
output -voltage /input- voltage or output- 
current/input-current. 

- 
It should be un- 

derstood that the impedance in the cir- 
cuits must be the same when making the 
before -and -after measurements. Then 

N 

Therefore e" = 10= "' 

Taking common logarithms of both sides, we have 
N 

N Log Log Antilog 

I 0 o 1 

2 0.301 0.1 1.26 

3 0.477 0.2 1.585 

4 0.602 (TWICE Log 2) 0.3 2.0 (NEARLY) 

5 0.699 ( Log IO -Log 2) 0.4 2.51 

6 0.778 ( Log 2 - Log 3) 0.5 3.16 

7 0.845 0.6 3.98 

8 0.903 (THRICE Log2) 0.1 5.0(NEARLY) 

9 0.954 (TWICE Log 3) 0.8 6.31 

10 1.000 0.9 7.94 

1.0 10.0 

E,, 
n (nepers) = log, - 

Ei 
or 

Io 
n= log,- 

I, 
To find the relation between nepers 

and decibels we write this same equation 
in the exponential form: 

E,, -= e" 

E, 
which follows from the definition of 

the logarithm, where n is in nepers. 
Also for the same reason 

E,, - = 100 
Ei 

where N is in decibels. 

1.0 - 10 

.9- 

.8- 

V7 

0.4 

3- 

.2 - 

.1 - 

9 

8 

3 

2 
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n log,e = - 
20 

or N = (20,, log c)n = 20 X .434n 
= 8.68 n. The number of decibels is 
therefore 8.68 times the number of 
nepers and one neper equals 8.68 
decibels. 

The decibel. it should be under- 
stood, does not indicate any absolute 
power -level; it only indicates the 
ratio between the input and the out- 
put. In the case of a volume indi- 
cator, as used in broadcast stations, 
it has become customary to fix a cer- 
tain reference level and then, if we 
speak of so many db. above or below 
this level, the power can be defined 
in watts. For this reference level is 
usually chosen the value .006 watt, 
or 6 milliwatts. There are also other 
""zero levels" in use, but as a rule we 

can assume that the reference level is 6 milliwatts. 
In general, in the broadcast field, if an engineer speaks of a 

generator, like a microphone or a magnetic pick -up, being so 
many db. down or up, we may assume that the power output 
of these devices are so many db. below or above 6 milliwatts. 

So far we have only spoken of the db. as giving ratios of 
electrical power, but it applies equally to the power of the sound 
waves in the air. They may be measured in watts or ergs. 
Then, if a sound -power level is increased from 10 ergs to 
10,000 ergs, the increase is said to be 30 decibels. A decrease 
to 1 erg corresponds to 10 db. down. 

It has been customary, however. to measure sound power in 
terms of the sound -pressure, in millibars. This is analogous to 
the voltage in electrical circuits. Consequently, if the ratio be- 
tween sound powers is expressed in millibars. we must multiply 
the logarithm by 20 in order to get decibels, just as we did 
with the current or voltage ratio. This means that an increase 
of sound pressure of 100 times (Continued on page 443) 
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CONVERSION CURVE FOR DB. GAIN OR LOSS 
Figure 2. .4 curve showing db. gain for power- ratios from one to ten and db. loss for 
power ratios from one to one -tenth. The scales marked "loss" are used together, as 

are the two scales marked "gain" 
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Television Goes to Sea 
Another step was taken in television development when equipment was installed on 
the S. S. Leviathan to permit pick -up of American television programs at sea. The 
results of the test are presented here, together with a description of .the installation 

IT was a real thrill to participate in the first 
television cruise ever made by a steamship. 
As a passenger on the Leviathan, in the com- 
pany of 1500 vacationists, I became the first 

woman -so they tell me -to see a television image 
at sea during the course of experiments involving 
the initial shore -to -ship visual broadcasts. Ever 
since that trip my mind has been figuring the 
possibilities of television ; first, in the reception of 
scenes on both sides of the Atlantic while a vessel 
is in mid -ocean; second, in the service that televi- 
sion will render to humanity, in bringing people 
closer together and hastening the era of real un- 
derstanding and promoting the cause of education 
and universal peace in a manner that sociologists 
and statesmen never dreamed of -and such dem- 
onstrations of television's usefulness will come 
quickly as the art reaches a more practical stage. 
Judging by what I saw away out on the ocean, 
television is definitely on its way toward the pe- 
riod when it will be in every -day use. 

Special programs had been arranged 
for reception on the Leviathan -the 
first night by the Columbia Broadcast- 
ing System and the second evening through Stations W1XAV 
and W1XAU in Boston. The former proved to be a mass of 
black blotches on the screen, because of the terrific electrical 
disturbances in the atmosphere. Lightning flashes were warn- 
ings that weak television signals would be obliterated, and so 
for several hours engineers just threw up their hands. But 
when static died down, faces began to appear and the crowd 
on the Leviathan forgot the "talkies" to rush over into the cor- 
ner of the night club and watch the magic reproductions on the 
instruments that had been set up by the Shortwave and Tele- 
vision Corporation. All of them knew that static interfered 
with radio, but probably not one of the throng had ever before 
perceived what static world do to distort or entirely eliminate 
vision presentations -and when a singer was shown in clarity 
there was a hearty burst of applause that must have cheered 
the spirits of Marshall P. 
Wilder and J. Everett 
Nestell, who had labored 
so industriously in in- 
stalling the apparatus and 
testing out all sorts of an- 
tennas. 

But the real excitement 
came on the following 
night -a stirring event, in- 
deed, which will be re- 
membered whenever the 
story of television devel- 
opment is told by future 
historians. 

Mayor James M. Cur- 
ley of Boston had re- 
turned from Europe on 
the previous trip of the 
Leviathan. While in Paris 
he spoke from the Eiffel 
Tower and was heard in 
the United States, thanks 
to short -wave relays. That 
stunt made him more in- 
terested in radio than be- 

By 
Ntimor 

Violet 

`Shortwave and Television 
Corp. 

Hodgson 

fore, so. when the invitation came for the most 
prominent rôle in connection with the Levia- 
than television program he accepted with 
promptness and enthusiasm. It was partick- 
larly fitting that Mr. Curley's countenance 
should be radiated across space, because he has 
been a well -known figure in American public 
life for years and many of those on board were 
friends of long standing -important in that if 
his image did appear there would be quick rec- 
ognition. 

I vividly recall the excitement about 9:30 
o'clock (just 9:00 in Boston, the ship being 
350 miles northeast). Mr. Wilder had been 
making tests in the wireless room, where an- 
other short -wave receiver and a television unit 
had been placed in position. He confessed that 
static was discouragingly strong -that really the 
disturbances had surrounded the cheek of Nata- 
lie Tower, the CBS television girl, with a most 

disfiguring array of whiskers -just as 
static had put a big mustache on 
Mayor Walker (I know he would 
have enjoyed seeing himself in the 

guise of a peanut vendor) on his appearance before the photo- 
electric cells. It's a habit static has, providing hirsute adorn- 
ments. 

Then Mr. Wilder shouted out that, static or no static, the 
much -sought -for station had been tuned in. "We've got Bos- 
ton!" he exclaimed -and sure enough the evidence came out 
of the loudspeaker. The apparatus in the salon was switched 
on and everybody fought for a place before the lens. The 
announcer, a girl, and then-Curley !-all loomed up in rapid 
succession, the Mayor doing a little dance the like of which 
only television experimenters know about. then with proper 
adjustment and a recession of the interference level, in he 
bobbed again, beaming. "That's Curley," yelled a half dozen 
voices -and in the background could be heard his distinctive 
radio voice, brought to the ship via W1XAU, sound auxiliary 

of W1XAV. But the at- 
mospheric crashes put an 
artillery effect on his ad- 

1 ! jectives, so that only part 
of his speech could be in- 
terpreted on the Levia- 
than loudspeaker system, 
which finally had to be 
turned off in favor of two 
small reproducers when 
the noise factor became 
ear- splitting. In the 
meantime his image was 
held and a few moments 
later a rather stern -look- 
ing figure took his place 
-that was George Ban- 
croft, popular movie star 
of Paramount -Publix Cor- 
poration, making a début 
in radiovision. 

But Mr. Bancroft was 
wiped out hurriedly as the 
American Telephone and 
Telegraph circuit on the 
Leviathan was placed into 
operation, by previous un- 
derstanding. This was in 

THE RADIOVISOR INSTALLA 
The radiovisor was set up in the ni 
To the right of the radiovisor is .lfa 

of the tests. His assistant, J. 

TION ON THE LEVIATHAN 
ght club aboard this "floating city." 
rshall P. Wilder, engineer in charge 
Everett Neaten, is at the left 
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The 
then 

THE LEVIATHAN TRIES OUT TELEVISION 
Leviathan has had a unique history; first under the name "Paterland," as the flagship of the German merchant marine, 
as an American troop transport and later an American liner. The latest page in its history was written when, on a 

recent trip, it went to sea carrying television equipment, the first ship to be so equipped 

courtesy to Mayor Curley. who naturally was seeking imme- 
diate information, via this wonderful medium, as to what hap- 
pened to physiognomy when hurled through the ether. Com- 
modore Albert Randall had arranged to talk with his friend 
the Mayor. That would have been his second radio episode 
of the night, as he had taken part in a program with Robert 
L. ( "Believe It or Not ") Ripley sent from the Leviathan phone 
station at 8:00 o'clock. But fog loomed up and the Com- 
modore rushed to the bridge. So Eric Palmer, who had sug- 
gested the television test to the United States Lines, sat in the 
telephone room right next to the television station and spoke 
with the Mayor. Leaving the booth, Mr. Palmer told the 
crowd that the Mayor was mighty pleased to have 
been seen in so amazing a manner and had 
expressed the hope that folks out at sea 
were abiding strictly by the Eighteenth 
Amendment (so solicitous of our wel- 
fare!). The phone cost $7.00 a min- 
ute, but the Curley quips as re- 
lated to the passengers were 
priceless. It was a jolly ending 
to a dramatic incident. 

An Experiment 
The passengers had been in- 

formed in a speech delivered 
by Mr. Palmer that they were 
not to expect entertainment - 
that it was a scientific test, 
pure and simple, limited in its 
chances of success through 
many obstacles, such as the 
overcoming of static and the fact 
that only 1000 watts power was 
being used by W1XAU, which, like 
other television stations, does not 
count on a regular service area of much 
more than one -tenth the distance that was 
regarded as a barrier on the experimental 
program. The whole affair, therefore, was treated 
in that light -but pictures came in. and that was the 
main thing. And certainly the pictures a night later were espe- 
cially fine, so as to mark the true success of the stunt - 
images being picked up under more normal atmospheric con- 
ditions from NBC and Columbia with a most encouraging 
measure of fidelity. 

All those who have been experimenting with television are 
interested in the technical side of the experiment. That will be 
conveyed in Mr. Wilder's own words. Let me tell you who 
Mr. Wilder is -a chap just 25 years of age, filled not only 

with knowledge but with genuine fervor for his profession 
(even to foregoing dinner on the big night). He had spent many 
previous hours on the Leviathan and knew the conditions 
under which installations had to be made to insure the best 
results. Mr. Wilder is a personality -as might be expected of 
the son of the famous humorist, Marshall P. Wilder ( "the 
prince of entertainers and the entertainer of princes "). The 
late Mr. Wilder, who died 16 years ago, certainly never dreamed 
that this lad would become a showman of a new era when hu- 
morists could be seen and heard by friends miles and miles 
away from them. 

The young engineer is still studying at Massachusetts In- 
stitute of Technology. Last year he was abroad, 

looking into European broadcasting systems; 
now he is devoting most of his time to 

the production of television receivers 
that are so simple the ordinary indi- 

vidual can use them with nearly the 
same ease as marks the operation of 

a regular broadcast set for bring- 
ing in WJZ. WABC, or KDKA. 
Herewith Mr. Wilder gives the 
story of the Leviathan test 
from the experts' viewpoint: 

"Arrived in New York 
Tuesday morning and, with 
the help of Mr. Godfrey, in- 
stalled televisor and receiver 
with necessary rotary trans- 
former in the rheostat room on 

B deck of the Leviathan, lying 
at her pier. 

The Test Antenna 
"An adequate antenna system was 

obtained by passing a wire under the 
carpet of the Night Club entrance salon, 

through a door entering into a switchboard 
room, thence via trap door through the motor 

compartment, and between deck into the radio 
marine operating room. 

"Entire facilities of the Leviathan's radio equipment were 
placed at our disposal through the courtesy of Chief Operator 
Young. From him we were assigned an antenna strung be- 
tween two stacks, approximately 150 feet above the water 
level. We bolted a ground clamp to an 'I' beam below in the 
rheostat room. Immediately the electrical noises with which 
we had so mach trouble without an antenna disappeared almost 
entirely. Signals from Columbia, NBC and 3XK of Wash- 
ington came in with excellent quality. (Continued on page 439) 
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VISIBILITY TEST IN THE HOLLAND TUBE 
The light -sensitive measuring equipment used in determininvt amount of visibility along the upper ventilat- ing compartment of the famous vehicular tunnel incorporated photo -electric tubes and associated devices 

Using the Selenium Bridge 
This is the second article of the series on the new radiovisor bridge, a selenium 
cell tube of greatly improved qualifications. It includes a discussion of the tube 

characteristics and hints on circuit operation 

THE development of the sele- 
nium bridge. which was the 
subject of the preceding ar- 
ticle in the October issue of 

By Laurence M. Cockaday 
Part Two 

RADIO NEWS, has stimulated a lively interest among American 
experimenters with light- sensitive devices. Particularly is this 
true of the new Burgess radiovisor bridge, otherwise known as 
a selenium -cell tube, as it eliminates a 
number of the drawbacks formerly asso- 
ciated with photo- conductive cells of the 
selenium type. It is practically permanent 
in response, permits minimum leakage and 
its speed of operation has been increased 
to frequencies entirely satisfactory for 
talking- moving -picture work. 

The Cell's Characteristics 
This second article will deal with the 

tube's characteristics and with the asso- 
ciated accessories, relays, etc., that may be 
used with it in circuit work for employing 
the bridge as a relay control. 

The new cells are available in two types: 
LB -4, a general -purpose tube for 110 volts 
d.c., with a resistance of 1 -10 megohms, 
and type LB -5, also a general -purpose 
tube, for 110 volts a.c., 1 -10 megohms. 
The bridges may be used on any voltage 
from 10 to S00 where the total power dis- 
sipation does not exceed 0.1 watt. 

The curve in Figure 1 shows the light 
and dark currents for the bridge, between 
the minimum and maximum allowable plate 
currents, for an illumination approximately 
100 foot candle. It should be noticed that 
the light current remains practically con- 
stant above 300 volts. 

The curve in Figure 2 indicates 
current through the bridge for va- 
rious illuminations up to 50 foot 
candles, giving both the rising and 

falling illumination characteristics. As a comparison between 
the new bridge and earlier types of selenium cells, in Figure 3, 
the curve of an ordinary selenium cell is shown against the 

curve of the radiovisor bridge for an illu- 
mination up to 40 foot candles. This illus- 
trates at a glance the improved efficiency of 
the new tube. Figure 4 shows the effect 
of illuminating the bridge for a period of 
one second and then darkening it for a like 
period. It will be noticed that the cell 
responds extremely rapidly to changes in 
light intensity at the upper portions of the 
curve. This curve is a reproduction of an 
oscillograph measurement and there is an 
instantaneous drop of approximately 50% 
in current from light to darkness. 

Suitable Relay Types 
When this cell is to be used directly, 

without amplification, with a sensitive re- 
lay, it is imperative that a polarized relay 
with operating currents of the order of 0.5 
milliampere or less be employed. This 
relay should make or break its own output 
on a variation of about 0.03 milliamperes, 
and the output contacts should be capable 

500 of carrying at least 0.2 ampere at 12 volts, 
for most uses. Adjustments of the field 
and output contacts should be easily made 
to allow satisfactory setting of the relay 
in connection with the bridge, the manu- 
facturers recommend. A suitable moving - 
coil relay such as those used in electrical 

2.5 

2.0 
W 
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á 
<1.5 
J 

LIGHT CURRENT 
IN SUNLIGHT 

ABOUT 
100 FOOT-CANDLES` 

DARKKNM- 
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VOLTS D.C. 

THE TUBE'S RESPONSE 
Figure 1. Plotted above are the cur- 
rent curves for the new cell at po- 

tentials up to 500 volts 
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meter movements, provided with 
contact points, may also be em- 
ployed. 

When the bridge is to be used 
with an amplifier, as shown in 
Figure 6, a more powerful relay 
may be employed in the plate 
circuit of the amplifier tube. 
This secondary relay may be of 
the standard telephone type, 
similar to the Bell Telephone 
relay type 221. This relay 
should be capable of operating 
on a current flow of 5 milliam- 
peres. The applied voltages 
may run up to and including 100 
volts. Output contacts may be 
mounted on the armature as de- 
sired. However, when a positive 
electrical contact is essential in 
circuits controlling as much as 4 
or 5 amperes, up to voltages of 
220 volts, a vacuum contact will 
be found advisable to be used, 
rather than ordinary contacts in 
the open air. 

Vacuum Contact 
Operates Quickly 

The new vacuum contact in- 
troduced into the American 
market by the Burgess Laboratories is an improved device 
which can be operated by hand, by mechanical means or by 
an electro- magnetic relay. The device is illustrated in Figure 
7. It operates in any position and is unaffected by vibration. 
The principle of operation is extremely simple. 

The new vacuum contact relies for its operation on the elas- 
tic property of thin layers of glass to allow movement of me- 
chanical contacts sealed in vacua. As seen in the illustration, 
the device is mounted in a tubular glass envelope with the two 
output contacts and connecting leads at one end. The metallic 
contacts are kept closed by a spring. At the other end of 
the glass container is a flexible glass bellows attached to 
a glass operating arm which 
extends from the end. A slight 
movement of this stem is 
communicated to the contact 
block through the bellows, 
which causes the contacts to 
open. 

As the electrical contact is 
made and broken inside the 
vacuum tube, it is free from 
arcing or corrosion. It can 
handle its rated current of six 
amperes at potentials as high 
as 220 volts and speed up to 40 
interruptions per second. The 
break is positive and the vac- 
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THE VACUUM CONTACT 
Figure 7. The unique make- and -break de- 
vice which will connect and disconnect as 
much as two horsepower at high speeds 

wit /tout arcing 

MOUNTED ON THE RELAY 
Figure 8. Here is the high -speed vacuum con - 
tart attached to a telephone relay which is 
actuated by a vacuum -tube amplifier working 

out of the radiovisor bridge 

uum eliminates chattering and the hang -overs usually experi- 
enced with some other forms of open -air contacts. The 
new contact requires a movement of only 0.02 inch at the 
operating stem and this is obtained by an external force of 
only 6 to 10 ounces. The circuit may be broken without arcing 
at a separation of 0.001 inch between the internal contact 
blocks. Under test these contacts have been used as many as 
124.000,000 times without interruption or break-down. The 
device may be mounted as shown in Figure 8, in connection 
with a telephone relay equipment, with a suitable mechanical 
link motion installed between the armature and the operating 
stem of the vacuum contact. 
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SELENIUM BRIDGE CIRCUIT 
Figure 6. Showing the cell operating through 
an amplifier tube directly into a secondary 

relay 

I- 
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Such a combination of re- 
lay and vacuum contact may 
be placed in circuits for a.c. 
operation with a vacuum tube 
amplifier, as shown in the dia- 
gram in Figure 5. 

The vacuum contact may be 
used in a number of ways so 
that it can be opened by the 
magnetic relay, remaining 
closed in normal operation, or 
closed by the magnetic relay; 
remaining open normally. This 
effect is shown in the series of 
illustrations in Figure 9 and 
the (Continued on page 432) 
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RADIOVISOR BRIDGE CHARACTERISTICS 
Figure 2. Here are the current illumination curves for the new cell with both increasing and decreasing illumina- 
tion. Figure 4, center: Curve showing speed characteristic with light on- and -off in one -second intervals. Figure 3, 

right: Comparison curves between the bridge and am ordinary selenium cell 
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A Universal Receiver 
Which Operates fron Either A. C. or D.C. Lines 

Last month a general description of this new receiver was given, pointing out the 
unique switching arrangement which permits its use on either a.c. or d.c. line 
supply. This month complete constructional data are given for the benefit of 

readers who would like to duplicate this unusual set 

IN 

the article last month we described 
the circuit of the Ansley a.c. -d.c. re- 
ceiving set and the features which 
make it possible to operate this set on 

either type of electric current. This re- 
ceiver was designed to meet the needs of residents of those 
metropolitan districts where both alternating and direct cur- 
rent are supplied in the residential sections. These people 
have long felt the need for a radio set which would not be 
useless if they moved to apartments having a different current 
supply and which would not restrict them in their choice of 
apartments. 

For those who like to build 
their own sets, a kit of parts is 
available. Many of the small 
parts are mounted in assemblies 
which are partially wired and are 
tested in the laboratory. This 
makes the actual wiring and as- 
sembling a relatively simple mat- 
ter for those who can follow a 
schematic diagram and use a 
soldering iron. 

The base is of heavy steel 
bent to shape and with all the 
necessary holes drilled. It is 
cadmium plated and polished. 
making an attractive as well as a 
rugged and substantial chassis. 
The r.f. coils LI, L2. L3 and L4 
are carefully matched in sets 
and mounted in individual 
shields which are then mounted 
on a common base. The carbon 
resistors, R2. R4. R6, R7, R9, 
R10, R11, R12. are all mounted 
on a fibre strip with all con- 
nections between them made. 
The coupling condenser C15 and 
the .001 condenser C13 are also 
mounted on this strip. The 
first step in assembling the set is 
to mount all the sockets in their 
proper places, as shown in the 
photos. Tube shield bases should be installed at the same time 
for tubes Tl, T2, T3 and T4. The bakelite back strip should 
now be mounted in place with the plug 10 and the speaker 
socket 6 mounted on it. 

Construction and Wiring Hints 
It is advisable to wire up the filament circuit now before 

other parts are added to make it more difficult. Since the 
filaments are in series this circuit will be found very simple. 
Starting from terminal (d) on the plug 10, a wire runs to one 
filament lug of TI. From the other filament lug of T1 a 
short wire runs to one filament terminal of T2. The other 
filament terminal of T2 goes to one on T3. and so on. The 
polarity of these terminals is immaterial. When T6 is reached 
it will be noticed that the second terminal is grounded to the 
chassis as is also one terminal of T7. Grounding lugs may be 
inserted under the socket mounting screws for this purpose. 
The wire from the remaining terminal of T7 should be left 
long enough to reach up to the heavy resistors R17 and R1S 

By H. 
Part 

G. Cisin 
Two 

which may now be mounted on their 
brackets on top of the chassis. The long 
threaded rods pass through the resistors 
and draw the brackets together against 
them. The two lugs at each end are 

soldered together, connecting the resistors in parallel. 
The four gang tuning condenser, Cl, C2, C3 and C4, with 

the drum dial in the center, is now mounted at the front of 
the chassis. It is spaced up from the base by % -inch sleeves 
and is fastened by 1 a -inch screws which pass through the 
sleeves and are threaded into the condenser frame. The small 

resistor R15 is now mounted on 
the bakelite back strip of the 
chassis. From the ungrounded 
filament terminals of T6 and T7 
run two pairs of wires, one pair 
going back to the two ends of 
R15 and the other pair going 
out through the base of the dial 
light. The center tap of R15 is 
grounded to the chassis. 

The long cadmium -plated can, 
15, contains all the by -pass con- 
densers. It is mounted across 
the front of the chassis, using 
flat head screws, with the open 
side up next to the base. The 
leads coming out of this block 
are marked so that it is an easy 
matter to connect them to their 
proper places. The voltage di- 
vider, R16, is now mounted on a 
threaded rod running through 
the bakelite back strip and the 
chassis as shown in photograph, THE REAR CONNECTION PANEL 

In the center is the U. X. 
socket for loudspeaker 
connection. At right is 
the plug, the heart of the 
scheme which permits set 
to be used on either a.c. 
or d.c. supply lines by 

changing connections 

L2 
RI9 

L3 
RÌ3 L4 J \ 

THE RECEIVER FROM BELOW 
The symbols shown here correspond with those in Figure 1 and 

in the list of parts whirls appeared in the October issue 
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with a mica washer at either end of the 
resistor. The dry electrolytic filter conden- 
ser, C17, C18, C19, is mounted next to R16 
on the back. The filter choke, 14, and the 
"Ant -Gnd" binding post strip are mounted on 
the base. Four wires, about six inches long, 
are soldered to the four terminals of the 
socket T8 and the other ends left open for 
the time being. The phonograph jack 8 and 
the power transformer 9 are now mounted on 
the back strip. 

Wiring the Power Unit 
Before other parts are fastened in place it 

is advisable to do as much of the wiring as 
possible. Beginning with the power trans- 
former, 9, the leads from the primary are 
brought out to terminals (a) and (b) in the 
plug, 10. The filament and plate wires from 
the rectifier tube T8 are now connected and 
the center tap of the high voltage winding 
brought out to form the negative side of the 
filter circuit. This is not grounded hut is 
connected to the can of the filter condenser 
forming one side of C17, C18 and C19, and 
to the end tap (d) of the voltage divider R16. 
The center tap of the filament winding forms 
the positive side of the high voltage circuit 
and runs to the 4 mfd. condenser C17 and to 
one side of the choke 14. An additional lead 
from here connects to terminal (f) on the 
plug and one from the negative side of the 
filter to terminal (e). The other side of the 
choke, 14, is brought out to C18 and to terminal (i) on the 
plug. Terminal (j) runs to C19 and to the end tap (a) 
of the voltage divider R16. The tap (c) of R16 is grounded 
to the chassis. The leads from C21 in the by -pass condenser 
block are brought out to CIS and C19. The wire from C20 
in the block runs to the end (d) of the voltage divider. A 
lead from terminal (g) on the plug is connected to the F- 
prong on the speaker socket, 6. Terminal (h) is run to the 
F+ on the same socket. 

The electric cord with the plug on it may now be inserted 
through the large hole in the back strip and a knot tied on the 
inside about three inches from the end to prevent it from 
pulling through. One wire from the cord runs directly to 
terminal (c) on the plug 10, and an additional wire from this 
terminal connects to the free side of the resistors R17 and 
R18. A pair of wires is now run up through the large hole in 
the front of the chassis on the left hand side. These will 
later be connected to the switch 13. One of them is spliced 
to the remaining wire from the electric cord while the other 
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The simplicity 
TOP VIEW OF CHASSIS 

of the layout above deck is quite striking. Even the coils are 
mounted underneath, out of sight 

LI I -- L2 

runs to terminal (d) on the plug, which already has one end 
of the filament circuit connected to it. This completes the 
wiring of the power unit. 

The Receiver Circuits Proper 
The wires from the by -pass condenser block are brought 

down to their proper places on the sockets. Since one side of 
each of these is grounded through the common lead to the 
chassis, it is only necessary to consider one wire from each 
condenser. The cathode terminals of sockets Tl, T2 and T3 
are grounded through the flexible resistors R1, R3 and R5, 
one end of each resistor being connected to the cathode and 
the other to any convenient screw through the chassis. Be 
careful to see that the cathode end does not short -circuit on 
the other tube terminals. The leads from C5, C7 and C9 are 
also connected to these cathodes. The 1500 ohm resistor R14 
is connected to the cathode of T5 in the same way. The leads 
from C6, CS, C10 and C12 are soldered to the screen -grid 
terminal clips on TI, T2, T3 and T4 respectively. CII runs to 

the center lug of the 
phonograph jack 8 and 
the lug from the outer 
frame of the jack is 
grounded through the 
1000 ohm flexible re- 
sistor R8. The re- 
maining lug on the jack 
goes directly to the ca- 
thode of T4. 

«'ires from the plate 
terminals of T6 and T7 
are connected to the 
grid and plate termi- 
nals of the speaker 
socket 6, and a short 
piece of wire is con- 
nected to the grid 
terminals of T6 and 
T7. The audio trans- 
former, 3, should now 
be mounted and these 
grid wires fastened to 
the two ends of the 
secondary winding. The 
center tap of this wind- 
ing is connected to end 
(d) of the voltage di- 
vider R16. The plate 
(Cont'd on page 433) 
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THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

Figure 1. Through an oversight the ground connection shown at one end of the volume- control 
resistor, R10, was omitted in the original circuit in the October issue. The diagram is therefore 
repeated here with this omission corrected. All of the remaining circuit features remain un- 

changed, as in the original drawing 
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Mathematics in Radio 
Trigonometry and Its Application in Radio 

By J. E. Smith' 
WE are dealing constantly with 

electric waves in radio circuits, 
particularly with waves sym- 
metrical in shape, and it is of 

interest at this time to develop the sine wave. With reference 
to Figure 8, if the abscissa is represented by the angular de- 
grees from 0 to 360, we are in a position to plot as ordinates 
the numerical values of the sines of the angles which we 
already know. Thus. by plotting the sines of the respective 
angles for 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees, we have the ordinates 
for the points lying in the first quadrant of the full circle. 

Regarding the points lying in the sec- 
ond quadrant, it is shown in Figure 9 

Part Eleven 

that if the sine of 60° in the first quad- 
rant has a value equal to AB, that there 
will be some oblique angle. such as 
shown in Figure 9 (b) that will have a 
sine of the same value in the second 
quadrant. Thus, the sine of 120° will 
have a numerical value equal to the sine 
of 60 °. 

Again, referring to Figure 10 (a), we 
see that the sine of 45° in the first 
quadrant will have a sine of the 
same value in the second quadrant. 
Thus the sine of 135° will have a nu- 
merical value equal to the sine of 45 °. 
In a similar manner. we are able to 
compute the values for the remaining 
ordinates of the curve, and remember- 
ing that the sines of those angles below 
the reference line are negative, the com- 
plete curve of Figure 8 is obtained. By 
drawing a smooth curve through the 
points as indicated. we have the sinu- 
soid in which the abscissa represent the angles. and the ordi- 
nates represent their sines. 

Such a wave as the sine wave is encountered in the various 
circuits of a radio receiver and it will be appreciated as we 
progress further that the different trigonometric functions play 
an important part in the analyses of electric circuits. As in 
the cases of the other branches of mathematics, we shall find 
that trigonometry is essential in conclusively proving certain 

engineering results in radio technique. 
Let us determine the shape of the 

output wave in the plate circuit of an 
amplifier (radio or audio amplifier tube) 

when a sinusoidal wave is impressed upon the input of the 
tube. Considering the circuit of Figure 11, we know that the 
action of the vacuum tube is such that for a given plate 
voltage the plate current will vary as the grid voltage is al- 
tered. Thus, as shown in Figure 12, for negative grid volts 
which are high in value, the d.c. component in the plate circuit 
will be low, while for smaller values of negative grid volts 

and for positive grid volts the plate cur - 
rent rapidly increases to the saturation 

HEREWITH is presented the elev- 
enth of a series of instruction ar- 
ticles on mathematics, emphasizing 

especially its application to radio. The 
articles which have appeared thus far are: 

WHAT HAs GONE BEFORE 

Arithmetic 
The Slide Rule 
Algebra in Radio..... 
Algebra in Radio..... 
Algebra in Radio..... 
Algebra in Radio..... 
Geometry in Radio... 
Geometry in Radio... 
Geometry in Radio... 
Trigonometry in Radio 
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point of the tube. It is obvious that for 
a certain value of grid volts we shall be 
operating on the straight portion of the 
characteristic curve. This is the part of 
the curve we are interested in at this time. 

If a varying grid voltage is applied to 
the input of the tube, we state that the 
instantaneous grid potential is equal to 
the sum of the d.c. grid voltage and the 
impressed sinusoidal voltage, as indi- 
cated in Figure 13. This may not at 
first be quite clear, but it can be seen 
from Figure 14 (a) that if two simulta- 
neous waves be added together by add- 
ing their instantaneous values, a result 
will be obtained which can be ex- 
pressed in one function. In this case the 
second wave is a straight line, represent- 
ing the d.c. grid voltage, but we shall 
have occasion shortly to study the ef- 
fects of two symmetrical waves, acting 
in the circuit at the same time. 

Continuing the investigation of the circuit of Figure 13, we 
see that when the instantaneous value of the input wave is 
zero, the plate current has a value corresponding to its d.c. 
value, but as the instantaneous value of the input wave changes 
through its various values, corresponding changes are noted in 
the plate circuit of the tube. It is noted even in this diagram 
that the wave is also correspondingly amplified, and we can 
state that the instantaneous current in the plate circuit is equal 
to the sum of the d.c. current plus a sinusoidal current, as 
shown in Figure 13. 
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We have seen the shape of a sine wave from 0 to 360 de- 
grees, and it is of interest to study the shape of other waves 
which might be encountered in radio circuits. 

In this discussion we have noted the values of the cosine 
function for the angular degrees of 0, 45, 60 and 90 degrees 
and, therefore, are in a position to plot these results on graph 
paper in order to determine the resulting shape of the wave. 
With reference to Fig- 
ure 15, if the abscissa 
is represented by the 
angular degrees from 0 
to 360, we are in a po- 
sition to plot as ordi- 
nates the numerical 
values of the cosines 
of the angles which we 
already know. Thus. 
by plotting the cosines 
of the respective angles 
for 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90 
degrees, we have the 
ordinates for the points 
lying in the first quad- 
rant. 

Regarding the points lying in the second quadrant, it is shown 
in Figure 16 that the cosine of 120 degrees has the same value 
as the cosine of 60 degrees in the first quadrant, but since it is 
to the left of the reference line, YY, it will be opposite in sign. 
Thus, the cosine of all values in the second and third quad- 
rants will be negative. 

We have learned that the tangent of an angle is the ratio of 
the side opposite to the side adjacent, or, in other words, is 
the ratio of the sine to the cosine of the angle. Since we know 
the values of these two functions, the curve representing the 
tangent of an angle can be plotted as shown in Figure 17. It is 
interesting to note that for the tangent of 90 degrees the numeri- 
cal value of the tangent is an infinite amount, for the tangent of 
90 degrees, expressed as the ratio of the sine to the cosine, has 
the value in the ratio of 1 to 0, which is, of course, infinite. 

Applications of Trigonometry 
We have learned the fundamental relations of the trigono- 

metric functions in considering the sines, cosines, tangents and 
their cofunctions. A further study of this very interesting sub- 
ject leads to an expansion of these relations and it is of in- 
terest to learn of these new functions by referring to the 
practical electrical application of these relations. 

By the use of trigonometry, we can obtain a better and a 
clearer idea of the electrical theory involved and the student 
needs to know and appreciate the various functions in order 
to follow the standard textbooks outlining such relationships. 

An analysis of a few examples of this application to the prin- 
ciple of electric power in a circuit follows: 

The power consumed in an electrical circuit is most clearly 
brought out by the use of trigonometry and calculus. and the 
latter will be brought out in a 
later article. We know that in 
a direct -current circuit the power 
is the product of the impressed 
voltage and the current con- 
sumed by the resistance. In an 
alternating- current circuit the 
power is the product of the im- 
pressed voltage and the current, 
if we consider that the power in 
this case is the product of the 
instantaneous voltage and the 
instantaneous current. 

With reference to Figure 18, 
let us study the relation of the 
voltage and current through a 
resistance and the power con- 
sumed. Curve (a) represents 
the instantaneous voltage im- 
pressed on the circuit and is 
drawn for a maximum voltage 
equal to 20. Curve (b) repre- 
sents the instantaneous current 
through the resistance and is 
drawn for a maximum current 
equal to 10. Since the power is 
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the product of these two instantaneous values, we can substi- 
tute their respective values in equation (1) of Figure 18 and 
obtain the expression as indicated in equation (2). Multiplying 
this, we have that the power is the product of the maximum 
values of the voltage and current and the square of the sine 
of the angle, as shown in equation (3). 

We have here one case where the trigonometric expression 
is not in a simple form 
for a ready solution, 
and time will be taken 
now to show how this 
may be changed. We 
shall digress from the 
present problem for a 
moment and prove a 
very important trigon- 
ometric function. With 
reference to Figure 19, 
we can readily see that 
the sum of the sine of 
the two angles x and y 
(BOQ) can be ex- 
pressed as indicated in 
equation (1). We have 

drawn the figure such that QC is perpendicular to OC and use 
is now made of a part of geometry which was reviewed in a 
past article. It will be remembered that when a transversal is 
cutting two parallel lines, the alternate interior angles are 
equal. These angles are shown equal which are marked by a 
double arc, since the transversal OC cuts the two parallel lines 
ED and BC. It will be seen that when the corresponding right 
triangles SQC and BOC are considered, the angle EQC must 
equal the angle x of triangle BOC. Now, considering triangle 
BOC, we can express the relation as indicated in equation (2) 
and considering triangle EQC we can express the relation in 
equation (3). Substituting these relations in equation (1), and 
remembering that OC is the cosine of the angle y, and CQ the 
sine of this angle, we obtain the expression as indicated in 
equation (4). We thus have the expression for the sine of the 
sum of two angles. 

Continuing this analysis a little further, let us assume that 
the angle y is equal to the angle x. In a similar manner to 
the above, we can prove that the cosine of the sum of two 
angles is as indicated in equation (5). Now, if y equals x, 
the relation of equation (6) is obtained. Substituting for the 
equivalent value of the square of the cosine of the angle, and 
transposing, we obtain the expression of equation (7). We 
thus have an expression for the square of the sine of an angle 
which can be used in equation (3) of Figure 18, and we can 
now proceed with the analysis of this circuit. The above ex- 
pressions are very important in trigonometry and are often en- 
countered in practice, as is evident in the present analysis. 

With reference to equation (3), Figure 18, we can substitute 
the value of the square of the sine of the angle already ob- 
tained and the expression of equation (Continued on page 430) 
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A New Pentode Amplifier 
Adaptable to Portable Public Address Work 

The amplifier described here offers an unusual combination of high gain, flat 
response and low price. The 90 db. gain makes it particularly suitable for use 

with microphone and photo -cell inputs without pre -amplification 

FOR some time past a general 
need has been felt for a me- 
dium- powered but quite high - 
gain audio amplifier capable of operation not only out 

of a phonograph pick -up, but capable of giving full output 
from typical microphone inputs and also able to work directly 
out of a photo -electric cell without additional amplification. 

Typical three -stage, 15 -watt power amplifiers have had 
gains on the order of 50 to 75 db., which is more than adequate 
for pick -up work, satisfactory with well -placed microphones, 
but distinctly insufficient for photo -electric cell operation. In 
addition, the power output of these amplifiers has often far 
exceeded actual require- 
ments in many cases, yet 
they had to be used, since 
no high -gain, low- powered 
amplifiers have been avail- 
able, the next step down 
being to two -stage 4 to 5- 
watt units showing gains 
only of approximately 20 to 
40 db. A disadvantage of 
these low -power amplifiers 
has been that their power 
output has been so low that, 
with available speaker units, 
the coverage provided has 
been quite limited. In some 
measure, this disadvantage 
can be regarded as a thing 
of the past, since today 
good, highly efficient elec- 
tro- dynamic units are available whose electro- acoustic conver- 
sion efficiency, in effect, greatly raises the coverage of 5 -watt 
amplifiers. 

In this article is described a new amplifier employing a pair 
of the new type 47 pentode output tubes in push -pull and de- 
livering six to seven watts of undistorted output, combined 
with an overall gain of 90 db.- sufficient to ordinarily provide 
full undistorted power 
output when fed directly 
by a photo -electric cell 
with no intermediate 
amplification. 

This amplifier is illus- 
trated in Figure 1, its 
circuit in Figure 2, and 
its frequency response in 
Figure 3. It is unusually 
compact, and despite its 
high gain is absolutely 
stable, and free from 
hum, though completely 
a.c. operated. Its fre- 
quency response curve, 
shown in Figure 3, is 
particularly interesting 
and will be discussed 
later. 

The amplifier, employ- 
ing a total of three 
stages, is seen fully as- 

`President, Silver -Marshall, 
Inc. 

By McMurdo Silver* sembled at the right of Figure 1, with 
a bottom view of the chassis at the 
left. The schematic circuit diagram 

showing all connections appears in Figure 2. 
The chassis is 12 inches by 9/ inches by 9 inches over power 

transformer housing. At the left of the chassis is the type 24 
first -stage amplifier tube, and to its right, successively, the type 27 second -stage tube, the two type 47 pentodes in the push - 
pull output stage, and at the extreme right the type 80 recti- 
fier. Two binding posts at the left are for the input, which 
may be a pick -up, pick -up or microphone transformer, photo- 
electric cell, or radio set output. The central pair of posts 

supply 270 volts d.c., which, 
through a 250,000 -ohm po- 
tentiometer, furnishes re- 
quired power for photo- 
electric cell operation. The 
right -hand pair of posts are 
the output terminals for 
feeding the 15 -ohm voice 
coil of an electro- dynamic 
loudspeaker unit, such as 
the Silver -Marshall 855 -B, 
862 or 864 units. On the 
front of the amplifier are, at 
the left, the gain control, 
and at the right, the on -off 
switch, all power being de- 
rived from any 105 to 125 - 
volt, 50 to 60 -cycle power 
line. 

Examining Figure 2, the 
circuit diagram, the input is seen to be directly into the grid 
circuit of the first -stage tube, through only a .25 -mfd. blocking 
condenser and 2- megohm grid leak. If a high- impedance 
source is used, the input leads must be kept short, and possibly 
may have to be shielded. If, for instance, a photo- electric 
cell is fed into the 684 amplifier, the amplifier will have to be 
mounted as close to the cell as possible, and the high lead well 
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTIC 
Figure 3. This curve taken working with constant load resistance. 
Working into a loudspeaker would change the characteristic some- 

what but still it would remain unusually good 

TOP AND BOTTOM VIEWS OF THE NEW AMPLIFIER 
Figure 1. Three stages are provided, with the first stage tube and input shielded to prevent insta- 

bility which might otherwise result because of the unusually high overall gain 
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PORTABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS UNIT 
Figure 4. The amplifier described here is particularly acell adapted for such use because of its compact size and high gain 

shielded to avoid noise pick -up, possible input -to- output coup- 
ling, with resultant instability or even a.c. hum. If a low - 
impedance input source is used, such precautions become un- 
necessary, and it is only needful to keep the input and output 
leads well apart to prevent singing. The amplifier itself, how- 
ever, is entirely stable, and singing or oscillation will ordi- 
narily only be caused by input -to- output coLpling, either be- 
tween leads, microphone or pick -up and speaker or other input 
and output apparatus. 

Adequate Shielding Used 
The type 24 first audio tube is individually shielded. as is 

its control grid lead. It is coupled to the second -stage tube 
by a 500,000 -ohm plate resistor, .01 mfd. blocking condenser 
and a 1.0 megohm grid leak, which is arranged as a poten- 
tiometer for continuously variable gain control. A 60,000 -ohm 
resistor is included in the screen -grid lead of the type 24 
tube, both for isolation and further for adjustment of the screen 
potential, which is bled from a voltage divider across the 

power supply filter output. A second isolating resistor, of 
30,000 ohms, is included in the plate feed lead to this tube to 
further insure stability and to eliminate degenerative effects 
which are usually noticed in such high -gain amplifiers. Grid 
bias for the 24 and 27 tubes is not automatic, but is obtained 
from drops across portions of the voltage divider circuit. 

The second -stage tube is coupled to the two pentodes by a 
tuned Clough system transformer of 1 -1 ratio, which ratio al- 
lows an excellent bass response characteristic as well as un- 
usually good high- frequency transmission. 

The push -pull pentodes feed a self- contained output trans- 
former having a 15 -ohm secondary impedance. The secondary 
may be used to feed the voice coil of one standard dynamic 
speaker unit, or, if desired, the voice coils of four standard 
speaker units connected in series parallel. The output trans- 
former is included directly in the 684 amplifier to avoid any 
loss of high frequencies which would occur due to the capacity 
of the high -impedance plate leads being brought out, possibly 
some distance. to an output transformer located at the speaker 

unit. The loss of highs, even on 
a quite long speaker line, is neg- 
ligible when the voice -coil leads 
are run between amplifier and 
speaker, due to the diminished 
effect of lead capacity on the 
low- impedance voice coil line. 
This is really no inconvenience, 
as practically all standard speak- 
ers today have 15 -ohm voice 
coils and may be had without 
output transformers. 

The Power Supply 
The power supply consists of 

a large power transformer, a 
type 80 rectifier tube and a 
two- section filter. Both sections 
of the filter are tuned to elimi- 
nate the 120 -cycle ripple of the 
rectifier output, and plate volt- 
age for the pentodes is taken off 
after the first section of the fil- 
ter. This total voltage of about 
290 volts is divided between "B" 
and "C" for the 47's, resulting 
in an undistorted power output 
of about 3 watts or more per 
tube. A total of 12 mfd. is in- 
cluded in the filter circuit. plus 
the two .25 mid. condensers 
tuning the two filter chokes. 
with additional filtration pro - 
vidd (Continued on page 431) 
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THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
Figure 2. The output obtained fills a needed requirement for an amplifier of medi:nn power 
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Completing the 
With a network of radio stations 
the tropics and on distant island 
wave station on an arctic hillside 

take them to Bar- 
row for some news- 
reel pictures. Heyser 
struck a deal with these gentlemen, and in exchange 
for continuous radio communication, and free send- 
ing of their messages from Barrow, he got trans- 
portation in the plane for himself and his short- 
wave set. This was on June 12th. On June 19th, 
the Signal Corps was so well satisfied with the ser- 

a vice, that it ordered Staff Sergeant Stanley R. Mor- 
gan, an old experienced sourdough radioman, to go 
up to Barrow, take equipment for a fairly large sta- 
tion in the ship he was to travel in, and hand Pri- 
vate Heyser the congratulations of the "old man" 
in Washington, also take command, firmly establish 
the Station and stay there until ordered out. 

Then there were two men at Barrow. Heyser 
and Morgan got along well together. They repre- 
sented the Army at Barrow. 

United States farmers have reaped millions of dollars in 
beneficial weather reports, and so have hundreds of ships in 
the Pacific seas, from the work of these men. It is an Army 
classic in any language you care to tell it. 

Making Army Radio Pay Its Way 
Before letting Staff Sergeant Morgan tell his own story, it 

will be the course of wisdom to mention that another of these 
nonchalant noncommissioned officers who know their Arctics, 
Corporal Leo W. Bundy, took $4,500 of War Department 
money for gum drops and travelling expenses as early as 
1926 and went through all the north Alaskan isolated habita- 
tions -alone and on the trail with his dogs -to investigate the 
chances of such a station paying the War Department from 
the commercial radio service it could handle for traders, ship- 
pers and individuals in general. The report he made out 
finally was an intelligent, professional description. Few West 
Pointers could equal that report, let alone exceed it, either in 
diction or reasoning. It was businesslike and to the point, 

By Richard 

EVERYTHING BUT THE TIMBER 
Four Army men transported all the equipment and supplies over 
hundreds of miles of dangerous trail by dogsled for this outpost 

radio station at Point Barrow, Alaska 

HILE the average American has been peacefully en- 
joying his radio entertainment, other Americans, quiet 
hard -bitten soldiers, have been pushing up inside the 
Arctic Circle, over snow and ice on the trail, with 

whole radio stations "knocked down" on sledges and in the 
bottoms of Arctic exploring vessels. Slowly, the Army men, 
enlisted privates, corporals and sergeants with the authority of 
Major Generals in their hands, have been weaving around 
Alaska the Army Radio Net. The same network that serves 
the United States with its weather and crop reports and 
guides vessels at sea in the far north. 

Working on short waves, this network is said to vie with 
the Navy's gigantic system, working both short and long 
waves, around the world. The Army Net, too, extends around 
the world, thus giving the United States world -radio 
coverage. 

The entire system is rigidly controlled from Station WAR, in 
the War Department message center, at Washington, D. C. 
Ten kilowatt power -amplifiers in Washington, Atlanta, San 
Antonio, Omaha, San Francisco, Seattle, Seward (Alaska), 
Manila, Honolulu. and Quarry Heights, Panama, with San 
Francisco the relay point for the Orient and San Antonio the 
relay point for Panama, extend this mighty system completely 
around the world. 

This system operates continuously and with an error per- 
centage of less than one -tenth of one per cent. 

The Army Gets a Call 
Before we tell how this radio net operates radio beams to 

guide the United States aircraft to any point on American ter- 
ritory, let us look into this Alaska, Point Barrow matter. 
There's an Army station under a Captain of the Signal Corps, 
at Seward, far south in Alaska, as a glance at the map will 
reveal. 

Point Barrow, where the weather comes from, needed the 
station, and called on the Army to find the money and the 
man to erect it. 

The Chief Signal Officer found his man in Private Soldier 
Richard Heyser, who was assigned to take a short -wave set 
up to Barrow and establish communications. Heyser would 
have had a month's land cruise on his hands, and the Signal 
Corps naturally expected to hear from him in about 54 days. 
Instead, imagine the agreeable astonishment of the Chief 
Signal Officer at Washington, when this humble private soldier 
started sending weather reports through in -not 54 days, but 
54 hours and 28 minutes. No, he wasn't a miracle worker. A 
party from the Fox Film Corporation had chartered a plane to 

CONTROL SERGEANTS AT MASTER SWITCHBOARD 
From this point all the communications to the Army net are 

routed through America and to the overseas territories 
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Army Radio Net 
in the United States, stations in 
territories, the far -flung short - 
in Alaska completes the chain 

L. West and that corporal 
"recommended" the 
station. The Army 

authorized it and the wheels started moving. 
After telling of Barrow's physical description, 

Corporal Bundy said, "The native population is 
progressive, and standards of living fairly estab- 
lished." He mentioned numerous trading posts, 
though the population of Barrow, he says is 
about 200 Eskimoes, 12 whites and 20 half - 
breeds. He described Wainwright, Kotzebue and 
other Alaskan settlements, detailing their need for 
communication with Barrow, and shows reasons 
why they'll pay for the service at commercial 
rates. He procured the cooperation of the 
Chamber of Commerce at Fairbanks, and he inter- 
viewed ships' captains by contacting them along 
the coast in lonely fishing areas and trading points. 
These captains told him of the perils of the coast. 
and of their willingness to pay at commercial rates for radio 
service to and from Barrow, saving them useless cruises some- 
times, at others enabling them to secure speedy succor in times 
of distress. 

He mentioned that mail reaches Point Barrow only once 
during the summer and three times during the winter. He 
talked to ships' radio operators, found they have peculiar 
transmission and reception problems due to northern magnetic 
disturbances. These he carefully studied and mentioned in 
his report. He suggested certain Signal Corps apparatus 
which would meet these discrepancies. He gave instructions 
how to ship separate radio items by rail and boat. 

And here's Morgan's verbatim account of the furthest north 
radio station's birth. "Arriving at Point Barrow on the 
Northland at about 2 p.m. July 27, I found that Private 
(First Class) Richard Heyser had superintended the building 
of the new radio shack, and had it ready for occupancy. 

"The equipment was unloaded by 5 p.m. and the Northland 
then departed. Due to a threatening rain, I decided to move 

ARMY RADIO HEADQUARTERS 
View of the Radio Section in the message center of the War Department 
at the Munitions Building in Washington. D. C. The corps of radio 
operators are seen handling messages at the row of receiver desks 

RECEIVING EQUIPMENT AT STATION WAR 
Government operators of the Department in Washington han- 

dling long -distance communications through the net 

all the equipment into the station immediately, which job was 
accomplished by midnight. It may be well to note that all 
handling and movement of equipment from beach to station 
was accomplished by native labor, packing by hand. This is a 
slow and expensive method, but it is the only available 
means here of moving articles from one place to another in 
the summer time. 

"After his flight up from Fairbanks in June, Private Heyser 
had installed the transmitter in the hospital as a temporary ar- 
rangement. The following day was spent in erecting one of 
the 30 -foot poles in preparation for the installation of this set 
at the new shack; this pole also served as a "gin" pole in rais- 
ing the larger masts. 

A Summer "Freeze -Up" 
"A vertical antenna was erected of the same length as that 

sent up by plane and the transmitter was then moved to the 
new location. The first tests, however, showed poor results. 
due to faulty construction in the transmitter. In order to 
get his signals through, Private Heyser had been compelled to 
operate his motor -generator on 32 volts. That method was 
satisfactory perhaps for the emergency set -up but it was not at 
all in line with the A -1 installation we had planned for Bar- 
row. So we spent the next few days in rebuilding and testing. 
Much better results were obtained. 

"In the meantime, holes were being dug for the big poles. 
Due to the bad weather conditions and the frozen ground, 
this was necessarily slow work, for although we were favored 
with perpetual daylight the weather was cold enough to freeze 
up our tackle and to otherwise delay the job and make the 
work disagreeable. July is the warmest month of the year at 
Barrow, yet it freezes at some time during the 24 hours on 13 
days of this month. The installation was finally completed, 
however, and we had an antenna of the following dimensions: 
4 -wire T -type antenna, separation of wires 4 feet, length 80 
feet, with a 60 -foot vertical 4 -wire lead -in, bunched together 
10 feet from the house. 

"As I had used the lead -in insulators for the short -wave 
transmitter, I had to improvise insulators for this transmitter. 
Fortunately, we had two large mixing bowls, and by drilling 
holes in these and using the ramrod of my rifle to hold them in 
place, we had a very fair lead -in insulator. 

"The BC -86 -A transmitter was found to work best, with 
maximum output, on 300 meters. This is the transmitter of 
the SCR -109 -A set, 300 to 500 meters; one 5 -watt, two 50- 
watt tubes; rated transmission ranges telephone, 20 miles; 
buzzer -modulated telegraph, 30 miles; (Continued on page 441) 
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With the Experimenters 
Eight Meters in One - Variable Ticklers -That Blue Glow in Pentodes -A Novel 
Antenna Switch -A Tip on Capacity Measurements -Improved Method of 

Antenna Coupling -Measuring Resistance -Code Practice Set 

Eight Meters in One 
Meters are the tools with which the 

radio serviceman has to work, but such 
wide ranges of current and voltages are 
met with in radio practice that a number 
of expensive meters are required. The 
idea of using series resistors and resis- 
tance shunts to make a single meter serve 
the purpose of several is, of course. not a 
new one, but it has been difficult hereto- 
fore to construct such auxiliary equip- 
ment because of the difficulty in obtaining 
precision resistors of exactly the right 
values, particularly for the shunts. 

Just recently the International Resis- 
tance Company has placed on the market 
a kit of resistors that fill a long -felt need 
in this connection. Following their intro- 
duction of this kit, a simple unit was 
built up in the RADIO NEWS Laboratory 
which will undoubtedly be of considerable 
interest to readers because it employs 
only a single 0 -1 milliammeter to accu- 
rately perform the job of eight different 
meters and at the same time is inex- 
pensive to construct. 

The circuit employed and the idea upon 
which it is based were suggested by the 
International Resistance Company. The 
unit, shown in the accompanying illus- 
trations, employs standard parts which 
are readily available. 

The circuit diagram, Figure 1, shows 
the complete layout. Figure 2 gives all 
necessary information for the panel ar- 
rangement and the front -view photograph 
shows a view of an engraved panel. Such 
a panel is, of course, not essential, but it 

Conducted by 

S. Gordon Taylor 
gives the instrument a professional ap- 
pearance and the expense involved is 
therefore justified. 

THE COMPLETED MULTIPLIER 

As will be seen from Figure 1, the re- 
sistances, VI, V2, V3 and V4, constitute 
the multipliers which adapt the milliam- 
meter for use as a voltmeter, thus pro- 
viding voltmeter ranges of 0 -1, 0 -10, 
0 -100 and 0 -500 volts. When the switch 
Si is thrown to the 1 -volt position, the 
resistance of V4 is placed in series with 
the internal resistance of the meter, giving 
a total resistance of 1000 ohms, which is 
the series value necessary for full deflec- 
tion of the meter. When the switch is set 
in position for the 10 -volt range, V3 and 
V4 are both in series with the internal 
resistance of the meter, giving a total of 
10,000 ohms. For the 100 -volt range, V2 
is added to the total resistance, and at the 
500 -volt setting VI is also added, provid- 
ing values of 100,000 ohms and 500.000 
ohms respectively. 

For current measurement, the meter is 
used without any external resistance when 
the switch is set for the 1 -ma. range. 
For the 2 -ma. range, the resistance V5 is 
automatically connected in series with 
the meter and the combined resistance of 
vs and the meter is shunted by the re- 
sistance V6, of 28 ohms. This results in 
one -tenth of the current under measure- 
ment passing through the meter while the 
other nine -tenths passes through the 
shunt, V6. The total current is, there- 
fore, ten times that indicated by the 
meter. This same arrangement is em- 
ployed for the other milliampere ranges 
except that, for the 50- milliampere range, 
V7 is thrown into the circuit as a shunt 
and for the 100 -milliampere range V8 
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PORTABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS UNIT 
Figure it. The amplifier described here is particularly acell adapted for such use because of its compact size and high gain 

shielded to avoid noise pick -up, possible input -to- output coup- 
ling, with resultant instability or even a.c. hum. If a low - 
impedance input source is used, such precautions become un- 
necessary, and it is only needful to keep the input and output 
leads well apart to prevent singing. The amplifier itself, how- 
ever, is entirely stable, and singing or oscillation will ordi- 
narily only be caused by input -to- output cot.pling, either be- 
tween leads, microphone or pick -up and speaker or other input 
and output apparatus. 

Adequate Shielding Used 
The type -24 first audio tube is individually shielded. as is 

its control grid lead. It .is coupled to the second -stage tube 
by a 500,000 -ohm plate resistor, .01 mfd. blocking condenser 
and a 1.0 megohm grid leak, which is arranged as a poten- 
tiometer for continuously variable gain control. A 60,000 -ohm 
resistor is included in the screen -grid lead of the type -24 
tube, both for isolation and further for adjustment of the screen 
potential, which is bled from a voltage divider across the 

power supply filter output. A second isolating resistor, of 
30,000 ohms, is included in the plate feed lead to this tube to 
further insure stability and to eliminate degenerative effects 
which are usually noticed in such high -gain amplifiers. Grid 
bias for the -24 and -27 tubes is not automatic, but is obtained 
from drops across portions of the voltage divider circuit. 

The second -stage tube is coupled to the two pentodes by a 
tuned Clough system transformer of 1 -1 ratio, which ratio al- 
lows an excellent bass response characteristic as well as un- 
usually good high -frequency transmission. 

The push -pull pentodes feed a self- contained output trans- 
former having a 15 -ohm secondary impedance. The secondary 
may be used to feed the voice coil of one standard dynamic 
speaker unit, or, if desired, the voice coils of four standard 
speaker units connected in series parallel. The output trans- 
former is included directly in the 684 amplifier to avoid any 
loss of high frequencies which would occur due to the capacity 
of the high -impedance plate leads being brought out, possibly 
some distance. to an output transformer located at the speaker 

unit. The loss of highs, even on 
a quite long speaker line, is neg- 
ligible when the voice -coil leads 
are run between amplifier and 
speaker, due to the diminished 
effect of lead capacity on the 
low- impedance voice coil line. 
This is really no inconvenience, 
as practically all standard speak- 
ers today have 15 -ohm voice 
coils and may be had without 
output transformers. 

The Power Supply 
The power supply consists of 

a large power transformer, a 
type -80 rectifier tube and a 
two- section filter. Both sections 
of the filter are tuned to elimi- 
nate the 120 -cycle ripple of the 
rectifier output, and plate volt- 
age for the pentodes is taken off 
after the first section of the fil- 
ter. This total voltage of about 
290 volts is divided between "B" 
and "C" for the -47's, resulting 
in an undistorted power output 
of about 3 watts or more per 
tube. A total of 12 mfd. is in- 
cluded in the filter circuit, plus 
the two .25 mfd. condensers 
tuning the two filter chokes, 
with additional filtration pro- 
vided (Continued on plage. 431) 
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THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
Figure 2. The output obtained fills a needed requirement for an amplifier of median power 
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Completing the 

EVERYTHING BUT THE TIMBER 
Four Army men transported all the equipment and supplies over 
hundreds of miles of dangerous trail by dogsled for this outpost 

radio station at Point Barrow, Alaska 

jHILE 
the average American has been peacefully en- 

oying his radio entertainment, other Americans, quiet 
hard -bitten soldiers, have been pushing up inside the 
Arctic Circle, over snow and ice on the trail, with 

whole radio stations "knocked down" on sledges and in the 
bottoms of Arctic exploring vessels. Slowly, the Army men, 
enlisted privates, corporals and sergeants with the authority of 
Major Generals in their hands, have been weaving around 
Alaska the Army Radio Net. The same network that serves 
the United States with its weather and crop reports and 
guides vessels at sea in the far north. 

Working on short waves, this network is said to vie with 
the Navy's gigantic system, working both short and long 
waves, around the world. The Army Net, too, extends around 
the world, thus giving the United States world -radio 
coverage. 

The entire system is rigidly controlled from Station WAR, in 
the War Department message center, at Washington, D. C. 
Ten kilowatt power -amplifiers in Washington, Atlanta, San 
Antonio, Omaha, San Francisco, Seattle, Seward (Alaska), 
Manila, Honolulu, and Quarry Heights, Panama, with San 
Francisco the relay point for the Orient and San Antonio the 
relay point for Panama, extend this mighty system completely 
around the world. 

This system operates continuously and with an error per- 
centage of less than one -tenth of one per cent. 

The Army Gets a Call 
Before we tell how this radio net operates radio beams to 

guide the United States aircraft to any point on American ter- 
ritory, let us look into this Alaska, Point Barrow matter. 
There's an Army station under a Captain of the Signal Corps, 
at Seward, far south in Alaska, as a glance at the map will 
reveal. 

Point Barrow, where the weather comes from, needed the 
station, and called on the Army to find the money and the 
man to erect it. 

The Chief Signal Officer found his man in Private Soldier 
Richard Heyser, who was assigned to take a short -wave set 
up to Barrow and establish communications. Heyser would 
have had a month's land cruise on his hands, and the Signal 
Corps naturally expected to hear from him in about 54 days. 
Instead, imagine the agreeable astonishment of the Chief 
Signal Officer at Washington, when this humble private soldier 
started sending weather reports through in -not 54 days, but 
54 hours and 28 minutes. No, he wasn't a miracle worker. A 
party from the Fox Film Corporation had chartered a plane to 

With a network of radio stations 
the tropics and on distant island 
wave station on an arctic hillside 

take them to Bar- 
row for some news- 
reel pictures. Heyser 
struck a deal with these gentlemen, and in exchange 
for continuous radio communication, and free send- 
ing of their messages from Barrow, he got trans- 
portation in the plane for himself and his short- 
wave set. This was on June 12th. On June 19th, 
the Signal Corps was so well satisfied with the ser- 
vice, that it ordered Staff Sergeant Stanley R. Mor- 
gan, an old experienced sourdough radioman, to go 
up to Barrow, take equipment for a fairly large sta- 
tion in the ship he was to travel in, and hand Pri- 
vate Heyser the congratulations of the "old man" 
in Washington, also take command, firmly establish 
the Station and stay there until ordered out. 

Then there were two men at Barrow. Heyser 
and Morgan got along well together. They repre- 
sented the Army at Barrow. 

United States farmers have reaped millions of dollars in 
beneficial weather reports, and so have hundreds of ships in 
the Pacific seas, from the work of these men. It is an Army 
classic in any language you care to tell it. 

Making Army Radio Pay Its Way 
Before letting Staff Sergeant Morgan tell his own story, it 

will be the course of wisdom to mention that another of these 
nonchalant noncommissioned officers who know their Arctics, 
Corporal Leo W. Bundy, took $4,500 of War Department 
money for gum drops and travelling expenses as early as 
1926 and went through all the north Alaskan isolated habita- 
tions -alone and on the trail with his dogs -to investigate the 
chances of such a station paying the War Department from 
the commercial radio service it could handle for traders, ship- 
pers and individuals in general. The report he made out 
finally was an intelligent, professional description. Few West 
Pointers could equal that report, let alone exceed it, either in 
diction or reasoning. It was businesslike and to the point, 

By Richard 

CONTROL SERGEANTS AT MASTER SWITCHBOARD 
From this point all the communications to the Army net are 

routed through America and to the overseas territories 
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serves this purpose. 
If we were to assume 30 ohms as the exact 

internal resistance of the meter, the cal- 
culations would show that the values em- 
ployed for V6, V7 and V3 are slightly 
off the calculated values. However, the 
meter resistance has been found to vary 
somewhat with different makes of meters 
and the resistor values employed here ac- 
tually provide highly accurate results. 
Employing any of the standard makes of 
good quality milliammeters, the maxi- 
mum error should not exceed 2Ç, on the 
10 -ma. range and 1c¡, for the 50 -ma. and 
100 -ma. ranges, providing, of course. that 
the meter itself is accurate. In the volt- 
meter ranges, accuracy of 1cc or better 
is obtained. It is in order to reduce to 
a minimum the factor of error introduced 
by meters of different internal resistance 
that the series resistors are employed in 
all current measurements above the 1 -ma. 
range. 

The switch S2 is used to avoid any 
possibility of excessive current passing 

through the meter while throwing the 
switch from one current range to another. 
On the voltmeter side of the switch there 
is no chance of such trouble occurring 
but when making current measurement it 
is advisable to open switch S2 before 
throwing Si from one range to another. 
The reason for this is that if the one 
contact of the bi -polar switch opens up 
before the other, the full current under 
measurement will pass through the re- 
sistor, V5, and the meter for an instant, 
with no shunt resistor in the circuit. It 
the constructor is of the type who occa- 
sionally suffers a lapse of memory, it will 
be found advisable to substitute a push- 

REAR -PANEL VIEW 

button for a switch S2 so that this circuit 
will always be open except while the 
the push- button is held down. 

In using this unit the meter is con- 
nected across the right -hand binding posts 
as shown in the front view of the unit, 
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Figure 1 

and the circuit to be measured is con- 
nected across the "test" binding post. 

The Parts List 
S1 -Best 9- throw, bi- polar, non -shorting 

switch 
S2- Carter toggle switch 
V1 400.000 ohms 
V2 

I.R.C. volt -amure- 90.000 ohms 
_4 

ter adapter resis- 
9 >000 ohms 

vs-tance kit. All re- 
970 

0 ohms \6 sistors accurate 28 ohms N7 within 1,(, 5.25 ohms 
V3 2.55 ohms 
Card index file box. 5! i inches x 5; s 
inches x 2 inches, inside dimensions 
Eby binding posts 
General Fabricating Company's drilled 

and engraved panel 
The accessories shown in the photo- 

graph include the following: 
Jewell type 88 d.c. milliammeter, 0 -1 ma. 
International Air Research Laboratories 

test prods. 

Variable Ticklers 
In making s.w. coils of the cage type 

there is a great amount of guesswork as to 
where to put the tickler coils. This may 
be overcome by winding the tickler coil 
on a piece of cardboard tubing which 
will fit snugly inside the secondary coil 
frame. The tubing and its wires may 

TICKLER WINDINGS - -.- /- ,.CARDBOARD TUBING.. 

DIAMETER SHOULD 
BE SMALL ENOUGH SO 

THAT THE TUBE AND 
THE WIRE FIT SNUGLY 
INSIDE OF THE SECOND. 

ARV COIL. 

FLEXIBLE 
LEADS 

Glûllllllllllllllll 

IIIII _JIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

TICKLER' COIL 
IN PLACE I 

LEADS 

SECONDARY 
COI L 

Figure 3 

be moved back and forth until the best 
location is found. The accompanying 
drawing. Figure 3, may help the con- 
structor. 

I have found this idea to be a remedy 
for a set which failed to go into oscilla- 
tion because of faulty tickler coils. 

FRED F. SHRIER, 
Ansonia, Conn. 

That Blue Glow in Pentodes 
There seems to be some considerable 

misunderstanding in regard to what should 
be the appearance of the Pentode type of 
tube. We have had a number of custom- 
ers write us, stating that the Pentode type 
has the appearance of having gas. as evi- 
denced by a blue glow, and in consequence 
there was some doubt as to the quality. 

We want to remove any misconception 
of this gaseous content in the Pentode 
tube. This phenomenon is not gas but 
a cathode ray bombardment of the glass, 
and is proof of high quality. 

This condition is caused by the elec- 
trons passing through the grid either 
above or below the plate. receiving an 
accelerating energy from the plate but 
not being stopped by it. then striking the 
glass and causing the getter deposits on 
the glass to fluoresce with a blue color. 

This phenomenon is only present in 
tubes which are gas -free, as a slight trace 
of gas disperses the electrons in such a 
manner that their energy and .path is not 
concentrated enough to produce this 
effect. 

Please bear in mind that the phenome- 
non caused by the bombardment is proof 
of a gas -free tube. It appears only on 
the surface of the glass and not through- 
out the bulb. The real gas glow is most 
in evidence immediately surrounding the 
plate. between the filament and plate. or 
sometimes filling the whole bulb volume. 

Where this phenomenon is not present 
in the Pentode type, it is an indication of 
poor quality, not the reverse. 

CABLE RADIO TUBE CORPORATION. 
Brooklyn, N. Ï. 

A Novel Antenna Switch 
I have been using a simple switch ar- 

rangement in the input to a radio receiver 
and I have found it very useful in elimi- 
nating local noises and also as a simple 
means of protection during thunder- 
storms. The diagram of the arrangement 
is shown in Figure 4. In the position 

L GHTNING 
A 

D.P D T. 
SWITCH 

ANTENNA 

ARRESTOR __ 
- . 
- 

GROUND 

Figure 4 

shown, the switch connects the antenna 
and ground to the radio set in the usual 
manner. 1Vhen thrown to the left, the 
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antenna is connected to ground through 
the lightning arrester and the ground is 
connected to the antenna binding post of 
the receiver, thus employing the double - 
ground system of reception, the other 
ground being automatically provided 
through the power supply lines. This 
scheme is particularly applicable to re- 
ceivers which draw their operating power 
from the electric light lines. 

CHAS. MORRIS, 
Baltimore, Md. 

A Tip on Capacity Measurements 
In obtaining approximate capacities of 

by -pass condensers, using a circuit apply- 
ing an a.c. voltage to an a.c. meter in 
series with the condenser, it is essential 
that the resistance of the meter (or meter 
and its external resistance) be not too 
high as compared with the average re- 
actance of the capacities to he measured. 

For example (Figure 5), maximum 
changes in deflection of M for changes 
in value of C would result if Rx + Rm = 
0; however, a breakdown, short or too 
high a capacity in C would damage the 
meter, so a resistance is needed to limit 
the current. Rx + Rm must therefore 
be just large enough to limit the current 
to full -scale deflection in case C was 

E 
shorted, or Rx + Rm should equal - 

I 
where I = full -scale current required by 
meter. Since E is fixed at 110 volts, our 
only way to lower Rx + Rm is to choose 
a meter requiring a comparatively large 
current for full scale. 

110 VOLTS 

60^ A.0 

4 

Figure 5 

As an example (using approximate 
values), a Weston No. 476 voltmeter, 
0 -4 -8 -150 volts, has a resistance of 10,050 
ohms on the 0 -150 scale, and using it 
with no external resistance, a change from 
1 to 2 mfds. in C would increase deflec- 
tion on the 0 -150 scale only from 105 to 
108, an amount so small as to probably be 
overlooked entirely. 

But suppose we use the 0 -8 meter con- 
nections with a resistance of 68 ohms 
(for the meter mentioned), adding 1000 
ohms at Rx to limit our current in case 
of a short. Now our total resistance is 
only 1068 ohms, compared with 10,050 
in the previous case. (This is because 
the meter requires 100 ma. for full scale 
on this tap, where before on the 0 -150 
tap it only required 15 ma.) Now a 
change from 1 to 2 mfd. in C produces a 
change (on 150 scale) of from 56 to 96, 
sufficient to be easily read. 

To calibrate a chart or table, a few 
known capacities may be checked and 
meter readings noted, or the readings may 
be calculated by formulas. 

C. C. SCHUDER, 
Pasadena, Calif. 
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Improved Method of Antenna Coupling 
mally used in amplifiers of this type, the 
presence of L2 and its associated circuit 
will now have an effect on LI ; this effect 
being to increase the inductance of L1 
and change the tuning range of Cl as is 
shown in Figure 5, curve (B). 

Fig. 2 (b) approximates the actual con- 
dition of all tunable stages except the 
first, which must be connected to the 
antenna and yet have the same tuning 
range as Figure 2, curve (B), if perfect 
single -dial control is to be realized. 

If an antenna now be connected to this 
same primary, L2, Figure 3, it will be 
found that the effect of L2 on L1 be- 
comes much greater since now the induc- 
tance and the capacity of the antenna 
has been introduced in the primary cir- 
cuit. This effect is shown for short, me- 
dium and long antennas in Figure 5, 
curves (C), (D) and (E). 

It is evident that L2 in the first stage 
cannot be as great as L2 of the following 
stages, which means that the first trans- 
former requires special treatment in de- 
sign. Further, only an approximation of 
the exact tuning range can be made for 
the first condenser if such transformer 
differences exist, and this approximation 
holds for only one antenna condition. 
By means of taps or auxilliary condensers 
allowance may be made for antennas of 
different lengths. Luckily the conditions 
are not so critical but what approxima- 
tions may be made with some degree of 
success. 

However, it is possible to eliminate 
some of the difficulties outlined above by 
attacking the problem from another angle. 
Assuming that it would be best, from a 
design and cost standpoint, to keep the 
transformers of the first stage the same 
as the transformers of all the other 
stages, the primary, secondary and their 
proximity are then fixed by the result of 
the general transformer design dealing 
with selectivity and gain. Going a step 
further, a variable condenser, C3, Figure 

One of the difficulties encountered 
when endeavoring to "gang" the con- 
densers in a tunable radio- frequency am- 
plifier is to so arrange the antenna coup- 
ling that the first stage condenser "tracks" 
with the others throughout the desired 
range. To compensate for antenna ef- 
fects on the tuning range of this first 
condenser, the design of the associated 
transformer is generally not the same as 
that of the following transformers and 
some form of variable connection is 

650 
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FIG. 5 SCALE DIVISIONS - CONDENSER C 

supplied for antennas of different lengths. 
The reason for this change in tuning 

range is readily found on comparing the 
characteristics of the primary circuits. 
Given a simple circuit, as shown in Fig- 
ure 1 below, a tuning curve can be plotted 
which depends entirely upon the value of 
inductance L1, the distributed capacity 
of the coil, and the maximum and mini- 
mum values of condenser Cl. Such a 
curve is shown in Figure 5, curve (A). 
If a second inductance, L2, Figure 2, 
representing the usual primary of a radio - 
frequency transformer, is coupled to LI 
and left open- circuited the tuning of 
curve of Cl will be practically unchanged. 

To produce more nearly the actual 
conditions found in an assembled radio - 
frequency amplifier the plate and shield 
grid of a tube may be connected across 
L2, Figure 2 (b). Assuming a coefficient 
of coupling between L2 and L1 as nor- 

4 (a), may be connected across L2, and 
if adjusted to the same capacity as that 
formed by the shield grid and plate within 
the tube, plus any additional capacity in- 
troduced by the connecting leads, the 

(Continued on page 445) 
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Backstage in Broadcasting 
Chatty bits of news on what is happening before the microphone. Personal 
interviews with broadcast artists and executives. Trends and developments 

in studio technique 

UNDER arrangements made by the 
National Broadcasting Company 
and Deems Taylor, noted corn- 

poser, a total of $10,000 in awards will 
be made to the five American composers 
producing the best original orchestral 
works by Thursday, December 31, 1931. 
In announcing details of the award. Mr. 
Taylor asserted that it constitutes, to his 
mind, "the composer's idea of what a 
composer award should really be." He 
explained that anyone who wrote a se- 
rious piece of music did so as a luxury. 
He believes that the large awards offered 
by the NBC are a material recognition of 
the merit of musical accomplishment. 

When Mr. Tay- 
lor's plan was ac- 
cepted by the 
NBC, he was in- 
vited by Merlin 
H. Aylesworth, 
president of the 
chain, to become 
director of the 
plan. Hp ac- 
cepted and an- 
nouncement of 
the proposed 
awards was made 
on the air at the 
close of the 
Deems Taylor 
Musical Series. 

The completed details of the contest re- 
veal that all compositions must be re- 
ceived by 5 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time, 
December 31, 1931 at the New York 
headquarters of the NBC. The decisions 
will be announced on a special program 
Sunday. February 21, 1932. The compo- 
sitions will then be played by a symphony 
orchestra. The composition obtaining 
the first award of $5,000 will be played 
over the combined NBC chains on Febru- 
ary 22, 1932 -the two- hundredth anniver- 
sary of the birth of George Washington. 
The four remaining awards total $2,500, 
$1,250, $750 and $500, respectively. 

Deems Taylor 

DURING 
the past two years, Leopold 

Stokowski, dynamic conductor of the 
Philadelphia Orchestra - one of the 
world's greatest symphonic organizations, 
has been an ardent student of microphone 
technique for musical broadcasting. With 
O. B. Hanson. manager of plant operation 
and engineering, and other National 
Broadcasting Company executives, Mr. 
Stokowski made an intensive study of mi- 
crophone placement and other important 
technical problems that vitally affect the 
quality of broadcast presentations. Last 
season, when the Philadelphia Storage 
Battery Company, sponsors of the weekly 
Philco Hours, switched to the Columbia 
Broadcasting System, it was believed to 

By 
Samuel Kaufman 

be only a matter of time that Mr. Sto- 
kowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra 
would also be heard over that chain. 
Now, Mr. Stokowski's offerings will be 
presented over the CBS under the same 
sponsorship as heretofore. During the 
1931 -1932 concert season. six full -length 
programs of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
under Stokowski's baton will be heard 
over a 71- station hook -up of the CBS. 
Officials of the network declare that no 
symphonic program has been previously 
broadcast over such an extensive chain. 
The season's initial presentation has been 
scheduled for October 12 and the re- 
maining concerts of the series will be 
heard in November, December, January, 
March and April. Mr. Stokowski brings 
to the CBS a splendid musical organiza- 
tion carefully schooled in broadcasting 
technique. Each of the six programs will 
last one hour and forty -five minutes. It 
is likely that a special broadcast during 
the Christmas season will be presented 
by the orchestra, thus bringing the series 
total to seven concerts. Mr. Stokowski 
again plunged into engineering studies 

Leopold Stokowski 

during the Summer in an effort to find 
further improvements for symphonic 
pick -ups. Mr. Stokowski believes that it 
is the duty of every symphonic conductor 
to improve, as far as in his power, the 
conditions under which his organization 
broadcasts. 

THE Radio Guild offerings of the 
National Broadcasting Company have, 

in past seasons, reached unusually high 
levels for dramatic broadcasts. The pre- 
sentation of dramatic works before a 
microphone, without the aid of television's 
electric eyes, has been very successful 
despite the seeming handicaps. While 
original radio scripts are prepared to suit 
the limited presentation facilities of 
broadcasting, the production of adapted 
stage works, through careful handling 
and direction, have been equally success- 
ful over the ether. Under the direction 
of Vernon Radcliff, the network will pre- 
sent thirty -two plays during the 1931- 
1932 season. The 
series will be 
heard Friday 
evenings between 
the period be- 
ginning October 
9, 1931 and end- 
ing April 29, 
1932. Five 
Shakespeare 
plays will be 
heard during the 
season as well as 
works of Ibsen, 
Barrie, Shaw, 
Sheridan, Wilde 
and others. F. Radcliff 

SIXTY 
-ONE stations of the NBC are 

conveying the resumed series of Mu- 
sical Appreciation Hours conducted by 
Walter Damrosch, music counsel of the 
network and famous American conductor. 
This is the largest network yet assigned 
to the educational series which won con- 
siderable attention in scholastic and musi- 
cal circles the past few years. More than 
56,000 instructor manuals were distrib- 
uted to schools throughout the country 
to assist teachers in deriving the greatest 
value out of the broadcasts, which were 
resumed October 9. Many new features 
have been included in the manual, in- 
cluding a list of suggestions to teachers 
regarding classroom reception. These 
suggestions were prepared by Dr. Will 
Earhart, director of music in the Pitts- 
burgh public schools, who also serves as 
chairman of the advisory board for the 
Damrosch educational series. An or- 
chestral seating plan, a schedule of con- 
cert dates, a list of network stations, de- 
scriptive notes on all compositions sched- 

(Continued on page 448) 
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Money- Making Tips- Direct -Reading Tube- Tester- S- M's- A -K's- Crosley- 
Serviceman Publicity -Extra Loudspeakers -P. A. Correspondence Courses 
-Pointers on Strombergs -Pentode Test Equipment- Service Charge Analysis 

Tips on the Service Market 
WITHOUT the hard work and in- 

telligent effort that spells suc- 
cess in any endeavor, the service 
business is likely to fall con- 

siderably short of even a reasonable suc- 
cess. But there is a comfortable living 
in it- occasionally leading up the sunny 
roads to Easy Street -for the radio ex- 
pert who combines a technical knowledge 
with an eye for business and the willing- 
ness to go after it. 

A digest of business stim- 
ulating ideas contributed by 
readers of the Service 
Bench gives a good idea of 
what may be done to pep 
up, not merely the dull sea- 
son, but to put the cash 
register bell, for all time, in 
the category of sustained 
oscillations. 

A semi -rural serviceman 
points out that in all but 
the larger cities, the grade 
and high schools provide a 
potential market for P. A. 
systems. The average school 
auditorium can be handled 
adequately by a pair of 
type 50 tubes in push -pull, 
working into one to three 
dynamic loudspeakers. In 
many instances the com- 
plete public address sys- 
tems, offered by several 
mail -order houses at con- 
siderably reduced prices, 
provide the most simple 
and profitable method of 
making the installation. In 
small towns the firemen's 
hall is another possibility, 
and where the Town Board does not care 
to purchase the equipment outright, the 
serviceman can invariably rent it for 
many occasions, from a church picnic to 
commencement exercises, clearing the cost 
almost immediately and soon "ringing up 
the velvet." 

In small towns, the active serviceman 
can generally sell himself to the govern- 
ing body as official radio and electrical 

expert, a proposition that may in time 
assume the pleasant proportions of a 
"good thing." 

James Knight of Berlin, New York, 
quit hunting for the end of the rainbow 
and concentrated on designing a simple 
form of hotel radio, taking care of from 
twenty -five to fifty rooms. He sold the 
idea to the keeper of a suburban hostelry, 
and then the equipment itself. Tran- 
sients are attracted to this particular 

ting payment, by the installment plan, on 
the monthly electric light bill. All serv- 
ice calls are turned over to the service- 
man, and he receives his pay envelope 
every month as the accounts are audited. 
While a certain percentage necessarily 
goes to the electric light company. the 
serviceman is definitely insured against 
bad debts, a depression in itself. 

Harry Conrad of Little Falls, New 
York, has made arrangements with three 

local building contractors 
and architects whereby his 
services are utilized in de- 
signing built -in facilities, 

a antenna, ground and loud- 
speaker outlets and walled - 
in antennas in new homes. 

Here are three business 
letters which, properly ad- 
dressed by the service shop, 
are worth a lot more than 
their weight in postage: 

"My dear Mr. 
Have you had your radio 
installation checked to see 
if it conforms with the re- 
quirements of the board of 
fire underwriters and your 
fire insurance policy? Very 
few installations pass these 
requirements and automati- 
callÿ void insurances in the 
case of fire traceable to the 
electric wiring. The matter 
may even be brought lip 
and the insurance contested 
when the fire is due to 
causes in no way associated 
with your radio! 

"We should be glad to 
look over your installation, 

and, if necessary, snake such changes as 
will safeguard your property and protect 
your insurance. The cost will be nomi- 
nal, and it may save you thousands of 
dollars." 

"Yours for safety, 

A MODEL SERVICE SHOP 
Figure 1. Exemplifying three aids to successful servicing -a 
clean bench, motor- driven tools and adequate test equipment. 
The service station of the A. C. Radio Shop, Arkansas City, Kansas 

hotel, not so much by the radio-in- every- 
room idea as by the fact that an estab- 
lishment that features so modern an idea 
undoubtedly provides other facilities of 
comparable convenience. 

A serviceman in a small Carolina town 
has made arrangements with the local 
lighting company whereby they accept 
the responsibility for servicing radio re- 
ceivers operated from their lines, permit- 

ft 

Taking a tip from the automobile serv- 
ice stations: (Continued on page 425) 
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All in a Day's Work 
QRN in Silver -Marshalls 

From the notebook of James H. Mills, 
authorized S -M dealer in South Haven, 
Michigan: 

"I have found two causes for noise in 
the Silver -Marshall 750 and 760 sets. 
The first was on a 760 chassis and was 
traced, after an hour of testing, to the 
filter condenser block mounted below the 
base of the dial. The ground wire of the 
condenser block was grounded to the base 
of the dial. In ninety -nine cases out of a 
hundred this would have been all right, 
but this was the hundredth. It is true 
that the dial was grounded but only 
through the usual rolling contact to the 
condenser shaft. This rolling contact 
was the noise producer. A wire direct to 
the chassis cured the trouble. 

"Here is a fault in a 750 chassis 
which cannot be found with the best of 
set testers. By touching the dial or by 
walking across the floor in front of the 
set, noise was produced in the speaker 
which suggested a loose or broken connec- 
tion. I removed the chassis and could 
find neither a loose nor broken wire any- 
where. The set tester showed everything 
okay. However, the trouble started again 
when the chassis was reurned to the con- 
sole. Nothing was found wrong after re- 
moving the chassis a second time. Then 
I kept the set working while placing it 
back in the console. The noise started 
just as soon as I put the escutcheon plate 
in place. The cause of the noise was a 
short between the volume control and 
the dial shaft. A new volume control had 
just been put in. The volume control 
on these sets is a potentiometer using the 
center and one outside tap across aerial 
and ground. The aerial was connected to 
the center or ground tap and when the 
escutcheon plate was in place it shorted 
the antenna to the dial shaft. Reversing 
the connections on the volume control 
did the trick. 

Tone Compensation on an A. -K. 

On our next jaunt we look over another 
Atwater Kent, this time serviced by Nel- 
son E. Grubbe, of Eutaw, Alabama -the 
state that first came into the radio lime- 
light by casting twenty -four votes for 
Underwood. Mr. Grubbe remarks on the 
tonal characteristics of the Models 55 and 
60. 

"The F4 loudspeaker, which is made of 
metal, gives a better response to the high 
notes, such as the crackle of static and 
Schott Effects, or the high -pitched whistle 
of heterodyne interference, than the type 
F4C, which uses a wooden baffle. It is 
possible to compensate the tone selection 
of the former type by connecting a small 
fixed condenser across the grid terminals 
of the tubes in the push -pull audio stage. 
Try different values of capacity between 
.0005 and .005 mfd. About .001 is a good 
average. The higher the value of the 
condenser, the more the high frequencies 
will be attenuated, the effect being the 
emphasis of the bass." 

Mr. Grubbe's idea is an old one. It 

bas been practiced for many years, and 
many amplifying transformers have in- 
tegral small capacities connected across 
the windings. But the scheme works and 
is quite practical in many instances, and 
we pass it on for the benefit of those to 

How to Cure 
Radio Noises 

RADIO NOISES' 
AND THEIR 

CURE 

RADIO NEWS takes pleasure in 
offering, through the courtesy of 

the Tobe Deutschmann Corporation, 
and without charge to its bonafide ser- 
vicemen readers, this 96 -page book 
on Radio Noises and Their Cure. 
This is undoubtedly the most com- 
plete discussion of "man -made static" 
that has ever been published. It tells 
how to identify different types of in- 
terference by the nature of the sound, 
how to track it down and how to 
effect a remedy. 

To obtain your copy of this book, 
simply write a request on your letter- 
head, or enclose your business card 
to indicate that you are actively en- 
gaged in the design, engineering or 
servicing of radio equipment. Include 
5c in postage to cover the cost of 
mailing and a copy of the book will 
be sent to you immediately. Address 
your request to RADIO NEWS, Depart. 
ment T, 350 Hudson Street, New York 
City. 

whom it may be new. 
Our last service call for the day, in the 

good company of Jack Howard of La- 
fayette, Mo., is in response to an SOS 
from the owner of a 

Crosley Showbox 

who complains of a bad hum. Mr. How- 
ard, being, as you note, from Missouri, 
delves into the matter with typical skep- 
ticism, and discovers that in turning the 
set over the hum ceases. He finally de- 
termines that the only part of the set 
that needs to be inverted to eliminate the 
hum is the Mershon condenser. This is 
left upside down pending the arrival of 
a new unit. 

403 

Publicity for the Serviceman 

F. J. Harriman, of the Harriman Radio 
Service, Appleton, Wis., remarks on the 
excellent results he is securing from 
publicity, advertising and general circu- 
larization. Properly approached, your 
local editor is glad to give publicity to 
any home town industry. The way to 
publicity may be readily paved by favors, 
occasional advertising, and a news slant 
on local radio activities. 

The local serviceman will find it worth 
while to co- operate with his town news- 
paper in the installation of equipment for 
the reception of World Series reports and 
other sporting events achieving national 
broadcast. Such equipment need merely 
be loaned for the occasions. 

The following events make good local 
news copy: 

The purchase of a particularly elabor- 
ate receiver by a prominent citizen. 

Announcement of direct short -wave re- 
ception of some international broadcast. 

The installation in the fireman's hall, 
school or church, or merely in front of 
the radio shop. of loud speaking equip- 
ment for the audible broadcast of elec- 
tion returns or other important events. 

Brief descriptions. emanating from the 
local expert, of new radio inventions and 
developments. 

Remember that while it pays to adver- 
tise, nothing pays like publicity! 

Building Up Trade With Extra 
Speakers 

George Foley. specializing in Atwater 
Kent and Silver- Marshall service in Ot- 
tawa, Canada, sees remunerative possi- 
bilities in merchandising extra loud 
speakers. 

"I have disposed of quite a number of 
second -hand magnetic speakers (taken as 
trade -ins) as well as several new ones 
and a half dozen or so dynamics, by con- 
vincing my customers that an extra loud 
speaker could contribute to their radio 
pleasure. These have been installed 
everywhere from a den in the attic or 
cellar to the maid's room. 

"The electrical connections are fairly 
simple and obvious. Magnetic speakers 
are generally wired in a simple series ar- 
rangement, while the dynamics are con- 
nected in parallel, at the voice coils, or 
some other point where the impedances 

(Continued on page 426) 

Figure 6. A simple method of connect- 
ing a magnetic speaker to a dynamic hook- 
up. Either speaker may be operated, or 

both may be used simultaneously. 
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Direct Reading 
Tube Tester 

By Carl J. Penther 

IT may be said without fear of contra- 
diction that the most important single 

item in a radio set is the vacuum tube. 
It is of major importance to the radio 
dealer and the service -man because a 
third of the entire radio business in this 
country is the sale of tubes, and the ma- 
jority of service calls are likewise for the 
replacement of defective tubes. 

Importance of Tube Testing 

The vacuum tube of today is a stand- 
ardized product. The type 45 of one 
manufacturer is designed to have the 
same characteristics as that of any other 
reputable manufacturer. This is as it 
should be, because the nicety with which 
the modern receiver is built demands that 
tubes of like characteristics be used for 
the best results. 

The three things of importance to con- 
sider when selling tubes are: 

1. Sell only the nationally advertised 
brands. 

2. Test them at the time of sale. 
3. See that they are 

operated under the cor- 
rect conditions. 

In selling nationally 
advertised tubes, you are 
reasonably certain that 
the manufacturer is re- 
liable and has sufficient 
resources to keep his 
product up to the latest 
development of the art. 

The test of the tubes 
at the time of sale as- 
sures the buyer that he 
is getting a good tube, 
and therefore he can ex- 

pect natural life and normal results. 
Seeing that tubes are operated under 

the correct conditions of plate and fila- 
ment voltages will also insure the user of 
normal tube life. It is well known that 
even a slight excess filament voltage 
shortens the tube life, and a low voltage 
gives rise to audio distortion and other 
undesirable reception effects. 

The fulfillment of the second condition 
requires a device whereby the tube may 
be tested for characteristics which deter- 
mine its quality. It is the purpose of 
this article to describe such a device. 

While this tester is similar to many of 
those on the market, it has the unique 
feature of being direct -reading. That is, 
the type 71 tube has a definite scale 
marking, as has the 45 type and all the 
others. 

The scale for the meter used in the set 
constructed by the author is shown in 
Figure 2. This illustration is reproduced 
to give a general idea of the scale, rather 
than for exact copying. The scale will be 
determined by the voltages and values of 
resistors used. 

As the mutual conductance is the best 
criterion for the general condition of a 
tube, the present tube -tester gives an in- 
dication of this value. It will be recalled 
that the mutual conductance is defined as 
the increment change in the plate current 
per increment change in grid voltage, or 
the slope of the grid -voltage plate- current 
curve. An indication of this may be best 
obtained by changing the bias from one 
definite voltage to another while the plate 
and filament potentials are held constant. 
In this tester the tubes are self biased. a 
part of the biasing resistor being shorted - 
out for the test. 

A single dry -cell and a 2000 -ohm va- 
riable resistor are placed around the 
meter in such a manner as to balance out 
the normal plate- current of the tube. 
When a tube is placed in a socket. the 
resistor is adjusted so that the meter 
reads zero. Upon pressing the test but- 
ton (shorting part of the bias resistor) 
the reading is a direct indication of the 
mutual conductance of the tube. The 
meter scale may be calibrated by testing 
a number of good tubes of each type and 
taking the average values. 

A device of this kind is particularly 
useful as counter equipment, for the cus- 
tomer can actually see that the tube he is 
purchasing gives the proper indication on 
the tester -showing that it is a good 
tube. The time required to adjust the 
needle to the zero reading is negligible. 

Another feature of this tester, the cir- 
cuit of which is shown in Figure 3, is the 
fact that both plates of the type 80 rec- 
tifying tube can be tested without the 
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use of an adapter. This test is quite 
useful, as it occasionally happens that 
one plate will be good and the other poor, 
resulting in an excessive hum which can- 
not be eliminated in the usual way. This 
test is effected by pressing a button which 
transfers the meter and plate supply from 
one plate to the other. 

A push- button is provided for testing 
screen -grid tubes and power pentodes 
(using the regular pentode adapter). 
This switch connects the screen grid to 
the plate and transfers the control -grid 
circuit from the socket to the flexible 
lead. The switch takes care of both four 
and five -prong sockets, thus taking care 
of both d.c. and a.c. screen -grid tubes. 

The range of the meter, normally, is 
one hundred milliamperes, but is reduced 
to twenty milliamperes by another push- 
button switch. 

The filament transformer was con- 
structed on the core of an old audio - 
frequency amplifying transformer. The 
design was quite liberal, ten watts dissi- 
pation being the power for which it was 
designed. However, as it is in use for 
only short periods of time. it may be 
made somewhat skimpy in order to save 
space. If the core has a cross section of 
between y4 and 1 square inch. 10, 9 or 
even 8 turns of wire per volt will be safe. 
The primary may be wound with number 
30 enameled wire. Number 18 for the 
secondary is heavy enough for the great- 
est current to be drawn for short pe- 
riods. 

It will be noted from the illustrations 
that the unit is quite compact, measur- 
ing only 5/ inches by 9 inches by 3 
inches, and that the arrangement of the 
parts is such as to make the operation as 
simple as possible. 

As is usual in an article of this kind, 
no layout or specifications are given, as 
the individual builder always has his own 

(Continued on page 430) 

THE DIRECT READING SCALE 
Figure 2. This is the scale as calibrated and dragon by 

the author 

BEHIND THE PANEL 
Figure 1. The arrangement of parts in this 

compact tube tester is clearly shown 
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Radio Science Abstracts 
Radio engineers, laboratory and research workers will find this department 
helpful in reviewing important current radio literature, technical books and 

Institute and Club proceedings 

Drake's Radio Cyclopedia, by Harold P. 
Manly. Published by Frederick J. Drake 
and Company. This is the fourth edition 
of a book which aims to be a practical ref- 
erence work for the ordinary radio experi- 
menter by presenting useful information on 
all units and circuits found in radio. It de- 
fines the various units. describes their use 
and construction and tells the manner in 
which they are ordinarily used in radio re- 
ceivers. The text is arranged alphabetically 
to permit ready reference ; cross references 
permit the reader to delve further into any 
particular subject. 

The lengthy treatment which the book 
gives to practical problems and the some- 
what abbreviated manner in which it cov- 
ers technical information is advisable con- 
sidering the scope and purpose of the book; 
it aims more to aid those requiring practical 
knowledge than those in search of techni- 
cal information. For this reason we usu- 
ally find formulas written with words 
rather than with symbols. 

Drake's Radio Cyclopedia is a book 
which should prove useful to the radio ex- 
perimenter who is interested, not so much 
in accurate information on how things 
really work as he is in practical data on the 
arrangement of various types of receivers; 
what parts to us: for various purposes and 
where to look for trouble. Past editions 
of this book have enjoyed a wide sale. 
There is no reason why this newest edition 
should not be just as popular. 

The Radio Manual, by George E. Ster- 
ling. Published by D. Van Nostrand Com- 
pany, Inc. This manual, prepared to serve 
as a guide and text to those who expect to 
enter the radio profession, gives essential, 
technical an practical data on all types of 
radio equipment. The first part of the 
book is devoted to elementary electricity 
and sources of power. Following chapters 
discuss the theory and application of the 
vacuum tube and the circuits in which 
vacuum tubes are employed. Various types 
of transmitters and modulating systems are 
described, including those used for aircraft, 
marine, and broadcasting. Considerable in- 
formation is also supplied on amateur short- 

Conducted by 

Howard Rhodes 

wave apparatus, and chapters devoted to 
these subjects include information which, if 
carefully studied, will enable the student 
to pass the technical examination required 
to secure any type of radio- operator's 
license. 

The book, as its name implies, aims not 
so much to be a textbook as a technically 
accurate reference work on radio theory 
and practice. 

Review of Articles appearing in 
the September, 1931, issue of the 
Proceedings of the Institute of 

Radio Engineers 
Some Characteristics of Thyratrons, by 

J. C. Warner. This article discusses in a 
general manner the characteristics of thyra- 
trons. The tube contains three elements 
but differs from an ordinary tube in that 
the bulb contains a small amount of gas or 
vapor. The ionization of the vapor at a 
certain critical voltage (about 15 volts for 
mercury) neutralizes the space charge and 
this leads to two important results. First: 
above the critical ionization voltage the cur- 
rent is limited only by the impedance of 
the external circuit, provided, of course, 
that the electron emission is ample. As a 
result the voltage across the tube is practi- 
cally constant fer any amount of current. 

The second effect of space charge neu- 
tralization is that it becomes unnecessary 
to have the cathode open and exposed to 
the field of the anode, as in a high vacuum 
tube. This makes it possible to place heat 
reflecting shields around the cathode and 
thereby increase the emission efficiency. 
While an open cathode may be expected to 
give a useful emission- efficiency of 100 milli- 
amperes per watt, a heat shielded cathode, 
with internal tungsten heater, will supply 
current of more than 1 ampere per watt. 

The fundamental characteristics of the 
thyratron may be summarized as follows: 

1. As in ordinary tubes the power con- 
trolled is much greater than the power ex- 
pended in the control circuit. 2. The cur- 
rent in the plate circuit may be started by 
a change in grid voltage but cannot be 
stopped by a change in grid voltage. 3. 
With a.c. on the plate the average plate cur- 
rent can be controlled exactly. 4. The 
voltage drop across the tube is low and 
essentially constant. 5. The cathode effi- 
ciency is very high. 6. The plate current is 
unidirectional except for small deionization 
currents. 

Thyratrons are at present made for 
control of average currents ranging from 
ampere up to 100 amperes; the instantane- 
ous currents are usually from four to six 
times the average. The voltage limits range 
from 1000 to 15,000 volts. 

Twenty -Watt Aircraft Transmitter, by A. 
P. Bock. A transmitter for aircraft, em- 
ploying c.w. signals only, that is unusually 
effective in performance and economical in 
operation. By means of a special method 
of screen -grid modulation phone signaling 
can he provided for use when phone sig- 
naling is most needed -namely, when fly- 
ing in the vicinity of airports -with almost 
negligible additions to the c.w. transmitter. 
When flying on regular courses, c.w. is rapid 
enough ; such signals remain one hundred per- 
cent. intelligible under conditions which would 
be near zero -intelligibility for the same power 
phone signal. 

Some Acoustical Problems of Sound Fic- 
lure Engineering, by W. A. MacNair. The 
purpose of this paper is to point out that 
many advances in acoustical engineering 
have been necessary in order to control ade- 
quately the condition under which sound 
pictures are recorded and reproduced. The 
sudden and successive changes in sound in- 
tensity level to be expected in a room dur- 
ing the growth and decay of sound from an 
intermittent source are pointed out. The 
paper gives a general reverberation -time 
formula which must be used when dealing 
with comparatively "dead" rooms. Until 
recently the formula used to calculate re- 
verberation time was 
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0.05V 0.05V 
T= 

a S cc. 
where T is the reverberation time in seconds 

V is the volume of the room in cubic feet. 
a is the number of absorption units in 

square feet. 
S is the surface of the room in square feet. 
oc. is the average coefficient of absorption 

of the surface. 
Using this formula discrepancies mount- 

ing up to fifty percent were found between 
the calculated and measured reverberation 
times. The formula was found accurate for 
"live" rooms, but is not applicable to "dead" 
rooms. A more general formula, applicable 
to all types of rooms, has been developed. 
It is 

0.05V 
T= 

-Slog (1- era) 

The Propagation of Short Radio Waves 
Over the North Atlantic, by C. R. Burrows. 
Many measurements on radio transmission 
at various high frequencies have indicated 
that those near 18 mc. are best for daytime 
transmission. In summer the best fre- 
quencies for night transmission are those 
near 9 mc. In winter an additional fre- 
quency near 6 mc. is required during the 
middle of the night. A frequency (such as 
14 mc.) intermediate between the day and 
night frequency is useful during the transi- 
tion between total daylight and total dark- 
ness over the path. The paper indicates that 
the effect of solar disturbances on short- 
wave transmission is to reduce reception on 
all frequencies although the higher fre- 
quencies are sometimes the more adversely 
affected. 

Use of Automatic Recording Equipment 
in Radio Transmission Research, by P. A. de 
Mars, G. W. Kenrick, and G. W. Pickard. 
This is an apparatus paper describing equip- 
ment recently developed for low frequency 
(17.8 kc) intermediate frequency (770 kc) 
and high frequency (7415 kc) field- intensity 
recording. The circuits employed are pre- 
sented and discussed with particular refer- 
ence to expedients for obtaining nearly loga- 
rithmic scales (when used with Leeds and 
Northrup recording potentiometers). 

Typical records obtained with the aid of 
the equipment described are presented and 
the salient characteristics of the high -fre- 
quency records (which show striking evi- 
dences of skip distance phenomena) are 
pointed out. 

A Course Indicator of Pointer Type for 
the Visual Radio Range Beacon System, by 
F. W. Dunmore. A form of tuned -reed, 
range- beacon course- indicator is described, 
called a reed converter, in which the course 
indications are not given by observing the 
two reed motions as heretofore, but by 
means of a zero -center, pointer -type indicat- 
ing instrument. The motion of the two 
reeds generates small alternating voltages, 
which when rectified by oxide rectifiers and 
passed in opposing polarities through a zero - 
center indicating instrument, serve to give 
course indications by the deflection of the 
indicating instrument needle in the direction 
of deviation of the airplane from the course. 

Radio Tracking of Meteorological Bal- 
loons, by W. K. Blair and H. M. Lewis. 
There is a need for upper -air meteorological 
observation at night as well as in the day- 
time, in cloudy and in foggy weather as 
well as in clear. This need has given rise to 
a number of interesting methods for obtain- 
ing these data, among them radio tracking 
of meteorological balloons. A free balloon 
moves in the air current prevailing at the 
level it occupies. A small rubber balloon, 
six inches or less in diameter, when inflated 

with hydrogen to a given excess -lift will 
rise at a given ascensional rate to great 
heights. Successive determinations of the 
position of one of these pilot balloons pro- 
vides ready means for computing the mean 
direction and speed of the wind in the layer 
of air through which the balloon has risen 
during the interval between determinals of 
position. On clear days these balloons have 
been followed by visual methods to heights 
of 20 miles. 

This paper deals with a radio method of 
determining successive balloon positions. A 
light transmitter, weighing about a pound, is 
carried up by the balloon at a known ascen- 
sional rate. Loop receivers are employed in 
ranging for this transmitter. The whole 
project involves the determination of air 
temperature aloft as well as air movement. 

Review of Contemporary 
Periodical Literature 

Duplex Phone on 50 Mc., by Ross A. Hull. 
QST, August, 1931. A description of a com- 
plete phone transmitter designed to operate 
on 56 mc. The entire unit is mounted in a 
small aluminum box. Two type -71 -A 
tubes are used for oscillators and two type 
-47 pentodes for modulators. The article 
includes complete constructional data to- 
gether with notes on the results obtained. 

A Linear Time -Axis for a Cathode -Ray 
Oscillograph, by A. L. Samuel. Bell Labo- 
ratories Record, August, 1931. The useful- 
ness of the cathode -ray tube is extended if 
one of the pair of plates is used to supply a 
linear time -axis so as to make the image 
indicate, directly, the wave form. In the 
past various systems have been used to ob- 
tain a linear time -action, one of the corn - 
monest being a glow tube in conjunction 
with resistances and condensers, to vary the 
timing. The objectional features of this 

circuit has been the inconveniently high 
voltages at which such tubes operate and 
to the fact that the characteristics of the 
tube could not be accurately controlled. For 
these reasons a new three -element, hot. 
cathode type tube has been developed, which 
makes it possible to control the timing very 
accurately and to maintain a constant rela- 
tionship between the timing frequency and 
the frequency of the phenomena being mea- 
sured. Figure 1 shows the circuit arrange- 
ment used with this new tube. It will be 
noted that the grid of the tube is coupled 
to the source being studied, the coupling be- 
ing sufficient to maintain synchronism be- 
tween the timing voltage and the voltage 
being studied. 

Measuring the Frequencies of Radio Sig- 
nals, by A. A. Roetken. Bell Laboratories 
Record, August, 1931. An instrument has 
been constructed capable of measuring fre- 
quencies in the range of 5- million to 30- 
million cycles with an accuracy of better 
than three parts in a million. The appa- 
ratus is simple to operate and after the 
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proper controls have been manipulated the 
desired frequency is displayed as a number 
in a bank of switchboard lamps. The in- 
strument operates on the fundamental prin- 
ciple of producing gradually lower beat -fre- 
quencies until one is obtained which can be 
measured with high precision by comparison 
with an electric oscillator. 

What Is This Thing Called Decibel ?, by 
James L. McLaughlin and James J. Lamb. 
QST, August, 1931. A good practical yarn 
on the decibel, where it started, why it's 
here and what it's used for. Besides ex- 
plaining the significance of the decibel by 
means of charts, the article shows how the 
db can be put to practical use in connection 
with problems of radio experimenters. 

Single -Tracking the Superheterodyne, by 
F. I. Anderson. QST, August, 1931. The 
author discusses the problem of making the 
tuning and oscillator condensers of the 
superheterodyne keep in step. He describes, 
in some detail, the system which is now to 
be found in some manufactured receivers 
utilizing a semi -fixed condenser in series with 
the oscillator tuning condenser. By adjust- 
ing this series condenser to the proper size 
and by using the proper inductance coil the 
tuning and oscillator condensers may be 
made to track quite accurately throughout 
the entire range. 

An Inexpensive Constant- Temperature 
Crystal Oven, by Louis F. Lauman, Jr. 
QST, August, 1931. For most accurate fre- 
quency control, using quartz crystals, it is 
necessary that the crystals be mounted in a 
heat -insulated box with its temperature 
accurately controlled by a thermo- regulator. 
The author describes how for $15 one can 
build a complete insulated box (with ther- 
mostat) that will hold the temperature con- 
stant within about 0.25 degree centigrade. 

Application of Piezo- electric Crystals to 
Receivers, by R. R. Belcher, Electronics, Au- 
gust, 1931. The author here discusses the 
application of quartz crystals to receiver 
circuits. The circuit is analyzed in terms of 
a bridge circuit of which the crystal and its 
holder form one arm. The analysis is of 
course particularly applicable to the ste- 
node circuit in which a crystal system is 
used. 

Solving Network Problems by Graph, by 
W. Waterman. Electronics, August, 1931. 
This article includes a large decibel chart 
useful in solving transmission problems. 
The author gives several typical examples of 
how the chart can be used. The chart and 
the accompanying description vi ill prove 
useful to those who make general use of the 
decibel in connection with measurement 
work. 

A Rapid- record Oscillograph, by A. M. 
Curtis and I. E. Cole. Electronics, August, 
1931. A new oscillograph has been devel- 
oped by the Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
It is of the "string" type, the galvanometer 
elements being duralumin wire, 0.008 inch 
in diameter. They are mounted in a strong 
magnetic field and when an a.c. current 
passes through the string it vibrates in ac- 
cordance with the wave -form of the cur- 
rent. Unlike most ordinary vibration -type 
oscillographs this new unit can be used on 
frequencies up to 9000 cycles. It is used in 
conjunction with an associated amplifier and 
the amplifier characteristic is such as to 
compensate partly for the frequency -char- 
acteristic of the galvanometer. By this 
means and by the use of additional equaliz- 
ing circuits the galvanometer is made uni- 
formly sensitive to a wide range of fre- 

(Continued on page 444) 
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Radio Physics Course 
This series deals with the study of the physical aspects of radio phenomena. 
It contains information of particular value to physics teachers and students 
in high schools and colleges. The Question Box aids teachers in laying out 

current class assignments 

L cos usent parts and instru- instru- 
ments used in radio have an elec- 
tric circuit of some conducting 
material and most of them 

have either a magnetic circuit in 
air or some magnetic material, or 
electro- static circuit in air. Such 
instruments as loudspeakers, con- 
densers, choke coils, transformers 
and resistors used in radio re- 
ceivers, depend on the proper use 
of electricity for their operation. 
Radio waves manifest their actions 
by magnetic and electro- static 
fields. It is, therefore, desirable 
that students of radio learn some- 
thing about the nature of electric 
current and magnetism, the proper- 
ties of electric and magnetic ma- 
terial and the laws governing such 
action, in order that they may understand the design, opera- 
tion, servicing and use of radio apparatus. In a complete radio 
system, we are dealing with almost every form of electricity 
known to science. 

Another important consideration which is too often over- 
looked is the fact that the student who thoroughly understands, 
and has a good mental picture of the fundamental actions asso- 
ciated with the flow of current and magnetism is excellently 
prepared to keep abreast of all the new developments which 
are coming almost daily in the radio art. He finds that the 
new things are merely new adaptations and arrangements of the 
fundamental principles he is already familiar with, and he is 
usually able to quickly understand 
their operation and apply his funda- 
mental knowledge to practical use. 

Since the most recent scientific 
discoveries and investigations in sci- 
ence indicate strongly that the mani- 
festations of electricity and magnet- 
ism are really due to actions of tiny 
electrical charges called electrons, it 
is necessary that our study of these 
two important servants of man be 
preceded by a study of the behavior 
of the electron. 

By Alfred A. Ghirardi* 

Lesson Four 

The Electron Theory, 
Generation of 

Electric Energy 
Conductors and 

Insulators 

Use of Electron Theory 
The flow of electricity through a 

wire is always a very puzzling thing 
to the novice, possibly because the 
action is not directly visible to the 
naked eye. However, by making use 
of the information brought to light 
in recent discoveries, and employing 
our powers of imagination and vis- 
ualization, a rather complete picture of what goes on inside the 
wire can be presented. Many theories have been advanced 
to explain the reasons for the observed behavior of electric 
currents. The one most commonly accepted at present, because 
it explains the observed actions most satisfactorily and corn - 
pletely, is the electron theory. The student is reminded here. 
that the electron theory is simply an explanation of these 
things which fits and explains most of the observed facts. It 
has not been definitely proven in its entirety, for then it would 
have become a law of science. It does, however, explain more 
satisfactorily and more thoroughly than any other theory thus 
far presented, the observed behavior of the flow of electric 

'Radio Technical Pub. Co., Publishers, Radio Physics Course. 

current, magnetism and electromagnetic 
waves and for this reason has been ex- 
tensively adopted in scientific circles. 

Electrical Charges 
The word "electricity" is derived 

from "electron," the Greek word 
for amber. The early Greeks dis- 
covered that amber, when rubbed, 
would attract bodies of light weight. 
As no satisfactory explanation was 
forthcoming. at that time the ac- 
tion was looked upon as being 
rather mysterious. 

Benjamin Franklin investigated 
this phenomenon of the electrical 
action of various substances and 
combinations of substances when 
rubbed together. For instance, a 
piece of glass, when rubbed with a 

piece of fur or a cloth became electrified and would attract 
light objects. (This experiment may easily be repeated by 
the reader by rubbing an ordinary hard rubber comb, rubber 
rod, or fountain pen with a piece of silk or flannel cloth. The 
comb will then attract small pieces of paper. or balls made 
from the dried pith of the elder bush. as shown in Figure 1.) 
As a result of his work. Franklin concluded that there are two 
kinds of electrification, or "electricity," positive and negative. 
Bodies that behave like the rubbed glass rod, he said, pos- 
sessed positive electricity. and those behaving like the rubbed 
rubber rod, possessed negative electricity. 

After an insulator like hard rubber or glass has been electri- 
fied by rubbing, or some other 
means, the electricity does not move 
through it as it does in an ordinary 
conductor like copper, but remains 
at rest in the form of a stationary 
(static) charge. The electricity re- 
maining at rest in an insulator is 
called a static charge, static elec- 
tricity, or just an electrical charge. 

Laws of Electrical Charges 
It has been determined by experi- 

ment that a field of force exists 
around every charged body, and that 
like charges repel each other, and 
unlike charges attract each other. 

Thus a negative charge attracts a 
positive charge. 

Two negative charges repel each 
other. 

Two positive charges repel each 
other. 

The more highly charged the 
bodies are, the greater is the force of attraction or repulsion 
between them. The closer together they are, the greater is the 
force of attraction or repulsion. The force is directly propor- 
tional to the strength of the charges and inversely proportional 
to the square of the distance between them. Thus tripling the 
distance between the two charged bodies makes the force of 
attraction or repulsion 

FRICTIONAL 
Figure 1. A glass or r 
rubbing, attracts bits o 

obj 

ELECTRICITY 
ubber rod, electrified by 
f paper and other light 
ects 

1 1 - or - as great. 
3` 9 

A single body on which there is an equal amount of positive 
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A MODEL MOLECULE 
Figure 3. Arrangement of the atoms in sodium chloride. The 
black spots represent sodium atoms and the white spots chlorine 

atoms. 

and negative charge is said to be neutral, or in equilibrium. If 
a single body has an excess of either positive or negative elec- 
tricity it is said to be charged either positively or negatively. 

An understanding of the actions between electrical charges is 
important in radio work, for it has direct application when 
considering the design of condensers, vacuum tubes, hand ca- 
pacity effects in tuning, etc. 

Charged bodies may be studied by the simple apparatus 
shown in Figure 2. A small piece of paper or a piece of pith 
from a dry cornstalk, elder or sun- 
flower stalk is suspended from a 
stand by a short silk thread. The 
stand should be well insulated from 
the table by a sheet of clean glass 
or other good insulator. Stands for 
the purpose are made with a glass 
rod for a shaft. 

The forces of attraction or repul- 
sion between charged bodies may be 
considered to act along imaginary 
lines called electrostatic lines of 
force. The sum total of the lines of 
force around a charged body consti- 
tutes the electric field. Every 
charged body is surrounded by such 
a field. 

Matter and Molecules 
The word "electron" is generally familiar and is usually un- 

derstood to represent a very small particle of matter. Beyond 
this very elementary conception the average person's ideas on 
the subject are vague and usually altogether too confused to 
be useful to him. 

Let us consider matter. Matter is any substance having 
weight, volume and other physical characteristics. The water 
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we drink, the clothes we wear, the earth we five on, the air 
around us, our bodies, all constitute matter. It has been found 
that all matter really consists of numerous very tiny particles 
instead of single large chunks. The smallest possible portion 
to which a substance (compound) can be divided, and yet re- 
tain all its individual characteristics is called a molecule. The 
molecule is too small to be visible even under the most power- 
ful microscopes we have, due to the grossness of our sense of 
sight. The smallest portion of matter we can see under even 
the most powerful microscope still contains several hundred 
molecules. 

Compounds, Elements, Atoms 
Those readers who have already studied physics or chemistry 

will remember that there are 92 different chemical elements on 
the earth, from which all matter in this world is made up. 
Among the more common are oxygen. hydrogen, gold, silver, 
copper, iron, etc. An element contains nothing other than the 
single material itself. The smallest particle of an element is 
an atom. Single elements such as the above are common in 
our daily lives, but most of the substances and materials with 
which we are familiar, consist of a chemical combination of 
the atoms of two or more elements to form a new substance or 
compound whose physical and chemical properties are entirely 
different from those of any of the constituent elements. Ex- 
amples of common compounds are table salt (sodium and 
chlorine), iron rust (iron and oxygen), water (hydrogen and 
oxygen), etc. The smallest portion into which a compound 
can be divided without splitting it up into its element atoms is 
called a molecule. Of course if a substance is a simple single 
element, then its molecules and its atoms are identical. The 
term molecule is usually associated with compounds, whereas 
atom is associated with the elements. 

In general each molecule of a compound is made up of two 
or more smaller atoms of the simpler elements entering into its 
composition. The properties of a compound prove to be due 
to the particular way in which the atoms are architecturally 

grouped. The strength and elas- 
ticity of metals. their power of con- 
ducting electricity. heat. etc.. can be 
explained in terms of their structure 
as it is revealed by the actions of 
X -rays upon them. Much experi- 
mental work on the determination of 
the arrangements of atoms in sub- 
stances has been carried on by means 
of X -rays by Sir William H. Bragg 
and Prof. W. L. Bragg. It is thought 
that the atoms arrange themselves in 
regular geometric forms, which in 
some substances are extremely com- 
plicated. Figure 3 shows the struc- 
ture or arrangement of the atoms of 
sodium and chlorine as they are 
thought to appear in sodium chloride 
(ordinary table salt). 

The innumerable possible combinations of the 92 chemical 
elements explain why it is possible for us to have so many 
different kinds of materials in existence today. Thus two 
atoms of the element hydrogen will combine with one atom of 
the element oxygen to form each molecule of a new substance, 
water. The chemist uses a special simplified method for 
expressing this elementary combination of atoms, thus 
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H' + 0 = H20. One atom of sodium combines with 
one atom of chlorine to form each atom of sodium 
chloride (common table salt); thus Na + Cl = NaCI. 
The salt does not look, taste, or act like either of the 
two constituent elements. It is a new material entirely. 
Hydrogen and chlorine are both gases under ordinary 
conditions; salt formed by their chemical combination 
is a solid. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the 
atoms in salt. The black spots represent the atoms of 
sodium and the white ones represent the atoms of 
chlorine as they are arranged inside of a crystal of the 
salt. 

Electronic Structure 
Molecules are extremely small, so small that we can- 

not see them with the lenses of the most powerful 
microscopes. Lenses are themselves composed of mole- 
cules and atoms. To see molecules. the lenses and our 
eyes themselves would have to become molecular in 
size. Still, the empty space between the molecules 
of a substance is thousands of times greater than the 
space actually occupied by the molecules themselves! 
A molecule, however, is a relatively huge affair com- 
pared to the size of an atom. 

Every atom consists of a miniature planetary system 
with a central nucleus or "sun" around which con- 
stantly revolve in regular orbits, one or more tiny par- 
ticles or planets. This is somewhat like our solar sys- 
tem, of the earth. sun, and moon. The nucleus or core 
of each atom contains one or more particles called 
protons; each proton having a definite positive electri- 
cal charge. The little bodies revolving around the nu- 
cleus were called electrons by Johnston Stoney in 1891 
because of their electrical nature. These electrons are 
simply infinitesimally tiny negative electrical charges. 
The number of negative electrons revolving around the 
central core or nucleus of each atom varies in the differ- 
ent chemical elements. Also the number of positive 
protons in the nucleus is different in each chemical ele- 
ment. In some elements the nucleus consists of both 
protons (positive charges) and a few electrons (nega- 
tive charges) with additional electrons revolving in con- 
centric rings around the core, as shown in C of Figure 
4. The latter revolving electrons are commonly called 
planetary electrons to distinguish them from the elec- 
trons which remain in the core. Under normal condi- 
tions each atom is electrically neutral as a whole. that 
is, the sum total of the negative charges of all its elec- 
trons just balances and equals the total positive charge 
of its protons. Under this condition the body is un- 
charged electrically, so far as any outside effects are 
concerned. 

It is evident then, that according to the electron 
theory, the final analysis of all elements and com- 
pounds of which all matter is composed. reveals them 
to be made up of but two things, positive electrical 
charges known as protons, and negative electrical 
charges known as electrons. The atom is pictured as a 
core or nucleus of positive charge (with a few electrons 
in it, also, in some elements) surrounded by a number 
of negative electrons rapidly rotating in circular or 
slightly elliptical orbits which form more or less con- 
centric rings around it. The atoms and the molecules 
in matter are constantly in motion, carrying within 
them in their movements, the electrons that constitute 
them. In the bumping of one atom against another, 
electrons may be gained, lost, or interchanged. 

The simplest of all atoms is that of hydrogen (one of 
the constituent elements of water). This consists of a 
nucleus composed of one revolving proton, around 
which rotates a single planetary electron as shown in 
A of Figure 4. The circle indicates one of the several 
orbits the moving planetary electron may take. 

The next simplest atom is that of helium (the gas 
used in lighter- than -air craft), having a rotating nu- 
cleus of two positive protons with two electrons revolv- 
ing about it as shown in B of Figure 4. 

In those atoms which contain more than two plane- 
tary electrons all those planetary electrons in excess of 
these first two are arranged in shells external to the one 
just described. The next (Continued on page 440) 

Question Box 

PHYSICS and science instructors will find these review 
questions and the "quiz" questions below useful as 

reading assignments for their classes. For other readers 
the questions provide an interesting pastime and permit 
a check on the reader's grasp of the material presented 
in the various articles in this issue. 

The "Review Questions" cover material in this month's 
installment of the Radio Physics Course. The "General 
Quiz" questions are based on other articles in this issue 
as follows: What Goes On in Your Vacuum Tubes, 
Fractional Wave Tests, Experimental Reception on The 
World's Tallest Structure, Electro- Acoustic Studies Offer 
Aid for the Hard of Hearing, The Decibel, Clearing up 
Discrepancies in Electrical Measuring Units, With the 
Experimenters. 

Review Questions 
1. Why is it important for a student of radio to have a 

good knowledge of the fundamentals of electricity 
and magnetism? 

2. The entire electron theory has never been proven to 
be correct by actual experiments. Why then, is it 
accepted as an explanation of the actions existing in 
all bodies? 

3. Why does a body become charged when it is rubbed? 
4. Define in accordance with the electron theory, (a) a 

charged body. (b) a positively charged body. (c) a 
negatively charged body. 

5. Describe a simple way of determining if a body is 
charged. 

6. How would you determine if two charged bodies had 
like charges or unlike charges? State the rule upon 
which your method depends. 

7. How did the words "electricity," "positive charge," 
"negative chage," "electron" originate? 

8. What factors affect the force of attraction and repul- 
sion between two charged bodies? State the quanti- 
tative relations. 

9. Name three elements and six compounds. In each 
case give your reason for classifying the substance as 
an element or compound. 

10. According to the electron theory, what is an atom of 
any material supposed to consist of? Draw a simple 
picture to illustrate your answer. 

11. Why is it that electrons can flow or drift through iron 
which is apparently a hard, dense, solid substance? 

12. A piece of copper wire contains negative charges (elec- 
trons) and positive charges (protons). Why doesn't 
every piece of copper then exhibit all the external 
properties or effects of a charged body? 

13. A substance contains 20 protons and 4 electrons in 
the nucleus, with two additional planetary electrons in 
the first outer shell, eight electrons in the second 
outer shell, and six electrons in the third outer shell. 
Draw a picture of the internal arrangement of this 
atom. Will this substance be chemically active? 

General Quiz on This Issue 
1. How are the units of electrical measurement standard- 

ized? 
2. What ultra -high frequency has been employed in re- 

cent American experimental transmission and re- 
ception? 

3. Does an extremely high antenna necessarily provide 
greater pick -up than a similar antenna closer to the 
ground? 

4. Is straight line amplification desirable in devices for 
the hard -of- hearing? Why? 

5. What physical standards are necessary to determine 
the volt? The Ampere? The Ohm? 

6. What is the audiometer and what outstanding feature 
does it offer in analyzing defective hearing? 

7. When using a multi -range a.c. voltmeter in capacity 
measurements is it advisable to use the lower or 
higher meter ranges? Why? 

8. What feature of design is employed by one manu- 
facturer to permit a great reduction in headphone 
size? 

9. What is the decibel and for what purpose is it com- 
monly employed in radio work? 

10. What causes the beam of electrons to trace electric 
wave forms on the screen of a cathode -ray tube? 

11. Why, in some meter multiplier arrangements, is the 
shunt resistor placed across both the meter and a 
series resistance, instead of across the meter only? 
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What's Nerv in Radio 
A department devoted to the description of the latest developments in radio 
equipment. Radio servicemen, experimenters, dealers and set builders will 

find these items of service in conducting their work 

Gang Condensers for 
Superheterodynes 

Description -A new type of tracking con- 
densers for single control superheterodyne 
receivers. One section is a special oscillator 
while the others are standard tuning sec- 
tions. Its type of construction and design 
eliminates external "padding" condensers and 
reduces the number of adjustments. To uti- 
ize this condenser it is necessary that 240 

microhenry coils be employed in the pre - 
selector and first detector stages and a 144 
microhenry coil in the oscillator stage. 
With these values the oscillator circuit tun- 
ing will track with the other circuits but 
maintain a constant frequency difference of 
175 k.c. These condensers are available in 
two, three and four gang units. 

Maker - DeJur -Amsco Corporation, 95 
Morton Street, New York City. 

Battery- Operated Superhetero. 
dyne Receiver 

Description -The Majestic model 121 is a 
six tube superheterodyne receiver designed 
for use in homes where electric line supply 

Conducted by 

The Technical Staff 

45 volt "B" batteries and one 22/ volt "C" 
battery. The vacuum tubes employed are of 
the two volt types, as follows: four 32 
type, one 30 type and one 33 pentode. 
The walnut console model illustrated here 
measures 37% inches high by 245 inches 
wide by 16% inches deep. 

Maker -Grigsby -Grunow Company, Chi- 
cago, Illinois. 

An Attractive Microphone Stand 
Description -A new line of microphone 

stands all of which are finished in an at- 
tractive shade of light brown electroplated 
bronze. Model 882, illustrated here, is a full 
length stand and is adjustable for various 
speaker and orchestra requirements. The 
other models include two desk or table 

types and one full length stand to accom- 
modate two microphones. 

Maker- Samson Electric Company, Can- 
ton, Mass. 

Gang Mounting for Metallized 
Resistors 

Description -A special cast metal center 
support is provided as a móunting for each 

individual metallized resistor. The units are 
is not available. This set operates from the placed side by side and a rod is slipped 
new "Air cell" "A" battery, three heavy duty through the aligned holes of the metal 

mountings. End brackets and nuts for fast- 
ening the rod complete the assembly. Va- 
rious combinations of / watt, 1 watt or 2 
watt resistors of any resistance value may 
be assembled and ganged to meet different 
requirements. This type of gang mounting 
is convenient and reduces the overall as- 
sembly cost. 

Maker -International Resistance Company, 
2006 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

High - Voltage Transmitting 
Condensers 

Description -The model S -1855 high volt- 
age variable condenser shown in the ac- 

companying illustration is designed for use 
in transmitter equipment of over 500 watts 
and is standard for 1 k.w. installations. 
The maximum capacity is 95 mfd. and the 
minimum capacity is 45 mfd. The airgap 
between adjacent rotor and stator plates is 
1 inch. Its breakdown voltage is 29.000 
volts. The panel space required is 15' /z by 
15% inches. 

Maker -Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp., 81 
Prospect St., Brooklyn, New York. 

Baffles for Electro- Dynamic 
Speakers 

Description -A one -piece baffle measuring 

1°i 
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24 inches square by of an inch thick. 
This unit is manufactured by a British con- 
cern and is available in various finished de- 
signs. The model illustrated here is a port- 
able type and is equipped with metal legs 
and a metal carrying handle thus permitting 
the reproducer and baffle to be easily moved 
to other positions in the room. Other 
models include cabinet types and the plain 
baffle board with speaker grill for attach- 
ment to a speaker cabinet or for letting into 
the wall. 

Maker -Charles Borst & Sons, 306 Euston 
Road, London, England. 

High - Voltage Condensers 
Description -The new series of oil im- 

pregnated and oil filled high -voltage tank 
constructed condensers are designed especially 
for laboratories, tube manufacturers, broad- 

casting and amateur stations where continu- 
ous operating voltages of from 3500 to 
15,000 volts are encountered. 

Maker -Tobe Deutschmann Corp., Can- 
ton, Mass. 

Portable Receiver 
Description -Here is a real compact five 

tube receiver made for vacation use or for 
the many occasions when a portable receiver 

is desired. The set and speaker are encased 
in a brown leatherette covered case with a 
convenient carrying handle. A -45 type tube 
is used in the power output stage. It is 
furnished with a tone -control, electro -dy- 
namic speaker and phonograph jacks. 

Maker- Keller -Fuller Mfg. Co., Ltd., 1573 
W. Jefferson Boulevard., Los Angeles, Cal. 

Unique Radio Receiver 
Description -This model, designated as the 

Standish receiver, is designed after an early 
American end -table and it encloses a com- 
plete seven tube superheterodyne receiver 
with a self- contained aerial. The same man- 
ufacturer offers two separate lines of receiv- 
ers, employing three different circuits. Five 
models are in the standard series and nine 
are custom -built period furniture models. In 
addition to the above receivers the Pioneer, 

a battery set, is offered for use on farms and 
other localities where outside current is not 
available. 

Maker- General Motors Radio Corp., Day- 
ton, Ohio. 

Audio Oscillator 
Description -This beat -note or hetero- 

dyne oscillator is capable of generating 
audio frequencies from 40 to 15,000 cycles 
per second. It employs four tubes all of 
which are of the 2 -volt type. It is especially 
adapted for providing a source of variable 
audio frequencies for the testing of loud 
speakers, amplifiers and other associated ap- 
paratus. The instrument is encased in a 
black crystallized cabinet measuring 10 

inches by 8 inches by 73 inches and each 
unit is supplied with a calibrated curve. 

Maker -Wireless Egert Engineering, Inc., 
179 Varick St., New York. 

A Compact Receiver 
Description -A sis tube midget receiver, 

employing four -24 type screen -grid tubes, 

one -80 rectifier tube and a power pentode 
tube. The set is provided with a tone con- 
trol, an electro- dynamic reproducer and a 
noise filter. It is available for 110 volt 25 to 
40 cycle a.c., 110 volt 50 to 60 cycle a.c., 
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LOOP AND ALL - 
Slung over the shoulder of Mr. Gerhard R. 
Fisher, Research Engineer of Los Angeles, 
is a complete direction finder, including re- 
ceiver and loop. Mr. Fisher's invention 
may be used as a radio compass by tuning 
to broadcasting stations in known locations 

and 220 volt 50 to 60 cycle a.c. The dimen- 
sions are 20 inches high by 15 inches wide by 
9?8 inches deep. 

Maker -Plaza Music Co., 10 W. 20th St., 
New York City. 

Binding -Posts 
Description -A new type of binding post 

so constructed that one piece of metal forms 
the wire guide and connection. The center 
of the metal is drawn to the form of an 

eyelet which is riveted to the bakelite 
mounting strip and the inside threaded to 
take the binding post. After the screw, to 
which the bakelite knob is permanently 
screwed, is in place the end of the screw is 
enlarged so that it cannot become un- 
screwed and lost. This design permits either 
a large or a small size wire to be easily and 
quickly connected. 

Maker -Alden Products Company, Brock- 
ton, Mass. 

Short -Wave Converter Without 
Plug -in C oils 

Description -A special wave -band shifting 
mechanism controlled by a knob which is 
mounted on the front panel, is employed in 
the new Lafayette short -wave superhetero- 
dyne converter, to eliminate the nuisance of 

(Continued on page 447) 
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News and Comment 
A page for the news of the whole radio industry, including important trade 
developments, new patent situations, comments by leading radio executives, 

notes, rumors and opinions 

R. M. A. to Propose Patent Pool 
NEW YORK -In an effort to develop a 

fair and equitable solution of the important 
patent problem in the radio industry, the 
Radio Manufacturers' Association, embracing 
virtually all prominent manufacturers, has 
decided to intervene in present negotiations 
toward establishment of a radio patent pool. 

According to announcement today by J. 
Clarke Coit of Chicago, president of the 
R.M.A., the Board of Directors meeting at 
Niagara Falls, Canada, decided formally to 
take part in negotiations between the U. S. 
Department of Justice and the R.C.A. re- 
garding the founding of a radio patent pool 
for the interchange between radio manufac- 
turers of patent privileges. 

Columbia Increases Business 
NEW YORK -The Columbia Broadcast- 

ing System reports an increase of 46% in 
commercial broadcasting for the first six 
months of 1931 over the first six months of 
1930. 

WAPI to Be Leased 
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. -The future dis- 

position of station WAPI, located here, was 
placed in the hands of a special committee 
when the Executive Committee held a meet- 
ing at Mongomery. The station will be 
leased to a private organization unless funds 
can be secured for endowing it as now op- 
erated. The station is owned jointly by the 
University of Alabama, Alabama College and 
Auburn. 

Randall to Head Tube Works 
BOSTON -Completion of a tube research 

division for the development of television 
tubes is announced by the Shortwave and 
Television Corporation. Tubes acting as 
light sources are as important to television 
as tubes in a radio set are to radio. The 
new tube department contains the latest 
machinery necessary for the building of 
tubes and is in charge of Eugene F. Randall. 

Lowell- Dunmore Patent 
Sustained 

WASHINGTON, D. C. -The Board of 
Appeals of the United States Patent Office 
recently affirmed the decision of the Exam- 
iner of Interferences in upholding the Lowell 
and Dunmore patent on the alternating 
current operation of radio receiving appa- 
ratus. 

Lowenstein Patent Declared 
Invalid 

BUFFALO, N. Y. -In an interview with 
Louis Gerard Pacent, president of the Pacent 
Reproducer Corporation, he made the fol- 
lowing statement regarding the effect of the 
decision of Judge Galston in the suit brought 
against Sol Wallerstein, a Buffalo exhibitor, 
who had installed a Pacent talking picture 
apparatus, by the American Telephone & 
Telegraph Company, Western Electric Com- 
pany, Inc., and Electrical Research Products, 
Inc. 

Mr. Pacent expressed himself as gratified 
at the decision, inasmuch as the claims of 
infringement originally involved in the suit 

Reported by 

Ray Kelly 

which related to eight patents, the claims on 
three of the patents had been wholly aban- 
doned by the plaintiffs and the aggregate 
number of claims had been voluntarily re- 
duced from 54 to 18 of the remaining patents 
which were litigated, for the most important 
were the Lowenstein, covering negative grid 
bias, and the Colpitts, so- called push -pull 
patent. The first was declared invalid and 
the latter expires in February next. 

The Lowenstein patent, Mr. Pacent said, 
was heretofore considered basic with rela- 
tion not only to amplification for sound - 
picture reproduction, but also for radio re- 
ceiving set amplifiers, radio broadcasting, and 
in connection with telephone transmission. 

Crosley Says, "Plenty of Business 
for Those Who Work for It" 
CINCINNATI, O. -Powel Crosley, Jr., 

president of the Crosley Radio Corporation, 
claims that manufacturers have to get after 
business -not wait for it to come to them. 

"It is normal for people to work for what 
they get," Mr. Crosley remarked. "There- 
fore it behooves all of us -those in the radio 
business in particular -to forget that there 
was a time when people mobbed radio stores 
to buy radio apparatus, and, instead, to get 
out and work for business." 

Appoint New Sales Head 
LAWRENCE, MASS. -Mr. A. Van San - 

ten, of Amsterdam, Holland, recently in the 
United States on a visit, has been appointed 
commercial vice -president in charge of Euro- 
pean sales of the Pilot Radio & Tube Cor- 
poration, of this city. He will make his 
headquarters in Amsterdam. 

RCA Income Higher 
NEW YORK -Total gross income of 

$47,973,727 and net income of $2,638,703 for 
the Radio Corporation of America and its 
subsidiaries for the first six months of the 
year 1931 were announced today by David 
Sarnoff, president of the corporation. Dur- 
ing the same period last year the gross in- 
come was $52,732,079 and the net income 
$505,098. 

Replacement Market Looms Big 
NEWARK, N. J. -Frank Holmstrom, Jr., 

vice -president in charge of sales of Kolster 
Radio, Inc., which is backed by Mackay 
Radio & Telegraph Company, sees the re- 
placement market as a large contributor 
towards the success of the new season. 

"The new sets offered by radio manufac- 
turers this fall will tempt owners of obso- 
lete sets to scrap them and enjoy modern 
reception. The vast number of new families 
that will go to housekeeping will include 
radio in their first year's budget. The thou- 
sands upon thousands of newly wired homes 
will want electrically operated sets. Sur- 
prising at it may seem, there are millions of 
homes that have yet to buy their first set" 

Grigsby Predicts Greatest Radio 
Year 

CHICAGO, ILL. -B. J. Grigsby, presi- 
dent of the Grigsby -Grunow Company, says 
the industry has already sensed the renewed 
public interest in radio and is now pre- 
pared to meet its responsibility. 

"After careful consideration of all factors 
entering into general business and the public 
attitude on such commodities as radio," said 
Mr. Grigsby, "it is my sincere and unbiased 
opinion that the approaching fall season will 
be one of the greatest that the radio indus- 
try has yet seen." 

Public Interest in Radio Growing 
NEW YORK -R. W. Jackson, vice- presi- 

dent of the Brunswick Radio Corporation, 
sees public interest in radio increasing from 
every direction. 

"Probably the main contributing element," 
he said, "is the fact that radio manufacturers 
are building into radio instruments a degree 
of musical quality heretofore not attained, 
and at a retail price that will be highly ac- 
ceptable to the public." 

Lynch Stresses 1932 Keynote 
HEMPSTEAD, L. I.- Describing the 

general trend of radio progress for the 1931- 
32 season, Arthur H. Lynch, vice -president 
of the Stenode Corporation of America, be- 
lieves that a significant aspect will be the 
reduction of background noise. "Reduction 
in background noise," said Mr. Lynch, 
"means genuine reception enjoyment on dis- 
tant stations as well as locals." Background 
noise is caused by natural and artificial radio 
strays -irregular and scratchy signals that 
find their orgin in static and electrical ap- 
pliances such as electric fans, auto ignition 
systems, traffic lights, dial telephones, incin- 
erators, elevators, etc. 

5 -Meter Programs 
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.- Believing the 

ultra short -wave bands of 5 meters and 
under offer great possibilities in radio, espe- 
cially in television, Dr. E. F. W. Alexander - 
son, radio engineer of the General Electric 
Company, has arranged for broadcasting 
one -hour programs twice a week over 
W2XAW, operating on 5 meters. These 
programs, the same as broadcast by WGY, 
will be sent out from 5 to 6 o'clock every 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon. 

Aerovox Awarded Patent on 
Electrolyte 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. -The Aerovox Wire- 
less Corporation has recently been granted 
U. S. Patent No. 1,815,768, covering the 
special electrolyte used in the manufacture 
of Hi -Farad dry electrolytic condensers. 

Wireless Specialty Moves to 
Camden 

CAMDEN, N. J. -The entire facilities 
formerly maintained by the Wireless Spe- 
cialty Apparatus Company at Boston, Mas- 
sachusetts, have been transferred here by the 
RCA -Victor Company, Inc. 

According to Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice - 
president in charge of engineering and manu- 

(Continued on page 438) 
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Latest Radio Patents 
A description of the outstanding patented inventions on radio, television, 
acoustics and electronics as they are granted by the United States Patent 
Office. This information will be found a handy radio reference for inventors, 
engineers, set designers and production men in establishing the dates of record, 

as well as describing the important radio inventions 

1,812,879. ACOUSTIC CHAMBER. JAMES 
C. Karnes, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Nov. 21, 
1929. Serial No. 408,341. 8 Claims. 
(Cl. 181 -30.) (Granted under the act of 
Mar. 3, 1883, as amended Apr. 30, 1928.) 

1. In an acoustic chamber, a ceiling 
formed in the shape of a horn having an 
exponential variation of cross section with 
the length and a floor in projection of the 
mouth of the horn, the axis of the horn 
being perpendicular to the floor. 

1,813,204. RADIO PHOTOGRAPHY 
TRANSMITTER. VIRGIL ADOLF ScHOEN- 
BERG, Niles Center, Chicago, Ill. Filed 
Aug. 1, 1929. Serial No. 382,750. 6 
Claims. 
1. In radio photography transmitters, a 

framework, a film head arranged thereupon 
and carrying the film mounting, a door for 
said film head, a photo -electric cell mount- 
ed to said door, a potentiometer mounted 
in said door and in circuit with said photo- 
electric cell, said electric circuit being made 
and broken by the closing and opening of 
said door, and light transmission and focus- 
ing means mounted to said framework and 
associated with said film mounting and cell. 

1,813,137. RADIO FREQUENCY COIL. 
ALFRED E. BAUMANN, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Filed Nov. 25, 1925. Serial No. 71,379 
5 Claims. 

1. The combination with a solenoidal 
radio- frequency coil and tubular supporting 
form therefor, of a discontinuous annular 
metallic shielding band surrounding said 
coil and having inturned flanges at opposite 
edges beyond the ends of the coil resting 
on said tubular supporting form. 

`Patent Attorney, National Press Building, 
Washington, D. U. 

Conducted by 

Ben J. Chromy* 

1,813,208. ACOUSTIC DEVICE. EDWIN 
H. SMYTHE, Evanston, Ill., assignor to 
Western Electric Company, Incorporated, 
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New 
York. Filed Nov. 26, 1926. Serial No. 
150,830. 10 Claims. 
1. A sound radiator comprising a continu- 

ous exponentially tapered sound passage, said 
sound radiator being formed by a plurality 
of telescoping sections and having an an- 
nular mouth. 

1,813,180. RADIO RECEIVING AP- 
PARATUS. PERCIVAL D. LOWELL, Ja- 
maica, N. Y.. assignor to A. H. Grebe 
Co., Inc., Richmond Hill, N. Y., a Cor 
poration of New York. Filed July 16, 
1927. Serial No. 206,168. 6 Claims. 
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leads from each rotor of said commutator to 
the earth, leads from one of said rotors to 
the current measuring instrument and the 
source of current, and leads from the other 
rotor of said commutator to the potentiom- 
eter. 

1,813,541. CIRCUIT CONTROL SYSTEM 
FOR RADIO APPARATUS. CHARLES C 
LAtiRITSEN, St. Louis, Mo., assignor, by 

1. In a radio frequency amplifier using a 
triode vacuum tube, the combination of a 
tuned input circuit, an inductively reac- 
tive plate circuit, two resistances in series 
between the grid and tuned input circuit. 
and means for paralleling part of such re- 
sistance by a capacity path. 

1,813.563. RADIO SIGNALLING. Lours 
COHEN, Washington, D. C. Filed July 18, 
1928. Serial No. 293,608. 18 Claims. 

DETECTOR 
ANO 

AMPLIFIER 

(Granted under the act of Mar. 3, 1883, as 
amended Apr. 30, 1928; 870 O. G. 757.) 
1. In a system for the reception of radio 

signals comprising an antenna, a wave con- 
ductor connected in series therewith, the 
said wave conductor being adjustable to a 
quarter wave length of the signals to be 
received, an oscillatory circuit placed in in- 
ductive relation to the said wave conductor, 
and means associated with said oscillatory 
circuit for detecting and amplifying said 
radio signals. 

1,813,845. APPARATUS FOR THE STUDY 
OF THE EARTH'S CRUST. OLIVER H. 
Grss, Somerset, Chevy Chase, Md., as- 
signor to Carnegie Institution of Washing- 
ton, Washington, D. C., a Corporation. 
Filed Apr. 19, 1929. Serial No. 356.333. 7 
Claims. 
1. An apparatus for studying the earth's 

crust consisting of a source of current, an 
instrument for measuring the value thereof, 

a potentiometer, a double rotor commutator, 

direct and mesne assignments, to Colin B. 
Kennedy Incorporated, St. Louis, Mo., a 
Corporation of Missouri. Filed May 7, 
1925. Serial No. 28,557. 6 Claims. 
6. The combination of a wireless set hav- 

ing vacuum tubes, rectifying apparatus for 
supplying power to the tubes, and means 
adapted to automatically control the con- 
nection of the rectifying device to a source 
of alternating current, said means being re- 
sponsive to the operative condition of the 
tubes. 

1,816.448. COIL CONSTRUCTION. FRED- 
ERICK E. TER MAN, Stanford University, 
Calif. Filed Nov. 12, 1929. Serial No. 
406,585. 2 Claims. 

- -inn -n n-n 

L._ -.J 
1. An inductance coil comprising a plu- 

rality of turns of conductor separated by a 
dielectric in which the separation between 
turns is a maximum at the center of each 
layer of winding and progressively decreases 
toward the ends thereof, the separation per 
turn being a maximum in the outer layers of 
the coil and progressively decreasing toward 
the axis of the coil. 
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1,813,77S. MEANS FOR PREVENTING 
RETROACTIVE EFFECTS IN AUDION 
AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS. GEORGE A. 
SOMERSALO, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 
27, 1927. Serial No. 164,009. 8 Claims. 

U 

0 0 
0 0 0 

0 
P 
dgál 

6 

1. The method of controlling or eliminat- 
ing the effect of a disturbing electro- motive 
force in the plate filament circuit of a three - 
element thermionic device upon the input 
element associated with the grid and plate 
of said thermionic device, which comprises 
establishing a point which due to said dis- 
turbing electro- motive force assumes the po- 
tential of the plate, and impressing the input 
energy through said input element between 
said point and the plate. 

1,813,855. ELECTROSTATICAL VIBRA- 
TION STRUCTURE. ERNST KLAR, Ber- 
lin, Germany, assignor, by mesne assign- 
ments, to United Reproducers Patents 
Corporation, a Corporation of Nevada. 
Filed May 21, 1927, Serial No. 193,217, 
and in Germany May 21, 1926. Renewed 
Nov. 14, 1930. 10 Claims. 

2. An acoustic device comprising a sup- 
porting plate having a plurality of concave 
depressions therein forming cross ribs and 
terminating into apertures, a dielectric coat- 
ing on said plate and a conducting mem- 
brane disposed on said cross ribs, said con- 
cave depressions exposing limited areas of 
said conducting membrane to permit unre- 
strained vibrations thereof. 

1,813,961. SIGNALING SYSTEM. JoHN 
C. SCHELLENC, Milburn, N. J., assignor 
to Western Electric Company, Incorpo- 
rated, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of 
New York. Filed Aug. 28, 1925. Serial 
No. 52,989. 15 Claims. 
4. A directive polyphase transmitting an- 

tenna system comprising a plurality of mul- 
tiple -tuned aerials in parallel planes, each 
of said aerials having a horizontal length 
substantially greater than the length of the 
wave to be radiated therefrom. 

1,814,137. TELEVISION. JuDAH B. FEr.- 
SHIN, New York, N. Y., assignor of one - 
third to Morris Kirschstein and one -third 
to Louis Oskow, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed 
Apr. 8, 1929. Serial No. 353,545. 11 

Claims. 

1,814,018. MEANS FOR CONTROLLING 
SENSITIVITY OF VOICE OPERATED 
DEVICES. SUMNER B. WRIGHT, South 
Orange, N. J., and DOREN MITCHELL, New 
York, N. Y., assignors to American Tele- 
phone and Telegraph Company, a Corpo- 
ation of New York. Filed June 6, 1928. 
Serial No. 283,407. 3 Claims. 
1. A transmission line, an echo suppressor 

device associated therewith, and a device in 
said line for controlling the operation of said 
echo suppressor device, said control device 
comprising a vacuum tube arrangement hav- 
ing the threshold of operation affected solely 
in proportion to the amount of input cur- 
rent applied thereto in a comparatively 
steady state. 

1,814,554. HORN HAVING RESONATING 
CHAMBERS AT ANTINODAL POINTS. 
MILLER REESE HUTCHISON, Llewellyn 
Park, West Orange, N. J., assignor, by 
mesne assignments, to Acoustic Products 
Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpora- 
tion of Delaware. Filed May 24, 1927. 
Serial No. 193,814. Renewed Dec. 2, 1930. 

1. A sound propagating device comprising 
a vibrating diaphragm, a tubular member as- 
sociated therewith and adapted to form an 
air column resonant to waves of a definite 
frequency, said column having nodal and 
antinodal points, and a resonator located 
at one of said antinodal points tuned to 
the same frequency as said tubular member. 

1,815,931. VACUUM TUBE. SAMUEL 
RUBEN, New York, N. Y., assignor to 
Ruben Tube Company, Englewood, N. J., 
a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Feb. 
8, 1930. Serial No. 426,828. 3 Claims. 
1. A vacuum tube comprising an envelope 

containing a cathode, a grid and a plate ele- 
ment, another cathode, grid and plate ele- 
ment, a heater element for indirectly heating 
said cathodes, said second mentioned grid 
being directly connected with the first men- 
tioned cathode. 

1,816,461. SHORT WAVE RECEPTION. 
HOLLIS S. BAIRD, Boston, Mass., assignor 
to Shortwave & Television Corporation, 
Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Delaware. 
Filed Apr. 30, 1929. Serial No. 359,268. 
5 Claims. 

1. In a scanning device, a rotatably 
mounted member, means for rotating said 
member, and means associated with said 
member for scanning a predetermined area a 
plurality of times during each revolution of 
said member said last mentioned means corn - 
prising a member having a plurality of nar- 
row elongated openings. 

1. The combination of a long wave multi- 
stage radio receiver having a plurality of 
tubes and a source of alternating current 
power for heating the cathodes of said tubes, 
and a short wave adapter for said long wave 
receiver having a detector tube, an input 
circuit tunable to the short waves, an out- 
put circuit having a detachable connection 
with an intermediate stage of said long 
wave receiver and having a direct current 
source of power for heating the cathode of 
said detector tube independently of the 
source of alternating current power. 
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1,815,833. SUBDIVIDED SERVICE SYS- 
TEM OF RADIO BROADCAST DIS- 
TRIBUTION. EDWARD E. CLEMENT, 
Washington, D. C.. assignor to Edward F. 
Colladay, Washington, D. C. Filed June 
28, 1924. Serial No. 722,993. 9 Claims. 

1. In a wired *stem of radio broadcast 
distribution, a primary transmitting station, 
a secondary distributing station, subscribers' 
stations connected to said secondary station 
by wire lines, and means whereby modula- 
tions imposed on a short carrier wave at the 
primary station are resolved into modula- 
tions on a longer carrier wave at the secon- 
dary station, means to distribute said long 
waves over said wires to the subscribers' 
stations, and a common receiving means for 
both the radio and wire transmitted waves 
at each subscriber's station. 

1,814,119. LOUD SPEAKING APPARATUS. 
CLIFFORD C. BRADBURY, Glencoe, Ill. Filed 
Sept. 3, 1929. Serial No. 389,903. 
9. In a loud speaking apparatus, a mag- 

netic circuit, means for supplying an ener- 
gizing current therefor, means for eliminating 
the effect of variations of the energizing cur- 
rent comprising a neutralizing coil, and a 
generating coil differentially connected there- 
to, said generating coil being more subject 
to change of magnetic circuit than the neu- 
tralizing coil. 

1,815,073. URANIUM PHOTO- ELECTRIC 
TUBE. HARVEY C. RENTSCHLER, East 
Orange, and DONALD E. HENRY. Bloom- 
field, N. J., assignors to Westinghouse 
Lamp Company, a Corporation of Penn- 
sylvania. Filed June 12, 1929. Serial 
No. 370,223. 9 Claims. 
7. A photo electric tube comprising an 

envelope transparent to ultra -violet light, an 
anode and a cathode therein, said cathode 
consisting of metallic uranium. 

1,815,131. MEANS FOR HEATING FILA- 
MENTS. HENRY JOSEPH ROUND, Lon- 
don, England, assignor to Radio Corpora- 
tion of America, a Corporation of Dela- 
ware. Filed Oct. 14, 1921. Serial No. 
507,756. 6 Claims. 

1. The combination of an evacuated con- 
tainer, a filament adapted to be heated lo- 
cated within said container, a coil located 
within said container and connected to said 

(Continued on page 447) 
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The Finest 
Tuner and Amplifier 

Money Can Buy 

The 716 is a six -tube Vario -Mu Superheterodyne tuner that on 
tests has brought in ninety -seven stations on the ninety -five chan- 
nels -and brought them in beautifully. It is intended to operate 
with the S-M 683 Amplifier and the 855B Speaker, altho it will 
operate satisfactorily with any high quality amplifier and speaker. 
The 716 is the great -grandson of the famous Sargent -Rayment 
710, and was built to be-and is -the finest radio instrument the 
S-M Laboratories can produce. 

Tubes required: 3 -'51s, 2 -'27s, 1 -'24. Size: 161/2 x 101/2 x 73/4 

inches high. 
Price of 716 Tuner, wired, less speaker and tubes, $69.50 LIST 

683 Pentode Audio Amplifier 
The 683 Compensated Pentode Audio Amplifier is designed expressly for use with the 
716 tuner and 855B dynamic speaker and consists of one low -gain '27 stage (used in tone 
control circuit) and a high -gain '47 pentode push -pull stage. It is provided with a spe- 

cial dual tone control feature which allows both the bass or treble range to be raised, 
leveled off, or lowered to suit the varying response of the human ear with volume, and 
to permit of optional adjustment for local noise or installation conditions. This control 
may be optionally placed in the 683 amplifier or on the 716 tuner chassis, or on a cab- 

inet side or front panel, as desired. 
The 683 amplifier supplies all A, B and C power required by the 716 tuner, and is 

designed to operate on 110.120 volt, 50.60 cycle AC power lines. 
Tubes required: 1 -'27, 2 -'47s, 1 -'80. Size: 91/2 in. deep, 12 in. wide, 9 in. high. 
Price of 683, less tubes, $69.50 LIST Price of 855B Dynamic Speaker, $20.00 LIST 

686 Complete Portable P. A. Unit 
The latest addition to the S -M amplifier line is the 686 Portable. 
It contains a very high gain push -pull Pentode Amplifier similar 
to the 684 described in the S -M catalog. The 686 is absolutely 
complete :three -stage push -pull pentode amplifier (with a gain of 
90 DB, and an output of 7 to 8 watts), dynamic speaker with baf- 
fle, extension speaker cable, control box, microphone, micro- 
phone cord. It is all AC, supplying P. E. cell voltage and micro- 
phone current. All material fits into one carrying case and weighs 
less than 75 pounds. A steady, profitable business can be devel- 
oped in almost any city by renting a 686. Price, absolutely com- 
plete, including tubes $199.50 LIST 

Write for New General Parts Catalog 

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc. 
6405 West 65th Street Chicago, U. S. A. 
Canadian Division: SILVER- MARSHALL of CANADA, Ltd. 

75 Sherbourne Street, Toronto 
Export Office: 41 Water Street 

New York City, U. S. A. 

SILVER- MARSHALL, Inc. 
6405 W. 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A. 

Please send me full details on the S-M 716 and 683 

(enclosed you will find 2c). 

Please send me FREE your new General Parts 
Catalog. 

Name 

Address 
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MODERNIZE 
WITH 

H I-FARAD 
DRY CONDENSERS 

Every up -to -date radio 
set, television outfit or 
any other form of ra- 
dio apparatus which re- 
quires high capacity fil- 
ter or bypass condens- 
ers merits Aerovox Hi- 
Farad DRY Electroly- 
tic Condensers. They 
are DRY, compact, light 
in weight, safe, surge - 
proof, self -healing, low 
in cost per microfarad 
per voltage rating (500 
volts peak), low in leak- 
age, provide long life, 
stable operation and 
high filtering efficiency. 

AN AEROVOX CONDENSER OR 
RESISTOR FOR EVERY PURPOSE 

The Aerovox line includes the most complete 
variety of fixed condensers and resistors for 
every radio requirement. 

Send for Catalog 
Complete specifications of all Aerovox 

units, including insulation specifications of 
condensers, current- carrying capacities of 
resistors, and oll physical dimensions, elec- 
trical characteristics and list prices of con- 
densers and resistors, are contained in our 
40 -page catalog which will gladly be sent 
on request. 

The Aerovox Research Worker is a free 
monthly publication issued to keep radio 
engineers, experimenters and servicemen 
abreast of the latest developments in receiver 
and power supply design, and especially 
with the proper use of condensers and resis- 
tors. A request on the coupon below will 
place your name on the mailing list. 

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP. 
78 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Check and Mail This Coupon 
AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP. Radio News 
78 Washington Street Nov., 1931 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: 

Please send me without charge or obligation: 
( ) Your 40 -page Condenser and Resistor Manual and 

Catalog. 
( ) The Research Worker. 

Name 

Street 

City State 
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'On the World's Tallest Structure 
(Continued from page 364) 

signal -to -noise did not seem to be a bit 
improved by the Empire State location 
when the volume was turned up to pro- 
duce normal signals. 

A day or two later the receiver was 
set up in the room assigned at the top 
of the tower, and connected to the upper 
portion of the antenna. Here tests were 
carried on intermittently over a period of 
two weeks, both day and night. In gen- 
eral the results were much the same as 
those encountered in the tests made on 
the 86th floor. The noise interference on 
the broadcast waves was still further re- 
duced, but on the short waves the noise 
level remained about the same as in the 
earlier tests downstairs. All of the usual 
short -wave European stations were heard 
but at no time did they come in as well 
as they are ordinarily received in many 
other locations in the city where this same 
receiver had been tried. There was no 
time, for instance, when the European 
programs could have been clearly re- 
corded on phonograph records, as they 
were in the tests described in the July is- 
sue. These programs were neither as 
loud as during the recording described in 
our July article, nor was the signal -to- 
noise level as favorable. The best for- 
eign reception obtained in the tower was 
that from Rome. Chelmsford, (England) 
ran second, followed by various stations 
in Honduras, South America, Cuba and 
Mexico. Rome and Chelmsford were the 
only two that might be rated good. 

There were a number of peculiarities 
noticed which are worthy of comment 
here. One afternoon, for instance, Rome 
was tuned in with somewhat less than 
the volume to which we had become ac- 
customed during the preceding days. A 
check -up of the receiver showed it to be 
performing efficiently in every respect and 
the antenna appeared to be right also. 
We would have laid the cause of the re- 
duced volume to a change in atmospheric 
conditions if it were not for the fact that 
background noise had dropped off in more 
or less the same proportion as the signal. 

Lead -in "Shorted" 
A further, careful check -up finally dis- 

closed that the lead -in wire, where it 
entered the room through a steel door 
frame, had become shorted to the steel 
and thus grounded about nine feet from 
the receiver. The steel of the building 
and a water pipe were bonded together 
and used as the ground for the receiver, 
so in effect the ground and antenna leads 
constituted a sort of single -turn, grounded 
loop having nine feet as its greatest 
dimension. It was on this loop that sig- 
nals were being picked up, although this 
was entirely inclosed within the steel 
shell of the tower and would have been 
completely shielded if it were not for 
the glazed windows and open door. Insu- 
lating the antenna lead at the point where 
the short had occurred brought reception 
up to the level of the preceding day. This 
reception, on such a tiny antenna, cer- 
tainly proved the extreme sensitivity of 
the receiver, but it also gave further evi- 
dence of the comparative ineffectiveness 
of the large outdoor antenna. 

One of the greatest difficulties en- 
countered in the short wave reception 
was in the radio interference from two 
nearby television transmitters. One ex- 
perimental station was just a few blocks 
away. Not only could this one be heard 
over a wide frequency band at its proper 
wavelength, but also at innumerable 
points all the way down the line to the 
neighborhood of fifteen meters. In 
order to make sure that these repeat - 
points were not due to some sort of 
harmonic -heterodyne action in the re- 
ceiver a wavetrap was connected in the 
antenna circuit and adjusted to the 
fundamental of the television station. 
This successfully eliminated the television 
signal on its normal frequency but it 
could still be heard at numerous points 
on the lower wavelengths, indicating that 
hybrid signals were actually being picked 

2000 2000 2000 
25,000 OHMS OHMS OHMS 
OHMS 

lMFD. 

To PLATES 2000 2o00 2600 
OF PUSH-PULL OHMS OHMS OHMS 
OUTPUT STAGE 

HEADPHONE ADAPTER 
Tisis is the circuit employed to permit a 
group of headphones to be connected into 
the receiver output at times when the use 
of the loudspeaker was undesirable or when 
the loudspeaker was to be placed in a re- 
mote location. Its design is described in 

the text 

up on these frequency settings and were 
not being developed in the receiver equip- 
ment. Another television station a few 
blocks up Fifth Avenue caused similar 
trouble but somewhat less pronounced. 

Another peculiarity was found. At 
certain times a television signal. with 
a superimposed voice -signal from some 
broadcast station could be heard at every 
few degrees on the dials, (apparently 
whenever the carrier wave of any other 
station was present) when tuning in the 
short -wave bands. When this occurred 
there was nothing to do but give up 
short -wave reception because this super- 
imposed modulation completely garbled 
all signals. Evidently this trouble oc- 
curred only when a certain broadcast 
station was on the air, or a certain televi- 
sion transmitter. But the voices were so 
garbled that it was impossible to catch the 
station announcements and as a result it 
was impossible to determine the exact 
source and explanation of this difficulty. 
It was suggested that the trouble might 
have been caused by the natural fre- 
quency of the building coinciding with 
that of one of these transmitters, but no 
tests were made to check this theory. 

When the antenna system was first in- 
stalled on the tower it was on the west 
side which meant that if the tower were 
casting a "radio shadow" the shadow 
would fall on the antenna when trying 
for European reception, but not when re- 
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The Big, Snwslúng 'thrill 
of MODERN RADIO 
'Programs from AIIIIW Wark! 

10 TUBE 

SUPER -HET. 
5128 COMPUTE 

MODERNISTIC 
7 TUBE SUPER 

279 50 COMPLETE 

11 TUBES 
Pilot's new ALL -WAVE is two sets in one! A 

standard 7 -tube superheterodyne chassis in 
combination with a 4 -tube converter. Pulls 
in everything from 11 to 550 meters. No 
coils to plug in. Nothing to change. Just a 
flick of a switch to turn from long -wave to 
short -wave. As simple to operate as an 
ordinary receiver. Converter has own 
power pack and rectifier tube, and more 
signal strength than ever before pos- 
sible. Six wave -length tuning stages. 
No regenerative distortion. Now you 
can hear England, Holland, Rome, 
Australia, Honduras and other short 
wave stations as well as local sta- 
tions 

., 

with good broadcast quality 
. and volume. Your dealer will be 

glad to demonstrate the new 
Pilot 11 -tube superheterodyne 
ALL -WAVE for you. 

Table Model 
$99.50 

Complete with tubes 
Pilot Radio & Tube Corp. 
Lawrence, Mass. 
fiend me complete informa- 
tion about the new 11 -tube 
superheterodyne ALL - 
WAVE. 
Name 
Address 

CONSOLE 
7 TUBE SUPER 

2Y9 SO COMPLETE 

S TUBE 

T. R. F MIDGET 
242 50 COMPLETE 

PILOT VALUE IS MORE THAN PRICE DEEP( 
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WHICH BRANCHES 

Of RADIO 
DO YOU PREFER? 

Aircraft Radio ... Broadcast Station or 
Studio ... Direction Finder and Radio 
Compass ... Talking Pictures ... Film 
and Disc Recording ... Servicing Home 
Entertainment Equipment... Television 

Learn Them at 
RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. 
New developments ... new inventions .. . 

new problems come almost every day in the 
radio industry. Yet only the well- trained 
man can hope to win. Prepare yourself! 

For no other purpose than to train and equip 
men of unusual promise ...RCA Institutes, 
Inc. maintains fourcomplete resident schools 
in New York, Philadelphia, Boston and 
Chicago. They are the only schools asso- 
ciated with the largest, most complete 
research laboratory in the radio industry. 

These schools offer elementary and ad- 
vanced courses, based on 22 years experi- 
ence, in practical radio. See list in coupon 
below. New courses added, old ones con- 
stantly revised as new developments are 
perfected. 

Win Radio Scholarship 
from RCA Institute 

If you cannot attend the resident schools, 
RCA Institutes Extension Courses enable 
you to study at home. Special laboratory 
equipment furnished. Outstanding graduates 
of home courses become eligible for one 
term free scholarship at nearest resident 
school. Cost of either extension or resident 
study moderate. Will you become a vital 
part of a great and thrilling industry? Write 
for details. The coupon makes it easy. 

RCA INSTITUTES. Inc. 
RCA Institutes. Inc., Dept.Eg.j1.75 varick Street, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: Please send me your General Catalog. I am 
checking bel... the phase of radio in which I am par- 
ticularly interested. 

Aircraft Radio Disc and Film Record. 
Broadcast Station or Studio ing 
Talking Pictures Servicing Home Enter 
Direction Finder and Radio tainmen, Equipment 
Compass Televiioa 

Na.. 

Achim, 

Oro patios 
L 

Ag 

Ì 

ceiving from American stations to the 
west. After several days of testing it 
was believed that the relatively poor re- 
ception from Europe might be traced to 
this condition, so the antenna was swung 
around to the east side of the tower. 

But this change brought no improve- 
ment, or if there was any difference it 
was not noticeable. Theoretically the new 
position of the antenna would expose it 
directly to signals from the east, but 
would shield it from western signals. 

Not Shadow Effect 
This experiment led definitely to the 

conclusion that it was not the shadow 
effect of the tower that was causing the 
lack of unusual reception but rather the 
relatively high capacity between the an- 
tenna and the tower. This is another way 
of saying that the effective height of the 
antenna was its distance from the massive 
metal bulk of the tower rather than its 
height above the ground. The average 
spacing of the wire from the tower was 
approximately fifteen feet and the an- 
tenna probably had about the same ef- 
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fectiveness as one of equal length strung 
between two poles fifteen feet above 
ground. 

But even this does not explain why re- 
sults were not better, because an an- 
tenna not much more than fifteen feet ' 
above ground and approximately sixty 
feet in length used with the same re- 
ceiver. at the author's summer residence 
in Connecticut. brought the European 
stations in, regularly throughout the sum- 
mer, with far greater volume than any- 
thing attained in the Empire State 
Tower. There it was possible to tune in 
Italian, French and English stations on 
any afternoon with volume that at times 
would make the programs audible several 
hundred feet from the house. This was 
particularly true in the case of the 
French station which operates on almost 
exactly the same wavelength as G5SW, 
Chelmsford, and of the English 'phone 
station which transmits the short -wave 
programs that are rebroadcast by WABC 
and the Columbia chain, and which come 
in about eight degrees, down the dial, 
from Rome. 

The Army's New Portable Radio 
(Continued from page 377) 

The receiver battery compartment, 
which supports the apparatus box. rests 
upon the ground. In this compartment 
are carried the dry cell receiver filament 
batteries and the receiver plate batteries. 
The headsets used with this set are also 
carried in this box when the set is closed 
for transportation. A double telephone 
jack to receive the headset plugs is mount- 
ed in this box, and a short three -conductor 
cord with copper braid shield connects the 
batteries and telephone jack to the upper 
apparatus box. 

marked "Receiver" on the panel, is set 
at the frequency at which it is desired to 
operate the set. With another man turn- 
ing the hand generator, the operator then 
presses the sending key. The pointer of 
the loop tuning condenser marked "Trans- 
mitter" on the panel, is turned clockwise 
until the beat note heard passes through 
zero beat and gives a beat note of about 
1000 cycles. 

The transmitter will then be operating 
on a frequency of about one kilocycle 
higher than the receiver. All stations in 

nwsserondiressilkwaralloffillafirff 
ar . 

OUT ON THE FIELD 
Signal Corps operators using portable transmitter - 

receiver visit hand generator 

A metal cover provides access to the 
interior of the receiver battery compart- 
ment, and on this is mounted the tele- 
graph key. Alongside of the telegraph 
key is mounted a piece of white celluloid 
upon which the operator may write call 
letters, short messages, etc., with a lead 
pencil. When so desired these markings 
can be erased by rubbing with a damp 
cloth. 

The general operation of the receiver 
and transmitter is comparatively simple. 
With the key up, the loop is connected 
to the receiver through the contacts of a 
relay. The heterodyne tuning condenser, 

a net are adjusted so that all the trans- 
mitters operate on approximately the same 
frequency. This condition is secured by 
stations adjusting for operation with the 
net control station. Any two net stations 
working together will then hear a satis- 
factory pitch beat note, with little or no 
further adjustment. As the sets are con- 
nected for receiving each time the key 
comes up, the receiving operator can 
"break" the sending operator at will. 

The design of the receiver circuits of 
this set presented several very peculiar 
problems. Due to the rigid weight re- 

(Continued on page 120) 
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EXCLUSIVE X LUS V I E NE FROM F oM 
..... ..CG.. .: 

LINDBERGH PLANE 

LINCOLN 
FLYING OVER ARCTIC WILDERNESS, RECEIVED ON A 

P' iR X:3 

When the operator. in Chicago. turned hie dials to the 20 
meter band, the sharp clear note of the Lindbergh trans- 
mitter brought its message through the violent storms and 
electrical disturbances of the Arctic. Hundreds of amateur 
and commercial stations in all parts of the world were 
vainly combing the air for some news of the flying colonel 
and his wife. It remained for a LINCOLN receiver to catch 
the anxiously -awaited signal from the far north reassuring 
the world that all was well. 

Such spectacular performance is an impressive tribute to 
the excellence of Lincoln equipment, and proves, in a con- 
clusive manner, the outstanding superiority of Lincoln 
receivers. 

RADIO 
On the eve of August 5th, Roscoe H. Johnson, operator and owner of a powerful 
short -wave station, using a LINCOLN RECEIVER, had just finished his daily 
schedule of messages with the Bowdoin ship of the MacMillan expedition, now 
located off the shores of Baffin Land; turning his dials to the frequency of the 
Lindbergh transmitter, strong and clear came in the signals from the Lindbergh 
plane, flying over.the Arctic circle. 
Realizing that this was the first message received for some time from the 
famous aviator and that the public were much concerned as to the safety of the 
plane, Mr. Johnson immediately phoned the United Press and in a flash it was 
headlined in newspapers throughout the world. 

SUPER - POWERED, WORLD -WIDE RECEPTION 
156550 METERS- NO PLUGIN COILS-WITH THE 
LINCOLN DE LUXE SW32 and DE LUXE D.C.SW 10 

Now, you can sit comfortably in your easy chair and switch instantly 
from your local station to London, Paris, Rome, Neuen, Morocco, 
Saigon, Wellington -over 100 phone stations throughout the world. 
No plug -in coils, six screen -grid tubes in the highest amplifying system 
known WITH PERFECT 10 KC REJECTIVITY famous in Lincoln equipment for the last four years. 
Turn the indicator to the desired band of frequencies and apply the 
full tremendous power of the DeLuxe to Short -Wave or Broadcast 
signals. Utilizing the tremendous amplification and rejectivity of the 
famous Lincoln tuned intermediate transformers, originated four 
years ago and perfected to a high degree, the DeLuxe brings in distant 
signals with tremendous volume with perfect rejectivity. A'_Lincoln 
owner in Tennessee listens to NINETY -TWO FOREIGN SHORT 
WAVE STATIONS out of a total of 128 foreign phone stations. Old 
time "Hams" and radio fans marvel at the tremendous volume avail- 
able on signals thousands of miles away. Even in the Broadcast band, 
owners of Lincoln equipment located in the Central West are actually 
listening to stations 7,000 miles away with loudspeaker volume. A report from Cushing, Oklahoma, states: "Seven stations received 
from Japan in one morning, all in the broadcast band." While another 
report reads: "Listening to 2YA Wellington, New Zealand, Osaka, 
Sendai, and Kumamoto, (750, 770 and 790 KC) in Japan, KGMC Hono- 
lulu, 2BL Sydney, Australia, all in the Broadcast Band." Do you 
wonder that Lincoln receivers are classed as the most powerful equip- 
ment in the world? 
Do you wonder why Lincoln equipment out -performs any known 
receiver and is chosen by the Polar Expedition, Broadcasting Station, 
and individuals who want the best? 

Months of intensive laboratory study has been put into these two new 
receivers. Capitalizing on years of advanced engineering develop- ments, Lincoln engineers have worked out every detail of perform- ance- Selectivity- Sensitivity- Fidelity and Stability, to work per- 
fectly from frequencies of 15 to 550 meters. The tremendous amplifi- 
cation of the new models now applied to short -wave, as well as broad- cast stations, gives a new conception of what is possible in radio. 
MARVELOUS TONE QUALITY for which Lincoln equipment has so long been noted, is maintained. The heavy volume of the organ or orchestra can he brought into the home with realistic reproduction 
or tuned down to a whisper without destroying the quality and with - 
Out a sign of AC hum. 
EVERY RECEIVER IS LABORATORY BUILT, CONSTRUCTED BY 

COMPETENT ENGINEERS AND THOROUGHLY TESTED 
ON THE AIR BEFORE SHIPMENT. 

THE LINCOLN DELUXE DC -SW -10 
This receiver is designed for use with new low drain series 2 -volt tubes employing three '30 type, five '32 type and two '31 type in push -pull output. Will operate on any two volt "A" supply and dry "B" bat- 
teries. For quietness of operation due to elimination of AC line inter- 
ference, the new DC DeLuxe gives perfect reproduction on extreme 
distance. 
The Lincoln Deluxe DC -SW -10 is without question the highest de- signed and most powerful battery receiver ever offered to the public. 

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. N -11 329 SO. WOOD ST. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Write today for Arctic 
Expedition Bulletins 
and illustrated de- 
scriptive literature 
with attractive dis- 
tributors' discount.-- 
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NEW 

PENTODE 
TRANSFORMERS 
Three AmerTran Output Transformers for 
use with the new 247 -type pentode power 
tube have won the enthusiastic approval of 
set builders. These pentode transformers 
are designed and built with the same skill 
and fine quality materials and workman- 
ship that has made AmerTran Products the 
Standard of Excellence since 1922. 

Tyre 6150 Output from two type 247 
pentode tubes to 500 ohms 

(center tapped primary) 
Type 6152- Output from two type 247 

pentode tubes to 4000 ohms 
(center tapped primary) 

Type 6200 -Output from two type 247 
pentode tubes to 15 ohms 

(center tapped primary) 

DO YOU KNOW 
that your set can provide perfect repro- 

duction of music if AmerTran audio 
Transformers are installed? 

that radio results are improved if burnt -out 
transformers are replaced by AmerTran 
in your commercial set? 

that an AmerTran audio transformer is 
available to satisfy every amplifier need? 

American Transformer Company 
Factory and 

Main Office- 
178 Emmet St. 
Newark, N. J. 

New York Office 
Room 1963 

Hudson Terminal 
50 Church Street 

R. N.11-31 

American Transformer Company 
178 Emmet Street. Newark, N. J. 

Gentlemen : Send me bulletin with complete infor- 
mation of American Output Transformers. 

Name.-- 
Street. _-- - 

City and State 
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Fractional Wave Tests 
(Continued from page 368) 

and light radiation. It was found that 
signals could be received with good 
strength as long as the transmitting an- 
tenna and the portable receiver were not 
below the curvature of the earth, i. e., 
providing visibility permitted, were 
within visual distance. 

Further, however, it was found that un- 
der certain conditions, the signals trav- 
eled beyond the horizon for a short dis- 
tance, usually with a definite maximum of 
five miles below the horizon point. This 
condition was not regularly detected, and 
led Dr. Lindenblad to evolve a theory 
that an effect something like that caused 
by the Heaviside layer was occurring, 
although apparently these ultra -high fre- 
quency signals are not affected by this 
phenomena. 

The belief was set forth that the 
earth's atmosphere which at all times 
contains a considerable amount of mois- 
ture, was giving the same effect as the 
Heaviside layer, and causing the signals 
to bend beyond the horizon point. 

Early in the course of the experiments 
it was found that the usual means of in- 
sulating an antenna and feeder wires with 
porcelain and glass was not satisfactory. 

The Army Portable 
(Continued from page 418) 

quirements laid down for the set complete, 
it was necessary to eliminate every possi- 
ble ounce. It was decided, therefore, to 
use peanut tubes in the receiving circuit. 
The first tube is used for autodyne recep- 
tion, while two other tubes used are audio 
amplifiers. (In the circuit diagram of the 
receiver only one audio stage is shown for 
the sake of simplicity.) 

The transmitter oscillating circuit con- 
sists of the loop and the fixed and variable 
air condenser connected in parallel. This 
is the same tuned circuit as is used for 
receiving. When the sending key is closed, 
with the hand generator in operation, the 
tuned circuit is disconnected from the re- 
ceiver and connected to the transmitter. 
A signal corps vacuum tube, type VT -2, 

or the UX -210 tube is used with the 
transmitter. 

A hand generator supplies the plate and 
filament current for the transmitting tube 
only. The low voltage side of this gen- 

erator develops 8.4 volts at the brushes 
with 7.5 volts at the tube terminals in 

the apparatus box. A voltage regulator 
is adjusted to maintain this voltage for 
all crank speeds above five revolutions a 
minute. The vibrator, when attracted by 
the electromagnet, inserts a 20 -ohm re- 
sister between the field and the plus 
armature terminal and at the same time 
short circuits the field winding by means 
of an additional contact. 

The generator has three removable legs, 

one of which carries a seat for the man 
turning the generator. There are pro- 
vided two carrying bags, one for the loop, 
generator legs, cranks and cord, the other 
for spare batteries, spare tubes and mes- 
sage books. 

Accordingly, a rather ingenious support 
was designed which actually is not an in- 
sulator, but is a metallic ground at an 
anti -node point. This "feeder" consists 
of two wires, arranged in parallel and 
each equal to one -quarter wavelength 
(seventeen centimeters) and grounded at 
the end opposite to where they attach to 
the antenna feeder wires. Were these 
two wires to be arranged in any other 
position except parallel, they would radi- 
ate signal energy, which is exactly what 
is not desired. However, arranged in 
parallel the radiating fields of each of 
the wires is within the area between the 
two, and therefore the fields cancel out. 

Ground Absorption 

During the course of the experiments 
it has been found that the ground ab- 
sorption at such high frequencies is far 
less per unit of wavelength than it is 
for longer waves. However, because the 
length of the wave is so short the ground 
component of the sixty -eight centimeter 
wave is absorbed entirely within several 
feet from the apparatus. 

The engineers are still carrying on their 
research with the hope of opening an en- 
tirely new field of communication. Their 
chief concern has not been with the view 
of revolutionizing communication or find- 
ing a practical application for the system, 
but to develop apparatus which may be 
made to operate efficiently on these fre- 
quencies. 

In the course of their present experi- 
ments they are radiating about fifteen 
watts of power from each of the two 
transmitters and are conducting tests be- 
tween the two points. For the most part 
voices and music are transmitted over the 
circuit. Telephonic communication be- 
tween the two stations is extremely re- 
liable. Music and voice transmissions 
are extremely clear. 

Possibilities for communication sys- 
tems and broadcasting on frequencies of 
this high order are enormous. The num- 
ber of channels available for transmis- 
sion in the vicinity of centimeters could 
accommodate all of the radio stations at 
present in the world, and still there would 
be a number of channels available for 
other purposes. 

Just what will be the ultimate outcome 
of these experiments is not known yet. 
In addition to holding some possibilities 
for local broadcasting, they might be used 
as a series of repeater stations for trans- 
continental communication. Inasmuch as 
the beams may be focused with the accu- 
racy of a ray of light, but are not ma- 
terially affected by fog and other bar- 
riers to light, they might be used for this 
purpose. 

Furthermore, waves of this order 
have a potential military value which 
could be developed with the proper re- 
search. Because of the fact that they 
might be focused they could be used as 
a means of inter -trench communication 
for military maneuvers. Only further de- 
velopment will determine their ultimate 
value. 
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WANTED 
l'1 

E20 t $35 a week men who want 
to earn$50 r $75 a week and more 

TODAY -more than any time be- 
fore in the history of the great Radio 
Industry- Manufacturers, Broadcast- 

ing Stations, Sound Picture and Television 
concerns, and others -are on the look- 
out for men capable of being promoted 
to their more responsible jobs. 

They can get all the men they want for 
their ordinary work -jobs that pay $20 
to $35 a week or less. Which, of 
course, is one reason why these jobs 
don't pay better wages -almost any 
man can do the work. 

But for their better- paying jobs -those 
jobs that pay $50 to $75 a week and up 
-well, it's different. Here brains, not 
muscle, are required. Here knowledge, 
not guess work, is necessary. Here men 
capable of some day being promoted to 
still better -paying jobs are needed. 
This big demand for men of this type has been 
brought about by the amazingly rapid expan- 
sion of the Radio field. Because of dozens 
and dozens of new, and almost revolutionary, 
developments, hundreds and hundreds of big - 
pay jobs have been created almost over -night. 

Radio work is no longer limited to the building 
and servicing of Radio sets. 

It now includes such other things as Sound 
Pictures, Public Address Systems, Radio in 
Industry, Radio in Aviation, Radio aboard 
ship (for operating mechanisms of different 
kinds, and even for running the ship itself), 
telephotography, Television, etc.- everything, 
in fact, that makes use of the vacuum tube or 
photo -electric cell. 

Radio devices, today, are operating great ma- 
chines formerly operated by man -are grading 
by color or size such manufactured articles as 
cigars, paper, silks, etc. -are counting people 
or automobiles as they go by any given point - 
are turning on and off lights in our big factories 
or on our city streets -are operating airplanes 
in the air -directing ships at sea from stations 
on land- creating music more perfect than 
played by our best masters -and doing a thou- 
sand other things not dreamed of a few years ago. 

To know Radio is to know the principles of all 
of these things. 

And to such men the great Radio Industry 
offers many wonderful opportunities- steady 
work at good pay, NOW -and an early ad- 
vancement to still better -paying jobs, as a 
future. - 
But no ordinary knowledge of Radio will do. 
To qualify for these better -paying jobs -men 

must know the theory and practical application 
of all Radio devices -old and new, and they 
should be able to teach other men some of the 
things they know. 

That means they must be "trained ". 
As few men can afford to get this training at 
some College or University, the Radio and 
Television Institute, of Chicago, was organized 
to train men at home -no matter where they 
live -in their spare time -easily and quickly - 
and at a cost of only a few cents a day. 
The Radio and Television Institute is the 
ONLY Institution of its kind whose Course 
of home- training is actually supervised by 
an Advisory Board of outside business men, -all highly paid engineers and executives, - 
each actively connected with some large Radio 
concern. It is, too, the ONLY Radio School to 
be endorsed by some fifteen of our largest and 
most progressive manufacturers of Radio and 
Television equipment. These public endorse- 
ments were given to guide ambitious men who 
seek a future in Radio. These manufacturers 
want all such men to know that the Radio and 
Television Institute has their unqualified ap- 
proval, and their hearty support, in its work of 
training men, through spare -time home- study, 
for the many better -paying jobs that exist today 
in Radio ... Sound Pictures ... and Television 
work. 

Radio and Television Institute home -training 
prepares men, easily and quickly, for these 
better -paying jobs. It is the ONE recognized 
connecting link between ambitious men and a 
splendid future in Radio. 

To the man, then, who is earning 420 to $35 
a week NOW -and who would like to earn 
$50 to $75 a week or more - regardless of 
whether or not he is doing Radio work today 
-we say in all honestness -"we think we can 
help you." Just mail the coupon below for 
full particulars of our plan and a free copy of 
the new Opportunity Book. 

:4 
Radio -first an experiment -then a plaything 
-now a giant Industry -the fastest growing 
industry the world has ever known -offering 
thousands of wonderful opportunities to am- 
bitious men. 

RADIO AND TELEVISION INSTITUTE v 
DEPT. 848 2130 LAWRENCE AVENUE, CHICAGO 

Please send me a copy of your Opportunity Book and full particulars of your plan for 
helping men into good pay positions in the Radio field. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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Announcing 
THE NEW 

WESTON 
PHOTRONIC 

CELL 
(Photoeleetrie) 

Dry type- amazing in performance -utterly 
simple in design -the new Weston Photronic 

Cell is radically different -c marked advance 

in light sensitive cells. 

It is revolutionizi.tg in its operation. It es- 

tablishes a new standard of performance. Al- 
most limitless application. And its cost is low. 

ST 
FEATRES 

ANDING 
U 

Highly 

OUT 

Sensitive 
High current 

output 
5 milliamperes 

in di- 
rect ect sunlight) 

No drifting 
No chemicalehange 
No physical hann¢ Unlimited 

life -so Far as kno No deterioration 
on shelf 

wn 

No dark current 
No batteries 

No Polarizing voltage No exciting voltage 
No readiustm 
Non- ems of the circuit microahonic 
Withstands 

direct sunlight 

No liquid 
No glass bulb 
No gas 
N, vacuum 

Not easily 
mag Nothing to reda ala 

ed 
ce 

Low cost 

WESTON ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
615 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
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The International Six 
(Continued from page 371) 

embodied in any other receiver using the 
new variable -mu tubes! 

Last, but far from least. we come to 
the new mercury -vapor rectifier. Years 
ago, the railway engineers tried all types 
of rectifiers, mechanical, chemical, and 
thermionic, and eventually standardized 
on the mercury -vapor rectifier. Today 
radio engineers are running the same 
gamut. They have tried mechanical rec- 
tifiers, argon rectifiers, electrolytic recti- 
fiers, helium rectifiers, and thermionic 
rectifiers. Now they, too, are learning 
their lesson, and turning to the mercury - 
vapor tube, because of the many advan- 
tages it has to offer over the standard 
type 80, which it replaces. 

In the first place, the rating is much 
higher, -300 ma. at 500 volts as com- 
pared with 110 ma. at 400 volts from 
the type 80 tube. This allows the power 
supply to be designed for higher voltages 
and bigger loads. 

ference between good and poor design. 
Those items which have already been 
covered will, of course. be dwelt on but 
briefly. 

The power transformer was designed 
for operation on a 115 -volt line but will 
not overload the tubes on 120 volts. For 
higher line voltages it is necessary to 
place a line voltage regulator of some 
sort in series with the primary. As volt- 
ages above 120 are seldom encountered, a 
regulator was not included in the power 
supply design. 

The high -voltage secondary supplies 
about 900 volts, center- tapped, to the 
plates of the type 588 full -wave rectifier. 
Another secondary supplies 5 volts for 
the rectifier filament. There are also 
three 2/ -volt secondaries. A high -am- 
perage one is used to light all the heater 
tubes. while a low- amperage winding is 
used for the type 45 tube filament. The 
third 272-volt winding is used exclusively 

WITH VOLUME CONTROL, R ON FULL 4.3-3V) WITH VOLUME CONTROL ON MINIMUM (E1.-50v) 

70 CATHODES TO CATHODES 

R, Rz ; Ra R:.`..R..2.. ..R 
100 OHMS 10,000 OHMS 40000 OHMS 

29.5 MA. 5.5 M A. 5 5 M A. 

2.95 V. 55 V 220 V 
R4 TO SCREENS Rs 

10,000 OHMS 12,500 OHMS 
9.1 MA. 15.1 MA. 
91 V 188 V. 

R. ro PLATES R, 

6000 OHMS 2000 OHMS 
30.1 MA. 48.1 MA. 
181V 96V 

EFFECTIVE OPERATING VOLTAGES. 
E9- -2.95V E59 -88V Ep178V 

6b666 
5500 OHMS 

697 MA 
172 V. 

f000hM5 
6 1M 
.6 V 

R4 

tO,0p0 OnM$ 44000 OHM$ 

6.IMA. 61MA 
61 V 244V 
TO SCREENS R$ 

10,000 OHMS '2.500 OHMS 
13.6 MA 136 MA. 
136 V 170V 

T R, T0 PL TES R, 

6000 OHMS 2000 OHMS 
381 MA. 381 MA. 
229V 76V 

EFFECTIVE OPERATING VOLTAGES 
E9 --50V E59 -86 V Ep 179 V 

122L 
2500 OHMS 

57.0 MA. 
145 V. 

UNIQUE VOLTAGE DIVIDER DESIGN 

Figure 4. (A) shows the effective plate and screen -grid voltages (measured from 
cathodes) with volume control, R2, in control -grid circuits set for maximum volume. 

(B) shows these voltages to be almost identical when volume control is set for mini- 

mum volume. Thus, in spite of large variation in tube current drain, voltage regu- 
lation is well-nigh perfect 

Secondly, the voltage drop in the tube 
is much lower, which greatly improves 
the regulation of the power unit. The 
current can change by fifteen milliamperes 
without altering the voltage output appre- 
ciably. Such regulation would be impos- 
sible with the type 80 rectifier, even 
using choke input. Then, too, for the 
same transformer secondary voltage, the 
tube will deliver a much higher d.c. volt- 
age to the filter. At the current drain of 
the International Six, this gain is approx- 
imately 30 volts. 

Third, the heat developed in the tube is 

quite low, due again to the low voltage 
drop. At 460 volts and 100 mils, which 
is the rectifier output, the tube runs so 

cool you can place your hand on it with- 
out discomfort. This is important in a 

compact receiver, where all excess heat 
lowers the voltage rating of the electro- 
lytic condensers. All in all, this tube, 
pioneered by the Perryman people, has 
been a large contributing factor to the 
success of the International Six receiver. 

Having analyzed the special features of 
the receiver, we can now make a study 
of the schematic diagram, noting the 
many fine points that make all the dif- 

for the dial light. This isolates the dial 
light from the tube filaments. removing 
an elusive cause of static in the form of a 

noisy bulb- another refinement not to be 
found in the most expensive receivers! 

The filter circuit is generously oversize. 
As a brute -force filter it would be ample. 
but a hum balancer supplies additional 
filtering to the audio end. The hum is so 
far below the audibility level it can only 
be detected by feeling the diaphragm of 
the dynamic speaker. No hum can be 
heard, even with earphones. The first 
filter condenser (C18) is a 2- microfarad. 
600 -volt job. Following this is a 30 -henry 
choke of only 300 ohms direct -current re- 
sistance (L9) and a 4- microfarad elec- 
trolytic condenser (C17). The radio - 
frequency voltage supply passes from 
here through the 2500 -ohm speaker field. 
followed by another 4- microfarad electro- 
lytic condenser (C16) and then through 
a resistance- capacity filter network to the 
various tubes. The audio supply is drawn 
directly from the first filter choke. The 
usual direct -coupled circuit hum balancer 
is used with a variable hum -bucker ad- 
justment, located on the rear of the chas- 
sis (R10). In addition to this, a 4- micro- 
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farad electrolytic condenser (C15) is 
used between the high -voltage lead and 
the mid -tap of the 45 tube filament sup- 
ply, in place of the 1- microfarad con- 
denser used here in the conventional am- 
plifier. No wonder there is no audible 
hum present in the output. 

The direct -coupled audio amplifier is of 
standard design, except for the addition 
of the electrolytic condenser referred to 
above, and the radio -frequency filter in 
the plate circuit of the output tube. This 
consists of a 16- millihenry choke (L8) 
and two .00025 condensers (C12, C13) 
and is necessary to keep all stray radio - 
frequency currents out of the speaker 
leads. These stray currents exist in the 

3 VOLT BIAS 
(MAXIMUM VOLUME SETTING) 

3V. 

e3V, 

183v. 

160V. 

50 VOLT BIAS 
(MINIMUM VOLUME SETTING) 

50V. 90V. 

140 V. 

230V. 

180V. 

MULTI -MU TUBES PRESENT A 
PROBLEM 

Figure 3. Varying the volume control from 
zero to maximum results in an increase of 
over 15 ma. in current drain, and of close 
to 50 molts change in overall voltage to 
ground, as shown here. Figure 1 shows 
method of solving this problem in the volt- 
age divider of the International Six receiver 

type 45 tube, and the small coupling be- 
tween its plate and the aerial lead was 
sufficient to cause regeneration in an ex- 
perimental model. Shielding the power 
tube completely eliminated this dif- 
ficulty. 

The radio -frequency amplifier has been 
covered before. There is no band -pass 
filter or local- distance switch in the an- 
tenna circuit because such things are un- 
necessary in a multi -stage amplifier using 
variable -mu tubes, and would only cut 
down the gain and complicate the design 
of the circuit. 

The filtering of each stage is rather 
complete. By -pass condensers are con- 
nected to the cathode and screen termi- 
nals of each tube socket by very short, 
direct leads. The B+ leads of each coil 
are individually by- passed. Each cathode 
lead also has a radio- frequency choke 
in it. 

The volume control and switch are in 
one unit for convenience. This volume 
control is part of the voltage- divider net- 
work and controls the cathode voltage, or 
grid bias, on the variable -mu tubes. The 
gain control (R1), located beside the vol- 
ume control, varies the minimum grid 
bias, i.e., the grid bias which will be ob- 
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FREE With 
10 Metallized 

Resistors 

1 R 
Ifesixlnr 

'rlaremen1 
Guide 

n '/2 minute! 
you know what 

RESISTOR 
you need 

WOULDN'T you like to have the resistor question 
answered, instantly, no matter what set you're 

servicing? The I.R.C. Resistor Guide will do just 
that for you. 

Once you know it is resistor trouble. this remarkable 
book will give the value and code. and position in the 
circuit of each defective unit. It lists all popular makes 
of receivers (over 200 circuits) -with the types to use 
in each. 

No need to guess or worry over the proper units. 
The I.R.C. Guide will be right there in your pocket 
ready to (lo its stuff -a short cut to trouble finding. 
Leading servicemen the country over use it daily. 

With the purchase of 10 Resistors, you receive our 
complete. authoritative Guide froc -or it may be bought 
for $1.00. 

Loose -leaf sheets, made up by our engineers, are mailed 
periodically, without charge, to every Guide owner -keep it 
constantly up to date. Thousands of sets this fall will need 
servicing. Be ready to get your share of the business. 

With the Guide, we will send our new I.R.C. Color 
Code Chart, quickly telling range and type of any resistor. 

Published by 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
Philadelphia Toronto 

Ask Your Jobber for 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.. N -10 
2006 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia 

Gentlemen: (Check offer you are interested in) 

o I enclose $1.00 for Replacement Guide. 

Send prices. Metallized Resistors. I wish to buy assort- 
ment if 10. entitling me to Resistor Guide Free. 

RESISTOR S 

Also Precision Wire Wound 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
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NATIONAL NC -5 CONVERTER 

For Adapting Your Regular Radio Set to Receive Short - 
Waves Too ! Range 15 -185 Meters 

A brand new kind of converter, that works on any broadcast receiver, bringing in short- 

wave broadcasts and code from anywhere. Contains exclusive HARMONIC TUNED 
INPUT CIRCUIT which automatically resonates a stage of high- frequency amplification, 

plus an additional stage of high gain amplification, which also serves as a low impedance 

coupling with the radio set. Performance is a revelation. The NC -5 has a real punch and is 

a fitting companion in fineness and quality to the well known NATIONAL SW -5 TI-IRILL 

BOX. (See description on opposite page.) 

NO PLUG -IN COILS 
The NATIONAL NC -S Converter is equipped with 

a new coil -switching system giving practically perfect 
results for converter use. comparable in every way 

to plug -in coils. but without their inconveniences. 
This is because of new design but would be out of the 
question without the remarkable low -loss dielectric 
R -39, which is used in the coil -forms and panels 
and was developed for NATIONAL CO. use by the 
Radio Frequency Laboratories. With ordinary in- 

sulating materials. such performance would be im- 

possible. Coils are mounted so there is no inter - 
coupling. and are cut in or out by the turn of a front 
panel knob.... As wave- changing knob turns. the 
color of the dial -light changes, showing red for red 
coils, green for green coils. etc., and indicating which 
coils are in circuit. 

Send in coupon for full 
information and prices. 

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 
61 Sherman Street. Malden, Mass. 

Gentlemen: Please send me full information about 
ye Jr new NC -5 Short -Wave Converter. 

Name 

Address 
RN -Il 

SINGLE CONTROL TUNING 
The tuning -system is true -single control and is 

especially designed to make circuits "track" each 
other accurately. 

NO INTERLOCKING OR "DEAD- SPOTS" 
Operation is stable over the whole range. 

EASY TO CONNECT AND USE 

Need not be disconnected when receiving ordinary 
broadcasts. Has own built -in power supply. RCA 
License. 

ATTRACTIVE -COMPACT 
Size, R" x 17;4" x 12 ". 

STANDARD MODEL 
In beautifully finished metal cabinet. 

DE LUXE MODEL 
In hand -rubbed solid mahogany case with genuine 

inlay in front panel. Harmonizes with the most 
beautiful radio sets. Write us today for particulars 
and prices using coupon at left. 

1 
NATIONAL 

NC -5 

Skort -Wave Converter 

RATIO NEWS FOR NOVEMBER, 1931 

tained when the volume control is turned 
on full. Reducing the gain control has 
exactly the same electrical effect as re- 
ducing the setting of the volume control. 
When the grid bias is reduced below a 
certain value, the set oscillates. The gain 
control can be adjusted so that this just 
occurs at the maximum setting of the 
volume control, or it may be adjusted so 
that no oscillation will occur at all. The 
former adjustment is of course better for 
distance reception, while the latter ad- 
justment simplifies tuning somewhat for 
the non -technical members of the family. 

Next month complete constructional 
details will be given, as well as operating 
notes. 

List of Parts 
Ll, L2, L3, L4- International Six coil 

units. 
L5, L6, L7, L8- General Manufacturing 

Co. 16- millihenry chokes. 
L9- Kenyon 30 -henry choke. 
T1- Jefferson International Six power 

transformer. 
C1, C2, C3, C4 -DeJur .00035 type A, 

counter -clockwise 4 -gang r.f. condenser. 
C5, C6- Aerovox type 260 condenser 

blocks, 0- .1- .1 -.1. 
C7, C8, C9- Aerovox type 480 condens- 

ers, .1 mfd. 
C10, Cii- Aerovox type 200s condensers, 

1 mfd. 
C12, C13- Aerovox type 1462 condensers, 

.00025 mfd. 
C14- Aerovox type 330s condenser, 1 

mfd. 
C15- Aerovox type I5 -4 electrolytic con- 

denser, 4 mfd. 
C16, C17- Aerovox G5 -4 electrolytic 

condensers, 4 mfd. 
C18- Aerovox type 602 condenser, 2 

mfd. 
R1- Electrad type Bio 1000 -ohm resis- 

tor. 
R2- Electrad 10,000 -ohm potentiometer 

with switch, type Ri210P. 
R3 -Lynch type LR -4, 40,000 -ohm, 1/- 

watt resistor. 
R4 -Lynch type LR -4, 10,000 -ohm, 2- 

watt resistor. 
R5 -Lynch type LM -3, 12,500 -ohm, 3 

watt resistor. 
R6- Electrad type B60, 6000 -ohm, 10- 

watt resistor. 
R7- Electrad type B20, 2000 -ohm, 5- 

watt resistor. 
R8 -Lynch type LF -4/, 50.000 -ohm, /- 

watt resistor. 
R9- Electrad type V586D10, Loftin - 

White resistor. 
R10- Electrad 200 -ohm hum -bucking po- 

tentiometer. 
R11 -Lynch type LF -4/, 25,000 -ohm, / -watt resistor. 
R12 -Lynch type LF -4/, 100,000 -ohm, / -watt resistor. 
R13 -Lynch type LF -4/, 500,000 -ohm, / -watt resistor. 
VI, V2, V3 -Eby type 551 wafer sockets, 

1 27/32 mounting holes. 
V4-Eby type 24 wafer socket, 1 27/32 

mounting holes. 
V5 -Eby type 45 wafer socket, 1 27/32 

mounting holes. 
V6-Eby type UX (no label) wafer 

socket, 1 27/32 mounting holes. 
1 Eby binding post strip, marked "Ant.- 

Gd." 
I Eby binding post strip, marked "Field." 

(Continued on page 425) 
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Service Tips 
(Continued from page 402) 

"My dear Mr. With the fea- 
ture programs of the winter season just 
in the offing, we are making a special 
radio -service proposition to our old cus- 
tomers-a general check -over that may 
save you considerable money and which 
should insure uninterrupted enjoyment of 
your radio for many months. Our spe- 
cial fall check -over includes the follow- 
ing work: 

"Replace rectifying tube. 
"Test all tubes. 
"Inspect and repair antenna. 
"Clean and tighten ground connection. 
"Inspect and tighten all receiver and 

chassis connections. 
"Clean volume control and tighten 

arm. 
"Adjust speaker clearance. 
"Our group price for this special check - 

over is only $5.00. A 'phone call--or 
merely drop the enclosed card in the mail 
box (it requires no stamp) -and an effi- 
cient, courteous serviceman will call at 
your convenience. Our work is guaran- 
teed-as usual!" 

"Yours for service, 

Antenna and Noise 
Service Letter 

And cashing in on the final rumble of 
summer static, you might try the follow- 
ing: 

"My dear Mr. Has your radio 
been noisy of late? The greater part of 
radio noise, which so seriously interferes 
with the full enjoyment of a radio pro- 
gram, is often caused by faulty or aging 
antenna and ground installations. Let us 
install a new, noise -proof antenna for 
you. Aside from the permanently noise- 
less quality of this antenna, it will be 
engineered particularly for your receiver 
-strung in the direction best suited to 
the reception of the stations you want 
and of the correct length to give you 
maximum signal strength without inter- 
ference from undesired stations." 

"Yours for improved reception, 
" ve 

International Six 
(Continued from page 424) 

1 Eby binding post strip, marked "Out- 
put." 

4 National coil shields. 
5 National tube shields. 
1 Cortland Panel Engraving Co. Interna- 

tional Six chassis, drilled. 
1 Eddy drum dial. 
Miscellaneous hardware, red, yellow and 

black wire, etc. 

Accessories 
3 type 51 tubes. 
1 type -24 tube. 
1 type 45 tube. 
1 Perryman type 588 tube (mercury 

vapor rectifier). 
1 Jensen type D15 dynamic speaker, 

for single 45 output. 
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A MASTERPIECE 
so writes one admirer of the SW -5 THRILL -BOX 

"No comparison possible with other receivers!" .... "Works perfectly Others say: and surely brings in the DX." . . "Have had years of S.W. experience 
and I have never seen a receiver that nearly approaches the NATIONAL 
SW -5 THRILL -BOX in performance." . . "5 continents and 23 countries 
received." . "They don't make SW Receivers better than the 
NATIONAL SW -5." (Names on request.) 

OUTSTANDING SHORT -WAVE RECEIVER 
The SW -5 THRILL -BOX is the outstanding receiver for short -wave communications, 

for serious every -day short -wave phone or broadcast reception, -for code or experimental 
use. It is standard equipment on leading air -lines, on ships and boats, on exploring expedi- 
tions to every corner of the world. Hundreds of enthusiastic short-wave broadcast listeners 
cheer for it, as the quotations above indicate ... For those who have a regular broadcast 
Radio -Set, and who may wish to broaden their pleasure and entertainment by listening also 
to short -wave broadcasts (or code) from time to time, we have announced the new 
NATIONAL NC -5 Converter. (See opposite page for details.) But for the every -day user 
of short waves, the SW -5 THRILL -BOX is THE short -wave receiver of them all. 

HIGH -LIGHTS on the SW -5. 
Range 9 -850 meters. 
True single -knob tuning. Set and forget the antenna 
trimmer. 
Easy to log with NATIONAL projector Dial, type 
H, no parallax. 
Special 270° Type S. E. Tuning Condenser with in- 
sulated main- bearing and Constant- impedance pig- 
tail makes gang -tuning possible on the short waves. 
Equipped with standard set of 4 pairs of R.F. Trans- 
formers wound on forms of genuine NATIONAL 
R -39. On a set of this type. plug -in coils are essential 
for maximum results in receiving weak code, etc. 
Uses the new UX -235 Variable -Mu Tubes, giving 
improved sensitivity (see below). 
Humless A.C. Power Supply with special filter section, 
R.F. Filter on Rectifier Tube. and Electrostatic 
Shield. RCA Licensed. 

Why R -39 Makes Better Coil -Forms 
Ground mica, not wood filler, is used in making R -39, 
and a minimum of pure uncolored Bakelite. This 
makes the material practically moisture -free and 
dielectric losses are extremely low. Coil -forms and 
panels of the NATIONAI. NC -5 Short -Wave Con- 
verter are also made of this wonderful material. 

NATIONAL 
SW -5 

THRILL -BOX 

Why the 235 Variable -Mu Tubes 
Improve the SW -5. 

Employing a hitherto unknown and unused principle 
of the 235 tubes in the THRILL -BOX. the point of 
greatest sensitivity is approached on an inverse 
exponential curve. Thus the operator can always 
secure stable operation at a much higher level of 
sensitivity without critical handling of controls. 

Battery Model 
Made also in Low -Drain Battery Model using new 
air -cell battery and 2 -volt tubes. 

Special Broadcast Model 
Model now available using 245's in Push -Pull for 
Audio output, for greater volume. 

Send in Coupon for Full 
Information and Prices 

NATIONAL CO., INC. 
M Sherman St., Malden, Mass. 
Gentlemen: 

(Check which) 
( ) Please send me complete information and 

prices on your new Improved SW -5 
THRILL -BOX. 

) I enclose 50c (stamps or coin) for your 
64 -page Handbook of Short -Wave Radio, 
describing in full the latest and best 
short -wave receiving circuits, adapters, 
meters. etc. 

Name 

Address 
RN-II 
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SEND 
for this book 

NOW! 
WE would like to 

send the third edition of the 

CENTRALAB Volume Con- 

trol Guide to you. Contains much 

new information, including vol- 

ume control circuits and data 

for Sound Equipment, Multiple 

Speaker Installations, Public 
Address Systems, Phonograph 
Pick -ups, Fixed Resistors, etc. 

Best of all, it shows how to 
service all new and most old 

sets with a mere handful of 

Centralab Replacement Volume 

Controls. 

It's a mighty necessary part of 
every serviceman's kit. Use the 
coupon below at once. 

Centralab 
VOLUME 

CONTROLS 

MAIL COUPON 'l'OI)A Y 

CENTRAL RADIO LAB. 
929 Reece Ave., Milwaukee, Wie. 

Here is 26c. Send me new VOLUME 
CONTROL GUIDE 

Address 

Name 

City State 
Radio News 
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The Service Bench 
(Continued from page 403) 

are fairly well balanced. A magnetic 
speaker may be operated in conjunction 
with a dynamic in accordance with the 
diagram of Figure 6. The series arrange- 
ments are turned off by means of short 
circuiting switch and the parallel con- 
nected speakers by opening the circuit." 

P. A. Courses in Correspondence 
Schools 

In recognition of the growing utility of 
the radio serviceman in the installation 
and maintenance of public address sys- 
tems, the Service Bench has made a gen- 
eral inquiry as to the training facilities 
along this line offered by the prominent 
radio schools. In almost every instance, 
special courses dealing with related sub- 
jects either have been or are being pre- 
pared. 

A. G. Mohaupt, President of the Radio 
Training Association of America, writes 
that their new course on public address 
systems will include "a very thorough 
treatment on the subject of audio ampli- 
fying systems as used for these purposes, 
various types of coupling transformers 
employed, line impedance calculations, 
sound reproducing systems, etc." 

The fall courses of the National Radio 
Institute will similarly include intensive 
training in "public address and sound pic- 
tures, covering every phase of reproduc- 
tion, transmission and projection." 

Instructors in the Loomis Radio Col- 
lege have had special training with the 
Western Electric Company on this by- 
product of radio, and the Radio College 
of Canada announces that their staff of 
instructors is revising and elaborating the 
portion of their course dealing with sound 
reproduction. 

Other schools offering such courses in- 
clude the Coyne Electrical School, R.C.A. 
Institute and the West Side Y.M.C.A. 
Radio Institute. 

Radio servicemen contemplating going 
in for a course in general radio work 
would do well to investigate the extent 
to which their intended school specializes 
in this highly important phase of service 
and radio engineering. 

A Few Pointers on Strombergs 

Don Blair, Stromberg- Carlson expert 
of Franklin, Pa., passes along a bit of 
inside dope: 

"Stromberg- Carlson models 635 gave 
us considerable volume -control trouble 
until we hit upon the idea of using a 
rocking -disc type of contact instead of 
the roller. As a matter of fact, one man- 
ufacturer now makes a replacement unit 
especially for this model that seems to be 
a lasting answer to our prayers. How- 
ever, we found that it was impossible to 
balance the set properly if the new con- 
trol was mounted directly in front of the 
set, as was apparently the intention of the 
manufacturer. We solved the problem 
by saving the old control, which is in two 
parts with a steel connection shaft be- 
tween them -one part being the antenna 
potentiometer and mounted near the rear 
of the chassis, and the other a rheostat 
shunting the third r.f. primary. We 

mount the new dual unit in place of the 
old antenna potentiometer at the rear, 
and use the shell of the rheostat and the 
shaft to connect to the volume -control 
knob, the same as was originally done. 
The antenna control is now in the same 
position as formerly, and the shunt rheo- 
stat is wired to the primary of the first 
r.f. transformer instead of the third. The 
set can now be balanced easily, and the 
volume- control unit will have a much 
longer life than the original roller type. 

"This same idea can also be applied to 
later models, such as the 652, where we 
substitute a new 10.000 -ohm antenna po- 
tentiometer by cutting off the old shaft 
and soldering a thin brass collar to couple 
it to the new control. The wire -wound 
'C' -bias control on this model seems to 
be satisfactory, but should be dismantled 
and cleaned when the set is in the shop. 

"It is a good plan to wipe clean the 
spring -clip contacts to the condenser 
rotor -shaft, on all Strombergs, at every 
opportunity. Some persistent cases of 
oscillation have been cured by substitut- 
ing pigtails for these same spring clips." 

New Test Equipment for Pentodes 

Many radio men who have investments 
in radio testing equipment are interested 
in the adaptability of this equipment for 
the new test requirements imposed by 
the new power pentode tubes. The new 
variable -mu tubes will not apparently in- 
troduce any problems by way of design 
limitations in present testing devices. 

In general appearance, the new power 
pentode tube is similar to the type 45, 
there being no top or side terminals. The 
base prongs or terminals correspond to 
the terminal arrangement of the type 27, 
except that the "space charge grid" of the 
new tube utilizes the terminal which cor- 
responds to the cathode prong of the type 
27. The space charge or pentode poten- 
tial may be ascertained with present ana- 
lyzers or testers in the manner prescribed 
for measuring cathode potentials, pro- 
vided the meter range connected to the 
cathode switch contacts is adequate for 
accommodating the higher space charge 
potentials. These potentials will prob- 
ably be about 250 volts. 

The Supreme Instruments Corporation 
has announced to the service trade that 
the Supreme Set Analyzer is adaptable 
without modification for measurements of 
all potentials involved in the new power 
pentode tubes. This adaptability is auto- 
matically provided by the switching ar- 
rangement which permits the optional 
connection of any range of the meter 
across any tube circuit, so that cathode 
or power pentode potentials may be read 
on meter ranges of 3, 9, 30, 300 and 900 
volts. The power pentode tests will be 
best accommodated on the 300 range. 

Analysis of Service Charges 

The generous response to our service 
editorial on "The Business End of Ser- 
vicing," has established the following in- 
teresting facts concerning the economics 
of servicing: 

The average serviceman charges $1.50 
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per service call at the home of the client, 
and $1.00 for the general inspection of a 
receiver brought to his shop. 

A service call at the home includes 
check of the antenna. ground and power 
connections, and any minor tightening of 
connections. 

The average serviceman will make only 
minor repairs at the home of his clients. 
and repair work is charged for at $1.50 an 
hour at either the home or radio shop. 

Many servicemen have fixed charges for 
certain classes of work, such as lining up 
and adjusting a t.r.f. receiver. $3.00. a 
neutrodyne $4.03, and a superheterodyne 
$7.50. 

While the majority of servicemen are 
not dealers themselves, they are under 
contract with local dealers for service 
work. 

Tracking Storms by Radio 
(Continued from page 365) 

latest developments for tracking storms 
by radio, there have been many earlier 
attempts to do this in various manners. 
One of the first actual experiments was 
that of Lieutenant E. H. Kincaid, who. 
as early as 1927, evolved the theory that 
the strength of static is proportional to 
the rate of change of atmospheric pres- 
sure. It was already known that static 
emanating from an intense storm area is 
greatest at or near its center. Lieutenant 
Kincaid made many experiments. by 
means of an inductive loop direction - 
finder, on the U. S. S. Kittery, a small 
naval auxiliary plying between the West 
Indies and Hampton Roads. This ship. 
under his system, was able to dodge cy- 
clones and hurricanes that destroyed 
many other vessels not so equipped. 

The U. S. Weather Bureau has also 
done excellent work in locating storms 
and in predicting their path by radio ob- 
servations as well as by the strictly me- 
teorological methods. The U. S. Navy 
Department has from time to time made 
use of static bearings through radio - 
compass stations along the southeast and 
the Gulf coasts of the United States, with 
promising results. 

In the opinion of the few experts who 
have had an opportunity to witness the 
new English short -wave method in opera- 
tion, it is believed to be the leading solu- 
tion of the problem of getting adequate 
storm -warning advice for modern aerial 
navigation upon the short notice required. 

Talking Movies for 
Schools and Colleges 

(Continued front page 378) 

personality of this noted scientist. Such, 
of course, would be impossible with a 
silent film. 

It is safe to say that half the value of 
educational pictures lies in the explana- 
tions accompanying them. In the silent 
films this must be provided by the use 
of subtitles, while in the sound pictures 
a second sense is used in securing these 
values. Psychologists claim that of the 
concrete experiences necessary for one to 
have in order to do abstract thinking. from 
50 per cent. to 75 per cent. are gained 
through the visual and about 25 per 
cent. are gained through the auditory 
senses. The sound picture has thus a 
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Another Big 
MONEYMAKING OFFER 
for RADIO SERVICE MEN 

by David W. Knapp 

PRIDE MYSELF on my ability to 
find ways for the SERVICE MAN 

to make money- because he is the 
man on whom the Radio Industry de- 
pends to keep the customer satisfied. 

So- repeating my sensational suc- 
cess of 1928 in giving you the Knapp 
"A" Power Kit, I have persuaded one 
of my affiliated industries to make you 
another amazing money- making offer! 

You know how hard it has been to 
keep customers from kicking when a 
condenser went bad -the days of wait- 
ing for a new condenser assembly. 
This offer does away with all of that. 

Thirty minutes after you diagnose 
the trouble, you have the set back in 
your customer's home. And your total 
replacement cost is a single, inexpen- 
sive, compact little Elkon condenser 
on which you can make a long profit 
both for material and labor. 

Instead of replacing an entire con- 
denser box, you melt the pitch, re 

move the bad condenser, stick in a 
new Elkon, and replace the pitch. 
Best of all -you always KNOW that 
the inexpensive little Elkon condenser 
is a BETTER condenser than the one 
which you have removed -and you 
always know that it is a SMALLER 
condener, too-no trouble fitting it 
in place! 

You Can Now Make Big Money 

Replacing Radio C'ondeiisers 
-and at the same time have better pleased 
customers. Because the set will operate 
better than ever. No need to tell you about 
the qualities of the Elkon Non- Aqueous 
High Voltage Condenser. 

You know that it is the condenser used by 
practically all the manufacturers this year. 
You know that it is the most COMPACT 
radio condenser ever made -noted for its 
low leakage and its excellent power factor. 
No deterioration. You can afford to order a 
reasonable stock -especially at the astonish- 
ingly low price at which you can buy Elkons. 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Just to give you an idea of 
how COMPACT this conden- 
ser is, I'm printing an actual 
size diagram of the 2MFD -450 
Volt type. Notice how small it 
is. Then take my word as to 
how LARGE your profit can be 
if you will mail the money- 
making coupon. It costs you 
nothing to find out! 

MAIL THIS TODAY! r 
Elkon Division 
P. R. Mallory Co., Inc. 
1131 Newton Street 
Indianapolis. Ind. 

Please mail me the details of Mr. 
Knapp's money- making offer for 
Radio Service Men. 

1 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY & STATE 

L `t 
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lk EASY 
PAYMENT 

PLAN 

974 Pages of 
Accurate Radio Service Data 

John F. Rider's greatest work -a whole radio service library in one loose; 
leaf volume, with FREE Question and Answer service. 
Your work is the sale of time and knowledge. With this book you will / 
sure time and pain more knowledge- render better service --more rapid e 
service- because all or the information you require will be at your 
finger tips. . . MORE PROFITS. / 
Thousands have acclaimed this book because it contains --979 / 
pages of accurate. authentic radio service data -1,800 diagrams / . -large and easy to read -not only schematics, but chassis / Radio Tree 
wiring as well- layouts -electrical values -color coding -/ rise Co., Ina. 
voltage data- socket layouts- special information -set an- 1440 Broadway, 

alyzer diagrams and explanations -broadcast receivers -short / New York City. 
wave receivers -kit receivers -power amplifiers- eliminators- / closed erb midget sets -practical trouble shooting methods as recom- / $2.9B. 
mended by manufacturers -those hard -to -pet and nowhere- Ship Postal charges 
elm-available diaoroms -a quick and simple index-in / roiled 1931 Troubla 
fact. the GREATEST compilation of radio service data / Shooter's Manual. I will 
The 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual is approved by / Day the balance of $2.00 
the radio manufacturers -is endorsed by the New / during the next two months 
York and Philadelphia Radio Service Managers' / St the rate of s1.00 per month. 
Associations. / Check here for detailed 
PAY AS YOU EARN. Remember that one/ circular. 
successful job will pay the total cast of 
the book. / Name 
The 1931 Trouble Shooter's Manual is / 
GUARANTEED. It you think that/ Address 
it is not as represented -that you/ 
can do your work without the/ City 
information in the book -send 
back and get your money. /State 
NO QUESTIONS ASKED. 
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Radio Dealers: 
Radio Service Men! 

NEW LOW PRICES 
Guaranteed Replacement Condenser Blocks 

and Transformers Net 
Atwater -Kent 37 Cond. Block with chokes 82.75 
Atwater -Kent 37 Power Transformer 2.10 
Atwater -Kent 40 Pack Complete 7.50 
Zenith ZE9, Stewart- Warner, Mohawk 

Blocks 3.15 
Majestic "B" Eliminator Cond. Block 2.10 
Crosley Electrolytic Condenser, 2 Anode 2.t0 
Crosley Electrolytic Condenser, 3 Anode 2.75 

Hard -to -get parts -We have them 
Send us your repair work for estimate 

Write ¡or oar FREE CATALOGUE 
Grant Radio Laboratories 

6523 South Halsted St., (hicag. Ill. 
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AOr FREE! 
SHORT -WAVE 
TIME TABLE 
The important short -wave program 
stations of the world are listed in 
our table "N" in chronological 
order. Call, location, frequency 
and wavelength given. Ask for 
Table "N ". No charge. 

SUPERTONE PRODUCTS Corp. 
27 to 35 Hooper St. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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greater potential value as a means of 
education. 

In setting up standards for production, 
selection and evaluation of sound pictures 
a large number of factors must receive 
consideration. The fact that sound mo- 
tion pictures, particularly educational 
sound pictures, are of such recent devel- 
opment makes the establishment of such 
standards more speculative than scien- 
tific. Fortunately, however, considerable 
scientific study has been done on this for 
silent educational films. Some of these 
criteria must necessarily be the same for 
silent and sound pictures. 

First of all, the picture must appeal to 
socially approved native interests. This 
involves motion and action, struggle and 
success, human beings and animals. In 
appealing to these interests the film must 
not only present what is good and true, 
but also what is pleasing and artistic. In 
this manner the material is presented in 
such ways as to touch the feelings as well 
as intellectual interests. 

Should Offer Problem 
In the second place, the film should 

create some problem for the observer. 
This problem may be answered or partly 
so in the picture. Here is a scientific 
principle to be explained and illustrated. 
a vocational occupation to be explored. a 
period in history to be relived and under- 
stood. A kaleidoscopic grouping of 
scenes could scarcely be considered an 
educational film even though possibly 
having some little educational merit. 

The film should have unity and homo- 
geneity. It must show the important 
thing as outstanding and the remaining 
things so related and correlated as to give 
one or several complete concepts to the 
student. The significant facts of the 
film should be developed rather than ob- 
scured by the details. The "flash back" 
may be effectively used in jogging the 
memory of the observer of the essential 
theme of the picture. 

The sound accompaniment to the pic- 
ture should be such as to synchronize har- 
moniously and effectively with the move- 
ment on the screen. This would include 
the natural sounds of machines, animals 
or talking of foreign peoples. One essen- 
tial is that only lecturers and scholars be 
chosen for educational talking pictures 
who are pleasing and effective speakers. 
It is necessary to have rhetorical clear- 
ness and charm. Many present silent films 
of educational worth have been damaged 
by substituting for the subtitles a lecture 
accompaniment which is difficult of un- 
derstanding and devoid of effectiveness 
and rhetorical charm. 

Lastly, the mechanics of the picture 
should be good. This means good pho- 
tography, good recording of the sound ef- 
fects. The arrangement of the continuity 
should be such as to produce the best 
emphasis, with the elimination of irrele- 
vant material. The duration of the 
scenes should be sufficient for compre- 
hension. This will mean not such rapid 
action as is characteristic of the theatrical 
picture, since in the educational picture 
often new concepts and experiences are 
being presented to the observer which 
must be comprehended by him. In the 
theatrical picture the action is based upon 
known elements, while in the educational 
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film it is often based upon unknown ele- 
ments. 

Films Now in Use 
A number of educational institutions 

are already using sound motion pictures 
somewhat as a means of instruction. 
Sound pictures have been used with port- 
able equipment in the public schools of 
Newark, N. J.. New York City. Detroit, 
Cleveland, and at the University of 
Southern California. as well as in certain 
departments of Columbia, Yale and Har- 
vard. The medical schools of Johns Hop- 
kins. University of Pennsylvania, Uni- 
versity of Michigan, Ohio State and Co- 
lumbia have developed a series of sound 
pictures including such subjects as de- 
livery. treatment of nervous diseases. and 
instructions to nurses. Dr. Truesdale's 
sound picture, "Hernia of the Dia- 
phragm," is well known. At the annual 
meeting of the Clinical Congress of the 
American College of Surgeons last year 
six talking films were shown, including 
one on the technique of cancer opera- 
tion, which are being used in the educa- 
tion of medical students. It is quite 
likely that the use of sound pictures will 
begin largely in the colleges and universi- 
ties and later be extended to the secon- 
dary schools. 

Sound Pictures at N. Y. U. 
The writers for the past school year 

have been extensively engaged in using 
sound pictures in their classes at New 
York University under the direction of 
Dr. E. E. Free, head of the Department 
of Science in the School of Commerce. 
An attempt is being made to bring to- 
gether a collection of sound films suit- 
able to the course, and at the same time 
to make a scientific evaluation of the use 
of such films for educational purposes. 

The producers and distributors of edu- 
cational sound pictures at present are few 
in number. Pathé's Educational and 
Historical Series include a number of 
sound films. U. F. A., Inc., has adapted 
sound to a number of their films. The 
University Film Foundation of Harvard 
University is producing and collecting a 
series of films adapted especially to edu- 
cational work. The American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company and General 
Electric Company have a number of 
sound pictures explaining some of the 
scientific applications of these industries. 
Talking Pictures Epic, Inc., have a num- 
ber of educational films available. Visu- 
graphic Pictures, also Metropolitan Sound 
Studio, Hollywood, have a number of 
sound films suitable for school use. 
Warner Brothers have a large collection 
of musical films featuring many opera 
stars. as well as ensembles and instru- 
mental selections. The Electrical Re- 
search Products, Inc.. have probably been 
the most active up to the present in pro- 
ducing sound pictures from a purely edu- 
cational viewpoint. Their productions in- 
clude medical films teaching technique, a 
science series, and industrial films. 

200 Films Available 
Altogether, a recent compilation of 

sound films suitable for educational pur- 
poses shows about two hundred such 
films now available from which the edu- 
cator may make his selection. 

200 to 600 Meters -A.C. or D.C. Curl L 1,t 

AND THE 

I. C. A. ENVOY LONGFELLOW 
200 to 2000 Meters -A.C. or D.C. Current 

AT NEW LOWER PRICES 
An entirely new circuit employing the new Pentode and Variable -Mu Screen 
Grid Tubes, insuring better tone. sharper tuning and elimination of cross station 
interference. I. C. A. super construction throughout, with I. C. A. Tone Con- 
trol. Phonograph switch and jack for any phonograph pick up and new full 
volume Dynamic Speaker ; all encased in a beautiful American walnut cabinet, 
18" high by 15" by 9 ". Truly the aristocrat of radio receivers and without an 
equal at I. C. A.'s new low prices. Compact and portable weighing only 
28 pounds. With the Longfellow just the turn of a knob switches you from 
intermediate to long wave. 

NEW AND IMPROVED 

I. C. A. CONQUEROR 

receiver on the market 
selectivity and volume. 

Models Available for A.C. or D.C. Current, 110 -220 Volts, 
and for Battery Operation 

We call particular attention to the D.C. Model. No other manufacturer has 
vet offered a short wave receiver that can be operated from a D. C. line circuit 
110 or 220 volts. 
Prices have been reduced to meet present conditions. 

SEND FOR NEW 44 -PAGE FREE CATALOG 
The new T. C. A. 44 -page catalog illustrates, describes and prices the world's most complete 
line of Radio and Television Sets, Parts and Accessories. Write for your copy today. 

SHORT AND LONG WAVE 
RECEIVER AT 

REDUCED PRICES 
Pentode and Variable Mu Tubes -Ear 
Phone Jack -Phonograph Connection 
-14 to 1.000 Meters -Models for 
A.C. and D.C. Currents and Batteries 

The new 1932 I. C. A. Conqueror 
employs an entirely new circuit; 
100% more efficient than last year's 
model. Far surpasses any other 

in workmanship, electrical and mechanical efficiency, 

INSULINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
23 -25 Park Place Cable Address "INSULATING" New York City, U. S. A. 

Write for Free Booklet 

"OPPORTUNITIES 
IN RADIO" 

Radio operators are officers aboard ships. 
Well paid. pleasant work. travel. You 
can qualify in a short time in our well - 
equipped school under expert instructors. 
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West Side YMCA Radio Institute 
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"Super Ball" Antenna 
More Volume -Less Static 
Greater Distance- Sharper 

Tuning 

Over 1,000,000 In Use 
SUPER BALL ANTENNA 
with a conductive surface of 
364 sq. inches. Is GUAR - 

`..;fXf ANTEED to give greater 7 %D.n volume, distance and selec- 
tivity than any aerial on the 
market today. Excellent re- 
sults with short wave. 

s.a.r.- 

SUPER BALL AN- 
TENNA Being a 
sphere is "all direc- 
tional" in reception 
and delivers a clear 
bell -like tone due to a 

patented condenser 
which "filters out 
static and interference. 

THE SU- 
PER BALL 
ANTENNA 

is sold with 
the GUAR- 
ANTEE that 
if you are 
not entirely 
satisfied with 
t h e results 

i your money 
will be re- 

funded PLUS the shipping charges both ways. 
ORDER ONE NOW 1 

Super Ball Antenna $825 
with Condenser 

and Complete Kit for Installation 
Dealers: Get our proposition 

YAHR- LANGE, INC. 
143 N. Water St. Milwaukee, Wisc.. U.S.A. 

Good News 

eril`"nt`tl 
for the 

E`RNp R1l,,G Radio Profession if 
NG.r A New 

MORECROFT 
Book 

Experimental 
Radio 

Engineering 
By John H. Morecroft 
Professor of Electrical Engineering, 
Columbia Gniversity 

51 valuable and carefully selected experi- 
ments serve to present and explain, by means 
of laboratory work, the principles involved in 
the performance of radio apparatus. This book 
is of the usual unexcelled Morecroft calibre 
and will be indispensable to every engineer or 
radio man who wishes to master the relation- 
ships of the multitudinous factors which affect 
the successful operation of radio apparatus. 

Price, $3.50 
On Approval Coupon 

John Wiley and Sons, Inn., 
440 Fourth Ave., New York 

Gentlemen: Kindly send me Morecroft's "Experi- 
mental Radio Engineering." I agree to remit the 
price ($3.50) within ten days after its receipt or 
return the book postpaid. 
Name 
Address 
Reference ....RN -11 -31 
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Mathematics in Radio 
( Continued front 

(4) is as indicated. This can readily be 
operated upon. and values can be ob- 
tained which will produce the curve (c). 
The area beneath the power curve (c) 
represents the energy or power consumed 
in the circuit and it will be shown by cal- 
culus that in a resistance circuit the aver- 
age power is equal to the product of the 
effective values of the voltage and the 
current. 

Trigonometric Relations 
There are numerous relations of the 

functions of an angle which are important 
and it is obvious that all of them cannot 
be given in the present text. But most 
engineers are equipped with electrical 
handbooks for a ready reference to hun- 

page 393) 

dreds of formulas and it is only neces- 
sary to appreciate that these relations 
exist and that a fundamental knowledge 
of the subject has been obtained. 

Recalls Old Formula 
A simple relation exists from the fun- 

damentals of geometry which occurs very 
often in the solution of electrical prob- 
lems. It will be recalled from the study 
of geometry that it was shown that the 
square of the hypotenuse of a right angle 
triangle was equal to the sum of the 
squares of the other two sides. Since, in 
trigonometry, the hypotenuse can be 
taken as equal to unity, we can show that 
the relation of Figure 20 is valid. 

Direct Reading Tube Tester 
(Continued front page 404) 

ideas regarding the construction, in many 
instances dictated by the parts he has on 
hand. The photos, however, show the 
general layout and construction of this 
particular model. 

suitable deflections, but a slight increase 
or decrease in these values will not make 
an objectionable change. Other essential 
values are given on the wiring diagram. 

It is believed that a tester such as this 

NOTE.- RESISTOR IN 
METER CIRCUIT MUST 
HAVE "OFF' POSITION 
TO KEEP BATTERY FROM 

METER AND RESISTORH O SG G 

:aatl n 

t p 
TRANSFORMER 

NENT 

t 
R; - I IO VOLTS 

3.3 

aret 

0-20 MA , - __BINDING 

-----2000 OHMS ~ tOOMA SHUNT - DPDT 
SWITCH 

f 
SINGLE MARE 

SWITCH ' 

300 OHMS f 
vvvvvvv, 

~ DPDT - i SWITCH 

2000 OPEN CONTACT 
OHMS SWITCH 

TUBE TESTER WIRING DIAGRAM 
Figure 3. The circuit and principal constants of the direct- reading tube tester 

The meter is brought out to binding - 
posts, as a combined 20 and 100- milliam- 
pere -range meter has many uses. 

As can be seen in the reproduction of 
the scale, the biasing resistors used give 

will well repay the dealer or serviceman 
for his efforts in constructing it. It is a 
compact unit, and indicates instantly just 
how close the tube comes to being one of 
average good characteristics. 
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Pentode Amplifier 
(Continued from page 395) 

by the isolation resistors and by -pass con- 
densers of the amplifier circuit proper. 

The placement of parts has been very 
carefully worked out to eliminate any 
tendency toward instability or a.c. hum, 
and is clearly shown in the bottom view 
of the chassis, Figure 1. At the upper 
right is the output transformer, to its left 
the interstage push -pull transformer. At 
the lower right are seen the power trans- 
former lugs, and at the left, the second 
filter choke, first filter choke, power 
transformer and filter condensers are lo- 
cated above the chassis, beneath the large 
housing. At the lower left is seen the 8- 
mfd. dry electrolytic by -pass condenser 
for the -24 and -27 bias resistors. At 
the left center are the vitreous -enamel 
voltage- divider resistors. 

Frequency Response Curve 

The frequency response curve of Figure 
3 was taken with the amplifier working 
into a constant resistance load, a condi- 
tion not equalled when it works into a 
speaker unit. However, the speaker will 
show an impedance rising with frequency, 
which will cause a gradual rise in the 
higher portion of the curve. This is de- 
sirable for extreme clarity of speech and 
music, and to compensate for the droop- 
ing high- frequency characteristic of the 
Input apparatus with which the amplifier 
may be associated, and which will serve 
to neutralize the rise in the amplifier's 
high- frequency response. The curve of 
Figure 3 is seen to be flat to 2 db. from 
40 to 3000 cycles, and to gradually rise 
to 6 db. up at 10,000 cycles. 

Used with one good dynamic unit, it 
will give coverage of a 500 to 1000 -seat 
hall, while with an S -M 866 air- column 
horn and high -efficiency unit it will cover 
a 1000 to 2000 -seat hall. 

The 684 amplifier described here is 
available completely housed in an easily 
portable carrying case, complete with 
speaker unit, microphone, input control 
panel and tubes, for public address pur- 
poses. So assembled, it is known as the 
686 portable P.A. amplifier. The 684 
amplifier used in this outfit differs from 
the standard 684 amplifier in that it pro- 
vides microphone and speaker field cur- 
rent, and consequently is known as the 
684B. 

The unit is illustrated in Figure 4, 
opened up ready for use. The case is in 
two parts, the base and back containing 
the amplifier and control panel, with 
packing space for microphone, lead wires, 
spare tubes or other accessories or tools. 
The cover of the case, which is remov- 
able. contains the speaker unit and can be 
placed any reasonable distance from the 
amplifier. With the microphone provided 
voice announcements from the outfit will 
cover a 500 to 1000 -seat hall nicely. Ad- 
ditional speakers can be added, of course, 
to increase coverage. The whole outfit, 
when not in use, closes up into an easily 
transported case, 18 inches by 18 inches 
by 13 inches self -contained with a cover 
over the speaker opening. It may be 
used anywhere where 105 to 125 -volt, 50 
to 60 -cycle a.c. power is available. 
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To Those 
Who Are Hard.. 

To- Convince 
The WORLD'S 

GREATEST All -Wave 
SCREEN GRID SUPER 

ZILTREJD)PE 
LOGGED 74 STATIONS IN ONE NIGHT 
We like nothing better than to induce a hard -to- convince buyer. For we know after 
he has made a real test with this set it will mean more recommended sales for us. 
If you are hard to convince. all we ask is to send 25c for a booklet which tells you bow 
to construct and operate the Ultradyne Model L -32 Receiver. This booklet also con- 
tains life-size picture diagrams and layouts of the entire set: also, life -size wiring 
diagram of the entire circuit showing every wire location and connection. 
Then try to be without owning one. 

The model L -32 Ultradyne, with the Dynatron oscillator, works equally as 
well on short waves as it does on the broadcast band. 

ULTRADYNE KIT 
The kit contains 3 specially 
tested and matched T'Itra 
formers with double compen- 
sating condensers in aluminum 
sealed cans, I special steel 
chassis drilled and pierced as 
per specifications, all ready 
for mounting, 3 rubber grom- 
mets and 4 coil mounting pil- 
lars and INSTRUC- 
TION ItOOKLET.$3250 
NOW ONLY ..... 

NEW LOWER 
DISCOUNTS 

NEW LOWER 

LIST PRICE 

Operates entirely from A.C. Una 
Completely Shielded Throughout 
Covers All Wavelengths from 15 

to 600 Meters 
Tunes as easily and smoothly on 

the short wave as it does on the 
broadcast band 

10 K.C. Selectivity Over Entire 
Band 

Selectivity and Sensitivity so great, 
distance range is unlimited 

Power Detection 
Push Pull Amplification 
Full Natural Tone 
Not a Trace of Hum or Distortion 
Steel Chassis 
Simplified Construction 

TRAUL RADIO CO., 1074 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
This is the set that was described in the April Issue of Radio News, Page 937 

DUNS 
pROOUCTS OF PROVEN SUPER/ON 

Again the Pioneer manufacturers of acoustic sound repro - 
ducers prove Leadership. The immediate success of our 
9 -unit trumpet and portable. knockdown air column attest 
to Racons superiority. Weather proof, sturdy in construc- 
tion, designed for tremendous volume and perfect, natural 
sound reproduction. nothing is finer than Racon! 
Whether or not you are satisfied with your present sound, 
there is room for intprovement. Let us solve your problem! 
BACON HORNS & UNITS ARE COVERED BY U. S. PATENTS 
NOS. 1.507.711: 1.501.032; 1.577,270; 73,217; 73,218 1,722.448 
1,711,514: 1.781,489. 

Write for Catalog Containing Complete TAM' 

ilRisAÇ,ACINHIN94CTPLRAIS. O., INCI I C 
NEW YORK PORTABLE 

HORN England and Canada 
9 -UNIT 

AEROPLANE HORN 

Serviceman's Oscillator 

A modern oscillator for all model sets. Covers 
broadcast and intermediate frequency bands. Com- 
pletely shielded. Used to align R.F. and I.F. 
stages. Very compact. Complete with tubes, bat- 
teries and duo range output $ZOO meter. Special at VV 

Send for Free Wholesale Catalog 
RADIO SURPLUS CORP. 

56 N. Vesey Street, New York City 

" CHI -RAD' 
NEW NATIONAL AG -SW -3 

3 TUBE THRILL BOX 
for amateur short -wave and all other receptimi. 
'l'tlner only $30.50 Net 
National A.C. Power Pack S1$.95 Net 

REPLACEMENT PARTS 
Complete line of Condenser Blocks, Trans- 
formers, Volume Controls and Rheostats. 

SHORT WAVE KITS 
set? transmitter parts, supplies for power 
packs, high voltage condensers -low prices. 

SEND 10 CENTS FOR 
LATEST CATALOG 

CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS CO. 
415 S. Dearborn St., Dept. RN -II Chicago, III. 
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SHORT WAVE 
Reception with Your 

BROADCAST RECEIVER 

THE 

o 
a 

`-__----- 
Price $24.50 

"EXPLORER" 
PLUGLESS POWER CONVERTER 
Efficiency-Convenience--Economy 

Obtain real short wave reception, efficiently and 
economically, by using an EXPLORER with your 

receiver, receiver. Attached to your reiver, 
the performance of the EXPLORER equals that of 
any expensive short wave receiver. Many EX- 
PLORER enthusiasts report consistent reception of 
stations such as G5SW. England ; I2R0, Italy; 
FYA, France; and VlinfE, Australia, with ex- 
cellent loud- speaker volume. 

NO PLUG -IN COILS. wave -length range 15 to 
166 meters; Automatic Rand Selector changes 
Rove- length hands in less than a second -an 
original EXPLORER achievement. 

Power Amplifier in converter gives real loud- 
speaker reception of distant stations. Special 
wide- spread vernier, real single dial tuning, non - 
reacting oscillation control, numerous other ex- 
elusiveefeatures. 

Price $24.50. Each EXPLORER air -tested at factory 
and ready for use. New 1932 models now read)', designed 
for every broadcast receiver, including the latest super - 
heterodynes. Order now! Sent C. O. D. on receipt of 
$2 or prepaid on receipt of price in full. Foreign. 
price $25.50, remit in full. shipment prepaid. State 
make and model of broadcast receiver. 

Send Now for Free Literature 

RIM RADIO MFG. CO. 
695 Grand St. Brooklyn, N. Y., U. S. A. 

`SERVICE MEN! 
SAVE MONEY 

BUY 
Reliable Guaranteed Parts 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 
FOR ALL SETS 

Not Surplus Obsolete Stocks 
But New First Quality 

Guaranteed Merchandise 

Send for Our Special Bulletin Listing 
Transformers, Condenser Blocks and Volt- 

age Dividers for All Sets 

Get Our Complete Replacement Guide 

RADIO sERv CE COMPANY 
N. E. Cor. 7th and Arch Sts. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

In Your Home 
Our marvelous, practical 

Movie Machines sell as low as $5.00 post- 
paid. Also finest 16 mm. rameras and 
projectors at factory prices. A complete line 
of both standard and 16 mm. film avail- 
able at low prices with exchange service. 

Write for big. FREE catalogue. 
PARAMOUNT MFG. CO Dept. R -10 

-Boston. Mass. 

tSrADO WILL PAID 
iHíTTTHis 

M not the active/ photo of myself elbowing Sem e how 
System h an mimed w 
to G M. 3 3 -4 isobes. 

Hundreds of Testimonials. 
Client lip to years old gain final 

I 1 to 6 mdse. in few weeks/ l l i -DAY 
Animas-No Apas -No Drv`g -Na Diem` Fmsr MKT TO-DAY 

ROSS SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Ts Wars GmpIde 
Cälvineing Testimony and Particulars 5 cent etana. 

Allow time for retm,, nails across the Abatis ' 
G. MALCOLM ROSS. Height specimen 
Scarborough, England. (P. O. Sag 15) 
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Using the Selenium Bridge 
(Continued from page 389) 

reverse operation may be obtained by re- 
versing the action of the relay. 

In utilizing the radiovisor bridge cir- 
cuits on either 110 or 2-20 volts a.c., suit- 
able power transformers are, of course, 
required to take care of the filament and 

The foregoing information regarding 
the new cell and associated apparatus 
should enable the experimenter to design 
light- sensitive equipment for a large 
number of uses. Among these are: 
counting devices, timing devices, musical 

CIRCUIT FOR VACUUM CONTACT 
Figure 5. This diagram shows the connections for using the contact with 

telephone relay on alternating current 

plate requirements of the tubes. Such 
transformers should be of 5 to 8 -watts 
rating and should supply secondary volt- 
age of 2.5 volts for the filaments of the 
type 27 tubes and 250 volts for the 
plates of the tubes. If the transformer is 
to be used out of doors or in locations 
exposed to moist atmosphere, the trans- 
former should be fully enclosed. Where 
the transformer is to be constantly oper- 
ated, its design should be for continuous 
operation at the rated wattage. 

Condensers Recommended 
The condensers recommended for use 

with the bridge should be of mica- dielec- 
tric for the 0.25 mfd. size, and of high - 
grade paper dielectric for 8 mfd. size 
used as a filter. 

Condensers recommended for full load 
conditions across the vacuum contact are 
as follows: For non -inductive loads the 
condensers should be of 0.0025 mfd. ca- 
pacity and for inductive loads 0.005 mfd., 
although under certain operating condi- 
tions, capacities as high as 0.01 have been 
found advisable. 

Counting Devices 
If the light- sensitive circuit is to be 

employed in connection with a counting 
device, the mechanical relay counter 
should have the following general specifi- 
cations: a speed up to 100 per minute, 6 
volts, 0.2 ampere, reading up to 99,999 
and should be capable of easy resetting. 

The resistors used with this cell are of 
2- megohms resistance and are prefer- 
ably of the metallized- resistor type. 
They should be permanently wired in 
circuits or fitted in spring clips making 
good contact. 

a standard 

A 

e 
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HOW CONTACT OPERATES 
Figure 9. A shows contact closed, to be 
opened by relay. B shows contact opened 
by relay. C shows contact open, to be closed 
by relay. D shows contact closed by relay 

reproducers, daylight -operated light 
switches, street lighting controls, safety 
devices, fire -detecting apparatus, train - 
stopping devices, color analyzers and 
matching units, automatic sorting units, 
light- measuring instruments, burglar -alarm 
systems, relay systems, and many hun- 
dreds of other control applications. 

Write to Author 
The author will be interested in hear- 

ing from our readers regarding new ap- 
plications which they develop or in aiding 
them in the solution of their light- sensi- 
tive problems employing this apparatus. 
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Universal Receiver 
(Continued from page 391) 

lead of the transformer. 3, runs to the 
plate of T5 and the B+ lead to the 
terminal (a) of R16. 

We are now ready for the resistor 
strip to be mounted in place and con- 
nected up. R2, R4 and R6 are connected 
together at one end. A lead from here 
runs out through the base to the center 
(moving arm) of the volume control 
R19. One end of R19 is grounded to the 
chassis and the other runs to tap (b) of 
the voltage divider R16. Through an over- 
sight this ground connection was not 
shown in the circuit diagram last month 
but is shown correctly in Figure 1 this 
month. The other ends of R2, R4 and R6 
run to the screen grid terminals of T1. 
T2, and T3 respectively. The upper end 
of R9 goes to the screen grid of T4 and 
the lower end to terminal (b) on R16. 
The lower ends of R10 and R11 are con- 
nected together and joined to the wire 
from C14 in the by -pass condenser 
block. The free end of R10 connects to 
the plate of T4 and the free end of R11 
to terminal (d) in R16. The lower ends 
of R7 and R12 are connected together 
and grounded through the mounting 
bracket. The upper end of R7 goes to 
the center lug of jack, 8, and that of 
R12 to the grid of T5. Condensers C13 
and C15 are already connected in place. 
Condenser C16 is connected to the grid 
of T5 and the other end brought out 
through the chassis to the tone control 
R13. The other end of R13 is grounded 
to the chassis. 

Turn the chassis right side up and 
solder wires about six inches long to the 
lower stator terminals of Cl, C2, C3 and 
C4, running them down through the base. 
The chassis is turned over again and the 
coil assembly mounted in place. The 
wires from the tuning condensers are 
fastened to the grid terminals of their 
respective coils. The plate of T1 runs 
to the plate terminal of L2. the plate of 
T2 to L3 and the plate of T3 to L4. 
The B+ terminals of L2, L3 and L4 are 
connected together and brought out to 
end (a) of R16. The aerial and ground 
leads from Ll are connected to the bind- 
ing posts 1 and 2. 

We are now through with the wiring on 
the bottom side of the chassis and it may 
be turned right side up again. The 
shielded leads with a screen grid clip on 
each are soldered to the upper stator 
terminals of Cl, C2, C3 and C4, with the 
shield grounded to the condenser frame, 
and the set is ready to try. 

The tubes are inserted, the speaker 
plugged in the back and the proper termi- 
nal plug cap slipped on to the plug 10. 
If the set is used on d.c., the plug on the 
electric cord must be inserted in the wall 
socket with the proper polarity, as in any 
d.c. set. If no sound is heard when the 
tubes have had 30 seconds or so to heat 
up, the plug should be reversed. If the 
set is likely to be tampered with, it is a 
good idea to fasten the plug cap 11 or 12 
in place with a metal strap screwed to 
the back strip. This will make it more 
difficult for an unauthorized person to 
slip on the wrong cap. 

Best results will be secured from this 
(Continued on page 434) 

YouNeedLongQuality 
for Short Waves 

Hauunarlund Wide - 
Spared Short - Wace 
Condenser, in three 
desirable capacities 
150.125 woo mmf. 

Ilammarlund Shielded 
Polarized Choke. High 
induetanee, low dis- 

tributed capacity. 

TICKLISH business - this 
short -wave tinkering! 

Every detail must be so 
much more carefully worked 
out than ordinarily, if real 
results are obtained. 

That's why seasoned ex- 
perimenters rely more and 
more on Hammarlund parts. 
Hammarlund's more -than- 
thirty -years' experience in precision engineering stands 
out conspicuously in every Hanllllarlund Product. 

Play safe -build your short -wave receiver with Ham - 
marlund Condensers, Coils and Chokes. Write Dept. 
RN -11 for circular, showing sues and values. 
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Ilammariund Vibration- 
proof Midget Con- 
denser. 20 to 3225 mad'. 

Many new features. 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO. 
424 -438 W. 33rd Street, New York 

Sot 3axtatt. Radio, 

ämmarlund 
PRCC/SION 

PRODUCTS 

SHALLCROSS 

Resistor s 
.0025 to 10,000,000 ohms 

are recommended and extensively 
used for television radio produc- 
tion, and service test equipment. 
The accuracy and dependability 
of the testers described on page 
1085 June and page 118 July 
RADIO NEWS depend upon 
SHALLCROSS RESISTORS. 

Send 4 cents in stamps for Bulletin 
100 -D and other literature describing 
the multi -range meter circuit, similar 
to the diagram above. 

yÍi,i ilcressNI n,,G000pagg 
ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES i O>q,q nvfiry/ 
V \ C®Ilinydale, 9a 

ir 

LYNCH Resistors 
Using New 

"K" Filament 
Precision Wire Wound ya, I, ITV,. 2. 1I Tolerance and 3 Watts 

Write for NEW illustrated catalog 
LYNCH MFG. CO., Inc.. Dept. N, 1775 B'way, N. Y. 

LEARN RADIO 
this easy. practical way 

RITTEN by two widely known radio engineers, 
these three books cover every phase of building. 

repairing and "trouble- shooting" on modern receiving 
sets. 

The books include short -wave receivers and tele- 
vision. 

Radio Construction 
Library [1931 Edition] 

This practiral Library includes : PRACTICAL RA- 
010 -The fuodam ent a l principles of radio, presented 
in an understandable manner. Illustrated with work- 
ing diagrams. PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUC- 
TION AND REPAIR -Methods of locating trouble 
and reception faults and making workmanlike repatre. 
RADIO RECEIVING TUBES- Principles underlying 
tho operation of all carumn tubes and their use in 
reception. remote control and precision measurements. 

The Library is up -to- the -minute in every respect 
and is based on the latest 1931 developments in the 
design and manufacture of equipment. 

Three Volumes, 
6 o 9 -993 pages, 
561 illustrations. 

See this 
Library 
FREE! 

No 
Money 
Down 

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON 
McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc. 
370 Seventh Avenue. New York 

Send me the new 1931 RADIO CONSTRUCTION 
LIBRAIIY. three volumes. for 10 days' free exami- 
nation. If satisfactory I will send $1.50 in ten 
days. and $2.00 a month until $7.50 has been paid. 
If not wanted I will return the books. 

Name 

Home Addresa 

City and State 
Position 

Name of Company RN -11 -21 

SEND 

FJJtGGotR 
UP ER 

MEMOM 

;p ° 
5ET5 

Of(iar 
PRICES, 

FREE RADIO LOWEST 

CATALOG PR; FS 

_ 
17 - , . .. .,.. .: . 
COi1ST?4.COAST 

;. I u(tIRAD1Ob?Í q [: 

C-ORPORATION '¡Z\ ` 
RE4RpUGRTERS J' t'aELltanaNEelaCEnENIMNTa .. ,. 

TUB ESAND 

,",,Ir á`% 
All PARTS 

ELraIRMEN 

SttMlKü 

123-N West 17th St. New York 
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"Buy Now, with Confidence, 
and Save Money" 

FLECHIHEIM 
SUPERIOR CONDENSERS 

In Use by Over 50% of the 
Broadcasting Stations 

ARE SOLD BY RELIABLE 
JOBBERS EVERYWHERE 

SERVICE MEN 
Get our new 1932 catalog No. 24. New 
complete line of condensers for all 
kinds of repair and construction at re- 
markably low prices. 

NOTE: Clip this 
"ad" to a sheet of 
paper on which you 
have written your 
name and complete 
address, and send it 
to us. We'll do the 
rest. 

FLECHTHEIM 
High Voltage 

SUPERIOR 
CONDENSER 

r t,. e 
Type HSM.I000V 
eased -for all types 
of Derer packs, eta. 

A. M. FLECHTHEIM & CO.,Inc. 
136 Liberty St., New York City 

Model "B B" 
List Price 
$25.00 

The Superlative 
Broadcast Microphone 

Extra Heavy Type - 
Two Button 

Outstanding beauty of work- 
manship and finish. True, 
Natural Tone. Tremendous 
Volume. Scientifically 
Damped. 
Extra Heavy 24 -Karat Pure 
Gold Spot Centers, Duralumin 
diaphragms. Accurately Ma- 
chined. Carefully Adjusted. 
Fully Guaranteed. Three De- 

Microphone Only ;trees of Sensitivity. 
Other Models from $5.00 up. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd. 
1163 Hyde Park Boulevard 

Inglewood Calif., U. S. A. 

stet. 13. S. Pat.0114 

MAKES SOLDERING EASY! 
Anyone handy with tools can do a good 

job in jig time with this "little wizard" of 
soldering irons. Thousands in use by pro- 
fessional mechanics. Plugs in on any current; 
heats quickly and stays hot! Highest grade 
nickel -chrome heating element; dark mahog- 
any anti -heat handle; replaceable forged 
copper tip. Wt. t6 ors., length iz% in., 6 ft. 
flexible cord. 

Send to us direct if your dealer can't supply you 

Electric Soldering Inn C., 135 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y. 

Short Wave Is Here 
New Adapter Fits Any AC 
Radio 

New WORKRITE Model brings 
Police. Foreign. Airplane. Ama- 

teur and leading U. S. Short 
Wave Stations. on any AC 

Radio. All wave lengths. 
Easily attached. Rig de- 
mand. Wo guarantee it. 
Special proposition to live 

dealers and agents. Writ, today to 
20th Century Co.. 1287 Coke Bldg., Kan- 
sas City. Mo. 
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Clearing Up Discrepancies 
(Continued from page 374) 

The international kilogram, too, is now 
defined merely as the mass of a certain 
lump of metal also preserved in the Beu- 
reau near Paris. 

The second of time, third of the funda- 
mental units of the scientists' boasted 
"C. G. S." or centimeter -gram- second 
system of units, is the only one that re- 
mains related to the earth, being defined 
as 1/86,164.09 part of the average time 

earth's rotation varies slightly from cen- 
tury to century, even from year to year. 
Astronomers now have clocks which 
measure time more accurately, or at least 
more uniformly, than does the earth. A 
new re- definition of the second is likely 
soon to be demanded, therefore, to join 
the arbitrary re- definitions of the meter 
arid the kilogram. 

The C. G. S. system is responsible, too, 

Science Museum. London 

HOW ANCIENT EGYPTIAN PRIESTS STRUGGLED WITH MEASUREMENTS 

To determine time from the stars as well as to measure angles and distances on the 
ground, Egyptian priest -scientists used this instrument, called the Merk /set. Sights 
at stars or of /per objects were taken through the notched stick and Past the string, 

held up as a plumb bob 

of the earth's daily rotation as measured 
from the stars. Even this unit, how- 
ever, has suffered the fatality which seems 
to pursue all efforts to derive the units 
of measurement from natural constants. 
It is now known that the speed of the 

Universal Receiver 
(Continued from page 433) 

receiver with an outside aerial 75 to 150 
feet long, though an inside aerial often 
gives good results. In steel buildings 
where motor noises are very troublesome 
an aerial should be erected on the roof, as 
high and clear as possible, even if it is 
necessary to use a long lead -in to reach 
the set. If tuning is too broad a fixed 
condenser of .00025 or .0001 capacity may 
be used in series with the aerial. It will 
be found that much quieter reception is 
secured in this way since the ratio of 
signal to noise will be higher. If it is 
necessary to use the set without an aerial, 
the antenna binding post may be con- 
nected to a water pipe ground, and the 
ground post to the chassis through a .001 
condenser. This uses the electric line as 
an aerial and sometimes works very sat- 
isfactorily. Be careful not to touch the 
ground wire to the chassis, as a short cir- 
cuit might result. 

Commission Changes 
WASHINGTON, D. C.-One impor- 

tant post on the Federal Radio Commis- 
sion staff was vacated and another filled 
by promotion recently by the resignation 
of Paul D. P. Spearman as assistant gen- 
eral counsel and the elevation of Lieut. 
E. K. Jett to assistant chief engineer. 

for another chapter of confusion in the 
electrical units. The same London con- 
ference of 1908 which accepted arbitrary 
definitions of the international ohm of 
mercury and the international ampere of 
silver did not quite have the courage of 
its convictions. While accepting these 
purely arbitrary units, the conference de- 
cided that volts, amperes, ohms and watts 
also ought to be defined in some more 
fundamental way. Thus the so- called 
"absolute" units; ohm, ampere and the 
others, based on C. G. S. units and 
slightly different from all three of the 
international sets of units, the British, the 
American and the German. 

Mathematical scientists, seeking to 
make the C. G. S. system all- inclusive, 
already had constructed two sets of elec- 
tric units unrelated to the ohm and am- 
pere system and also responsible for 
much confusion. One of these sets, 
based on electrostatic actions, includes the 
so- called C. G. S. Electrostatic Units or 
ESU. The others are the C. G. S. 
Electromagnetic Units or EMU. Both 
begin with the C. G. S. unit of force, the 
dyne, defined as the force which will 
move a mass of one gram with an ac- 
celeration of one centimeter per second 
per second. 

The C. G. S. electrostatic unit of 
charge, for example, is the quantity of 
electricity which will repel a like quantity 
at a distance of one centimeter with a 
force of one dyne. Similarly, the "unit 
magnetic pole" of the C. G. S. electro- 
magnetic system is one which repels 
with a force of one dyne a like pole one 
centimeter away. The C. G. S. electro- 
magnetic unit of current is one which 
will produce this unit magnetic pole at 
the center of a circle 4n centimeters in 
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diameter around which the current is 
flowing. The C. G. S. electromagnetic 
units are much used in scientific calcula- 
tions because of the ease of conversion to 
or from the units of energy, work or 
other quantities in the C. G. S. system. 
The C. G. S. electrostatic units are sel- 
dom used even in scientific work. 

Any unit of the C. G. S. electromag- 
netic system may be converted into the 
corresponding unit of the C. G. S. elec- 
trostatic system by multiplying by 29,- 
979,000,000. The absolute ohm, not quite 
the same, it will be remembered, as any 
of the conventional international ohms, 
equals 1,000,000,000 C. G. S. electromag- 
netic units of resistance. The absolute 

( ampere equals 0.1 C. G. S. electromag- 
netic unit of current. The absolute volt 
equals 100,000,000 C. G. S. electromag- 
netic units of electromotive force. The 
absolute watt equals 10,000,000 C. G. S. 
electromagnetic units of power. 

Six Separate Standards 
Electrical science is confused, there- 

fore, by no less than six separate sets of 
units of current, resistance, electromo- 
tive force and the rest: the extremely 
theoretical electrostatic set; the some- 
what more useful electromagnetic set ; the 
so- called "absolute" set of volt, ohm, am- 
pere and watt based on the electromag- 
netic ones; and three different sets of 
"international" volts, ohms, amperes and 

Westinghouse 

MAGNETIC UNITS NEEDED TOO 
Magnetic properties of materials usually 
are determined electrically, as in this ap- 
paratus. Magnetic units usually depend on 
electrical ones and share the uncertainties 

of these 

watts, intended to be alike but actually 
different, the Bureau of Standards has 
discovered, in Great Britain, Germany and 
the United States. Doubtless there are 
still different values for the international 
volt, ohm, ampere and watt in France, 
Japan and other countries but the inter - 
comparisons of standards necessary to de- 
termine this have not yet been made. 

Mechanical Units 
Confusions about watts are still great- 

er, for here enter still another set of 
power units, the horse -power, the foot - 
pound, the "mechanical watt" and so on, 
related to the electrical units by the me- 
chanical equivalent and electrical equiva- 
lent of heat. Again according to the 

United States Bureau of Standards one 
American international electric watt 
equals 1.00034 mechanical watts, the lat- 
ter based upon the accepted unit of heat 
or mechanical work. the international 
joule. 

HII7111in Inaccuracy 
The chief reason for all this confu- 

sion is human inaccuracy. The inter- 
national units in all countries should be 
the same. These, furthermore. should 
be exactly the same as the so- called abso- 
lute units, leaving the engineering world 
with but two important sets of electrical 
measures, the ordinary ohm -ampere set 
and the scientific C. G. S. electromagnetic 
set. Presently, one may hope. this will 
come about through the present intercom - 
parisons initiated by the United States 
Bureau of Standards and through better 
and better determination of the two 
fundamental units, the ohm and the am- 
pere, in terms of the centimeter, the 
gram and the second. 

No Absolute Values 

Again the so- called "absolute" values 
of the ohm and ampere are not absolute 
at all but still depend, just as do the 
international units, upon purely arbitrary 
values for the centimeter, the gram and 
the second. This arbitrary character 
could be removed, easily enough, if mod- 
em science could succeed in the ancient 
quest of the pyramid builders and the 
founders of the metric system for con- 
stants of the earth or of Nature from 
which units for length, mass and time 
might be derived. The most promising 
of these efforts today is that of re -defin- 
ing the length units of meter and centi- 
meter in terms of the wavelength of light. 

Light Wavelength Clue 
When atoms of the chemical element 

cadmium are heated in a flame they give 
off red light which is definitely of one 
wavelength. Nearly forty years ago the 
famous American physicist, the late Pro- 
fessor A. A. Michelson, attempted to find 
the exact number of wavelengths of this 
red cadmium light which would equal 
the international standard meter. That 
would amount to defining all lengths in 
terms of the light's wavelength. More 
recent measurements of the same kind 
have been made by Benoit, Fabry and 
Perot in France; by Watambe and Timas- 
zumi in Japan and only this year by Dr. 
A. E. H. Tutton in England. Dr. Tutton 
finds that 1,420,210.3 wavelengths of the 
red cadmium light equal the standard 
meter. The value accepted by Professor 
Raymond T. Birge for the American 
Physical Society differs only by five points 
in the eighth significant figure. 

Speed of Light 

When this figure can be established ac- 
curately enough to be accepted by every- 
one the long quest for fundamental, non - 
arbitrary standards will be over and volts, 
amperes, ohms and watts can join with 
other physical units in being all alike 
everywhere and all dependent on what 
scientific men now consider to be the one 
most fundamental and unvarying constant 
in the universe, the speed of light. 
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DON'T 
RUN AWAY 

from an Opportunity to attend 
professional school in 

RADIO 
AVIATION 

TELEVISION 
Your success depends on whether 
you accept money- making oppor- 
tunities or "run away" from them 
because of no ambition, negligence 
or unnecessary thoughts of fear in 
getting started. 

At the Dutton Radio Institute you'll 
find highly recognized instructors 
ready to personally assist you in your 
studies and hundreds of students 
you'll enjoy knowing. 

Prepare Yourself 
Now! 

Unemployment conditions and de- 
pressions do not disturb the positions 
held by men who are professionally 
trained in Radio and Aviation. The 
man untrained today cannot find 
work while thousands of positions 
are open to the "trained man." 
If you want training ability equal 
to leading colleges, write today for 
catalog giving full information about 
various courses. 

DUTTON RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. 25 DePaul University Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

Combination or sepa- 
rafe courses in Radio 

and Aviation. 

Dutton Radio Institute: 
Please mail me your new FREE catalog on 

Radio and Aviation. 

Name 

Address 

Phone 
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SERVICEMEN 
SPECIAL OFFER 

To introduce this up -to -date 

MULTICOUPLER 
ANTENNA SYSTEM 

to the thousands of servicemen who 
have not yet had an opportunity to try 
out its many advantages, we will ship. 
parcel post prepaid. two outside :iulti- 
couplers type P1.2724 and one special 
terminal resistance. complete with in- 
stallation instructions, for $5.00 C.O.U. 

If after trying out these units they drr 
not prove satisfactory, they may be 
returned and the $5.U0 will be re 
funded. 

Do not pass up this opportunity to 
make this test. 

I AERIAL FOR PLURALITY 

OF RADIO SETS 

Easily installed in apartments, hotels, 
etc. No tubes. no counterpoises, tele- 
vision pickup also possible. 

Write us on your letterhead for de- 
tailed information, prices and discounts. 

Amy, Aceves & King, Inc. 
Consulting Engineers 

55 West 42nd Street 
New York, N. Y. 

ALUMINUM BOX SHIELDS 
Genuine -ALCOA" stock..ave.dio finish. 61D.e $1.10 
--Cornet .ä. u.66. 10x6s7 Monitor .i.. ta.76. 0.616 

.a Rhi.W (like nitrites. on th. rush') 11.00. Any .is 
to order. 

"BUDDY" Test Prod Alwye eh.rp point - 
.d,using phonaerph 

need! 
4 ft É 

to. tip.. Colores nlppl« Identify Net 
lead, 11.60 pair. 

Flexible Shaft.. Jewell O-I M. Ant- 

Push ' point r 

point .Inductance 
portable ease for tent kit or cet, 53.W. a :ley 7 -Wire Connector, 
Male and Female, for 89e 

Pre .peetellee M parts exclus asty. We caw tarnish. seYtWltr 
donor/boil in Oda t.apldne. Give 0 trIaL Pica.. include poetap.. 

BLAN, the Radio Man, Inc., Bu: i$e,rT: acteur 

G. E. Phonograph Motor 
Synchronous ]10 Volt, 

60 Cycle, 80 R.P.M. Motor 

of old faahimied 
in 

Kóßá s1 200 Value 
winding spring motor.. 
Also many other twee. only 

These C.E. Electric e11 
motors .r all brand new 

tons0nal Ieetorr r- 

Fully runrenteed. 
$19.00 vsbm only ,3.56. 

Shipped Prepaid. Manufacturers and deniers write for Special Quantity prices. 

NATIONAL JOBBING & EXPORT CO. 
Dept. A -1 192 N. Clark St. Chicago 

95 

TELEVISION Men 
Wonderful openinen Ior nperntnre, elenmen, . v' ' u J 

nt bic pay. More jobs NOW in Toi i.iu <nd`A, snit It á n t`üen 
there e available trained m Ñ'n wont n,biliow lmtinn er. 

.04 will train you lo tep into coud job quirk. No ant to ehnt 
u' pea <:p< . 'f .- u r over IR ye . old and 'ont to make 

MOP to $60f1 a month ino Ibis <lo<cinetint Li p,y Droleuron, w,,ie 
today for full particulars. 

"SID" NOEL. PRES., 

FIRST NATIONAL TELEVISION, INC., 
1011 Fairfax Airport, Kansas City, Kansas. 

FoschmArTny-1*-eitilabli 
EARN E LEG RAPHY 
This EasyWay - 

CAH=EGIE- 
orldf.m6ae 

ax ta.r 
r.nher 

Thomas A. Edison-Andrew C.nyis 
mast al the presidents ol ilru.d. .ad 
other world leader. rot their start os 
Telegraphers. 
Today-ou . : o.ióia hon tlend--sea-in . emmnänr e 
money-io tm world's moat fascinating 

rN m 
Ar. Ho.. 

-with TELE- FLEX- t h 
/taster 

. 
rtlanCdO. l 

st -, New York 
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Television Progress in New York 
(Continued from page 376) 

and, although the station operated on 
regular schedule, it was not synchronized 
with any broadcast sound station and the 
programs consisted chiefly of dolls and 
ligures placed on a phonograph turntable 
before the photo- electric cells. Occasion- 
ally. the engineers and visitors would take 
places at the "electric eyes," but no spe- 
cial continuities were provided. 

The television station was housed in 
space formerly used as dressing rooms for 
the stage performers of the old Frolic 
Theatre. The day the writer inspected 
the plant it was observed that the images. 
received over a direct wire connection, 
were unusually clear. Our escort, an 
NBC executive, sat before the photo- 
electric cells and lit a cigarette. Glancing 
in the lens of the receiving unit, we ob- 
served his facial details, the lit cigarette 
and the rising rings of smoke. 

The Flying Spot 
Glancing at the subject seated before 

the photo- electric cells, we noticed that 
the streaks of light sweeping across his 
face were difficult to observe for an ex- 
tended length of time. However, when 
we, ourselves, were invited to sit before 
the "electric eyes," the carbon arc light 
was not at all difficult to face. R.C.A. 
and General Electric equipment is util- 
ized by W2XBS. 

Early this year the NBC conducted 
television wave tests from the tower of 
the new R.C.A. Building at Lexington 
Avenue and Fifty -first Street. Reception 
points were established in and around the 
city to measure the signal strength. It 
was believed that on account of the un- 
usual height of the antenna, better signal 
strength would result. The desire for a 
high point for television transmission was 
consummated last July when former Gov- 
ernor Alfred E. Smith, president of Em- 
pire State, Inc., and Merlin H. Ayles- 
worth, president of the network, jointly 
announced that television studios and 
laboratories would be established on the 
eighty -fifth floor of the Empire State 
Building -the tallest structure in the 
world. 

It is believed that when the Empire 
State television studios are completed, the 
network will scrap the transmitter atop 
the New Amsterdam Theatre Building. 

Highest "Sight" Studio 
The new NBC television studios and 

laboratories will occupy the east half of 
the eighty -fifth floor of the Empire State 
Building. which is about 1,000 feet above 
the intersection of Fifth Avenue and 
Thirty- fourth Street. The chain's engi- 
neers claim that this height above the 
city will be helpful in surmounting the 
difficulties which have beset television 
transmission in the past. The station's 
antenna will be placed at the top of the 
building's dirigible mooring mast, which 
is 1,250 feet above street level. 

According to Charles W. Horn, NBC 
general engineer, the opening of the Em- 
pire State television laboratory is a log- 
ical step to be taken at this time to meet 
the necessity for means of testing tele- 

vision transmission under actual operat- 
ing conditions rather than in the labora- 
tory. 

New Laboratory 
"A great deal of development and re- 

search work has already been accom- 
plished by the RCA- Victor Company and 
the National Broadcasting Company," he 
said. "The new laboratory will give an 
opportunity to apply the results of this 
search practically." 

Two Jenkins Stations 
The Jenkins Television Corporation is 

operating two television stations in the 
metropolitan area. Station W2XCR is 
atop an office building at Fifth Avenue 
and Fifty- second Street -just one block 
from the Columbia transmitter, W2XAB. 
This station was launched in the spring 
of this year. Synchronized sound is 
broadcast by Station WGBS. Invited 
guests, witnessing the inaugural program 
on a receiver a few blocks distant, were 
particularly impressed with the images 
received, inasmuch as they were obtained 
over a "home" rather than a "labora- 
tory" receiver. This writer noticed that 
even two heads were reproduced with ex- 
ceptional clarity. 

The second Jenkins station, which pre- 
ceded the New York transmitter, is 
W2XCD, Passaic, New Jersey, a suburb 
of New York. 

Radio Movies 
One of the oldest television transmit- 

ters in New York is W2XR, operated by 
Radio Pictures, Inc.. in Long Island City. 
This firm is headed by John V. L. 
Hogan, prominent consulting engineer, 
who is actively engaged in directing the 
station's operations. The Radio Pictures 
Station was originally located at 41 Park 
Row, New York, in 1927. It was moved 
to Long Island City in 1930. Programs 
have consisted chiefly of silhouette and 
moving picture films with synchronized 
music on W2XAR, another short -wave 
station. 

Engineers of all the New York tele- 
vision stations realize that everything ac- 
complished to date is experimental and 
they all look forward to the day when 
the Federal Radio Commission will delete 
the numerals from their respective call 
letters, thus establishing them as full - 
fledged broadcasters. 

But, meanwhile, New York is looking 
in. It is following television from the 
inside. Whither the visual branch of 
radio may go, New Yorkers will continue 
to follow it. 

Philco Sales Mount 
PHILADELPHIA.- Shipments of Philco 

radios during the months of June and July 
were nearly three hundred per cent. greater 
than shipments made during the same period 
in 1930, it was announced today by officials 
of Philco, who are observing this week the 
twenty -fifth anniversary of the company's 
founding. Shipments during the spring also 
were reported to be 250 per cent. greater 
than in the spring of 1930, which was Philco's 
banner year in point of sales. 
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Aids for Hard -of- Hearing 
Continued from page 381) 

described in the paragraph above. 
To make the microphone as free as 

possible from inertia, the diaphragm is 
made as thin as possible in order to keep 
its natural frequency somewhere in the 
neighborhood of 6000 cycles or higher. 
Otherwise the diaphragm might likely 
cause an exaggerated peak somewhere 
within the normal range of voice frequen- 
cies. The carbon particles are often in 
the shape of perfectly round balls, abso- 
lutely smooth, and in some cases they are 
highly polished. In some designs the 
balls are of absolutely uniform size, while 
in others balls of several different sizes 
are employed. Exactness in the micro- 
phone is so important that carefully de- 
signed units call for the precise number 
of carbon balls to be used in each cup, 
otherwise uniform action cannot be ex- 
pected. 

The larger the active surface of the 
microphone, the more current can be 
controlled. We therefore find, in devices 
designed for severe cases of deafness, that 

MICROPHONE HEADPHONE 

O o 

IIIII' 

BATTERY RHEOSTAT 

SIMPLE CIRCUIT 
Figure 2. The core common types of 
hearing aids consist simply of a sensitive 
microphone and headphone, a small battery 
and a rheostat to regulate sensitivity. The 
headphone and microphone are, of course, 

especially designed for this use 

several microphones are wired in parallel. 
This increases the current drain on the 
battery and necessitates larger cells, but 
even with these larger cells the life is 
rather short and this constitutes one of 
the inconveniences of these multiple - 
microphone devices. 

It is usual to include some sort of a 
cover over the diaphragm. Sometimes this 
takes the shape of a disc, surrounded by 
holes, through which the sound is im- 
pinged on the diaphragm. In other cases 
the disc is perforated to allow the sound 
to reach the diaphragm. This cover re- 
sults in air space resonant to the higher 
frequencies. In addition, the microphone 
assembly is sometimes mounted in such 
a way that the carrying case acts as a 
resonating box for the lower frequencies. 
These are the common methods employed 
to provide increased amplification at the 
lower and higher frequencies where de- 
fective hearing is usually most pro- 
nounced. 

The shape, size and form of hearing 
devices vary considerably with different 
manufacturers. Probably the most corn - 
mon type is the one in which the micro- 
phone slips directly over the terminals of 

a special battery. This is the pocket type, 
which is the most convenient of all, al- 
though, of course, not as effective as the 
larger types which are mounted in carry- 
ing cases. 

Standard Batteries Best 

Most manufacturers of portable hear- 
ing devices sell special batteries with both 
battery and hearing devices so designed 
that only they can be used together. This 
constitutes a decided drawback from the 
standpoint of the user, because the bat- 
teries can be purchased only from the 
manufacturer or his agent. A standardi- 
zation of batteries and connections would 
be highly advantageous to users of hear- 
ing devices and an even greater advantage 
would be the design of equipment to use 
ordinary flashlight batteries, such as are 
readily available in all localities. There 
are two or three manufacturers who al- 
ready have adopted this latter idea and 
naturally enough they are finding it a 
strong selling point. 

The design of the headphone is, of 
course, just as important as the design of 
the microphone. The headphone is ex- 
posed to view and may be worn for hours 
at a time. It is therefore essential that 
it be pleasing in appearance and light in 
weight. Yet nothing must be sacrificed 
so far as efficiency is concerned. There 
are two general types of headphones used 
with hearing aids. Examples of these are 
shown in Figures 4 and 5, products of 
Teutonophone, Inc., makers of a hearing 
aid of the same name. The type shown 
in Figure 4 rests against the ear in the 
same manner as a telephone receiver or 
radio headphone and is held in position 
by a light headband. It has the advan- 
tage that it weighs only a few ounces. 
The midget type shown in Figure S is 
placed in the ear instead of on the out- 
side. The small tube projects directly 
into the channel of the outer ear, but in 
order to take the weight off this sensitive 
area, a supporting clip is provided which 
fits into the convolutions of the outer 
ear. Because of its extremely small size, 
this type of headphone is not as sensitive 
as the type shown in Figure 4, even 
though it concentrates the sound directly 
into the ear without the losses that are 
bound to occur in any device which is 
placed on the outside of the ear. 

Diaphragm Designs 
The massive magnets commonly em- 

ployed in telephone receivers naturally 
cannot be employed in these light- weight 
headphones. It is therefore necessary to 
make up in other features of design what 
is lost through the inability to use large 
magnets. Much attention is therefore 
devoted to the diaphragm when designing 
these units. The diaphragm must be as 
free from inertia as possible, but, on the 
other hand, it must be able to carry a 
reasonable amount of magnetic flux. 
These two conditions conflict, because 
the light diaphragm is unable to carry 
sufficient magnetic flux, but a heavy dia- 
phragm is high in inertia. The manufac- 
turer of the "Teutonophone" has over- 

éC'- 
Spànthe Wòrld with this Set. 

A new radio thrill for you! Lis en in DIRECT to 
London. Paris, Berlin, Buenos Aires and other 
broadcasting stations throughout the world via 
short waves. Enjoy unique foreign programs from 
strange lands. Your ordinary receiver cannot tune 
in these low wave stations. WORLD -WIDE RE- 
CEIVER gets 14 to 550 meter stations with sur- 
prising clarity. 

AERO SHORT WAVE 
Super- Heterodyne Converter 

Converts Your AC or DC Radio Set 
Into a Short Wave Super- Heterodyne 

15 to 200 METERS 

Now in addition to your regular receiver you can 
have a Short Wave Super -Heterodyne set that 
will enable you to tune in short wave stations from 
many different parts of the world. All you have 
to do is to connect the Aero Converter to your 
own set and you are then ready to span the world. 
The Aero Converter is adaptable for AC or DC 
radio sets. Contains its own filament supply. B 
voltage can easily be obtained from your regular 
radio set, or you may use a single 45 voltage B 
battery. No plug -in coils. Single tuning dial. 
Very easy to tune. No whistle or squeals. Uses 
two UX227 tubes, one as oscillator and one as 
mixer, 

Price List 
AC Model, less tubes, ready for operation $12.50 
DC Model for battery -operated sets 11.50 

2 Matched UX227 tubes st 75e each 1.50 
145 Volt B Battery 1.45 

New Aero Midget $16.50 
Using the latest type Pen- 
tode and Multi -Mrs Tubes. 
This Midget performs on 
distance and bas tone 
qualities like a large ex- 
pensive set. Wonderful 
selectivity. Full dynamic 
speaker, full vision dial, 
beautiful walnut finish 
cabinet. A 5-tube set. 
Price for set of 5 tubes, 
$6.00. Available in 25 
cycle $2.50 extra. 

Aero Pentode Auto Radio 
Amazing Loin Price! Quality Performance 

we guarantee 
this is the latest 
model 6 tube 
Aero Pentode 
Auto Radio. Due 
to the use of the 
latest Pentode 
Tubes this set is 
equal in per- 
formance to any 
8 -tube receiving 
set.. The Circuit 
used is one 
which will be 
embodied in 
most of the ex- 
pensive 1932 

model auto radios. The complete set can be clamped 
on the steering post of your car or can be operated by 
remote control tronc the dashboard. 
This set will pull in stations within a radius of 1.000 
miles and will deliver the volume and tone qualities 
of an electric set. 

Price of Set only $20.00 
Price complete. including tubes, batteries. dynamic 
speaker and suppressors. all ready to install and use, 
$30.50. 
TERMS: Should you order C. O. D. s deposit of $1.00 
is required on Short Wave Receiver or Short Wave Con- 
verter. A deposit of $500 is required on the Aero 
Midget or Auto Radio. 3% discount allowed if remit- 
tance is sent In full. 

Write for Bargain Catalog 
CHARLES HOODWIN COMPANY 

4240 Lincoln Ave., Dept. L -30 Chicago, Illinois 
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F. & H. CAPACITY AERIAL 

Price $1.00 Complete 

Every Instrument Tested on Actual 1000 Mile Reception 
The F. di H. Capacity Aerial Eliminator has the capacity of 
the average 75 foot aerial, 50 feet high. It increase. selectivity. 
and full reception on both local and long dietanee stations 
is absolutely guaranteed. It eliminates unsightly poles, guy 
wires. mutilation of woodwork. lightning hasards. etc. It 
does not connect to the light socket and requires no current 
for operation. Installed by anyone in a minute's Use and is 
fully concealed within the set. Enables the radio to be moved 
into different rooms or houses, as easily as a piece of furniture. 
WE PREDICT THIS TYPE OF AERIAL WILL BE USED 
PRACTICALLY ENTIRELY IN THE FUTURE. 8.00d 
dealers handle our line. Dealers! Over 80 leading iobben 
carry our lino, or order sample direct; write for proposition. -- --Send coupon today. it protects you 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Send one F. k H. Capacity Aerial with privilege of returning 
after3day trial if not satisfactory. for which enclosed find ( ) 

cheek l ) M.O. or dollar bill. or send ( 1 

C.O.D. ( ) Bend Literature. ( ) Dealer's Proposition. 

F. & H. RADIO LABORATORIES 
FARGO, N. DAR., DEPT. 14 

Radio Set 

ANALYZERS 
.ad 

now To Use Them 
41 4001. .. .. .,,..- 

_ .. 

NOW 
OFF PRESS 

1, BE only book of its 
kind in print. 

II you era a radio service titan or it 

ou intend becoming one, this blink in ABSO- 
I.tjfle. e' INVALUABLE to you. It goes Pao e v 

bare of felting. and gives you the overy information you have bean 

Loki, for. I romaine alws r ,fete d. 
Fully 

on d h kupe 
of e. important Analyser on the market. Fully illustrated with 
diagrams. hookups and other important illustration.. 

Seed for your copy today 
PRICE PREPAID 50e 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. INC. 
94 -F Park Place, New York City 

TELEPLEX a n d 
10 Scientifically 
Prepared Tapes 
that go with our 
Course. furnished at 
Wholesale to our 
students. 

BECOME A 
RADIO OPERATOR 

QUICKLY AT HOME BY 

CANDLER 
S C I E N T I F I C 

SOUND METHOD 
We teach you CODE in less 
than halt the usual time. We've 
taught thousands in past 20 
years. including former cham- 
pion McElroy, whose speed was 
50V. wpm. Our methods origi- 
nated by world's foremost CODE 
SPECIALIST. who instructs you 
personally. Endorsed by officials 

and 45000 Morse and Radio operators. We help You 

get Your "ticket" quickly and inexpensively. Make 
a start TO-DAY I Send for FREE Brochure. 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO., Dept. N -11 
6343 So. Kedzle Ave., Chicago, III. 

SOUND SYSTEMS 
By NEW 

MODELS mp 
Portable and p rmanent equipment for the smallest se 
largest indoor or outdoor installation. AMPLEX 
matched units assure better results at lower costa than 
any other known system. And AMPLE& engineering 
rounsel is gratis. Rend us your problems. 
Responsible, experienced men and organizations can build 
big profitable sound systems business with AMPLEX 
assistance. Write in detail to our General Manager. 

AMPLE][ INST. LABS. 
132.11 West 21st St. New York City 

MILLION PARTS 
Farrand type inductor dynamic speaker, 9 loch. 

push -pull or straight for 171 or 245 $4.50 
F d type inductor dynamic unit 1.59 

Inductor dynamic speaker coils. each 
.25 Paper for inductor dynamic speaker 
20 Speaker cords, double sr triple 

Midget sets complete with tubes. any current 27.50 
Price List Frre 

EXPERIMENTERS RADIO SHOP 
129 West St.. Dept. RN. New York City 

come this apparently impassable obstacle 
by making a very thin elastic diaphragm 
of a special alloy which is stretched over 
a ring. In the center of this diaphragm 
a button of high magnetic permeability 
is mounted and the entire headphone is 

designed to concentrate the major part 
of the magnetic flux on this button. A 

cross section of this special diaphragm is 
shown in Figure 3 and photographs in 
Figures 4 and 5. 

Using Amplifiers 
It is obvious that component parts of 

high sensitivity are essentially in electri- 
cal hearing aids which do not resort to the 
use of vacuum -tube amplifiers. Even 
where a vacuum tube is employed, this 
sensitivity in the microphone and head- 
phone can be used to advantage, because 
then only a single stage of amplification 
is usually necessary and this can easily 
be incorporated in a portable device. For 
equipment that is not portable, as in the 
group systems employed in churches and 
theatres, size is no longer a factor. There- 
fore any lack of sensitivity in the micro- 
phone and headphone can be made up 
for by additional stages of amplification. 
For this latter type of installation, there- 
fore, ordinary microphones, similar to 
those used in broadcast studios, are em- 
ployed, being placed in the pulpit or on 
the stage, as the case may be. The out- 
put of these microphones is then fed into 
an amplifier which provides the required 
degree of step -up. In the output of the 
amplifier a group of headphones is con- 
nected, each one having its individual 
volume control so that users may adjust 
the volume to their individual require- 
ments. 

Electrical hearing aids have always 
been inordinately costly, and this is un- 
doubtedly one of the reasons why they 
have not enjoyed more common use. 
Even the small pocket type devices, such 
as that shown in the circuit in Figure 2, 
costs anywhere from $35.00 to $60.00. 
This seems astonishing when one remem- 
bers that there are a number of complete 
radio sets on the market selling in this 
price range. There is the consideration, 
of course, that the keen competition in 
the hearing device field results in high ad- 
vertising and merchandising costs and 
also in high production costs, resulting 
from limited production. Prices have 
gradually been coming down within the 
past few years, and there is no question 
that they will continue to drop until they 
finally reach a more appropriate level. 

Servicemen's Opportunity 
In the meantime, the dealers' profit is 

high and there is an excellent opportunity 
here for radio servicemen and dealers to 
carry these devices, along with their radio 
stocks. 

Experience shows that hard -of- hearing 
persons are constantly approaching radio 
dealers and servicemen for information 
and advice concerning hearing aids. Also 
those engaged in the radio field have a 
much better knowledge of the principles 
involved in these devices than do the 
agents and dealers who ordinarily consti- 
tute the market outlet. 

Under these circumstafices, it would 
seem worth while for the hearing device 
manufacturers and the radio retail outlets 
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to get together for their mutual benefit. 
The author has been informed by the 
editors of RADIO NEWS that this publica- 
tion will be glad to lend its co- operation 
in this direction in the hope that through 
the development of additional outlets, 
sales and production may be increased 
with a corresponding drop in retail price 
and therefore a more general adoption of 
hearing aids by those whose hearing is 
impaired. 

In closing. the author would like to 
bring to the attention of those so afflicted 
the helpful work that is being carried on 
by the New York League for the Hard - 
of- Hearing at 480 Lexington Avenue, 
New York City, New York. This is a 
non- profiit- making organization, whose 
sole purpose is to bring to the public the 
understanding that defective hearing does 

PART OF HIGH 
MAGNETIC PERMEABlyTY 

r i 
MEMBRANE RING' 

OBTAINING SENSITIVITY 
Figure 3. In one device, described in this 
article, the diaphragm in the headphone is 
as shown in this cross -section. Instead of 
a relatively heavy iron diaphragm a light 
membrane of low inertia is used, limiting 
the iron to a small button and ring, as 

shown 

not necessarily decrease one's possibilities 
in life and economic usefulness. Thanks 
are due and hereby given to the League 
for some of the statistical data and part 
of the illustrative material used in this 
article. 

News and Comment 
(Continued from page 412) 

facturing, the transfer of these facilities was 
made to complete the centralization of all 
the manufacturing, research and engineering 
resources of the RCA -Victor Company in 
this city. 

Some of the more important products 
available for sale to radio manufacturers and 
others by this section are as follows: Loud- 
speakers, transformers, magnetic pick -ups, 
electric phonograph assemblies and parts, 
laboratory and test instruments, commercial 
receivers, "Faradon" capacitors, geophysical 
apparatus, rectox units, paper capacitors. 

Returns to New York 
LAWRENCE, MASS.- Robert Hertzberg, 

for two and a half years sales promotion 
manager and more recently advertising man- 
ager of the Pilot Radio & Tube Corpora- 
tion, of Lawrence, Mass., announces his res- 
ignation. He will return to New York, 
where he was formerly active in radio pub- 
lishing circles. 

Protests Radio Tariffs 
NEW YORK -Assistance of the State 

Department at Washington has been ac- 
corded to Radio Manufacturers' Association 
in opposing drastic increases ordered re- 
cently by Latin- American countries in their 
tariff rates on radio apparatus. Four coun- 
tries- Argentina, Uruguay, Costa Rica and 
Mexico -decreed higher customs rates on 
radio sets, tubes, phonographs and phono- 
graph records. (Continued on page 439) 
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Television Goes to Sea 
(Continued front page 3S7) 

The sixty -tooth wheel with double mag- 
net mounting assembly held framing as 
long as we wished. 

"We immediately took advantage of 
the opportunity to demonstrate the in- 
struments. Fully 300 visitors and pas- 
sengers viewed Columbia and NBC. All 
remarks were favorable - and the only 
unusual remarks seemed to be due to the 
lack of sound accompaniment. We were 

Light. The pictures from NBC and 2XR 
came in with remarkable clearness. 

"At the close of dinner J. E. Nestell 
and myself returned to the apparatus to 
find an entirely different situation. Not 
only could we not receive any pictures 
from W2XAB, Columbia, but those ob- 
tainable from NBC were poor. We made 
practically no demonstration at this time. 
We were about fifty miles from New 

A "TELEVISION" NIGHT ON THE OCEAN WAVE 
Strange things happen in night clubs, but this is probably the first one offering its 
guests vision to penetrate 350 miles of darkness to witness the actions of persons on 
shore. This shows a corner of "Club Leviathan" in which the television demonstra- 

tions were held 

unable, lying at the pier, to tune in 2XE. 
"Many people remarked that it hardly 

seemed possible that the pictures they 
were seeing were those of living people, 
feeling that somehow the image repro- 
duced was being transmitted from a 
source in which the object was produced 
also by some mechanical means. I men- 
tion this criticism because I consider it 
unique and the product of a much greater 
ignorance on the part of the public with 
regard to television than I thought ex- 
isted. And I suggest that any further 
demonstration of television be inter- 
spersed or started by a short lecture on 
the subject by the operator in charge. 

"I remained at the instrument as the 
boat left the dock as far as Ambrose 

News and Comment 
(Continued from page 438) 

A vigorous protest against the new Latin - 
American radio tariffs was made to the 
State Department by Bond Geddes, execu- 
tive vice -president of the R.M.A. 

In response to the R.M.A. protest, the 
State Department last week cabled appro- 
priate instructions to the American Am- 
bassador at Buenos Aires and the American 
Minister at Montevideo. 

Combines Business and Pleasure 
NEW YORK -Ralph DeJur, of the De- 

Jur-Amsco Corporation, sailed recently on 
the Majestic for a combined business and 
pleasure trip to Europe. ` 

York, the conditions under which we 
were working were very poor. W8NB. 
the telephone station on board, reported 
the noise level was 5DB plus, a most un- 
usual circumstance according to the op- 
erator. under normal conditions the 
signal is usually 20 db above the noise 
level. 

"At approximately 10:20 our home 
station came in with remarkable clear- 
ness. Columbia was entirely in the back- 
ground. 3XE in Washington gave us a 
fair picture. We decided to close down 
our demonstration for the evening as 
static was still at a high level. 

"A few remarks as to location of re- 
ceiving apparatus may aid in any further 
experiments. We placed our televisor on 
a stand built by the ship's carpenter and 
the receiver below on a shelf in the same 
stand. The instruments were placed in 
one of the vestibules of the night club. 

"On Friday I spent the afternoon ex- 
perimenting with a better location of the 
receiver. Conditions electrically had not 
improved very much. About five o'clock 
we were able to pick up a signal from the 
National Broadcasting Company. 

"I experimented by placing a receiver 
in the radio room and a receiver in the 
vestibule of the night club. I wished to 
ascertain whether or not capacity to 
ground of the antenna in running through 
the ship was causing me very much loss 
and also to know the amount of noise we 
were picking up from the elevator and 
ventilator motors. This necessitated mov- 
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An Electrical 
Hair Trigger 
The lightest touch ... imperceptible 
motion ... the most delicate controlling 
force -and the powerful current is set 
to work. No arcing. No corrosion. 
No exposed spark. No hangovers. 
No chattering. Only clean makes and 
breaks, even at high speed. 
Such is the character and purpose of an 
entirely new conception of electrical 
contact now introduced as the 

BURGESS 
VACUUM 
CONTACT 

Manually, mechanically, thermally or 
electromagnetically operated, this con- 
tact device has no end of applications. 
Particularly applicable to usual tele- 
phone type relay when power relay 
is desired. Converts ordinary tele- 
graph key into flameproof power key. 
Essential in light control circuits, par- 
ticularly in combination with Burgess 
Radiovisor Bridge, for simplified 
operation. 

WRITE for descriptive literature. Also 
watch the columns of this and 

other practical journals for applications. 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 
Radiovisor Division 

202 E. 44th St., New York City 
II l W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill. 
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If something snaps... 
Like a projectile from a great gun-thun- 
dering down the track. Mile after mile - 
hour after hour. What if a vital part 
should fail? These cars have to be BUILT. 
Human life itself sometimes depends upon 
the performance of a radio condenser. 
CARDWELL condensers are built with 
the same exacting precision as that which 
goes into the engine of a fine machine. 
Tie up to CARDWELLS and be SURE. 

Transmitting condensers for high, medi. 
um and low power. A wide range of types 
and capacities in receiving condensers. 

Send for literature. 

THE ALLEN D. CAR DWELL MFG. CORP. 
89 PROSPECT STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

"THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON" 

ANNOUNCING! 
The New 

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE 
by Alfred A. Ghirardi, E.E. 

Greatly Enlarged 
Second Edition 

Now Ready 
Contains over 850 pages. 
More than 500 illustrations. 
A new feature is a complete, 
simple course in Electricity. 
written especially for radio 
students and servicemen. 

THE GREATEST RADIO 
BOOK EVER WRITTEN 
Send for free circular -- OR USE THIS COUPON 

50 
Postpaid 

I Radio Technical Publishing Co. 
Dept. F. 22 West 21st Street, New York City 
Enclosed please} ¡rad cash, check or 

at $3 
one.50 y order 

each. 
for 

copias of Radio Physics Course 

Name 

Laddress 

S 
RAOIO CATALOG 

mlerican 
SALES COMPANY 
wnOlf5ALE RAD.( 0,514,8. 
N -44 W. letb Street 

New York N. Y. U. S. A. 

The Universal Receiver 
which operates on 

Either A.C. or D.C. 
Complete with Tubes and Speaker $89.50 
Constructional Blueprints $1.00 

ANSLEY RADIO LABORATORY 
147 West 23rd Stréet New York City 

ing our rotary transformer in the rheostat 
room on B deck to the radio room. 

"The output of the receiver in the 
ship's radio room was much to be pre- 
ferred. We then placed a two -wire lead 
from this receiver to the televisor in the 
night club vestibule operating the latter 
with a.c. from the second motor genera- 
tor. The situation was very difficult be- 
cause it was so inflexible. We obtained ex- 
cellent telephone communication through 
the ship -to -shore telephone booth. This 
considerably aided tuning. We found 
the signals from NBC very unsatisfac- 
tory in quality, although greater in 
strength than those from W1XAV. 

Mayor Curley "Seen" 
"In spite of the static and fading, we 

were able to receive quite a clear image 
of Mayor Curley, an image so fine that 
several of the passengers who knew him 
by sight exclaimed, 'That's Mayor Cur- 
ley.' Conditions at this moment seemed 
by far the best of the whole evening. 
They were so good that the televisor held 
this image over three minutes in spite of 
the static. The Mayor's voice, received 
with excellent quality, was put on the 
ship's public address system, but this was 
a total failure because the roar of the 
static drowned out the voice. 

"Attempts were made Saturday night 
in the radio room to receive signals from 
American stations, but no television was 
heard. The noise level was excellent - 
by far the best of the trip. We were 
lying outside Halifax Harbor in a heavy 
fog. 

"Sunday night we once more set our 
apparatus in operation with the television 
receiver placed more advantageously with 
regard to handling a larger crowd of peo- 
ple. The ship's position at 9. P. M. was 
103 miles east of Ambrose and 110 miles 
south of Boston. At this time we re- 
ceived from Columbia both in the radio 
room and on the public demonstrator. 
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By 10 P. M. Columbia had faded very 
badly and Boston once more came to 
view. We found that the quality of the 

VIEWED AT SEA 
Mayor Curley of Boston and George Ban- 
croft, popular movie star, appeared in per- 
son at the television studio in Boston and 
through the media of television and broad- 
cast transmitters projected themselves to 
the Leviathan, 350 miles at sea, where their 
images were readiy recognized by the pas- 

sengers "looking -in" 

Columbia transmitter this evening su- 
perior to that of Boston. Two evenings 
before, the reverse had been true." 

Radio Physics Course 
(Continued from page 409) 

outer shell is supposed to be twice as far 
from the nucleus, and to have four times 
its imaginary area. In it a maximum of 
S electrons may be revolving. If the total 
number of electrons in the atom is greater 
than 10, an additional outer shell is re- 
quired; for electrons greater than 18, a 
fourth shell is required, etc. More corn - 
plicated atoms then have electrons revolv- 
ing in additional shells. Two elements 
may have the exact same number and 
arrangement of planetary electrons in the 
outer shells but differ simply because the 
proton and electron arrangement at the 
nucleus is different. 

Atom Structure 
In C of Figure 4, the internal structure 

of an atom of carbon is shown. This 
consists of 12 protons and 6 electrons in 
the nucleus. Around this are two plane- 
tary electrons in the first outer imaginary 
shell, and four electrons in the second 
outer shell. 

The internal arrangement of each atom 
in a piece of copper wire is shown at D. 
Here the central nucleus contains 15 

electrons and 44 protons. Flying about in 
planetary orbits outside of this are the 
other 29 electrons; distributed in four 
concentric spheres or shells (a total of 
44 electrons). 

Complicated Uranium Has 
92 Electrons 

The atoms of all the chemical elements 
are formed by various combinations of 
protons and electrons. The most com- 
plicated of all the 92 different atoms or 
chemical elements known at the present 
time is that of uranium (one of the radio- 
active substances). This has a nucleus 
into which are tightly packed 238 protons 
and 146 electrons, around which revolve 
92 planetary electrons distributed sys- 
tematically in seven concentric shells or 
spheres. 
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Completing the Army Radio Net 
(Continued front page 397) 

undamped -wave telegraphy. 60 miles; but 
many times the 60 -mile range is procur- 
able in Alaska. 

"After a few nights' testing, we made 
contact with Wiseman. he reporting our 
signal R5 to R7. This was encouraging, 
and although their signals were faint we 
were sure of one or two contacts a day. 
This was a great relief, as it gave us an 
outlet for our weather reports, and we 
had been especially enjoined to get them 
through. ' "During the first few weeks, reception 
was poor, due, no doubt, to the fact that 
it was daylight all the time. As darkness 
gradually approached. however. long- 
wave reception picked up, and sched- 
ules with Wiseman were now assured at 
any time of the day. It was thought at 
first that Kotzebue would be the logical 
relay for this station. as there is nothing 
but flat country and water between the 
two places, but, through a series of tests 
it was found impracticable to work any 
reliable schedule with him. His signal 
strength was never over R2 (very faint - 
unreadable), and he reported our signals 
of about the same strength. 

Hourly Tests Made 
"Now that the long -wave was well 

established, more attention could be given 
to the short. A listening -in test was 
conducted every hour, covering the entire 
range between 18 and SO meters. I de- 
cided that the 35 -meter band was as satis- 
factory as any, although it has two re- 
markable peculiarities. Between S and 
9 p.m. this band is 50 per cent better 
than at any other time in the day; but at 
any time signals of R3 strength (strong) 
may fade out completely, stay out as 
long as two hours and then come in 
again with the old RS strength. I 
frankly admit that I do not know what 
causes this. My theory is that it is due 
to the rapidly changing weather. Some- 
times the wind will change from north to 
south in a few minutes. This causes the 
sky to cloud up or to clear in about the 
same length of time, and I believe this 
causes the fading. This effect is not so 
noticeable, however, on the longer waves, 
though faint signals from extremely dis- 
tant stations do fade out at times. 

"It was found that short -wave station 
signals arriving from over the Pole, in- 
cluding most of the European countries. 
were much louder and were subject to less 
fading than stations south from here. By 
listening -in at the right time of day, one 
continent after another came in regularly 
each day the test was conducted. This 
was an interesting thing to note. Tests 
were now conducted using different types 
of antenna, different circuits. and. in fact, 
everything that seemed likely to im- 
prove things. At last, a tuned -plate, 
tuned -grid transmitter, using two 50 -watt 
tubes, was found to give the best re- 
sults when using a semi -vertical Hertz 
antenna, working on fundamental. 

"I now received orders to go down to 
25 meters. Using the coils sent up with 
the original transmitter and with con- 
densers of wrong capacity; it was a hard 

thing to do. However, luck was with 
me. I found some old copper pipe, made 
up a set of coils and using some old re- 
ceiving condensers, constructed a trans- 
mitter to work on the band from 21 to 
25 meters. Tests with Seward, however, 
did not give the desired results, and here 
again a peculiar phenomenon was ob- 
served. Seward reported my signal R7 
one hour and with not the slightest 
change in weather or in equipment here. 
he, during the next hour, would be un- 
able to even hear me. 

"Shortly after these tests, the 35 -meter 
band became less satisfactory, and it was 
necessary to go up to 43 meters, which 
band gave better results. I believe this 
condition was due to the approaching 
winter and that with the return of day- 
light again in the spring. we will prob- 
ably have to drop back to 35 meters. I 
recommended that the station be author- 
ized the three wave bands -21, 35 and 43 
meters." 

That report of Morgan's was the clas- 
sic of Arctic radio reportorial effort. It 
detailed the effort of getting established. 
but it told nothing of the routine up there 
in the dark. 

The traffic handled on the complete 
Army Net consists of the Post Office, 
Department of Agriculture, Civil Service 
Commission, Department of Labor, War 
Department and other department radio- 
grams. These make a volume of from 
1,000 to 1,500 messages daily. Messages 
containing 200 to 300 words are ordinary 
everyday affairs. Those of 500 to 600 
words are not extraordinary and many 
that run into thousands of words are 
handled. 

Network Business 
The War Department Net, in fact, 

handles everything except Navy Depart- 
ment communications and some other 
odds and ends. The Navy Department 
stations around the world, while more 
numerous so far as high powered sta- 
tions are concerned, have so much purely 
military traffic, due to Fleet movements, 
and administration of Island Govern- 
ments, as well as service to ships of the 
merchant service, that they cannot care 
for interior traffic. They are not sup- 
posed to work in the interior of the 
United States. That is the Army's ter- 
ritory. 

But, like the Navy Department, the 
War Department can talk to Honolulu 
direct, with its own stations operating. 

Just across the Potomac from Wash- 
ington, on the rim of the Fort Meyer 
Military Reservation, is a radio station 
little known to the public. In this 
ancient red -brick structure, are located 
the transmitters of WAR, the net control, 
operated by remote control from the Mu- 
nitions Building in Washington. 

With the completion of the new short- 
wave system at Fort Meyer, the Signal 
Corps introduces the beam transmission 
system for the 55 government bureaus 
now using the station. Directional short 
waves will be employed for all govern - 

(Continued on page 442) 

With a Fox Ram's Horn 
and Fox Dynamic Units 
you can hold the 
crowd. 
Fox equipment is 
guaranteed to improve 
any indoor or outdoor 
system in both volume 
and tone quality. 

Write for prices and specifications 

F i 
Engineering Co. 

388.392 Dorr St., 
Toledo, Ohio, 

U. S. A. 

Agents & Distributors 
Making Big Money 

A necessity everywhere. A "turn 
to the right brings back the light." 
Safe, economical, dependable.01-In -1 
Fuse Plug. Most useful invention 

in years. Many of our distributors in 
exclusive territory making $500 to 

$1000 a month. Easy to demonstrate. 
Easy to Sell. Profits begin right away. Write at once 
' r proposition. Send 25t for ample and working instructions. 
a -in- t row Co.. 801 W. Medl On St.. OeDt. t 08, Chicago 

ROYAL 
Complete T11.O TUBE short Icare recci, er with 
WORLD -WIDE range! Enjoy direct reception of foreign 
broadcasting stations! Tunes t l to 200 Meters. Uses 
any tubes and batteries. Guaranteed to give better re 
suits than any other low- priced set. Model Re- $10.45. 
Loll'- POII'I1e TRANSMITTER. Complete with meter 
and resonance indicator. Just plug in any receiving 
tube and start sending! Adaptable (or phone. Model 
Te -$ 9.95. 
High quality parts and scientific design insure maximum 
resulto. .Many Other :Models and Unassembled Kits in 

Free Bargain Catalog 
HARRISON RADIO CO. 

189 Franklin St., Dept. N New York City 

SHORT WAVE 
RECEIVERS AND 
TRANSMITTERS 

Servicemen, Dealers, Jobbers 
We specialize exclusively in the repair of 

speakers and phonograph pickups. Price list 
on request. 

MULTIPLEX RADIO SERVICE, INC. 
1177 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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OSCILLATOR 
(Licensed by A. T. & T. Co. 

$18 Net to dealer 
V $30 list 

$21 Net to dealer 
with output meter 

If not at your Jobbers we will 
ship direct when remittance 
accompanies order. 

A sturdy modulated instrument 
carefully made. Completely 
shielded with separate battery 
compartment. Furnished with 
22/ -v. and 3 -v. batteries. Uses 
one '30 tube. Covers broadcast 
band (550 -1500 kc.) and interme- 
diate band (120 -185 kc.). Oper- 
ating instructions attached in case 
cover with shielded wire leads. 
Very compact. In leatherette 
case, 6x11 /x5/ in. Weighs 
but 8 pounds. Built to high 
standards. 

Every serviceman should have 
the No. 550 oscillator to align r.f. 
gang condensers. locate defective 
r.f. transformers, adjust i.f. 
transformers, check oscillator 
stage and determine sensitivity of 
a receiver. A necessary instru- 
ment. Get yours today. Write 
for catalog of servicing instru- 
ments. 

Readrite Meter Works 
Established 1904 

20 College Ave.. Bluffton, Ohio 
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A 24 -Pound Laboratory 
(Continued from page 333) 

resistor. This arrangement requires the 
"grid test" or mutual conductance index 
method of tube testing. An oscillation 
test is also included for matching tubes 
for the r.f. stages. An innovation in tube 
testing is the incorporation of a gas test, 
used for all amplifier type tubes, which 
indicates the gas content of the tubes un- 
der test. Another ingenious arrangement 
is included for indicating the cathode - 
heater leakages of cathode type tubes. 
In addition to showing whether or not 
the cathode is shorted to the heater of 
the independent cathode type of tube, 
this arrangement furnishes an indication 
of leakages which would not be perceived 
through the use of an ordinary "short" 
tested. 

With the ever -growing popularity of 
the superheterodyne, the oscillator be- 
comes a more and more important feature 
of the serviceman's essential equipment. 
This analyzer is equipped with a com- 
pletely shielded and attenuated oscillator, 
designed for tuning over a range of ap- 
proximately 90 kc. to 1500 kc. This 

Army Radio Net 
(Continued from page 441) 

ment traffic. The new installation is 
comprised of three groups of transmitting 
sets -one 10,000 watt, two 1,000 watt, 
and three 500 -watt high frequency trans- 
mitters. Their frequency range is ex- 
tensive -from 4,000 to 18,000 kilocycles 
-and the six sending sets have been so 
installed as to afford maximum flexibility 
in the selection of any one or group of 
frequencies. Beam transmission, the first 
attempt to handle traffic out of Washing- 
ton by directional waves, will be effected 
on the 16.000 and 12,000 kilocycle bands. 
The signals on both beams have a spread 
of approximately 60 degrees, this insur- 
ing coverage of the entire United States 
from north to south. 

Five hundred officers and men of the 
Signal Corps operate this vast Army Net, 
most of them operators. Eighty Army 
posts and stations are served by them, in 
addition to what has been said of service 
in the foregoing. Also, all recruiting sta- 
tions of both Army and Navy are com- 
municated with over this Net. It saves 
the Government in actual cash $300,000 a 
year, after paying its own expenses. 
Most of the remote outlying stations show 
good profits from commercial traffic un- 
able to secure regular civilian service. 
The War Department never competes 
with civil commercial stations. 

In some 6,000,000 words of traffic 
handled it has made less than one -tenth 
of one percent errors. The director of 
the Budget has described the War De- 
partment Radio Net, which is operated by 
enlisted Army- trained radio men, as "an 
efficient and model organization of the 
Federal Establishment which is saving 
the taxpayers dollars and thoroughly ex- 
presses the administration's economy plat- 
form." 

wide band of frequencies is covered 
through the use of the harmonic tuning 
principle. By means of a very clever cir- 
cuit arrangement, both the intermediate 
and the broadcast bands are covered with 
a single set of inductance coils and tuning 
condenser. A type -31 tube is used as 
the oscillator tube. For output measure- 
ments the multi -meter, connected in se- 
ries with the self -contained condenser, is 
used. This provides a very wide range 
for output measurements. 

This oscillator covers a band of funda- 
mental frequencies between 90 and 250 
kilocycles. For all higher frequency 
bands the multiples or harmonics of the 
fundamental frequencies are utilized. 
Hence frequencies up to 1500 kc. are gen- 
erated in the single tuning circuit without 
the necessity of employing complicated 
switching circuits. Complete calibration 
charts permit one to determine the fre- 
quency with an accuracy within one -half 
of one per cent. 

The output of the oscillator can be 
controlled from its maximum to an abso- 
lute minimum. The oscillator is modu- 
lated at the frequency of the power sup- 
ply system. A vernier tuning dial per- 
mits of very fine adjustment, as required 
in many types of servicing. 

Having discussed the analyzer, the tube 
tester and the oscillator, there still re- 
mains the utilization of the Diagnometer 
for measuring resistances and capacities. 
The resistance measuring ranges are indi- 
cated on the top scale of the multi- meter. 
External connections are provided for two 
ranges indicated as "low" and "high." 
The low range covers 0 to 5000 ohms, 
while the high range covers 0 to 500.000 
ohms (approximately). A self -contained 
three -cell flashlight battery is utilized 
with these two ranges and a zero corrector 
is incorporated for maximum accuracy. 
A 45 -volt dry battery may also be em- 
ployed with the ohmmeter circuit, so as 
to have an indicating range from zero to 
approximately 5 megohms. Provision is 
also made for obtaining a d.c. potential 
of 250 volts, which is employed for con- 
tinuity testing up to 25 megohms. 

In accordance with the recommenda- 
tions of the R.M.A. standardization corn - 
mittees, the analyzer has provision for 
applying 250 volts d.c. to paper con- 
densers under test. Leakage up to about 
4 megohms is indicated satisfactorily by 
this test. In addition to the leakage test 
of condensers, capacities may be measured 
from approximately .002 mfd. up to 10 
mfd. Charts are supplied for accurately 
determining the capacity of various sizes 
of condensers. 

Mechanically, as well as electrically, 
the Diagnometer is made for accurate 
work. Every effort has been made to 
make this instrument as fool -proof and 
safe as possible. The power- supply cir- 
cuits are provided with fuses, and fuses 
are used in the milliammeter circuits to 
minimize possible damage to the milli - 
ammeter. Special precautions have been 
taken to prevent damage to any part by 
the inadvertent insertion of tubes with 
shorted elements. 
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Defining the Decibel 
(Continued front page 3S5) 

corresponds to 40 decibels, of 1000 times 
to 60 decibels, a reduction of .01 corre- 
sponds to 40 db. down, etc. 

In the measurement of sound it is de- 
sirable also to have a reference level and 
it was the original idea to use. as zero 
level, such a volume as would be just 
audible to a person's ear. 

People differ, however, in ear sensitivity 
to sound; also, the sensitivity is not the 
same for different frequencies. For some 
time a zero level of .46 millibars was used 
by engineers. Recently a new "threshold" 
of one millibar has been agreed upon. and 
it is expected that this will soon be inter- 
nationally accepted. The use of fractions 
is then avoided. 

In order to be able rapidly to convert 
gain or reduction to db. and vice versa, 
we are printing a chart in Figure 1. This 
chart, prepared by Dr. E. E. Free. gives 
db. gain for different power ratios and 
current or voltage ratios. 

Chart for "Gain" or "Loss" 
Although this chart only indicates db. 

gain, it can also be used for loss by in- 
verting the power ratio and placing a 
minus sign before the amount of db. so 
obtained. 

Example: Suppose in a circuit there 
is a ratio of output -to -input power of 
.002. The inverse of this ratio is 500. 
On the chart we find that this corre- 
sponds to a gain of 27 decibels. There- 
fore when the ratio is 1/500 or .002 there 
is a loss of 27 decibels or 27 db. "down." 

In order that the reader may be able to 
read these ratios with a little more accu- 
racy, the curve in Figure 2 shows db. 
against power ratios between -10 db. 
and + 10 db. For higher ratios it is only 
necessary to add 10 to the number of 
decibels as many times as the power ratio 
has been multiplied by ten, and to sub- 
tract ten from the number of decibels as 
many times as the power ratio has been 
reduced ten times. 

Suppose the power ratio has increased 
1260 times. Then looking on the chart 
of Figure 2 we see that 1.26 corresponds 
to 1 db. But the power ratio is 1000 
times 1.26. Therefore the gain is 30 + 1 

= 31 db. 
When the power has been reduced to 

.03 of its former value, we see in Figure 
2 that a reduction of .3 corresponds to 
5.23 db. down. The reduction of .03 then 
corresponds to 10 + 5.23 = 15.23 db. 
down. 

Obtaining Logarithms 
Mental calculations can be rather 

easily made if we remember that all log- 
arithms of numbers can be obtained by 
adding the logarithms of its factors. If 
then we remember all the logarithms of 
the prime numbers we can have all log- 
arithms at our finger tips. For the log- 
arithms below 10 only three have to be 
remembered: the logarithm of 2. or 3 

and of 7. All the others are then easily 
found. 

As we remember from our algebra les- 
sons, a logarithm is made up of a man- 
tissa and a characteristic. The mantissa 

is the decimal fraction and this is the 
same for the same significant figure re- 
gardless of where the decimal point 
stands or how many zeros are behind it. 
The characteristic varies with the decimal 
point. For instance, the logarithms of 
the numbers 2, 20, 200, 2000 and 20,000 
all have the same mantissa, .301, but the 
characteristic is 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respec- 
tively, so that their logarithms are: 
0.301, 1.301, 2.301, 3.301 and 4.301. It 
becomes a little harder when the number 
is less than one, and the logarithm is 
negative. If we wish to stick to the rule 
that the mantissa of a significant figure 
shall always be the same, then we must 
write the negative logarithm so that the 
mantissa is positive and only the charac- 
teristic is negative. Therefore, the log of 
.2 is .301 -1, the log of .02 is .301 -2 and 
so on. The following notation is used 
for this purpose (in the United States 
only): Log 0.2 is 1.301, the log of 0.02 

is 2.301. The minus sign above the char- 
acteristic means that only the latter is 
negative but the mantissa is positive. 

Negative Mantissa 
Therefore, if, after a calculation, a 

mantissa might come out negative, it 
should be converted into a positive man- 
tissa by adding 1 to the mantissa and sub- 
tracting 1 from the characteristic. 

The final rule for the location of the 
decimal point is as follows: With a posi- 
tive characteristic, there are as many 
digits to the left of the decimal point as 
the characteristic indicates, plus one. 
When the characteristic is negative it is 
one greater than the number of ciphers 
immediately following the decimal point. 

After all these mathematical explana- 
tions, we can give some examples of how 
to work the tables. 

Examples 
Suppose we must find the power ratio 

expressed by a gain of 17 decibels. Di- 
viding by ten, we find the logarithm of 
the power ratio is 1.7. Looking in the 
table, we find the antilog of .7 is 5. 
Therefore the power ratio is 50 for the 
characteristic 1 indicates that the antilog 
consists of two figures. 

But if there was a loss of 16 decibels? 
Again dividing by ten, we find for the log 
of the power ratio -1.6. To make the 
mantissa positive we have to change it 
to 2.4. 

In the table on page 385 we find the 
antilog of .4 is 2.51 and since the charac- 
teristic is -2 we must divide this figure 
by 100. so the power ratio corresponding 
to -16 db. is .0251. 

Making Tables Useful 
The reader with some ingenuity will 

find that he can extend the use of these 
small tables by adding some of the log- 
arithms and getting the logarithm of their 
product. In this way sufficient data will 
be present to always estimate the db. for 
power ratio and vice versa. 
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RADIO 
TELEVISION 

The good jobs in any profession 
are held by the better -than- average 
men -the men with technical en- 
gineering training. 

The leaders in radio today are the 
men who were STUDYING radio 
ten years ago. The leaders in Radio 
and Television tomorrow will be the 
men who are seriously preparing to- 
day. 

We offer Advanced Courses in 
Practical Radio and Television En- 
gineering for the experienced radio- 
man- complete courses in Practical 
Radio and Television Engineering 
for the less experienced radioman. 

Send in the coupon for complete 
details TODAY. 

Nov. RN 
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 
Riggs Bank Bldg.. 14th and Park Road, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 

Please send me without obligation com- 
plete details of the following course: 
(Check course.) 

Advanced course in Practical Radio En- 
gineering. 
Complete course in Practical Radio En- 
gineering. 
Advanced course in Practical Television 
Engineering. 
Complete course in Practical Television 
Engineering. 

Name. 

Addres . ... .. 

lad cL SHORTWAVE 
or TELEVISION KITS 
No. 25 Shortwave Kit. formerly 
$95.10. Wavelength range 13 

to 520 meters. Easy to assem- 
ble. easy tuning. Complete 
with 15 Ortoculls. blueprints 
and Construction manual I less 
tubes and cabinet). May he 
purehhaaed In 't units at $13.95 each 
No. 20 Television Kit. formerly $sS. 39 ; complete with 
lens. lamp. synchronizing amplifier. synchronizing 
motor. cabinet and wiring diagrams. Works in conjunc- 
tion with Baird Shortwave Set. May be purchased to 
separate units: Unit X. $13.50; Unit Y. $15.50; Unit 
2, $13.50. 

Write for complete descriptive folder 
TELEVISION SALES CO., Dept. RN -3 

Lansdowne St. and Brookline Ave. 
Boston, Mass. 

Now only 

$39.50 

MAKE SIO,000 
A year raising rabbits for us. We pay up to 
$12.00 each for all you raise. Send 25c for 
full information and contract, everything ex- 
plained. Send at once and find out about this 
big proposition we have to offer you. 

THE EASTERN RABBITRY 
Route 1, Box 236 New Freedom, Pa. 

Power Amplifiers 
Complete systems. parts, speakers, trumpets, 

microphone stands 

Send us your specifications for our quotations 
Products of Merit 

MOE MFG. CO. Melrose, Mass. 

Servicemen and Dealers! 
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST 

we carry complete lion of Standard Radio Replacement Unite. 
We stock no JUNK or JOB -LOTS. 
Al i unite are BRAND NEW and GUARANTEED by STANDARD 
RELIABLE MANUFACTURERS. 
Satisfaction teed or money refunded. 
WRITE FOR 

guaran 
OUR LATEST BARGAIN BULLETIN on RADIOS, 

TUBES and REPLACEMENT UNITS. 
We ship everywhere. 

"Pioneers ln Radio.' 
MAURICE SCHWARTZ a SON 

710.712 Broadway Schenectady. New York 
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FREE 
With this New Money - 

Saving Offer 
From RADIO NEWS 
SO many requests have come in- 

to this office asking us for a 
book covering the Junior 

Radio Guild lessons, that we have 
at last, with considerable time and 
effort, compiled this material (along 
with some other information) into 
a great new book ! 

"23 LESSONS IN RADIO" is 
not for sale anywhere! But by 
subscribing through this special of- 
fer, you receive not only this great 
book FREE, but you also receive 
two whole years of RADIO NEWS 
for only $4, a saving of $2, over 
the single copy price. Besides, 
.you do not need to pay the entire 
amount now! Simply fill out the 
coupon below and send it to us with 
$1 ! We will immediately mail 
your "23 LESSONS IN RADIO" 
and your first issue of RADIO 
NEWS. Then you may pay the 
balance later as we bill you, in 
easy installments of $1 a month for 
3 months. Renewal or extension 
of current subscriptions accepted 
on this offer, but payment must be 
made now, as specified above, not 
when subscription expires. 

A Few of the Subjects Covered: 
Elementary Radio Theory 
How the Detector Tube Works 
Construction of a two -stage audio -fre- 

quency amplifier 
How the Radio -Frequency Amplifier 

Works 
How To Build a "Converter" which 

changes your 5 -tube broadcast re- 
ceiver into a Short -Wave receiver 

Principles of transmitting and receiving 
Complete Chart of Standard Radio 

Symbols 
How To Build R F Tuner 
How To Build a 3 -stage resistance 

coupled audio -frequency amplifier 
The How and Why of B -Power Units 
Breaking into the Amateur Game 
How to build a code test outfit 
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qucncy. The oscillograph produces photo- 
graphic records on a paper 35 mm. wide. 
The light- sensitive paper is contained in a 
roll which is mounted like an ordinary mo- 
tion- picture reel. It passes down before a 
slit, where it is exposed; then the film is 
automatically passed through a developing 
solution so that a photographic record, of 
the current being studied, is obtained only 
a few minutes after the test is made. 

Dynamic Loudspeaker Design, by J. E. 
Goeth. Electronics, August, 1931. A design 
article useful to those concerned with the 
manufacture of electro- dynamic loud- 
speakers. The author discusses correct di- 
mensioning of the magnetic system and the 
conductor length and current required to 
produce a desired field. He also discusses 
the design of the moving coil, the number 
of turns, its diameter, and the proper ratio 
of transformation for the output trans- 
former. He points out that the number of 
turns on the moving coil is unimportant 
per se. The number of turns is only im- 
portant insofar as it affects the mass and 
the freedom with which the unit can move 
in the air gap. 

Noise Generation Within Radio Receivers, 
by Rinaldo de Cola. Radio Engineering, 
August, 1931. This article discusses the 
causes of noise in a receiver; the discussion 
is limited to noises inherent in the receiver 
design and does not consider noises pro- 
duced from outside sources. The major 

(Continued on page 445) 
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With the Experimenters 
(Continued from page 400) 

identical curve (B) of Figure 5 will again 
be obtained. 

In order to secure a means of coupling 
the antenna to the primary circuit an ad- 
ditional inductance L3 can now be in- 

serted in series, Figure 4 (h). L3 is corn - 

pletely shielded from L2 and L1 and the 
characteristics of the primary can be ad- 
justed to their former values by reducing 
the capacity of C3. If now the antenna 
be coupled to L3 by an inductance L4, 
Figure 6, it is evident that large changes 
may be made in the circuit of L4 with 
but negligible changes in L1, since the 
inductance changes produced by one cir- 
cuit upon the other become progressively 
smaller. This is readily checked experi- 
mentally py obtaining the tuning range 
curves for short, medium and long an- 
tennas. It will be found that they all co- 
incide with curve (B). A further check 
consists in varying the coupling between 
L3 and L4. It will be found that the 
effect on the value of Cl for a given f re- 

Radio Science Abstracts 
(Continued from page 444) 

sources of noise within a receiver are ther- 
mal- agitation, the shot -effect, and second- 
ary- emission and ionization. Curves are 
given showing how the noise varies with fre- 
quency and with voltages on the tube. 

Measuring the Power Factor of Electro- 
lytic Condensers. Radio Engineering, Au- 
gust, 1931. This article, prepared by the 
Engineering Department of the Aerovox 
Wireless Corporation, discusses methods of 
measuring the power factor and capacity. 
The article includes typical bridge circuits 
indicating how the usual Wheatstone bridge 
must be altered to permit the application of 
polarizing voltages to the electrolytic con- 
denser. The article brings out the impor- 
tance of using a comparatively pure a.c. in- 
put to the bridge, since the power factor 
measurements are usually made at frequen- 
cies around 120 cycles, where harmonics may 
make it especially difficult to secure accurate 
balances. In the event that the source of 
a.c. contains harmonics it is suggested that a 
low -pass filter be connected between the 
bridge and the source of a.c. 

The High Vacuum Tube Comes Before the 
Supreme Court, by William R. Ballard, Bell 
Laboratories Record, July, 1931. This is 

one of the most interesting articles we have 
read on the litigation concerning the high 
vacuum tube and the Langmuir patent, a 
controversy in which the Telephone Com- 
pany has been continuously involved since 
1915. It tells briefly the history of the vac- 
uum tube from 1912, when Dr. Lee De- 
Forest came East with his tube to sell the 
Telephone Company rights, under his audion 
patents, to use the tube for telephone re- 
peaters. It tells how Dr. H. D. Arnold, Di- 
rector of Research of Bell Telephone Labo- 
ratories, first became connected with the 
company, and how he worked to make the 
DeForest tube applicable to telephone re- 
peaters. This article by Mr. Ballard will 
prove interesting reading to those who have 
followed the long court fights around the 
Langmuir patent, a patent which the 
United States Supreme Court held on May 
25, 1931, to be invalid. 

quency is substantially negligible. 
The value of L3 depends to some ex- 

tent on the characteristic of the trans- 
former L2 -L1 and the desired operation 
of the amplifier as a whole, but is not at 
all critical. If it is of the order of Ll, 
C3 will be reduced to such a small value 
that it can be eliminated entirely. the 
capacity of the winding L3 to ground 
being sufficient. The final arrangement 
then takes the form of Figure 7. 

The advantages of the above system 
of antenna coupling are: (1) it allows 
perfect "tracking" of the first -stage con- 
denser with the other condensers: (2) 
all the radio -frequency transformers can 
be identical in construction; (3) it opens 
possibilities of volume control by varia- 
tion in antenna coupling. 

W. E. SPICER, Ja., 
Radio and Acoustical Eng., Burgess 

Battery Co., Madison, Wisconsin. 

Measuring Resistance with the 
Set Tester Described Last Month 

In the constructional article on "The 
Set Tester DeLuxe" in the October issue, 
directions were given for using the outfit 
to measure resistances over a fairly large 
range. Those who constructed this tester 
but wish to expand the ohmmeter range 
will find the following of interest: 

In order to accurately measure resis- 
tances of less than 100 ohms, the 4.5 -volt 
battery in the continuity circuit of the 
tester should be replaced with a 1.5 -volt 
flashlight battery, a 400 -ohm resistance 
should be connected in series with it and 
the switch on the tester set for the lowest 
meter scale. It will then be found that 
if the test prods are touched together, 
full -scale deflection of the meter will re- 
sult. When the test prods are touched to 
the terminals of a resistor under test, a 

smaller deflection will be obtained. the 
difference between this and full -scale de- 
flection indicating the value of the resis- 
tance. 

A calibration scale may be made up in 
accordance with the formula given in the 
constructional article in the October issue 
or, better still, on page 1010 of the May 
issue, will be found a printed scale which 
will give a complete calibration for re- 
sistance measurements up to 50,000 ohms. 
The use of the arrangement suggested 
here will provide greater accuracy on all 
resistance measurements up to 2000 ohms 
than was provided for in the resistance 
charts published in the set tester article 
in the October issue. 

To extend the ohmmeter range above 
the 60.000 ohms shown in the October 
chart. it is necessary to use a 45 -volt 
battery. A calibration curve can then be 

plotted by calculating a sufficient num- 
ber of values -not forgetting to subtract 
the 1000 ohms in the voltmeter multiplier 
resistor incorporated in the set tester. 

Actually it is not necessary to substi- 
tute the 45 -volt battery for the 4.5 -volt 
battery that was originally specified in 
the set tester. Instead, the 45 -volt bat- 
tery may be connected externally across 
the two binding posts provided for the ex- 
ternal voltage measurements. The main 
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FOILhIEItS AND RESISTANCES. All units designed 
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DEALERS! Stork IVF,LLSTON COLD TEST IM- 
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WELLSTON RADIO CORP. 
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Just Off the Press 

Over 3,000 Radio Items 
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BALTIMORE RADIO CORP. 

725 r Broadway New York, N. Y. 
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In November 
"Amazing Stories" 

T1lE ANTARCTIC TRANSFORMATION, by 
I. R. Nathanson. There is more to this business 
of North and South Pole expeditions than merely 
determining the ability of man to reach these 
extremes of the globe. When these regions be- 
como more accessible. natural resources of vast 
proportions may he discovered. which might. 
with the aid of man. assume great importance. 
It is of such a possibility in the Antarctic 
regions that our well -known author writes. This 
is an impressive story and quite plausible. 

AI'T(»ATON. by Abner J. Gelula. Most of us 
ask ourselves every once In a while. "What will 
all this machine age bring us to eventually?" 
It is not an Illogical question. Mechanical 
science has made such marvelous strides In the 
past thirty years that its possibilities seem un- 
limited. One trend. the tendency to replace 
human labor with the machine. is treated in an 
ah,orb ing manner by our new author in this 
unusual tale. 

TITE RAT RAC1 ET. by David IT. Keller. M.D. 
The racket business has reached dangerous 
dimensions. This distinctively Keller story 
about a new kind of persecution and robbery 
seems very Opportune and we know you will 
enjoy it. 
LT-VIT'M. by A. R. McKenzie. Aere is an In- 
genious phantasy of a subterranean race. living 
beneath the sands of the Sahara. It is an 
excellent) example of good scientific Action. 

THE STONE FROM THE GREEN STAR. by 
Jack Williamson. (A serial in two parts) Part 
II. After a serles of dangers. unique In the 
history of science fiction. the blind scientist 
and his co- workers reach their goal and get their 
prize. but at what a cost ! Only Jack William- 
son could have written such a story ! 

Oa Sole At All Newsstands 
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switch of the tester is then set on the 
"Ext. Volts" position and the range 
switch on the 1 -volt scale. 

With the arrangement suggested here 
resistance values from 10 to 2000 ohms 
and 50,000 to 500,000 ohms can be mea- 
sured with a reasonable degree of accu- 
racy. Still higher resistances may be 
measured by using higher voltages. 

JOHN M. BORST, 
New York City. 

Simple Code Practice Set 
Those interested in learning the code 

can easily construct a practice set which 
employs a single type -99 tube, a 4.5 -volt 
battery, an old audio transformer and a 
rheostat, connected as shown in the dia- 

CODE PRACTICE SET 
Figure 1. Hook -up for practice oscillator 
using key, tube, rheostat, audio transformer, 

jack and PA -volt battery 

gram (Figure 1.) In this circuit the 
filament battery serves also for the plate 
supply and for this reason the rheostat 
must be connected in the positive side of 
the filament so as to raise the plate po- 
tential slightly above that of the filament. 
Ordinary headphones are plugged into the 
jack and the practice key is connected as 
shown. A pleasing and rather high - 
pitched note will be heard in the head- 
phone when the key is pressed. 

J. E. KITCHIN, 
Alert Bay, B. C., Canada. 

Protecting Storage Battery 
Terminals 

Corrosion of storage battery terminals 
can be prevented and they can be kept 
free of the white paste that usually ac- 
cumulates on them by putting oiled felt 
washers around the bottom of each termi- 
nal post. The washers should be of fairly 
thick felt about an inch and a half in 
diameter. Holes just large enough to fit 
the battery posts snugly must be made in 
the felt washers. The battery terminals 
will have to be removed, so that the wash- 
ers can be put over the posts. Before 
placing them over the battery terminals, 
the washers should be soaked in oil, either 
automobile oil or ordinary 3 -in -1 lubri- 
cating oil. The washer keeps the battery 
terminal covered with a thin film of oil, 
which prevents the formation of the 
troublesome corrosion. The washers 
should be remoistened with oil occasion 
ally. Felt cut from an old hat will be 
thick enough. 

CHARLES FELSTEAD, 
Los Angeles, California. 
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Read Classified Advertis- 
ing -It Pays 

Advertisements in this section twenty -six 
cents a word for each insertion. Name 
and address must be included at the above 
rate. Cash should accompany all classified 
advertisements unless placed by an ac- 
credited advertising agency. No advertise- 
ments for less than 10 words accepted. 
Objectionable or misleading advertise- 
ments not accepted. Advertisements for 
these columns should reach us not later 
than 1st of 2nd month preceding issue. 

Agents Wanted 

CASH IN YOUR POCKET every day. Every man 
needs Pants. Breeches, Coveralls. Shopcoats. Longwear's 
Work Clothes sell on sight. Belt FREE with every order for 3. No Investment. Complete sales outfit FREE. Write TODAY, Dept. R -11. Longwear, 489 
Broome St.. New York. 

Guaranteed Genuine Gold Leaf Lenten anyone can put 
on store windows. Large profits, enormous demand. Free 
samples. Metallic Letter Co.. 422 N. Clark. Chicago. 

Correspondence Courses 

Used correspondence school courses sold on repurchase 
basis. Also rented and exchanged. Money-back guaran- 
tee. Catalog free. (Courses bought.) Lee Mountain. 
Pisgah, Alabama. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES -Sold, Bought. Ex- 
changed, Rented. Bargain Catalogue Free. Handing. 
C -799 Broadway, New York. 

Detectives 

DETECTIVES. Work home or travel. Experience 
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write George Wagoner, 
2190 -A Broadway, N. Y. 

For Inventors 

INVENTIONS COMMERCIALIZED. Patented or un- 
patented. Write Adam Fisher Alfg. Co., 27$ Enright, 
St. Louis, alo. 

Help Wanted 

WANTED -Name..t of men desiring steady outdoor 
Gov't Jobs; 91,700-$2.400 year; vacation. Patrol Parks; 
protect game. Write immediately. Delmar Institutes, 
A -59, Denver, Colo. 

Patent Attorneys 

PATENTS -Write for Free Information. IIOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT and RECORD OF INVENTION --or send Drawing or Model for Examination. Miller & \tiller, Patent Attorneys (former Patent Office Ex- 
aminers). 1006 -D %Voohrorth Building, New York; 262 
McGill Building. Washington, D. C. 

PATENTS. TRADE MARKS -All cases submitted 
given personal attention by a member of the firm. In- 
formation and booklet free. Lancaster. Allwine & Rom- 
mel. 269 Ouray Building. Washington. D. C. 

Inventors -- Should write tor nur Guide Book. "Hotu ta Obtain a Patent," and Record of invention Blank. sent Free. Send model or sketch of inventions for our lnspee- lion and instructions free. Radio, Electrical, Chemical, Mechanical and Trademark Experts. Terms Reasonable. Victor J. Evans & Co.. 922 Ninth, Washington, D. C. 

PATENTS -Advice and booklet free. Highest refer- 
ences. Hest result,. Promptness assured. Watson F. 
Coleman. l'aient Lawyer, 724 9th Street. Washington, D.C. 

Radio 

SHORT WAVE receiver. $5.00. Complete transmitter, 
$15.00. Free List. Radio Exchange. Richland Springs. 
Texas. 

RADIO APPARATUS BUILT to specifications. Work- 
manship guaranteed. John Berta, 221 Clay Street. Middleboro, Mass. 

.Sou writers 

COMPOSERS -VERSE OR MUSIC. Brilliant oppor- tunity. Wr He it unce. Van Buren, 2523 McClurg Bldg., 
Chicago. 

Telegraphy 

LEARN Wireless (Radio) and Morse telegraphy. 
School. oldest, largest; endorsed by telegraph, radio and 
government officials. Expenses low -can earn part. 
Catalog free. Dodge's Institute. Cour Street, Val- 
paraiso. Incl. 
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Latest Radio Patents 
(Continued frone page 414) 

filament, a winding external to said con- 
tainer and arranged in inductive relation 
with said coil through the material of said 
container and means for controlling the po- 
tential of said filament including a single 
conductor passed through said envelope and 
connected to said filament. 

1,814,063. CURRENT RECTIFIER. SIEG- 

MUND STRAUSS, Vienna, Austria. Filed 
June 26, 1929, Serial No. 373,877, and in 
Austria May 19, 1927. 3 Claims. 
1. A current rectifier adapted to be con- 

nected with measuring apparatus for high 
resistances and ionic currents in which a con- 

4 denser is employed repeatedly charged up to 

o} 

a constant voltage, said rectifier comprising 
a condenser charged by way of a rectifying 
valve from a supply of current, another ther- 
mionic valve connected as a discharge path, 
by which part of the condenser charge is 
carried away in dependence of the actual 
voltage value of the supply, this dependence 
resulting from heating the filament of the 
thermionic valve from the supply. 

1,815,987. CONICAL DIAPHRAGM FOR 
LOUD SPEAKERS. CHARLES W. PETER - 
SON, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Feb. 13, 1929. 
Serial No. 339,557. 2 Claims. 
1. A diaphragm made up of a central rigid 

zone, a larger rigid zone and connection 
between the zones made of less rigid ma- 
terial than that of the zones. 

1,816,690. GASEOUS CONDUCTION 
LAMP. DANIEL MCFARLAN MOORE, East 
Orange, N. J., assignor to General Electric 
Company, a Corporation of New York. 
Filed Nov. 7, 1924. Serial No. 748,346. 7 

Claims. 

Your Vacuum Tubes 
(Continued from page 369) 

human endeavor. The art of vacuum 
tube engineering is yet young, and thou- 
sands of new and important applications 
for tubes will be developed. In many 
ways it is already taking an important 
place in our everyday lives. In indus- 
try, communication, entertainment, re- 
search, and in numerous other fields the 
use of vacuum tubes is well recognized. 

Science has explored the regions of 
space through great telescopes. Barriers 
to the exploration of the earth have been 
overcome by means of the airplane. Su- 
persensitive vacuum tubes and other elec- 
tronic devices open to man a field of ex- 
ploration into a new world -the infini- 
tesimal world of atoms and electrons. 
This is the dawn of the age of electrons, 
and one can do little more than specu- 
late on what new advances this age will 
bring. 

1. A gaseous conduction lamp compris- 
ing a sealed vessel containing an atmosphere 
of good conductivity and a pair of parallel 
electrodes therein, one having in the end a 
hole deeper than its diameter, the pressure 
of said atmosphere being so chosen that at 
the operating potential substantially all the 
glow discharge appears in said hole. 

1,512,449. SYNCHRONIZED SOUND AND 
PHOTOGRAPHY. HARRISON W. ROGERS, 

New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 31, 1928. 
Serial No. 316,197. 3 Claims. 
1. In an apparatus of the character de- 

scribed, the combinations of two motor driv- 
en motion picture projectors, a sound re- 
producing machine having a driving motor, 
said latter machine being interposed between 
the two motion picture projectors, a syn- 
chronizing device, a common shaft drive 
from one side thereof, two one way clutches 
one to each projector connecting the pro- 
jectors to said shaft, said clutches being of the 
type that when one is being driven by the 
projector the other clutch is free or in re- 
verse, and means connecting the motor of 
the sound reproducing machine to the other 
side of the synchronizing device. 

What's New in Radio 
(Continued from page 411) 

plug -in coils. The converter is single dial 
control and a switching arrangement per- 
mits the use of either the converter or the 
broadcast receiver without changing any 
connections. Variable tuning condensers of 
270 degree straight -frequency -line design are 

utilized to provide a smooth tuning control 
for the entire wave - length range from 15 to 
180 meters. This adapter is available for 
the following a.c. lighting supplies: 110 

volts, 50 -60 cycles; 220 -230 volts, 50 -60 
cycles; and 110 volts, 25 -40 cycles. 

Maker- Wholesale Radio Service Co., 38 
Vesey Street, New York City. 
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FILTERMATIC PRODUCTS 
Help you to get the BEST possible reception 
from your RADI(I set. 

Lightning Arrester 

Description -The mounting case of the 
visible "Vulcan" lightning arrester is made 
of crystal -clear glass, making the entire as- 
sembly visible at all times. An engineering 
feature of this arrester is the special element 
mounted between the two springs. This is 

designed to provide a positive resistance of 
about 600,000 ohms for low or normal 
operating voltages. At higher voltages this 
special element becomes a positive conduct- 
or, allowing the electric charge to pass to 
ground and not to the radio set. This ar- 
rester is sturdily constructed to withstand 
severe weather conditions. 

Maker -Cornish Wire Company, Inc., 30 
Church St., New York City. 

SUPER - 
TONE 

CONTROL 
lCdl re dre ,dd 
Rodin lb:. ale, 
trio -dank 

or 
the 

most modern set. 
Installed in one minetee 
time. no Poole required. 

Will tune otst much of your nuises and eo- 
culled Anti, 
Will tn... our set to suit your ears. 

.,canut barns the (inset rodio in 

PrL 52.50 Dnstpaid. Soti,latiicn yuaron 
nea er ',onto .efunded. 

SUPER -FI LTERMATIC 
The Modern Aerial 

experts. 
Iteplacel satisfied 

other aeriaÌ.hminces 
and Especially stood on des 

t!0 ''. reception.ea.Helps to separate stations, 
doe set i light socket. (therefore 
elimination Ìium . d,ni. I : moo. 

1t 
i 

very 
lupart. r i. >- 

lut Iv 
only 

i',ür ah in- 
stall.' in nle ded. Will o.. Jiivinete, trouble and ea - 

Dense of lightnine- arrester. 

Price only $2.00 postpaid. 
Sati,faetion guaranteed or money refunded. 

ALL PROGRAMS 
Are Good with a FIL- 
TERMATIC. For all 
radios only $1.00 post- 
paid. 
Entirely automatic-no both 
tuning. Improves tone. reduce. 
static. 
volume. separates rates stetinne.cre 

increases 
In- 

stalled i minute tools requre, in 'series with a 'al one t 

n,l and d. SeCt.b Ctionry , aired or money 

refunded. 
year 

check or money order. C. O. L. ds Ve oath order. 

No freign C. O. D.) Money back gasrant ef,d Otter 5 day 

Service Men and Dealers Write for Particulars 

F ILTERMAT IC MFG. CO. 
(Dept. B -10) 4458 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

o.eoo` 
Pages 

OF VALUABLE 
SERVICE DATA 

Fd.ented Pyrrha.... 

DEALERS LE 

SERVICEMEN 
WrifeXo w! 

ade -ted,N 
t 

NEW YORK 

How to Obtain A Better Looking Nose 
Improve Your Personal Appearance 
My free book tells you how I guarantee 
Bo improve the shape of your nose by 

uremolding the cartilage and fleshy parte. 
quickly, safely, and painlessly. or re- 
fund your money. The very fine, pre- 
cise adiuetmente which only my new 
patented Model 25 Nose Shaper Poa- 
Veaea, make results satisfactory and 

lasting. Worn night or day. Over 100: 
000 users. Send for free book to 

M. TRUSTY. Pioneer Noseshaping 
Specialist, Dept. 287 Binghamton, N. Y. 

Massachusetts Radio and 
Telegraph School 
18 Boylston Street, Boston 

Send for Catalogue 

Tel. Hancock 8184 Established 1905 

On Every Service Call 
Easily installed in 5 min- 
utes. Write Dept. RN -I1 for 

money -making 
Proposition. 

PRIM 
Self-Adjusting 
VOLTAGE CONTROL 
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Protect the Midget Set ! 

Midgets are designed to operate on 110 
volt lines and will not stand up on 
higher voltages. 
Save the set -save 3-our reputation! 

Install a 50 -watt 
CLAROSTAT AUTO- 

MATIC LINE VOLT- 
AGE REGULATOR. 
Retail $175 Prlce 
Other Sizes for Other 

Receivers 

Clarostat Mfg. Co. 
Inc. 

285 N. 6th St. 
Brooklyn New York 

RADIO 
IS BROADCASTING 
FOR TRAINED MEN 

MANY successes have been made in radio. 
Still more successes will be made in the 
future! But the industry is already closed 
to all except trained men. A man must 
possess the latest scientific knowledge 
before he can enter or succeed in radio. 

Radio is changing constantly. In the 
11 years it has been a reality to the gen- 
eral public, many revolutionary things 
have happened- tomorrow will bring 
new revelations! A man must keep con 
stantly alert in this profession to make 
sure that he does not fall behind. 

The International Correspondence 
Schools, through courses prepared by 
leading radio authorities, have proved 
they can give men the necessary training 
to succeed in radio. Many men in the 
industry today are studying I. C. S. Radio 
Courses to keep abreast of the times. 
They recommend these courses to other 
men anxious to become associated with 
the radio industry. Complete Radio Course -Radio Servicing Course- 
Radio Operating Course -in which are 
you interested? Mark and mail the cou- 
pon! Without obligation, it will bring you 
the important information. Act today! 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Box 8283 -K, Scranton, Pa. 

Without cost or obligation, please tell me all about the 
NEW RADIO COURSE 

Name Age 
Street Address 

City State 
It von roride in Canada. send this coupon to the Intranatiwwt Correspondence School: Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada 

RADIO NEWS FOR NOVEMBER, 1931 

Backstage in Broadcasting 
(Continued from page 401) 

uled, and an extensive bibliography are 
included in the manual. Student note- 
books for the course were also made 
available. They were prepared by Dr. 
Charles H. Fransworth, professor emeri- 
tus of musical education, Columbia Uni- 
versity, and by Ernest La Prade, assist- 
ant to Damrosch. 

N the desk of every executive of the 
Columbia Broadcasting System in 

the network's New York headquarters, 
there is an odd rectangular object bear- 
ing a telephone dial that serves a unique 
purpose. This instrument, conceived by 
the CBS engineering staff, is utilized to 
automatically convey a desired radio pro- 

gram of either the CBS or a contempor- 
ary broadcaster to the persons within the 
room. By spinning the dial to a special 
numeral, the program is immediately 
heard through loudspeakers in the room. 
Special numbers are provided to pick -up 
non -broadcast auditions within the build- 
ing. At this writing, only ten pick -ups 
can be made for each dial inasmuch as 
single numerals are used. E. K. Cohan, 
technical director of the chain, in explain- 
ing the device to the writer, asserted that 
through the use of combination numerals, 
at a later date, an unlimited amount of 
program fare can be automatically heard 
within the office of every chain executive. 
A special knob on the device controls 
volume. 

Radio News Technical Information Service 
The Technical Information Service has 

been carried on for many years by the 
technical staff of RADIO NEWS. Its pri- 
mary purpose is to give helpful informa- 
tion to those readers who run across tech- 
nical problems in their work or hobby 
which they are not able to solve without 
assistance. The service has grown to 
such large proportions that it is now ad- 
visable to outline and regulate activities 
so that information desired may come to 
our readers accurately, adequately and 
promptly. 

Long, rambling letters containing re- 
quests that are vague or on a subject that 
is unanswerable take up so large a por- 
tion of the staff's working time that legit- 
imate questions may pile up in such quan- 
tities as to cause a delay that seriously 
hinders the promptness of reply. To elim- 
inate this waste of time and the period of 
waiting, that sometimes occurs to our 
readers as a consequence, the following 
list of simple rules must be observed in 
making requests for information. Read- 
ers will help themselves by abiding by 
these rules. 

Preparation of Requests 

1. Limit each request for information 
to a single subject. 

2. In a request for information, in- 
clude any data that will aid us in as- 
sisting in answering. If the request 
relates to apparatus described in 
RADIO NEWS, state the issue, page 
number, title of article and the 
name of the device or apparatus. 

3. Write only on one side of your 
paper. 

4. Pin the coupon to your request. 
The service is directed specifically at 

the problems of the radio serviceman, en- 
gineer, mechanic, experimenter, set 
builder, student and amateur, but is open 
to all classes of readers as well. 

All questions from subscribers to RADIO 
NEWS will be answered free of charge, 
provided they comply with the regula- 
tions here set forth. Non -subscribers to 
RADIO NEWS will be charged a nominal 
fee of $1.00 for this service. All ques 

lions will be answered by mail and not 
through the editorial columns of the mag- 
azine, or by telephone. When possible, 
requests for information will be answered 
by referring to articles in past issues of 
the magazine that contain the desired in- 
formation. For this reason it is ad- 
visable to keep RADIO NEWS as a radio 
reference. 

Complete information about sets de- 
scribed in other publications cannot be 
given, although readers will be referred to 
other sources of information whenever 
possible. The staff cannot undertake to 
design special circuits, receivers, equip- 
ment or installations. The staff cannot 
service receivers or test any radio appa- 
ratus. Wiring diagrams of commercial 
receivers cannot be supplied, but where 
we have published them in RADIO NEWS, 
a reference will be given to past issues. 
Comparisons between various kinds of 
receivers or manufactured apparatus can- 
not be made. 

Only those requests will be given con- 
sideration that are accompanied by the 
current month's coupon below, accurately 
filled out. 

NOVEMBER, 1931 
Technical Information Coupon 
RADIO News Laboratory 
350 Hudson Street 
New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: 

Kindly supply me with complete in- 
formation on the attached question: 

I am a regular subscriber to RADIO 
NEWS and I understand this infor- 
mation will be sent me free of 
charge. 
I am not yet a subscriber to RADIO 
NEws and enclose $1.00 to cover 
costs of the service. 
I wish to become a subscriber to 
RADIO NEWS and enclose $2.50 to 
receive the magazine regularly for 
one year, and to receive this valu- 
able technical information service 
free of charge. 

Name 
Address 
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Radio Service 
I 

Super -411,1 

DIAGNOMETER 

Shielded 
OSCILLATOR 

OHM -MEGOHMMETER 

QUICK 
FACTS 

I. Analytical A. C. .und D. C. 
voltage ranges of z.5 I - 

Is/1°3,w; 'coo .olts. 1 .. 
ohms per soit scnsiti. is. 

L. External D. C. voltage ranges 
of o, 40 and 0; L. sits at 
L5,33 ohms per colt for auto- 
motive and aeroplane instal- 
lation.. 

3. External A. C. and D. C volt- 
age range of 3 L5. .: volts. 

4. Resistance ranges _ 533 - 

Soo. o... ohms. continuity 
ranges a 5; LS megohms with 
zero corrector. 

s. Capacity measurements 
to 13 mfd. Condenser rests at 
2_53 volts D. C. 

6. A. C. power transformer %cith 

primary selector for line volt- 
ages between toc to L{:. volts. 

7. Tests ALL tubes. Oscillation 
test, gas test. cathode -heater 
leakage ,' Ivs_,:....; ohms. and 
short tcsc. 

8. C:om letels shielded modu- 
lated- and attenuated Oscilla- 
tor individually calibrated y_ 
to Iwo kilocycles. Equipped 
with vernier tuning dial. 

H. T'S what leading service -men, technicians 
` and dealers arc saving of the new SUPREME 

DIAGNOMETER AAA1- "the Biggest Thing 
in Radio Service Since '28." Not since that 
sc.uon, which introduced the first DIAGNO- 
METER, has the service world welcomed such a 

revolutionary and versatile testing instrument. 
The BIG 5ofscrvice- SUPER- DIAGNOMETER, 
OSCILLATOR, TUBE TESTER, OHM - 
\IEGOHAtMETER, CAPACITOR TESTER, - 
combined and condensed in tu one smaller. 
handier ease! 

1u matter how much .ou hase heard of ncc vsondcrs of this 
..Supreme product. cou will be ainaeed at an actual dcnxnt- 

stnuion. lite instrument that the radio wort,' 'smite,' and 

alto,' for SUPREME. ro sponsor fou must scc it-coti 
parc it 

Ask Your Jobber to Demonstrate 
Iohhcrs es ers 11 her arc prepared to demonstrate. Send the 

aecompaoying am coupon for complete details and ne of 

nearest iobhcr. Not because it offers you 5 vital instru- 
ments in 1, at the economical price of i. but hccausc your 
o.. standards of modern sers ice demand it, do sou need 

this, the greatest testing instrument in history. Soot pa., 
for itscll in sas into oÍ titne and labor and Increased 

profit,. \: in.estment for prom. and prestige! 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 
416 Supremo Bldg., Greenwood, Miss. 

Dur,iF.reu s .; P.nC,pa! 11," 
Polen, Ps. own: , nWeir ,-r.: .tr., .\41" Ye,i 

I,bG tJbu,- LOPR FH. Vey °wi 

SUPREME 
DIAGNOMETER 

AAA I 

Deolers' Net Price 

F.O.B. Greenwood, Miss. 

14730 

Ultra- modern, essential, 
testing instruments in 

I, for the price of 1 
a combined test panel and portable laboratory 
mounts on the mall as eaci!y as removing the lid. 

r 
PR EMI. 1VSTR MFNTS CORPORATION 

a- urrcnu üudJu:g 
..rccn.v,xwi. Miss. 

V'- cnd mc id! parriculu. :.n SUPREME DI ',G- 
A( R 11A obligation. 

c 

Stac 
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Follow the Direct Road to Success 
Do you want a better position and r larger pay envelope? There is just one way to win success --he brad and shoulders abut, your fellows by gaming a 

broader basic education. Mathematics is the basis of all cancan tfou, ?Cut a day passes in which you do tort have to use mathematics in your work. Do you make your own calcu- lati.ais, or are you handicapped l'y your inability to do this work yourself: Here is the whole secret of success. This 
i.. why tuathein;ittes is caught in every school and college. 

A thorough knowledge of it makes clear so many 
things which are puzzling you today. 

no not let another day as witluatt de.ing something to improve your knowledge of matheucaties. lint how can you obtain this knowledge' By gong back to school or college. or taking an expensive correspondence course? 
1 ou need do neither! 

At Last! Mathematics Self -Taught 
This Simple, Easy way! 

Now you can take advantage of t his easy method which 
has been worked opt by an expert for those who d' not wish to give the time and money required by other methods of mathematical study. .1 vrev simple and cytremcly in. teresting group of hooks lots been l'relarrd for sou 'by a man who has devoted his life to teaching practical men 
the fundamentals ui this important subject. 

MATHEMATICS 
FOR SELF STUDY 

By J. E. Thompson, B.S. in E.E., A.M. 
Dept. of Mathematics. Pratt Institute. Brooklyn 

These books start right from the beginning 
with a review of arithmetic that gives you 
all special short -cuts and trick problems that 
save countless hours of your time and make 
you more valuable to yourself and pour job. 
Then they go right in:o higher mathematics 
and show you how simple it is when an 
expert explains it for you. [h'o't let ap- 
pearances f1s rl yoo. nlathrmal ics is co.ev. 
You can get tiles, Ii..'ks iii approval and 
see for yourseli how ',well enjoyment 
you can have ',hilt getting this salit- 
able training and solving interesting prac- 
tical problems that puzzle your friends 
and fellow- worker.. In no time at all 
you will be tackling with ease the most difficult question un this subject. 

A Complete Reference Work 
on Mathematics in These An Expert Gives You These Four Inexpensive Books 

Starting from the first simple prin. 
ciples, these interesting hooks take you, 
by easy stages, into the detailr.l appli 
cations of higher mathematics. Each 
step is clearly explained and is iol- 
lowed directly by sat plc prnbi. ms. 
Arithmetic for the Practical Man 
Algebra for the Practical Man 
Trigonometry for the Practical Man 
Calculus for the Practical Man 
4 Volumes-1240 Pages -illustrated 

Simplified Methods 
\fr. Thompson. tir at,t]n'r of tin se book 
is not an or,lintu'. teacher of nt.rthunat,c 
Hr has I:ad ,tan' tr.tr s' ex prrienci 
giving shut r t th' 111'1, f mort hentetic.'! 
training t -. al w'ak. He 
prescrite iLod 81111 Ia. l' 
Ir nt in o mplest war. Ils. 
gets I* .. t of information 
that 'u 

` 

die ate la. rk. Look 
at up any tu b.,-n, :clic :..,.... tics! pairles 

you in thi se tool,. .... .. how quickly 
yOU get the solution. 

Send No Money 
Examine These Books for 10 Days FREE! 

The coupon below brings you the four books for 10 days' free trial. After 111 daes, 
return the bunks to us without ''hligation or sun.! us the small down t: :, ,tent of 
balance in in three monthly t'a> men is of S2.(0 each Cl'-; di -count jot- 

MAIL THIS COUPON 
D. Van Nostrand Co.. Inc. 
250 Fourth Ave.. New York 
Send me AIATHENI ATI('S FOR 
I will either rit urn the honks or 
month for 3 months-total S7.6.1, 

SE1.1' STI'DV in 4 volumes. 11 -it hin lit days 
sutil vol S l.0; 5 as first payment and Si.tatt Ire I: '; .Miscount i' r cash, 1 i R. N:14:1 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Business Connection 

Reference 

L 

The Latest I/ata! 
Complete and up -to -date infor- 
mation covering the entire field 
of radio -all arranged for ready 
reference in this one big guide 

book. 
BYRD'S Antarctic Radio Equipment- Bee:deers, tri,,,utttter, 11'1 latent Ionic.,; I'm ails Unid on this epochal flight fully de,eribed. 
TELEVISION -)Ir. C. I`. Jerkin, father of trle- er:ion and ladin munie give, you tu hi non wnnk eompl.le directions fur building practical tels i,tmr equipment. 
INTERFERENCE ELIMINATION -Nevi methods .y'tem :tteally outlined by W. F. Fleming, radio rugineer. 
RADIO AUTO ALARM- Deserint ion of new de. ,tee tor ..hip, with h keep, the Suit aateh while 
op' rater i, oit duty, 
SNORT WAVE APPARATUS -Commercial and amateur. ili''eritre1 and illunuated. 
NEW BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT-Tempera- 
tute-enntrulled t'irzn rrlal r.rillal,,r; ]pe¿ 
nustulat inn panel mid other ti i' apparatus, -and Iese are only a few of the new subjects adldtJ to the most complete radio handbook ever Iubüahed 

THE 
RADIO 

MANUAL 
A Handbook for Students, 

Amateurs, Operators, 
and Inspectors 

Beres the answer to 
every question about 
the principles, oper- 
ation. and mainte- 
nance of apparatus 
for radio transmit- 
ting and receiving. 
Important new chap- 
ters have been added 
to bring it tight un 
to the minute. Many 
new photograph. and 
diagrams hase b en 
included. It Is now 
more than ever the 
one complete hand- 
book orvering the 
entire radio tfeld. 

A Complete Course 
in Radio Operation 
in ME VOLUME 

Prepares for Government License 
wr bi,: haulers ern elementary El,.trieity anti 
?f :.enetlsm ; Motor, aret a ner,nnr.; ;Storage ltaucrie., 
and Charging t'ireult.,: The Vacuum Tuhe; r Inuit. 

S'aiutata Tube Transmitter: yh slulating 
Systems and ttuVe, libido tat inu; 1 \'ar,tnen r -: I'len,- 
hleetfie Delllatnri wave Trap I :Marine \':vum 
Tube Tr:unmhtrn: It :.din lts,crd'xs tin, I-iutpm. ut; 
Arr Transmitter.: $pout Trut.miner ; t ..nun' rial 
mono Imo. irrr : Ala nenni Auto- Alarm: lla.n l:.-:o'n's 
'unt I linnet ion Finder.; Aircraft Radin E. :101.,, : 

¡'aetieal Television am! Radio Movie.; PAM; hurt log 
Radin Inlertureneet It.i ti,, 1 :,u, and Rcguist biro ; 
Handling and abstracting Traffic. 

Prepared by 
Official Examining Officer 

The author. r, tì. Sortit, :. i: ltadh, lnterto; and 
EN:uuiuln: ,Myer. hall" itiriiun, l'. F U'grt. of 
i ,nunnvre. The honk ha, b, en edIIVII In i. ;ai', by 
Robert S. ru,. for fire years 'r't,o :i Ii iii .' 
ij"T. the Magazine of the .tmrriran haul,, It-lay L- a :u.. row Radin Cuncultant Many other experts ...i -,t ,'I them. 

Examine It FREE! 
Tie reyio'I rittilcn of "Tln ] Indio :Manual" I now 
ready. Nearly Suu illuIralion. R,np in nrrihlr retell:ni.I. Th coupon brin,:: HIP 'oint'. for 
tree examination. t "irhin b' days you may return, the 
volume ur .end the peins et O. per, 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. 
250 Fourth Ave., New York 

r.s'o't 
tar the Il.etad edition 'f T'li; RAVI, ui ri N1',\ I. 

'_y :uniumlon. tVilhin ten dey: aftet ro,r'ipl I ill either 
e own the volume. or ,end you $0.00, the prie lu lull 

III. N..1311 

Nome 

&h and No. 

City and State 

Rurdneis Connection 

nererenee J 
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